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ABSTRACT 

Explosive basaltic eruptions present a challenge to modelling volcanic behaviour. The main 

focus of this thesis is the examination of pyroclastic micro-textures and morphology of the ash fraction 

in order to constrain the conduit conditions during ascent and at the time of fragmentation, respectively 

in the lead up to such explosive volcanic eruptions. Three sites, Black Point, California, Pahvant Butte, 

Utah and Ilchulbong, Korea, were considered. I propose that, in certain cases, conduit processes can 

collaborate to modify basaltic magma rheology, which can be complemented by powerful water-

magma interactions to result in an intense and violent eruption. 

Results of micro-textural data show: (1) vesicularity of shallow subaqueous basaltic 

(“Surtseyan") tephra can reach high values (up to 92% at Pahvant Butte) and vesicularity ranges are 

broad (e.g. from 6% to 92%, for Pahvant Butte pre-emergent mound). Quantitative values combined 

with textural observations (e.g. vesicle shape and pattern) indicate a strong heterogeneity of 

vesiculating magma. (2) vesicle number densities are high (the minimum is at Black Point, 5.4 x 102 

vesicles per mm3 and the maximum is seen at both Black Point and Pahvant Butte, 4.8 x 104 vesicles 

per mm3). Finally, (3) extensive microlite formation is common within Surtseyan pyroclasts examined 

here. Results of ash morphology analyses show 75% of Black Point ash and 80% of Pahvant Butte 

ash fragments fall within the hydromagmatic fragmentation field. Furthermore, strong evidence for 

water-magma interaction (fracture-bound, stepped, cracked and etched surfaces) is seen, as is a 

dominance of thermohydraulic mechanism of fragmentation. Due to the thermodynamic properties of 

water and magma this fragmentation regime is considered the most efficient and explosive. 

A model, common to the three study sites, of shallow conduit conditions and fragmentation 

leading to eruption is proposed here. Early nucleation at depth is followed by ascent and temporary 

arrest of magma resulting in a mature (relatively large equivalent diameters) vesicle population and a 

variable amount of microphenocrysts, both juvenile and xenocrystic. A decompression event, possibly 

induced by injection of a fresh batch of magma and/or, later in the eruption, flank instability and failure, 

induces a late stage of bubble nucleation and consequently the final ascent of the magma is rapid and 

thought to follow a parabolic ascent profile. Simultaneous to rapid ascent microlite nucleation occurs. 

This burst of nucleation is prompted by high volatile contents (Black Point 0.64-1.92 wt% and Pahvant 

Butte 0.80-1.29 wt% H2Ot) and decompression. Magma rheology is progressively altered, particularly 

the viscosity. These processes in combination are sufficient drivers of an explosive eruption. In the 

Surtseyan cases presented here, conduit processes act to prime the basaltic magma for explosive 
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interaction with an external body of water, however, explosivity cannot be directly linked to the 

presence of external water alone.  

In summary, the Surtseyan eruptions presented in this study are interpreted to have been as a 

result of exceptional conduit conditions which aided explosive eruptive behaviour that is 

uncharacteristic for basaltic magmas. It is speculated that had these eruptions occurred in a subaerial 

setting the outcome could have been as dramatic as well documented sub-Plinian and Plinian 

eruptions.  
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PART 1 INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER 1 SURTSEYAN ERUPTIONS 

1.1 Project rationale and aims 

 Volcanic eruptions can be preliminarily and broadly divided into two main 

categories; effusive and explosive eruptions. Styles of eruption vary from passive 

lava flows to eruptions with increased intensity, such as the widely recognized style 

of Hawaiian fire fountaining (e.g. Kilauea Iki, Hawaii) or discrete Strombolian 

eruptions (e.g. Stromboli, Italy). At the extreme end of the intensity scale, Plinian 

eruptions (e.g. Etna, Italy) pose a serious threat to modern day civilization (e.g. 

Mount St. Helens; Klug and Cashman, 1994). A type of explosive eruption that has 

been somewhat overlooked in this broad division is the subaqueous eruption. As 

~70% of our planet consists of open water the likelihood of an eruption occurring 

beneath a column of water is very high. Here, we class Surtseyan eruptions as those 

occurring under a shallow body of water and include a phase of emergence. 

However, although this type of eruption style display features classed as explosive, it 

is not easily pigeon-holed in traditional nomenclature. 

 An early classification of eruption intensity was precariously based on deposit 

dispersal and degree of fragmentation (Fig. 6 of Walker, 1973) which was directly 

and proportionally linked to mass eruption rate and discharge. This classification has 

a number of flaws. Original data collected on Hawaiian eruptions were not conclusive 

and as a result Hawaiian eruptions are classified, and continue to be widely regarded 

as a low intensity event compared to Strombolian eruptions. A second deficiency 

involved Surtseyan subaqueous eruptions. These were ill-considered regarding the 

effects of a liquid medium on dispersal which in turn lead to confusion about eruption 

style and intensity. Although a useful comparative for its time, this classification has 

become outdated.  
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 In reality, a nomenclature based on observations at a particular site (site-

based) is not ideal considering the frequency and regularity of shifts in eruptive styles 

(Parfitt and Wilson, 1995; Ripepe et al., 2005; Polacci et al., 2006; Andronico et al., 

2009; Genareau et al., 2010; Suzuki and Fujii, 2010). Criteria on which to class an 

eruption need to be process-based (e.g. Schipper et al., 2010).  

 Determining the processes responsible for an eruption by examination of the 

eruption products has been well established for subaerial eruptions (i.e. “dry” 

eruptions where magma erupts from an atmospheric surface vent). Houghton and 

Gonnermann (2008) comprehensively review the factors contributing to the 

explosiveness of basaltic eruptions and the current accepted conduit dynamic 

models (i.e. Hawaiian: Wilson, 1980; Wilson and Head, 1981; Vergnoille and Jaupart, 

1986; Jaupart and Vergnoille, 1988; 1989; Parfitt et al., 1995; Parfitt, 2004; 

Strombolian: Vergnoille and Jaupart, 1986; Jaupart and Vergnoille, 1988; 1989; Head 

and Wilson, 1989; Parfitt et al., 1995; Lautze and Houghton, 2005; Polacci et al., 

2008; Plinian: Sable et al., 2006b; 2009; Costantini et al., 2008) (see below for further 

information). These models have been based on a combination of qualitative and 

quantitative field and experimental work. 

 Fundamental to this dissertation is the gap in research regarding subaqueous 

eruptions (i.e. “wet” eruptions where magma comes into contact with external water) 

as discussed in section 1.2. Subaqueous eruptions have received less investigative 

attention owing to the inaccessible nature of their deposits. As such, scrutiny has 

been restricted to the emergent phase of their eruptions leaving the processes 

responsible for the submerged pyroclastic material largely ignored. Additionally, 

observation of the emerged eruptive phase has been subjected to classification 

based on subaerial processes. This is impractical and unhelpful.  

 Here, we aim to build on the existing knowledge of these eruptions (below and 
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section 1.2). In general, by analyzing pyroclasts from the submerged portions of 

subaqueous eruptions, we can combine qualitative and quantitative information from 

lapilli textures and ash grains to identify the conduit processes at, or very near the 

point of fragmentation, respectively.  

 Qualitative and quantitative information from lapilli textures refers to the nature 

and amount of vesicles, i.e. bubbles preserved in solidified magma within a lapillus. 

Vesicularity refers to the volume fraction of vesicles. Vesicles result from exsolution 

of volatiles from a volatile-saturated melt, but not necessarily from the melt in which 

they reside when erupted. The formation of bubbles within a melt contributes to the 

buoyancy of the melt and hence is a potential driving force during an eruption. Ascent 

of magma through the conduit, accelerated by vesicle-induced buoyancy, is a key 

feature of conduit dynamics and a very important consideration for eruptive 

behaviour. Vesicularity is only one of many interrelated eruptive drivers; others, for 

example, include volatile content which can contribute to crystallization, and in turn, 

viscosity (Klug and Cashman, 1994; Lenskey et al., 2001; Sable et al., 2006b). 

 Houghton and Gonnermann (2008) summarize the various theories and 

models for “dry” or magmatic explosive basaltic eruptions and describe models for 

the role of bubbles in different types of eruption. Vergniolle and Jaupart (1986) 

presented a “foam-collapse” model in which vesiculation begins in the magma 

chamber; partial repetitive foam collapses form gas slugs that rise through magma in 

the conduit and results in a Strombolian style of eruption, while for Hawaiian 

eruptions, wholesale “foam-collapse” releases large volumes of volatiles that expand 

and stream up the conduit, becoming an annular flow near the surface. An alternative 

role for bubbles is presented by Parfitt and Wilson (1995) and is dependent on the 

relative rise speed (RSD: rise speed-dependent model) of bubbles vs. magma in the 

conduit; decoupled ascent of bubbles through magma in the conduit creates a gas 
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slug leading to Strombolian eruptions, whereas coupled ascent of bubbles and melt 

results in highly vesicular magma that fragments into frothy pyroclasts upon eruption. 

Parfitt and Wilson (1999) further identify a similar role of bubbles in the ascent 

process for Plinian and sub-Plinian eruptions.  

 Mechanisms of fragmentation during submarine explosive eruptions play a 

major role in shaping the character of such eruptions, and the study of fine-ash 

grains can provide key insights into fragmentation processes (Zimanowski et al., 

1997). Heiken (1972) distinguished between magmatic and phreatomagmatic 

(hydrovolcanic, or hydromagmatic) fragmentation. Magmatic fragmentation is 

currently considered to take place when one of several thresholds (strain rate, stress 

rate and inertia) is exceeded in response to expansion of magmatic gases, while 

hydromagmatic fragmentation involves thermal granulation, steam expansion, and 

molten fuel-coolant interaction (MFCI) explosions all resulting from interaction of 

magma with water. This fragmentation can affect a melt before or at any stage of 

volatile exsolution and expansion (Houghton and Wilson, 1989). Volatiles in vesicles, 

in addition to driving magma ascent, also play a role in magmatic fragmentation. A 

well-known model for magmatic fragmentation views vesiculation and vesicle 

expansion as governing the impetus of fragmentation (Sparks, 1978); magma 

vesicularity of 75-77% can induce fragmentation. An inertial mechanism of 

fragmentation is suggested by Namiki and Manga (2008) for Hawaiian eruptions, 

while gas over-pressure is commonly invoked for fragmentation during Strombolian 

events. Honnorez and Kirst (1975) distinguished hyaloclastite, the product of non-

explosive quenching and fracturing of basaltic magma, from hyalotuff formed by 

explosive fragmentation of vesiculating magma. A comprehensive summary of 

hydromagmatic fragmentation is given in Morrisey et al. (2000) and references 

therein.  
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 This thesis consists of three main parts. The first is a general introduction to 

the background of Surtseyan eruptions and the methods used for data collection and 

analysis. The second part comprises the details of three site locations; two primary 

sites (Black Point and Pahvant Butte) make up the majority of data with the third 

volcano, Ilchulbong, being a reconnaissance study. An interpretation and discussion 

of results is provided for each of the study sites followed by a brief conclusion. The 

final part of the thesis collates and summarizes the interpretations, discusses the 

findings in light of the research questions outlined above and in following sections 

and concludes the main results of the thesis.  

 

1.2 Surtsey: the type example  

 The type example for explosive shallow subaqueous basaltic eruptions is 

Surtsey Island, Iceland. Named after a Norse mythological figure, the Giant Surtur, 

Surtsey was the first well documented modern shallow marine to emergent basaltic 

eruption. The fissure eruption began, under ~120 m of water, on the 14th November, 

1963. Pyroclastic activity continued until April, 1964 when effusive lava flows began 

and ensured the preservation of the island. Volcanic activity ceased on Surtsey in 

June, 1965. In total, four and a half months of explosive activity had resulted in an 

estimated 600 million cubic yards (~0.46 km3) of tephra and an island 570 ft (~174 m) 

above sea level with a maximum diameter of 4350 ft (~1326 m). At Surtsey 

observations were made of many styles of eruption and their products are now 

regarded as characteristic of eruptions in which basaltic magma interacts with 

standing water. Observations were made by observers on boats, in airplanes, and 

from ground-based stations on nearby land and, later in the eruption, on the volcano 

itself. These direct observations of the eruption are still used as the basis for 

understanding the processes that were active in the vent region (Thorarinsson, 1967; 
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Kokelaar, 1983) and the explosive nature of this subaqueously-born emergent 

volcano led the definition of the “Surtseyan” eruption style (Walker and Croasdale, 

1972). The styles of activity that are widely accepted to be characteristic of emergent 

eruptions (i.e. submerged volcanoes that establish an underwater tephra pile that 

eventually builds up and breaches the surface of the water) are outlined by 

Thorarinsson (1967) as being of two types. Firstly, the author describes Surtseyan 

jets and cock’s tails. During periods of ‘vent flooding’ the vent is located at a shallow 

subaqueous depth or above sea level with tephra flanks breached to allow water full 

access to the vent. During vent flooding and a lower level of fragmentation 

Thorarinsson (1967) describes a black tephra-laden mass that propels up, and out of 

it shoots numerous volcanic bombs, each with a black tail of tephra. However, when 

the explosions occur nearer the top of the vent the black tails formed curves so that 

the eruption column looked like an enormous cock’s tail. The second type of 

explosive activity, continuous uprush, occurs when water is excluded from the vent 

region and is described thus: “the uprush of vapour and tephra was then continuous 

although it was a little jerky”. Eruption style described in these ways have been linked 

to different eruption mechanisms occurring in the vent region by Thorarinsson (1967), 

and by later authors (e.g. Kokelaar, 1983, 1986; Moore, 1985, 1987; White, 1996).  

 Walker and Croasdale (1972) were among the first workers to apply the term 

‘Surtseyan’ to an eruption where the style was of “the type exemplified by the 

opening stages of the Surtsey eruption 1963-4”. The authors distinguished between 

deposits resulting from subaerial Hawaiian-style eruptions, which are coarser 

grained, better sorted and characterised by particles with external textures being 

controlled by surface tension; and those from Surtseyan eruptions, which are finer 

grained, with poorly sorted particles controlled by brittle fragmentation and deposited 

in thin beds within which accretionary lapilli are common. They also inferred that the 
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depositional processes at work during a Surtseyan eruption were pyroclastic flows 

and surges, accompanied by fallout. Rainfall runoff was recognised as a potential 

mechanism of reworking. What Walker and Croasdale (1972), and many subsequent 

workers failed to emphasise was that these styles were, as observed, specific to the 

emergent, subaerial part of Surtsey's growth. 

 Surtsey's eruption provided a dramatic example of a basaltic eruption that was 

explosive while magma interacted vigorously with seawater, and became quietly 

effusive when such interactions ceased. There is a maximum amount of vapour that 

can be produced from the interaction of water and magma, and hence a maximum 

amount of thermal energy that can be converted into kinetic energy to drive 

explosions (Colgate and Sigurgeirsson, 1973; Sheridan and Wohletz, 1981; Wohletz 

and Sheridan, 1983). This understanding underpins a widely accepted inference that 

there is a direct relationship between volcanic, and particularly basaltic, eruption 

styles and interaction with water. 

 Considerable effort has been expended in analysis of water-magma 

interaction in the half century since Surtsey's eruption, and the dynamics of 

interactions involving explosive heat exchange between basaltic magma and a 

coolant are now becoming clear. The process of water-magma interactions is 

complex (Zimanowski et al., 1997), and is superimposed on dynamic conduit 

processes not fully addressed to date in experiments (Kokelaar, 1986; Mastin, 2007). 

Experiments with silicic magma have revealed that magmatic deformation-assisted 

unsustaining interactions also take place (Austin-Erickson et al., 2008), but these 

have yet to be studied for basaltic magma. 

 Over the same half century, there has been increasing recognition that 

explosive basaltic eruptions that do not involve water are also relatively common, and 

capable of reaching Plinian intensities (Williams, 1983; Walker et al., 1984; 
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Roggensack et al., 1997; Coltelli et al., 1998). The study of micro-textures in volcanic 

rock was originally used to quantify crystal populations (Cashman and Marsh, 1988), 

and it has been developed for interpretation of vesicle populations since 1990 (Sarda 

and Graham, 1990; Toramaru, 1990; Sahagian and Proussevitch, 1992; 1998; 

Proussevitch and Sahagian, 1996). This and more recent work has focused on 

extracting information about rates and timing of vesicle nucleation and growth 

(Mangan et al., 1993; Cashman and Mangan, 1994; Mangan and Cashman, 1996; 

Houghton et al., 2004; Gurioli et al., 2008; Polacci et al., 2009) and relating these to 

different styles of "dry" basaltic eruptions in which explosivity is not a result of 

interaction with external water.  

 Recently, terms such as “Poseidic” and “Neptunian” have been introduced for 

deep subaqueous eruptions, extending our understanding to fully submerged 

eruptions lacking any emergent stage. “Poseidic” eruptions are defined by Schipper 

et al. (2010) as closed-system volatile exsolution from ~3 km below the vent to 

achieve ~40% vesicularity with the additional influence of water which is suggested to 

have caused fragmentation of a basaltic melt at water depths of ~1 km. “Neptunian” 

eruptions are defined by Allen and McPhie (2009) as sustained magmatic volatile-

driven silicic explosive eruptions from vents at water depths of ~200-1300 m. 

Neptunian eruption magnitude, fragmentation mechanisms, and juvenile pyroclast 

characteristics, especially vesicularity, are stated by authors to be very similar to 

Plinian style eruptions, with the difference of ambient fluid (water versus air) affecting 

column. 

 As mentioned, missing from the observational record is the story of Surtsey's 

growth from the seafloor. Surtsey's submarine deposits have yet to be investigated in 

any detail, and the volcano's slopes have been reworked by waves and/or buried in 

debris washed from its eroding coasts. An alternative to investigating the submarine 
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portion of Surtsey itself is available, however; that is to study volcanic deposits that 

were produced by eruptions of similar magma type, at similar water depths, that are 

now exposed subaerially. Two such volcanoes in the western United States, Black 

Point (California) and Pahvant Butte (Utah) are the primary sites of study for this 

thesis. They are little-modified basaltic volcanoes that erupted under relatively 

shallow lacustrine conditions in Pleistocene lakes that have now disappeared, 

exposing the volcanoes in easily accessible and sparsely vegetated desert 

landscapes. This study applies techniques used in studies of explosive "dry" basaltic 

eruptions to deposits of Surtseyan ones (e.g. Black Point and Pahvant Butte). Field 

observations and the presence of particles produced by water-magma explosions 

demonstrate unambiguously the role of external water in shaping eruptions. In the 

absence of direct observation the methodology is to use particle characteristics to 

determine the state of the magma at the time of eruption. Comparison of new textural 

data from Black Point, Pahvant Butte and Ilchulbong to published textural data from 

“dry” basaltic eruptions can help predict how magma in the same state would have 

behaved had the eruption occurred in the absence of water. The differences can be 

inferred to result from magma's interaction with water during the eruption (White et 

al., 2003). 

 

1.3 Surtsey analogues: Black Point, California and Pahvant Butte, Utah 

 Volcanoes selected for this study are well-preserved and readily accessible. 

The majority of the study focuses on Black Point, California, and Pahvant Butte, 

Utah; each erupted into lake water at depths (~105 m and ~85 m, respectively) 

comparable to those on continental shelves. A third volcano, Ilchulbong, Korea, 

extends the study to fully emergent, effectively subaerial, environments, but with 

equally high and persistent interaction between erupting magma and water. 

 Black Point, California, is located on the north shore of Mono Lake, the 
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remnant of a larger, deeper Pleistocene lake, Lake Russell. Black Point volcano 

erupted 13,300 ± 500 years ago into Lake Russell (Fig. 1.1) (Christensen and Gilbert, 

1964). Water depth at the time of eruption was ~105 m, as estimated from lithofacies 

transitions, the deposition of tufa at high lake stands, and the morphological features 

of the volcanic pile (Lajoie, 1968; Custer, 1973). Black Point has a distinctive flat-

topped shape that has been likened to that of submarine guoyots (Christensen and 

Gilbert, 1964). The top of the volcano is marked by a series of thin, palagonitized, tuff 

ring deposits (Fig. 1.2), the base of which coincides in elevation with the inferred 

level of the lake during eruption (2,052 m; Custer, 1973). The rings have features 

(see section 3.2) indicative of subaerial deposition (e.g. Custer, 1973; White, 2000), 

and contrast strongly with underlying deposits of what was termed by White (2000) a 

volcanic "mound" of largely unaltered, unlithified, glassy basaltic tephra. Key 

characteristics of the mound are a paucity of fine-grained deposits, low abundance of  

country-rock lithic fragments, shallow bedding dips and ubiquitous indications of 

deposition from currents. 

Fig. 1.1 (A) Location map for Black Point (BP) with present-day (Mono Lake) level and the dashed line 

indicating the Pleistocene water level of Lake Russell; (B) Topographic map of Black Point with 
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lithofacies indicated and sample locations marked (modified from Lajoie, 1968).  

Fig. 1.2 Summit deposits of Black Point showing thin, palagonitized tuff deposits (white dashed lines). 

Photo is taken looking to the East. 

 

 Pahvant Butte, Utah (Fig. 1.3), was erupted (~15,300 y.b.p.) into the giant 

Pleistocene Lake Bonneville (Gilbert, 1890), growing to the surface from a depth of 

~85 m (Oviatt and Nash, 1989). Above the level of the paleolake surface a well-

developed tuff cone, now extensively palagonitized, was formed by a range of 

subaerial depositional processes (Gilbert, 1890; Oviatt and Nash, 1989; White, 

2001), while below that level better-sorted deposits, many still preserved as fresh 

glassy tephra, formed a broad deposit of shallow-dipping beds. Origins of bedding in 

this subaqueous part of the volcano have been differently interpreted (Sheridan and 

Wohletz 1983; White 1996), but authors agree that deposition was generally from 

relatively dilute currents. Again, paucity of fine particles and of country-rock lithic 

fragments is observed in the deposits interpreted to be subaqueously deposits. Post-  
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Fig. 1.3 (A) Location map for Pahvant Butte (PB) with present-day Great Salt Lake level and the 

dashed line indicating the Pleistocene water level of Lake Bonneville; (B) Topographic map of Pahvant 

Butte with lithofacies indicated and sample locations marked (modified from White, 2001).  

 

eruption wave reworking of the upper beds of the loose, mound material  

(subaqueous) formed a flat-topped platform built partly by beach drift and deltaic 

progradation (Fig. 1.3) (Gilbert, 1890; Oviatt and Nash, 1989; White, 2001). 

 

1.4 A "classic" coastal tuff cone: Ilchulbong, Korea 

 Unlike Black Point and Pahvant Butte, Ilchulbong (middle Holocene) was not 

erupted into a substantial body of water; instead it is a tuff cone deposited almost 

entirely subaerially (Fig. 1.4). Its eruption did, however, involve pervasive interaction 

of magma with groundwater, and depositional processes are inferred to closely 

match those at Surtsey, Black Point and Pahvant Butte. Ilchulbong was included in 

this study because it has become a type example for depositional processes at tuff 

cone volcanoes (Sohn and Chough, 1992), and is inferred to represent the same 

"wet" end of the spectrum of water-magma interactions during explosive basaltic 
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eruptions as Surtsey (Sohn, 1996). 

Fig. 1.4 (A) Location map of Ilchulbong, with schematic diagram (not to scale) illustrating the 

relationship between facies associations FA1 to FA4; FA1: steep rim beds, consists of facies B, C and 

D (see Table 5.1 for facies description and interpretation); FA2: base of slope deposit, consists of 

facies B and G; FA3: marginal beds, consists of facies E and F; FA4: volcaniclastic apron, consists of 

facies H and I; (B) Topographic map of Ilchulbong with sample location indicated (modified from Sohn 

and Chough, 1992). 
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CHAPTER 2 METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Sampling 

 Sampling on Black Point and Pahvant Butte volcanoes involved collecting bulk 

scoop-samples of unconsolidated tephra and extracting samples of reasonably 

indurated and/or palagonitized tuff and lapilli tuff samples. Sample coding (e.g. 

BPe2011.6_33) is based on site location, deposit code, topographic height and 

individual lapillus identification (Table 2.1).  

            BP                             e                             2011.6                        _33 

 

                  site location            deposit code            topographic height         individual lapillus i.d. 

 

Deposit code 
BPe lower mound, unconsolidated tephra 
BPa Wilson Creek ash sheet 
BPlc lower, consolidated grey transitional tuff deposits 
BPuc upper, consolidated tuff ring deposits 
PBm unconsolidated tephra mound facies 
PBp reworked platform facies 
PBc upper tuff cone deposits 

 

Table 2.1 Facies coding and description  

  

 Loose and poorly consolidated tephra was collected using a trowel and a 

geological hammer. Houghton and Wilson (1989) suggest a sampling interval of 1-5 

cm with each selection ideally representing a single eruptive event. In practice, and 

based on the approach outlined by Carey et al. (2007), sampling intervals were 

variable and dependent on stratigraphy. Coarse-grained layers were targeted in 

order to obtain at least 100 lapillus-sized clasts, the target number for 

density/vesicularity measurements (Houghton and Wilson, 1989). For these 

volcanoes, there is a notable uniformity of modal grain-size throughout subaqueously 

formed deposits of the volcano edifices, which gives confidence that a representative 
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sample suite was obtained. At Black Point a quarry pit on the southwest flank of the 

mound provided an excellent and continuous vertical section from BPe1971.6 

through BPe2011.6 (Fig. 1.1). At Pahvant Butte the most continuous samples were 

obtained from a section located at PBe1540 (Fig. 1.3).  

  There was less focus on sampling of the consolidated and altered tuff on the 

respective volcanoes compared to the mound material. Ten samples of lower and 

upper consolidated tuff were taken from five sites near the summit of Black Point. 

Five samples in total were taken from the upper cone facies of Pahvant Butte. 

 Ilchulbong tephra are well lithified, consequently bulk granulometry was not 

possible. Sampling of deposits at Ilchulbong was restricted to chipping out juvenile 

lapilli (16-32 mm diameter, with many broken during extraction) from single horizons 

at each sampling site. Typically 20-50 fragments of lapilli were extracted at each of 

the five locations (Fig. 1.4). 

 

2.2 Granulometry  

 Granulometry techniques are those of Folk (p. 31, 1980). Samples were dry-

sieved using a set of ½ Φ sieves (4 Ф to -6½ Ф). Trials were carried out on four 

samples to assess the degree of grain modification from hand sieving versus 

machine sieving (Ro-Tap), and with length of sieve time. Sieves of larger aperture 

hold more volume of sample which meant it was more time efficient (and was found 

to reduce damage to the coarser-grained lapilli) to hand sieve the coarsest fraction (-

3 Φ to -6½ Φ). Samples were then split into portions of ~100 g to avoid clogging 

sieves of smaller mesh sizes. For sieve apertures of -2½ Ф to +4 Ф the method that 

yielded greatest time efficiency and least damage sustained was determined by 

testing one sample first by hand sieving a stack of two sieves for 2 mins and then by 

machine sieving a stack of four sieves for 100 s. Examination of the fragments 
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revealed no excessive damage sustained to particles sieved by the Ro-Tap sieve 

shaker, the more time efficient of the two methods. The prolonged duration for hand 

sieving was to ensure the effective transfer of grains through the different mesh 

sizes. A stack of four sieves was deemed most suitable for machine sieving; use of 

fewer sieves was overly time consuming, whereas a larger stack resulted in 

undermeasured fines because of hindered filtration of smaller grains through the 

stack. An optimum sieve time was established as follows: approximately similar sized 

splits of a sample were each machine sieved for 60, 70, 90, 100 and 110 s and the 

results compared as for the coarser fraction above. The amount of grains being 

allowed through a particular mesh size post machine sieving levelled off at 110 s, but 

inspection of individual grains under a binocular microscope showed greater degree 

of damage for grains sieved for 110 s. Therefore, the use of a four-sieve stack, 

shaken for 100 s was adopted for all samples.  

 The weight of grains held on a sieve was weighed on electronic scales to the 

nearest hundredth of a gram (0.01 gm). Results were recorded and then analysed 

using the grain-size analysis program GRADISTAT v 4.0® (Appendix 1; Blott and 

Pye, 2001). The following sample statistics were calculated graphically by 

GRADISTAT to provide Folk and Ward (1957) statistical values for sample mean, 

mode(s), sorting (standard deviation), skewness, and kurtosis. 

 A rapid sediment analyser (RSA, located in the Geology Department, 

University of Otago) was used to determine the settling velocities of the sediment. 

This facility comprises a vertical settling tube, around 2 m in height, which is filled 

with distilled water. A sample is filtered through the water column and its cumulative 

weight is recorded over time. RSA data, for 20 samples from Pahvant Butte, were 

collected for a separate study and results are integrated with sieve analyses in 

section 4.3.  
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2.3 Componentry and ash grain morphology 

 Componentry (i.e. the various types of material the deposit consists) of 

samples from the sites of study was carried out in two steps. First, seven clast type 

categories were distinguished for lapillus-sized clasts, depending on glass 

composition, vesicularity (qualitatively ascribed) and clast morphology (Fig. 2.1):  

 vS - vesicular sideromelane, often ragged and sharp fragment morphology 

 dS - medium vesicularity to dense sideromelane 

 ST - medium vesicularity to dense, mingled sideromelane and tachylite 

 vT - vesicular tachylite 

 dT - dense tachylite with a chilled sideromelane margin 

 T - dense tachylite, often very angular fragment morphology 

 Other - only present in three Pahvant Butte samples and included lake marls, 

rare lithic fragments, accretionary lapilli and chunks of cemented coarse, tachylitic 

ash. 

 

Fig. 2.1 Clast-type images and descriptions. 

 

In hand specimen, tachylite lapilli are identified by a dark glassy appearance while 

sideromelane lapilli are tan to light-brown in colour and often contain more regularly 

shaped and evenly distributed vesicles. Tachylite ash grains observed under the 
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binocular microscope are opaque and frequently display a blocky morphology. 

Sideromelane ash grains, under the binocular microscope, have a transparent 

appearance with a tan or yellow hue. In thin section, tachylite is easily identified by 

the abundance of densely packed microlites. Sideromelane glass consists of few 

microlites dispersed throughout areas of clear pristine glass. 

 Black Point samples, BPe1971.6 to BPe2011.6 (Fig. 1.1), were taken from the 

continuous vertical section located on the southwest flank of the mound (see section 

3.1). At Pahvant Butte samples PBp1548 to PBm1469 (Fig. 1.3) were assessed for 

lapilli componentry (see section 4.1 and 4.2).  

Secondly, componentry of the ash fraction was considered separately. For 

various grain-sizes (< 0 Φ) it was observed under binocular microscope that the type 

and amount of grains making up each size fraction was extremely consistent for both 

study sites. Further examination of the fine-ash fraction, therefore, was limited to 4 Φ 

grains as this was the size fraction that was to be the focus of quantitative ash 

morphology (Heiken and Wohletz, 1985; Zimanowski et al., 1997; Andronico et al., 

2009). The low occurrence of accidental clasts and grains (defined here as ‘other’, 

e.g. lithic wall-rock and marl fragments and the rare individual crystal) was such that 

the only distinction between grains was the crystallinity of the glass. Therefore, the 

ash samples were divided into only three categories: sideromelane, tachylite and 

other. For Black Point examined samples included BPe1971.6 to BPe2011.6, for the 

lapilli componentry, with the addition of samples taken from the Wilson Creek ash 

sheet (BPa1996 to BPa1999.2). The Pahvant Butte ash componentry is provided for 

the same samples as the lapilli componentry.  

Grain morphologies (4 Φ grains) for each sample were examined using a 

scanning electron microscope (SEM). A small portion of each ash sample was 

cleaned in distilled water in an ultra-sonic bath (~10 minutes), dried and mounted on 
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a glass slide using double-sided sticky tape. This slide is then carbon coated and 

mounted in the SEM for imaging. Mechanisms of fragmentation during submarine 

explosive eruptions have an effect on the style of such eruptions. The deposits of 

such explosive eruptions are characterised by an abundance of fine volcanic ash 

grains (Büttner et al., 1999), and this fine ash fraction can provide key insights into 

fragmentation processes. For example, the identification of specific surface features 

such as stepped surfaces and angular, blocky shapes can be indicative of an efficient 

transfer of heat between a hot fuel and cold water (Büttner et al., 1999; 2002; 2005).  

Primarily, grain shapes were scrutinized for simple morphological features, 

based on distinctions made by Heiken and Wohletz (1985), Zimanowski et al. (1997) 

and Andronico et al. (2009). These are “vesicle wall” textures, sub-spherical grains 

and grains showing evidence of stress-related elongation (“passive” particles; see 

section 3.4) and blocky grains which include those representing “active” particles 

(see section 3.4).   

 A combination of methods was used to numerically define the form of the ash 

grains. Fragments smaller than 130 µm, which are those with forms most diagnostic 

of origin (Büttner et al., 2002), were imaged using an SEM, with images converted,  

manually, to binary images in Adobe Photoshop® and morphological features 

measured using a MatLab® based program (see Appendix D; Schipper, 2009). Raw 

data were imported into a Microsoft Excel® spreadsheet to produce four non-

dimensional shape parameters as defined by Dellino and La Volpe (1996). The 

following 2-dimensional shape parameters (Fig. 2.2) were measured: 

Circularity - effective in describing the irregularity of the grain's contour. The 

closer the profile is to a disk, the closer the circularity value is to 1 

  
areaequalofcircleofPerimeter

perimeterParticle
yCircularit =  (2.1) 

Compactness - the closer the profile is to a rectangle, the closer the 
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compactness value is to 1 

  
widthBreadth

areaParticle
sCompactnes

×
=  (2.2) 

Rectangularity - effective in characterising a grain's contour, as for circularity, 

but also similar to compactness in that rectangularity approaches 1 as the 

shape approaches a rectangle 

  
width)2(breadth

perimeterParticle
rityRectangula

×
=  (2.3) 

Elongation - the aspect ratio of a particle (maximum intercept/mean intercept 

perpendicular). The elongation of a square is equal to 1. The elongation of 

a disk is higher than 1 because its mean intercept perpendicular will be 

less than its maximum intercept 

  
larperpendicuinterceptMean

interceptMaximum
Elongation =  (2.4) 

Fig. 2.2 Binary image of an ash grain illustrating the 2-D parameters measured for shape analysis. 

Blue box: the minimum-area quadrilateral circumscribed by the particle; solid orange arrow: maximum 

intercept; broken orange arrows: chords drawn perpendicular to the maximum intercept. (taken from 

Schipper, 2009) 

 

The above parameters can provide insight into fragmentation processes and formed 

the basis for plotting shape parameter histograms and interpreting fragmentation 
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styles, i.e. primarily magmatic or hydromagmatic (see section 3.4) (Dellino and La 

Volpe, 1996; Büttner et al., 2002; Schipper, 2009). Numerical boundaries (illustrated 

in figures of section 3.4) are taken from the analyses carried out by Schipper (2009) 

of two end member deposits; Kilauea Iki represents the magmatic fragmentation end 

member, and a deposit from Lo’ihi seamount represents the hydrovolcanic end. 

Schipper (2009) states that the absolute value of the numerical boundaries have no 

physical meaning, but they robustly describe the division between the grains the 

author used to define a magmatic mode of fragmentation (i.e. Kilauea Iki) and those 

used to define a hydromagmatic mode of fragmentation (i.e. sample 163-1-A). For 

circularity 90% of the Kilauea particles have circularity >1.6, while 91% of 163-1-A 

particles have circularity <1.6; for compactness 75% of Kilauean magmatic particles 

have compactness <0.65 and 92% of 163-1-A hydromagmatic particles have 

compactness >0.65; for rectangularity 83% of Kilauean particles have rectangularity 

>1.0, while 87% of sample163-1-A grains have a rectangularity <1.0; for elongation 

Kilauea Iki and 163-1-A particles both show significant overlap in the range 2.0-3.5; 

finally, overall Kilauea Iki grains showed 93% certainty for 80 particles and the 

hydromagmatic sample, 163-1-A, showed 92% certainty for 75 particles). Kilauea Iki, 

1959, ash grains formed during well-observed dry, Hawaiian fire fountaining 

eruptions, an end-member of fluid basaltic magmatic inertial fragmentation 

(Houghton and Gonnermann, 2008; Namiki and Manga, 2008), though large fluidal 

particles are not represented in this size range (Schipper, 2009).  

 

2.4 Measurements of vesicularity 

At Black Point, samples selected for lapilli vesicularity measurements were 

taken from fresh, unconsolidated mound deposits located on the southwest flank of 

the edifice, with 20 samples taken across 40 m of elevation (BPe1971.6-BPe2011.6). 
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At Pahvant Butte, samples used for vesicularity measurements were mostly collected 

from the unconsolidated pre-emergent mound deposits; one sample from the 

platform lithofacies, PBp1548, was collected from the northern gully. Finally, at 

Ilchulbong, sampling of lapillus-sized clasts was restricted to chipping out juvenile 

lapilli (with many broken during extraction) from single horizons at each sampling 

site. Typically 20-50 fragments of lapilli were extracted at each of the five locations.  

 Samples of ~100 lapilli per sample location (within lapillus-size range, 16 mm 

to 32 mm) were collected following the procedures of Houghton and Wilson (1989) 

and Carey et al. (2007). Lapilli densities were determined using the methods of 

Houghton and Wilson (1989) and converted into bulk vesicularities using a dense 

rock equivalent (DRE; the density of a lapillus had it no vesicles) value of 2,800 kg m-

3 for Black Point and Pahvant Butte. The DRE value was established by combining 

estimates derived from Archimedes Principle and EDS geochemical information from 

which a bulk density was calculated using KWare Magma software. Additionally, 

values from other studies with similar basaltic compositions, e.g. Custer (1973); 

Kelleher and Cameron (1990); George (1924); Sparks et al. (1980); Moore (2001); 

Jarosevich (2002); Lautze and Houghton (2007); Genareau et al. (2010); Goepfert 

and Gardner (2010), were taken into account. 

Samples of loose tephra were dried overnight in a hot oven and 100 lapilli 

selected, ranked according to size, and identified as numbers 1 to 100. Each lapillus 

was weighed in air (mAIR) on an electronic scale, to the nearest 0.01 g, wrapped in 

Parafilm wax (mWAX) and weighed in water (mWATER) by placing the lapillus in a 

submerged cage that was hung on a stand (Fig. 2.3). For buoyant lapilli a ‘ballast’ of 

known weight (mBALLAST) and volume was used to force the particle down. The bulk 

density was determined by the following equation: 
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)mm(mm

m
ρ

WAXBALLASTWATERAIR

AIR

BULK

+−−
=  (2.5) 

where, ρBULK is lapillus density, and m indicates the mass. Densities were converted 

into bulk-vesicularities using a dense rock equivalent (DRE; ρDRE) value of 2, 800 kg 

m-3 (George, 1924; Sparks et al., 1980; Moore, 2001; Jarosewich, 2002) for Pahvant 

Butte and Black Point samples and 3, 000 kg m-3 for Ilchulbong samples and the 

following equation: 

   %100
ρ

ρρ
φ

DRE

BULKDRE

LAPILLUS

−=  (2.6) 

where ΦLAPILLUS is the clast vesicularity (Shea et al., 2010a). High, low and modal 

values of vesicularities were selected from each sample for image analysis. Selected 

fragments were thin sectioned and polished for detailed quantitative textural 

measurements.  

Using methods outlined in Shea et al. (2010a), a standardization of 

methodology for the entire data acquisition process, the highest and lowest 

magnifications were selected. The lowest magnification image analysis was carried 

out on 1200 dpi scanned images, acquired using an Epson 3200 digital scanner, of 

entire thin sections. Images at successive magnifications of x40, x100 and x250 were 

acquired using the scanning electron microscope in backscattered imaging mode 

(JEOL JXA-8600 electron microprobe analyser, with 15 kV accelerating voltage and 

a 1 nA beam current). The highest magnification of 250x was deemed suitable to 

resolve the smallest (1-2 µm in diameter) vesicle population observed in samples 

with an error of ~5.1% being incurred for an individual incorrect pixel (Shea et al., 

2010a). Intermediate magnifications were chosen so as to have sufficiently 

overlapping range of resolvable vesicle sizes. The collection of images from scan to 

magnification x250 is referred to as an ‘image nest’. For each lapillus three images 
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nests were collected and of these vesicle measurements from two were statistically 

analyzed. Vesicle areas were measured in Scion Image® and raw data were then 

imported into an Excel® spreadsheet developed at University of Hawaii that 

facilitated conversion of 2D measurements into vesicle volumes using the 

stereological conversion procedure of Sahagian and Proussevitch (1992; 1998) 

(Appendix 2). Measurements of number density of vesicles per unit volume NV 

(vesicle number density, mm-3) were calculated with a lower limitation of vesicle 

diameter set at 24 pixels, as suggested by R. Carey, (2010 pers. comm.) (see section 

5.4.2 for further discussion).  

 Images were edited manually in Adobe Photoshop® to remove flaws (Fig. 

2.3). This process includes multiple steps: (1) identification and reconstruction of 

vesicle walls that are destroyed during thin section preparation and clearing of these 

broken fragments from vesicle areas; (2) identification of, and correction to exclude, 

3D-like textures created by the epoxy resin or as a product of the contrast setting 

during acquisition of BSE images; (3) distinguishing crystals from glass in the 

groundmass, and adjusting images so that the greyscale values for vesicles, crystals 

and glass are distinct and consistent in order for areas of each to be measured 

separately, and finally; (4) distinguishing between “diktytaxitic voids” and vesicles, 

and exclusion of the former from vesicle counts and measurements.  

The texture's name (diktytaxitic) means "net arrangement" (Fuller, 1939), and 

is described as one in which "…no residual minerals or glass appears to have been 

left by the final mesostasis. Instead, the space it once occupied is indicated by a 

fairly uniform distribution of minute angular cavities bounded by holocrystalline 

constituents…" (p. 162). Sable et al. (2009) explain these voids as a result of magma 

contraction during crystallization and because crystals have higher density than 

hydrous melt, voids are expected in samples with >80 vol% crystallinity (J.E. 
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Hammer, 2010 pers. comm.). However, most authors consider diktytaxitic voids the 

result of volatiles exsolved due to crystal growth and trapped within crystal networks 

(Walker, 1989; Rogan et al., 1996; Martin et al., 2006).  

 For this study, voids are identified based on their shape, and the crystallinity of 

the enclosing groundmass (Heiken and Wohletz, 1985). Size has been used as a 

criterion in other studies (for example <10 µm, Sable et al., 2009); however, void size 

is controlled by crystal size, which ranges broadly in Black Point and Pahvant Butte 

samples. 

 Sideromelane lapilli do not contain voids, except within tachylitic wisps (see 

section 3.6.2) present in some fragments. Conversely, tachylitic lapilli with an 

abundant microlite population, arranged in a lattice network (see section 3.6.2 and 

section 3.7) host numerous voids (Fig. 2.3). In this groundmass texture, voids are 

bounded by phenocrysts and microlites, giving the voids angular geometries that 

contrast with curved vesicle forms. Few publications discuss the presence and 

significance of diktytaxitic voids (Walker, 1989; Rogan et al., 1996; Martin et al., 

2006) and only one, Sable et al. (2009), with regard to quantitative analyses. 

Following Sable et al. (2009) we have excluded diktytaxitic voids (Fig. 2.3) from 

vesicle calculations, on the basis that the crystallization-induced exsolution 

represented by the voids was probably post-fragmentation (e.g. Szramek et al., 

2006), and hence not representative of the magma texture at the time of eruptive 

fragmentation. Additionally, excluding the voids from our quantitative analysis of 

vesicle textures allows more robust comparisons to be made between our data and 

that of other eruptions.  
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2.5 Geochemical analysis 

 At the University of Otago x-ray diffraction (XRD) and x-ray fluorescence 

spectroscopy (XRF) were used to determine the mineral phases and bulk-rock 

chemistry, respectively, of selected samples from Black Point. Geochemical data are 

available from Pahvant Butte (sources, e.g. Oviatt and Nash, 1989) and this work 

was not repeated here.  
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 Sample preparation for XRD involved crushing selected lapilli in various sized 

mortars and pestles, then grinding this material into a very fine powder in a tungsten-

carbide mill. Powdered samples were mounted individually on a multi-stage sample 

changer in the PANalytical X'Pert-Pro MPD PW3040/60 XRD machine. These 

samples were re-used for XRF analysis, which required the samples to be mixed with 

a flux (SIGMA brand XRF Flux, Type 12:22, composed of lithium tetraborate and 

lithium metaborate) and ammonium nitrate before they were fused into glass disks 

using an Automated Fusion Technology Ltd. Phoenix 4000 casting machine. Finally, 

the glass disks were analysed using the Philips PW2400 X-ray fluorescence 

spectrometer to obtain major element data.  

 Energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) was performed using the JEOL JXA-

8600 electron microscope at the University of Otago (operating with 15 keV 

accelerating voltage, 1 nA beam current and 200 sec counting time with an estimated 

error in major element weights of ±2 %). Spectra were processed using Moran 

Scientific software and compared with Smithsonian basaltic glass standard, VG-2. 

 Glass volatile concentrations (H2O and CO2) were acquired with a Nicolet 

6700 Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR) and Nicolet Continuum FTIR 

microscope, by Dr. R. B. (Bob) Stewart at Massey University, Palmerston North, New 

Zealand. FTIR signatures of samples from three sites from Black Point and three 

sites from Pahvant Butte were measured. Three lapilli were selected from the Black 

Point samples, BPe2011.6, BPe1995.6 and BPe1972.9, to represent the range of 

observed vesicularity and glass compositions. Selection of lapilli from Pahvant Butte 

samples, PBm1548, PBm1510.2 and PBm1469, was made only with reference to 

clast vesicularity because sideromelane lapilli were not identified. Preparation of 

double-sided polished chips for FTIR required impregnation of the lapilli samples with 

Epo-Tek®, an optically transparent epoxy with very low viscosity. As permeability of 
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the lapilli varied and was often uneven throughout a clast, vacuum impregnation was 

ineffective for the most part, and samples were instead repeatedly coated in epoxy 

on a hot plate. Once cut into a chip, one side of the sample was ground down and 

polished on a machine polisher using 3 and 1 µm diamond coated polishing mats. 

The sample was mounted (polished-side down) on a glass slide using CystalbondTM 

adhesive, a transparent adhesive which is highly soluble in acetone or can be 

reheated and softened (softening point 71 ºC). The exposed surface was then 

carefully ground down using diamond laps of 160 and 120 grade and finally polished 

using 3 and 1 µm diamond coated polishing mats, as before. Chip thickness was 

estimated by optical properties of feldspars at this stage and samples removed from 

the glass slides using acetone. Further polishing and thinning of the chips was done 

with p1000 silicon carbide paper. Final chip thickness was measured using a 

graduated eyepiece, with an estimated error of ±5 µm. Background spectra were 

obtained using 2048 scans, and were subtracted from sample spectra using Thermo 

Electron Corp’s OMNIC software package. In the resulting spectra different species 

can be recognised and quantified based on the wavenumber and the spectra of 

absorbed energy, e.g. peak heights for total H2O at 3535 cm-1, molecular H2O at 

1630 cm-1 were measured graphically using the OMNIC software and converted to 

concentrations in an Excel spreadsheet created by C.I. Schipper (2009; Appendix 8) 

using the Beer-Lambert Law: 

  
ρ.t.ε

AM
c

i.

i =  (2.7) 

where ci is the concentration of the species i (in wt.%), Mi is the molecular weight of 

the species of i (g/mol), A is the absorbance (height or area) of the relevant vibration 

band, ρ is the density (g/l), t is the thickness of the area analysed (cm), and ɛ is the 

molar absorptivity (l/mol.cm) (Dixon and Pan, 1995; Dixon et al., 1995).  
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PART 2 STUDY SITES 

CHAPTER 3 BLACK POINT 

3.1 Introduction 

 Black Point volcano is located on the north side of Mono Lake, near the 

California-Nevada border, and advantageously exposes little-modified and easily 

accessible subaqueous deposits of a Surtseyan eruption (Fig. 3.1). Its geological 

setting is defined by a combination of structural and volcanic features. Black Point is 

located on the northern end of the Long Valley volcanic field (3.5 Ma-0.25 ka), which 

lies within a zone of active regional transtension (Hildreth, 2004), adjacent to a post-

Miocene structural depression known as Mono Basin (Kelleher and Cameron, 1990). 

Black Point is one of the Mono Craters-Mono Lake Islands discussed by Kelleher and 

Cameron (1990), but its chemical composition and eruption environment are in stark 

contrast to those of nearby volcanoes also discussed in their regionally based study.  

 The distinctive broad, nearly flat-topped mound of basaltic tephra is overlain 

by a series of thinly bedded, shallow dipping palagonitized tuff deposits. Accidental 

lithic clasts are scarce, but where present in the lower unconsolidated tephra beds, 

they comprise creamy-white lacustrine sediments, of sizes up to 20 cm in length, and 

have blocky, sub-rounded or plastically deformed shapes. Where identified in the 

upper consolidated pyroclastic units, accidental clasts consist of granitic and 

metamorphic rocks sourced from glacial outwash deposits (Christensen and Gilbert, 

1964). Eruption and deposition is estimated to have occurred 13,300 ± 500 y.b.p. into 

Pleistocene Lake Russell (Fig. 1.1) (Lajoie, 1968). A number of lake level fluctuations 

throughout the Late Pleistocene and Holocene have been determined from the 

presence of wave-cut terraces and deposits of tufa near the summit (Custer, 1973). 

The last high stand of the lake is marked by lacustrine deposits found at Wilson 

Creek.  
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Custer (1973) estimates the eruption took place in ~105 m of water and produced 

approximately 0.8 km3 of pyroclastic material (the sum of the volumes of the edifice, 

a wedge of material below the southern part of Black Point, and the tephra blanket; 

Custer, 1973). The eruption is thought to have been explosive from the outset; there 

are no outcrops of lava anywhere on the edifice, and no identifiable fragments of 

pillows or other lava flows in the deposits.  

  

3.2 Deposit characteristics 

 Lithofacies and sample locations at Black Point are shown in Fig. 3.1. In 

general, the edifice morphology strongly reflects the deposit architecture. There are 

sequential, sub-parallel layers of loose tephra, forming most of the edifice, relatively 

indurated tuff and, at the summit, strongly palagonitized upper tuff ring deposits. 

 

Lower mound material-unconsolidated tephra BPe1971.6-BPe2011.8 

 Sample BPe1966 is the lowest sample indicated on Fig. 3.1, however, this 

outcrop comprises rotated blocks of tuff which are not in situ, and may have slumped 

from a significantly higher site during eruption. For this reason, this sample has been 

excluded from further discussion and quantitative analysis (subsequent sections). 

 The lower section of the volcano, the mound sequence, is composed of poorly 

to very poorly grainsize-sorted (1.2-2.4 Φ) beds comprising thick (~10-30 cm) 

structureless layers, and thinner laminae (~1-5 cm) of tephra with shallow dips that 

are, in general, away from the edifice centre (Fig. 3.2).  

 Lenses of coarser lapilli and small bombs (median grain-sizes are between -

1.5 Φ and -2.8 Φ but can measure up to 20 cm along the long axis) occur locally 

along the broadly scoured bases of thick beds. Normal and reverse grading are 

common and subtle, with internal pinch and swell structures defined by grain-size. A 

paucity of fine ash is noted for these deposits, but it is not entirely absent (see 
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section 3.3) and bedding tends to be defined by thin zones of lapilli-poor medium-

grained ash (White, 2000).  

 Finer-grained layers are thin (<5 cm thick) and are in many cases 

discontinuous. Prevalent in these layers are cross-stratification, truncation surfaces, 

and infilled scours. Depositional contacts between beds range from sharp to fully 

gradational. Lateral transport indicators, among other depositional features in these 

strata, suggest that deposition was from currents either moving outward from the 

edifice centre, or downslope toward the centre of what was then Lake Russell 

(Custer, 1973; White, 2000).  

 The componentry shows an overall low abundance of accidental lithics in 

these deposits, but where lithics occur, almost all are rounded fragments of creamy-

white, mud-grade lacustrine sediment. Their white colour contrasts starkly with the 

brown-black tephra beds.  

 

Lower consolidated grey, transitional tuff deposits BPlc2079 

 Between ~2057 m and ~2088 m is a transition between the lower 

unconsolidated mound tephra and the upper heavily palagonitized tuff ring deposits. 

This unit is less altered to palagonite, resulting in a duller grey colour than that of the 

palagonitic tuff ring deposits. Bedding dips are chaotic and irregular (44º NW at one 

site, whereas just to the west beds dip ~40º S), with beds locally faulted and 

commonly folded. Large, rotated boulders (location BPe1966) of deformed and 

rotated bedded tuff and lapilli tuff and massive, very poorly sorted domains 

(intraclasts ~2 m2, with sharp, angular contacts with the bedded deposits) are found 

juxtaposed and embedded in loose, scree-forming tephra. The general dark grey 

colour and depositional features are similar to those of the transitional tuff deposits. 

These are probably the result of syn-eruptive slumping of partially consolidated  
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material. Absent from the grey tuff deposits are the laterally extensive, swaley to 

duneform bedding that characterises the upper tuff ring deposits. 

 

Upper consolidated, palagonitized, tuff ring deposits BPuc2090-BPuc2106 

 The upper ring deposits consist of thinner, lithified beds of altered tuff. 

Sedimentary structures include angular unconformities, drape and pinch and swell 

structures. Lithic clasts are abundant in these palagonitized deposits, and particularly 

good exposure of these beds and their componentry occurs along the walls of 

fissures and grabens located near the summit. Lithics include rounded granitic and 

metamorphic cobbles, sourced from the underlying Sierran glacial gravels (Custer, 

1973), breccia and fragments of lake sediment.  

 The southern deposits of palagonitized tuff beds (Fig. 3.1) have steeper than 

general dips (30º-45º), and were interpreted by Christensen and Gilbert (1964) as 

being remnants of a small crater wall. Five small, incompletely formed tuff rings 

constitute the summit’s consolidated units. These sediments show evidence of being 

emplaced by wet and dry pyroclastic density currents (e.g. accretionary and 

armoured lapilli indicate damp/wet conditions of deposition, while segregation of fine 

and coarse grains indicate deposition from dry pyroclastic currents; Sohn, 1996). 

Along the southwest wave-cut cliff faces (BPlc2076) a number of deep channels are 

cut into thin, plane-parallel beds of partly palagonitized tuff. These gullies are thought 

to have been eroded by water-laden jets from the eruption (White, 2000). The 

material infilling the gullies comprises very poorly sorted material ranging from a fine 

ash matrix through coarse tachylitic ash and tachylitic vesicular lapilli, dense lithic 

basalt lapilli and armoured lapilli with, for the most part, a high occurrence of 

accidental granitic and metamorphic lithics. Accidental clasts are markedly absent 

from the incised bedded deposits and scarce in places within the channel fill. 
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Juvenile lapilli and bombs locally display deformed shapes, and there is soft-

sediment deformation of underlying deposits. Where vesicular lapilli are present, 

thick (~1 cm) chilled rims are well developed which change abruptly into extremely 

vesicular cores. Contacts between the layered finer-grained tuff beds and the 

channel deposits are sharp, often v-shaped but generally irregular. 

 

Ash sheet deposit BPa1996-BPa1999.2 

 Exposed beyond the mound is a thin and extensive sheet of fine- to medium-

grained ash (Wilson Creek ash sheet, Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.3). The ash sheet mostly 

lacks lapilli even near the mound, and where present in the sheet lapilli are only a 

few mm in size. The sheet sequence, exposed at BPa1996-1997.1 and BPa1999.1-

1999.2 grades from plane-laminated ash into pervasive climbing-ripple cross-

laminated and convolute laminated tephra. Climbing ripples have been used to 

estimate a mean sedimentation rate of 0.0171 cm s-1, which if representative of the 

whole eruption would indicate an eruption duration of 5-12 hours (Custer, 1973).  

 

3.3 Granulometry 

 Samples of loose lapilli and ash were collected from Black Point and sieved 

samples (BPe2011.8 to BPe1971.6) are consistently poorly to very poorly sorted 

(values of 1.2 to 2.4 Φ {~500-200 µm}) with typical median grain size of -1.5 to -2.8 Φ 

(~3-8 mm) (Fig. 3.4 and Table 3.1). Samples from the Black Point ash sheet at 

Wilson Creek are much finer grained (median grain size ranges from 3.1 to 0.2 Φ 

{~125-100 µm}), with highly variable, but still poor to very poor, sorting. Poor sorting 

is characteristic of primary volcaniclastic deposits generally, but the sorting of all 

Black Point samples is actually better than many, as illustrated by comparison of 

grain size and sorting coefficients with other subaerial pyroclastic deposits (Fig. 3.5). 
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Fig. 3.3 (A) Wilson Creek stratigraphic log and representative image of the sequence. Stratigraphic 

heights of ash sheet samples are indicated on the right hand side of the lithology. (B) Close-up 

showing the details of the climbing ripples.   
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Table 3.1 Summary of grain-size data for Black Point samples. Statistics are calculated using Folk and 

Ward (1957) methods in the GRADISTAT v4.0® program (Blott and Pye, 2001). 

Fig 3.4 Grain-size statistics summary for Black Point (grey; edifice, BPe, and ash, BPa, samples 

plotted separately) and Pahvant Butte (black). Folk and Ward (1957) method was used to calculate 

sorting and median parameters in GRADISTAT v4.0® program (Blott and Pye, 2001). 
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Fig. 3.5 Relationship between median size and sorting coefficients of fallout (dashed lines), pyroclastic 

flows (large dots), base surges (small dots) and all pyroclastic surges (solid line) from previous 

studies. Black Point samples (blue, larger shaded area) and Pahvant Butte (yellow, smaller shaded 

area) are, like most primary pyroclastic deposits, “poorly to very poorly” sorted in Folk and Ward terms. 

This diagram shows only that samples are better sorted than many subaerial deposits, perhaps 

unsurprising given their subaqueous depositional setting. Note that Black Point and Pahvant Butte 

values are Folk and Ward, while others are the slightly different Inman values. Values have not been 

recalculated because only a first-order comparison is intended. See section 3.8.1 for further 

discussion (modified from Fisher and Schmincke, 1984). 

 

Grain-size distribution histograms are presented in Fig. 3.6. As expected, the 

samples from the Wilson Creek ash sheet deposit (BPa-samples), to the west of the 

Black Point edifice, are much finer-grained compared with the main edifice (Table 

3.1). Most samples are unimodal except for BPa1999.1 (slightly bimodal) and 

BPa1996.2 (polymodal). These two samples show very poor sorting, and BPa1996.2 

in particular has a substantial population of both ash and fine lapilli.  

 The samples taken from the lapilli-rich beds of the main edifice (BPe-

samples), on the other hand, have relatively coarse modal weight classes. Slight bias 

was introduced while sampling these beds as a minimum of 100 lapilli were included, 

to be used for clast-density and -vesicularity measurements. Hence, for comparisons 

of population statistics across the sample suite, the coarsest fraction collected (area 

shaded in grey, Fig. 3.6) is omitted from consideration. These beds are definitely 
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Fig. 3.6 Grain-size distribution histograms for Black Point. Grey shading indicates the coarsest fraction 

which is omitted when comparing distributions.  
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coarse grained, despite a possible sampling bias, as indicated by their coarser modal 

grain size. Overall the distributions show weak bimodality reflecting the dominance of 

fine-medium sized lapilli and, less frequently, a medium to coarse ash (2 to 0 Φ) 

fraction. A subtle trend of increasing bimodality is seen from the bottom to the top of 

the edifice samples (BPe-samples).  

 

3.4 Componentry and ash grain morphology 

3.4.1 Componentry 

 Componentry work shows that the overall content of non-juvenile fragments is 

very low. The proportion of tachylitic glass is considerably higher in lapilli than in ash, 

which is dominated by sideromelane. Lapilli have been classified into several groups 

(see section 2.3). Black Point componentry (Fig. 3.7) shows a high frequency of 

ragged, irregularly shaped, vesicular sideromelane lapilli (vS); ragged, tachylitic lapilli 

(vT); and dense, blocky and angular tachylitic lapilli (T). For most lapilli, whether they 

have tachylitic or sideromelane glass in their interiors, quenched rims are of 

sideromelane glass. Vesicle size generally increases toward the centres, or inferred 

centres of the lapilli. Dense tachylitic lapilli may represent fragments of feeder dykes 

to the Black Point eruption; no co-eval or older lavas or intrusive rocks are known in 

the immediate environs. However, in the ash fraction, there is an overwhelming 

predominance of sideromelane glass (Fig. 3.8).  

 Four samples from the Black Point sample suite, three of mound material (Fig. 

3.1 and Fig. 3.2) and one from the Wilson Creek ash sheet (Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.3), 

were chosen for quantitative grain-shape analysis. The mound samples are 

BPe1971.6, from the lowermost site sampled; BPe1985.1 from approximately 15 m 

upsection, and BPe2011.8, from the highest available mound exposure of 

unconsolidated tephra. Sample BPa1996.2, from climbing ripple beds of the ash 

sheet, consists entirely of unabraded juvenile grains that are inferred to have retained  
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Fig. 3.7 Lapilli componentry for Black Point and Pahvant Butte. Clast-type images are all from Black 

Point samples; scale of 1 cm indicated. See Section 2.3 for class descriptions.   
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Fig. 3.8 Black Point lapilli versus ash componentry in terms of the dominance of tachylite and 

sideromelane. 
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the shapes and surface textures imparted by volcanic fragmentation.  

 

3.4.2 Ash grain morphology: Qualitative descriptions of ash grains 

 Detailed qualitative assessment of fine fraction textures is important because 

the shape parameters of the quantitative analysis do not directly discriminate among 

different magmatic (e.g. stress vs. inertial criterion) or hydromagmatic fragmentation 

processes (e.g. quench granulation vs. thermohydraulic explosion (MFCI). These 

distinctions often may be made, however, through qualitative observations of ash 

grain surface textures.  

 From each sample ash grains from the 4 Φ sieve fraction were observed 

under a scanning electron microscope (SEM). As mentioned in section 2.3, the 4 Φ 

grains were primarily categorised (Fig. 3.9a) as one of three grain morphologies, 

based on distinctions made by Heiken and Wohletz (1985), Zimanowski et al. (1997) 

and Andronico et al. (2009). These are “vesicle wall” textures, sub-spherical grains 

and grains showing evidence of stress-related elongation (“passive” particles; see 

below) and blocky grains which include those representing “active” particles (see 

below for explanation). The bulk of Black Point ash grains appear to be blocky in 

form (Fig. 3.9a), many have stepped surfaces, and almost all show a paucity of 

vesicles that is also captured in the quantitative morphological analysis. 

 Subsequently, grains were considered with regard to a specific brittle 

fragmentation mechanism known as molten fuel-coolant interaction (MFCI). 

Zimanowski et al. (1997); Büttner and Zimanowski (1998); Büttner et al. (2002; 2005) 

describe four phases involved in the molten fuel-coolant interaction (MFCI) process: 

(1) a hydrodynamic mixing phase of water and hot melt under stable vapour-film 

boiling conditions, (2) a trigger phase which induces and propagates the rapid 

breakdown of insulating vapour films, (3) a fine fragmentation or “thermohydraulic” 
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phase (escalative heat transfer and superheating of water creating “active” particles), 

and (4) a vaporization and system expansion phase (during which “passive” particles 

are produced). “Active” and “passive” particles refer to grains produced during MFCI 

experimental runs (Zimanowski et al., 1997; Büttner et al., 2002). Fine, “active” 

particles produced during the thermohydraulic stage of MFCI have rough surfaces 

and angular shapes that result from brittle fragmentation (Fig. 3.9a and b). They 

represent the highly energetic phase of thermohydraulic explosion and correspond to 

particle population P3 of Zimanowski et al. (1997). “Passive” particles from 

experiments have rounded or subrounded shapes with smooth surfaces and result 

from fragmentation in a ductile regime under confined conditions that occurred during 

the early expansion stage of MFCI, corresponding to the particle population P1 of 

Zimanowski et al. (1997) (Fig. 3.9b). Coarser “passive” particles typically show 

elongated smooth shapes. They relate to the free air fragmentation in a ductile 

regime during the late expansion phase of MFCI, corresponding to the particle 

population P2 of Zimanowski et al. (1997).  

Distinctive features (Fig. 3.9c) (though they are by no means ubiquitous) 

include: "blisters" or bumps seen on the surface of grains, which are attributed to the 

low viscosity of the magma and have been described on glass droplets from 

Hawaiian lava fountains (Fisher and Schimncke, 1984); surfaces covered with fine 

adhering dust, inferred to result from adhesion of fines onto grains made moist by 

condensation of water vapor (Wohletz, 1983); lens-shaped or platy grains which are 

interpreted by Fisher and Schmincke (1984) as grains formed by thermal granulation 

as “nonvesicular flake-like to equant shapes” (see also Schmid et al., 2010); fluidal 

surfaces, smooth elongate ridges and troughs or semi-spherical depressions (Fig. 

3.9c); and finally spherical ash grains which are proportionally insignificant in the ash 

fraction of Black Point samples – they are substantially more abundant in the  
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Fig. 3.9 (previous page) Ash-sized fraction componentry, morphology and surface features. (a) 

Preliminary distinction between fragmentation controlled by magmatic and hydromagmatic processes 

based on extensive vesicle growth shaping ash particles; a third sub-spherical group was initially 

classed alone. (b) Comparison of ash morphologies with those of experimental ash P1-P3 from 

Zimanowski et al. (1997). (c) Various other ash morphologies and surfaces features observed from 

Black Point ash samples. Particle profiles, in combination with surface features, allow qualitative 

distinctions among ash grains produced prior to transport in an expanding ash cloud vs. those formed 

prior to expansion, and (for experimental particles) those fragmented by expansion of steam versus 

compressed air.  

 

Pahvant Butte sample suite, however, and will be described in more detail in section 

4.4. 

 

3.4.3 Ash grain morphology: Quantitative analysis of ash grains 

 Results for 25 grains from each Black Point sample analysed are seen in Fig. 

3.10 and are compared with those from Kilauea Iki (Schipper, 2009). Samples 

BPe2011.8 and BPe1971.6 have broad distributions but have modal peaks skewed 

toward the lower values of circularity. Samples BPa1996.2 and BPe1977.6 have 

polymodal and broad distributions, but have 92% and 76% of grains <1.6, compared 

with one (4%, but not shown on the histogram due to bin divisions) Kilauean grain 

measuring 1.58. Circularity is a measure of the particle outline irregularity. Particles 

from Kilauea have ragged outlines controlled by the presence of vesicles and 

therefore have values of circularity that are almost all above 1.6. Distributions for 

Black Point ash grains have lower values reflecting the observation that the vast 

majority of grains have blocky, angular shapes. Outliers represent grains either with a 

general blocky and angular shape but small-scale asperities along their contours, or 

the outlines of rare grains with shapes controlled by vesicles (Fig. 3.9a).  

 Compactness measures how closely the grain shape resembles a 

quadrilateral. Schipper (2009) found that a compactness value of 0.65 best 

discriminated between fragments reflecting magmatic vs. hydromagmatic 
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fragmentation, with the Kilauea Iki distribution predominantly below this value. 

Samples from Black Point have polymodal distributions with a greater fraction of 

grains measuring >0.65 for compactness. An obvious outlier from BPa1996.2  

corresponds to a cuspate grain which is the same outlier as in the circularity 

distribution. 

Fig. 3.10 Shape parameter histograms for Black Point samples with fields of hydromagmatic and 

magmatic fragmentation divided by dashed lines. Fragmentation boundaries were determined by 

Schipper (2009) and established by comparing deposits of ash grains formed by end member 

fragmentation. Included here is the magmatic fragmentation end member, Kilauea Iki, 1959. 
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 Rectangularity is similar to compactness, in that it is a measure of how 

rectangular the shape is, but also to circularity as it is sensitive to the irregularity of 

the grain contour. The normally distributed shapes of Kilauea Iki grains plot almost 

entirely below the value 1.0, chosen by Schipper (2009) as the best for distinguishing 

magmatic from hydromagmatic fragments. Samples BPe2011.8 and BPa1996.2 both 

have at least 80% of grains falling on the hydromagmatic side of that division, 

whereas BPe1977.6 and BPe1971.6 are less definite, with about 45-50% of grains 

having values of rectangularity >1.0. A very broad distribution with numerous clasts 

falling into the magmatic field characterises BPe1977.6; the magmatic clasts again 

mostly reflect small-scale asperities on the grain outline and, to a minor degree, the 

elongate shapes of some grains.  

 Elongation was the least discriminating parameter tested by Schipper (2009), 

with a large area of overlap between values of 2.0 and 3.5. The Kilauea Iki grains, 

forming a normal distribution, are centred in this range of uncertainty though there is 

a minor secondary mode in the magmatic field. This parameter also fails to effectively 

characterise Black Point samples, with the majority of grains (56%-72%) falling in the 

non-diagnostic zone. Samples BPe2011.8 and BPe1971.6 have 8% of grains <2.0, 

clearly in the hydromagmatic region, BPa1996.2 has 16%, and BPe1977.6 has 20%. 

Fragments plotting in the magmatic fragmentation zone correspond to those 

highlighted by their values of circularity and rectangularity.  

 A second quantitative approach was taken in differentiating between 

magmatic and hydromagmatic fragmentation (Fig. 3.11). Parameters were combined 

to produce a plot of the product of compactness and elongation against the product 

of circularity and rectangularity (a variation of techniques developed by Dellino and 

La Volpe, 1996 and of Figure 6; Büttner et al., 2002). This combination highlights the 

impact of irregular (vesicle-bounded) outlines on the morphology of a grain and 
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ultimately distinguishes the field assigned to magmatic fragmentation field from the 

hydromagmatic one. Numerically and graphically (on the plots in Fig. 3.11) this 

boundary is based on equation 5.5 of Schipper (2009). Plot (A), Fig. 3.11, illustrates 

well the hydromagmatic fragmentation signature suggested by the distributions of the 

individual shape parameters, with 75% of Black Point ash grains lying in the 

hydromagmatic fragmentation field. The two lowermost samples have the greatest 

proportion of grains in the magmatic fragmentation field with the extreme outliers also 

from these samples. The irregular contours caused by small scale asperities on the 

surface of ash grains, rather than the presence of vesicles, could be affecting where 

the grains plot.   

 

3.5 Pyroclast vesicularity 

3.5.1 Introduction 

 Houghton and Wilson (1989) suggest that pyroclast density, reflecting the 

overall vesicularity of juvenile lapilli, holds information about the relative timing of 

vesiculation and fragmentation and also about the role of magmatic volatiles versus 

external water in driving explosive eruptions (bubble nucleation and growth are 

among the main controls of eruptive behaviour). As mentioned in section 1.1, 

combining information from clast-density measurements with qualitative and 

quantitative analysis of vesicle micro-textures (see section 3.6) can allow a better 

understanding of complicated conduit processes. Having created an idea of the 

conditions of the melt in the conduit, the role abundant external water has played in 

shaping the eruption in different ways can be assessed by comparing and contrasting 

results from Black Point's deposits with those of well-documented magmatic 

eruptions.  

 Samples measured for density are distributed through 40 m of section (Fig. 3.1 
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and Fig. 3.2). They represent all of the well-exposed unconsolidated deposits 

comprising the subaqueously formed part of Black Point volcano. 

Fig. 3.11 Plots of combined shape parameters; (A) Black Point fine ash fraction with 75% of grains 

within the hydromagmatic field of fragmentation; (B) Pahvant Butte fine ash fraction with 80% of grains 

within the hydromagmatic field of fragmentation; (C) Kilauea Iki ash grains for comparison to the end 

member magmatic fragmentation.   
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3.5.2 Measurements of vesicularity 

 Vesicularity of the mound material varies significantly, ranging from 4% to 89% 

(non-vesicular to extremely vesicular, Houghton and Wilson, 1989). The arithmetic 

mean vesicularity for all mound samples (the vesicularity index; Houghton and 

Wilson, 1989) is 58%. Lapilli with the lowest vesicularity measured (from 4-12%) are 

from sample BPe1966 (Fig. 1.1). This deposit, however, comprises rotated blocks of 

tuff which are not in situ, as mentioned in section 3.1. For this reason, this sample 

has been excluded from quantitative analysis, and the range of vesicularity of interest 

to this study is therefore slightly less broad, though still extending from 18% to 89% 

(incipiently to extremely vesicular, Houghton and Wilson, 1989). 

 Density histograms are shown in Fig. 3.12. Individual samples vary 

significantly, with maximum within-sample variation from 25-89% for sample 

BPe1995.1. This is also one of two samples containing the most highly vesicular 

lapilli measured (the other is BPe2011.6). The smallest range is displayed by sample 

BPe1976.6, from 46-72%. This sample is just 1 m above the sample containing the 

lowest vesicularity lapillus (18% BPe1975.6). Overall the distributions are unimodal 

or bimodal with peaks centred on or skewed either side of the ~60% vesicularity bin 

(moderately-highly vesicular). Histograms are in general similar for samples 

throughout the sequence.  
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Fig. 3.12 Density (vesicularity) histograms for Black Point mound deposits. Dashed line indicates a 

density of 1000 kg m-3, or approximately 65% vesicularity. Filled circles indicate low, modal and high 

vesicularity lapilli for which quantitative data has been collected. Top graph compares vesicularity 

ranges of Poseidic (Schipper et al., 2010), Hawaiian fire fountains (Cashman and Mangan, 1994; 

Mangan and Cashman, 1996; Polacci et al., 2006), Strombolian pyroclasts (Lautze and Houghton, 

2005; 2007; Polacci et al., 2006), Black Point and Pahvant Butte. 
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3.6 Vesicle micro-textures 

3.6.1 Introduction 

 Having measured the density and hence vesicle volume for 100 lapilli per 

sample, three lapilli, of modal, high, and low vesicularity, were selected from each 

sample (20 samples in total, Fig. 2.3, and Fig. 3.12) and thin sectioned for petrologic 

and vesicle analysis (6 samples). Clasts of modal densities are taken as 

representative of the characteristic magma, while high and low vesicularity fragments 

constrain the degree of textural heterogeneity at the time of fragmentation (Sable et 

al., 2006b). Image nests were acquired for every sample (according to methods 

outlined in Shea et al., 2010a), with quantitative vesicle data collected for six of those 

twenty samples (as marked by filled circles in Fig 3.12). Descriptive and quantitative 

characterisation of vesicle micro-textures is integral to developing interpretations of 

conduit processes (Tables 3.2 and 3.3).    

  

3.6.2 Qualitative descriptions  

 In this section qualitative descriptions are given of the vesicle textures seen in 

scanned images (1200 dpi) and higher magnification (x40, x100 and x250) back 

scattered electron (BSE) microscope images (i.e. separate image nests; see Fig. 

3.13 and Fig. 3.14). Vesicle size, distribution, shape and interconnections are 

addressed, firstly, in general for samples that were imaged only, and then in more 

detail for samples that were subjected to further quantitative work.  

 A number of textures were identified (T1-T5, S1-S3; Fig. 3.15) and one or 

more assigned to each lapillus and ash grain examined. Textures S1-S3 are of 

sideromelane glass, and are simpler overall than those found in tachylite glass. The 

S1 vesicles are circular to sub-circular, and locally polylobate where coalesced.   
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Fig. 3.15 Micro-texture classification scheme for sideromelane (S1-S3) and tachylite (T1-T5) glass. 

Orange scale bars indicate 100 µm on each image; orange boxes on X40 image are locations of X250 

images. 

 

Vesicle number densities are variable but in general are high compared to those of 

other basaltic pyroclasts. A number of vesicle populations are present, and locally 

clusters of the smallest-sized vesicles are associated with a concentration of 

microlites. Compared to S1, S2 vesicles are dominated by larger and more 

extensively coalesced vesicles, and the absence of the smallest-sized vesicle 
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population of S1 is typical for S2. Micro-texture S3 is characterised by very irregularly 

shaped vesicles inferred to indicate pervasive coalescence. Some vesicles display 

flattened (possibly collapsed) outlines but smooth-bevelled contours suggest total 

collapse may not have occurred; rather, relaxation of de-pressurized bubbles was 

permitted. Intra-vesicular extrusions (IVE; Schipper, 2009 or the “doughnut-like” 

features of Klug et al., 2002; Gurioli et al., 2008) are commonly identified in domains 

with this micro-texture but are not restricted to only this texture. Vesicles in a number 

of size populations are present, and as in S1 micro-textural zones, the smallest of 

these vesicles occur in clusters.  

 Micro-textures identified in lapilli and ash grains of tachylitic glass are classed 

as T1-T5, with T1-T3 textures similar to S1-S3 textures except for a difference in 

microlite content of the glass. Because of the microlites, T1-T3 textures often show 

influences of microlite growth on vesicle shapes and walls. The T4 vesicle patterns 

are typical of extremely crystalline lapilli. Low vesicle number densities are common 

for lapilli and ash grains with groundmasses containing numerous coarse crystals, 

and T5 microlite textures are similar in that the controlling factor is the abundance of 

microlites. However, unlike T4 textures, T5 micro-textures are characterised by 

skeletal microlites that form a lattice framework, rather than a solid mass of crystals. 

As a result a broad range of vesicle size is identified in T5 micro-textural zones and 

“voids” are common. Sable et al. (2009) also indicate the presence of “diktytaxitic 

voids” in samples with textures similar to T5. As mentioned in section 2.4 (also, see 

Fig. 2.3) these angular cavities were omitted from vesicle quantification on the basis 

that they may be as a result of post-fragmentation crystallization-induced exsolution 

and because they are excluded in most previous data. Therefore, for ease of 

comparison, they have not been counted here. As for the IVE, the diktytaxitic texture 

is not restricted to one micro-texture but frequently occurs in associated with 
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concentrations of microlites and a small vesicle population. 

  

Lapilli micro-textures 

Lapilli from mound samples BPe2007.6-BPe1999.6, BPe1995.1-BPe1986.6, 

BPe1985.1 and BPe1976.6-BPe1972.9 were analysed qualitatively only and in 

general are dominated by tachylitic lapilli with T1-T3 textures. Sideromelane lapilli are 

the next prevalent and have micro-textures that are characterised by S1-S3 textures. 

The remaining lapilli are composed of a combination of sideromelane and tachylitic 

glasses and as such have heterogeneous textures. Samples for which quantitative 

analyses were carried out have been described in greater detail (Appendix 4, Fig. A); 

however, only a brief account (from topographic highest to lowest sample) is 

presented here.   

 The lowest vesicularity lapillus (33) of sample BPe2011.6 is dominated by 

micro-texture T4 and develops inward to T1. Vesicles range in size from 10-3000 µm, 

excluding the sizes of diktytaxitic voids present. The modal vesicularity clast 

(BPe2011.6_6) illustrates S1 micro-texture well. Vesicle sizes range from ~5-2000 

µm. Minor T1 and S3 micro-textures are identified in association with one another, T1 

occurring as a microlite-rich domain around which a S3 texture has developed. The 

highest vesicularity clast (BPe2011.6_67) is completely sideromelane, displaying all 

three textures, but predominantly S2. This lapillus has a vesicle size range of 1-2 µm 

to 300 µm, potentially augmenting a high vesicularity. 

 Sample BPe1997.6, similarly, has a low vesicularity lapillus characterised by 

micro-texture T4, however, T5 occurs in the clast interior. Vesicle sizes are large (~3-

5 mm), however this does not factor in the diktytaxitic voids of T5. The modal 

vesicularity clast (BPe1997.5_19) is dominated by T1 micro-texture with subordinate 

T5 and S1. The T5 micro-texture manifests as a microlite-rich domain or “wisp” (a 
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mingling of tachylite and sideromelane resulting in a thin inter-fingering of glasses). 

Analogous features were observed by Costantini et al. (2010); Wong and Larsen 

(2010) and Suzuki and Fujii (2010). The highest vesicularity clast of this sample 

(BPe1997.6_100) is dominated by micro-texture T2. Vesicle size range is large, from 

<5 µm to 10 mm, and again, voids are identified in a very minor area of T5 texture 

(see Appendix 4). 

 The low vesicularity clast of BPe1995.6 records only a T4 micro-texture (Fig. 

3.13). Micro-textures S1 and S2 typify the representative clast (BPe1995.6_ 27). A 

range of vesicle sizes, from 1-5 µm to 300 µm, is likely to be controlled by the 

variable coalescence thought to have occurred, as indicated by the textures 

observed. The highest vesicularity lapillus (BPe1995.6_45) exemplifies T3 micro-

texture in Fig. 3.15. This texture has collapse, or at least limited relaxation (circular 

shapes have not been regained), features and pervasive coalescence.  

Lapillus BPe1985.6_13 is dominated by T4 and T5 micro-textures (Fig. 3.13). 

However, the modal vesicularity lapillus (BPe1985.6_2) is dominated by an S1 micro-

texture, which demonstrates a complex mingling of sideromelane and tachylite glass. 

As such, minor areas of T3 are present. The highest vesicularity clast 

(BPe1985.6_90) has sideromelane margins, both having an S1 micro-texture, and a 

tachylite core, principally T1 with secondary T5 textures. At either margin mingling of 

glasses occurs on a millimetre scale (see the scanned image Fig 3.13). Intra-

vesicular extrusions are recognized in places, these measure ~50 µm in diameter 

within which vesicles of ~20 µm occur.  

Similar to samples BPe1997.6 and BPe1985.6, BPe1977.6 has a dense 

lapillus with T4 and T5 micro-textures. Its modal clast is characterised by a T1 texture 

with minor S1 micro-texture seen nearest the margins with the transition being 

mingled in nature, as above. Vesicle sizes can be large (up to 8 mm) but in general 
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the very small-sized population is not seen. The highest vesicularity clast 

(BPe1977.6_18) shows mingling of S2 and T5 micro-textures (see Appendix 4).  

The lowest sample, BPe1971.6, has a dense clast with S1 and S3 micro-

textures primarily and to a lesser extent T3. This is the only sample from which the 

low vesicularity clast is sideromelane. The tachylite component, as for most of the 

combination samples, occurs in mingled “wisps”. The medium vesicularity clast 

(BPe1971.6_3) displays only tachylite glass of T1 texture. Similar to BPe1997.6_47, 

vesicles are generally large (4-6 mm) and small vesicles (<20 µm) are absent. A 

combination of sideromelane textures, S1 and S2, best describe this lapillus.  

 

Ash-grain micro-textures 

 Ash grains are predominantly sideromelane and when compared to lapilli 

glass proportions, sideromelane is more dominant than tachylite for ash-sized grains 

(Fig. 3.7, Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.14). Micro-textures of ash grains from two grain mounts 

(BPa1999.1 and BPa1999.2) and one upper consolidated tuff ring sample 

(BPuc2106) are seen in Fig. 3.14 and a summary of their micro-textures are 

summarised below. 

 The upper consolidated and palagonitized sample, BPuc2106, contains 

coarse tachylitic ash grains with strongly developed T5 micro-textures. As a result, 

diktytaxitic voids are numerous in these grains. Sideromelane grains are much 

simpler in texture (S1 and S2).  A coarse ash sample, BPa1999.1, best illustrates the 

above observation that sideromelane is more prevalent in ash-sized material than 

tachylite (and tachylite is predominant in the lapillus-size range). Coarse ash is 

dominated by S1 and S2 micro-textures, occasionally containing IVE. A minor 

proportion of grains display T1, T3, T4 and T5 micro-textures, or a combination of 

these. IVE are a common feature within the tachylite ash grains, as are diktytaxitic 
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voids (mostly seen in T5 textures). Textures with mingled glasses are also identified. 

A fine ash sample, BPa1999.2, shows a consistent higher ratio of sideromelane to 

tachylite grains. Textures in sideromelane grains are S1, primarily, and vesicles 

range in size from <10 µm to >100 µm. Tachylite grains are composed of T2, T1 and 

T5 micro-textures.  

 

3.6.3 Quantitative data 

 The vesicle size distribution (VSD; a plot of ln n against L, where ln n is the 

natural log of the total number of vesicles and L is the diameter of the vesicle (Fig. 

3.16; Sarda and Graham, 1990; Mangan et al., 1993; Shea et al., 2010a) represents 

the vesiculation (progress of bubble nucleation and growth) at the time the clast was 

quenched. It is unlikely that rates of bubble nucleation and growth are constant 

throughout an eruption; unless limited by diffusivity or viscosity, rates will increase as 

the upward velocity of the magma increases. Sarda and Graham (1990) define a 

straight-line VSD plot as resulting from a system in steady state, "i.e. the number of 

vesicles in a given size range is conserved….and that no input to any size class 

occurs by flowing (equivalent to the absence of vesicles in the feed stream)”. This 

requires simultaneous and continuous nucleation and growth. Furthermore, authors 

attribute any departure from a straight line to coalescence or breakage of vesicles, 

physical sorting of vesicles during magma withdrawal, a size dependence on the 

growth rate (G), impedance of bubble nucleation, or variable magma residence 

times.  

 Shea et al. (2010a) views vesicle volume distributions (VVDs, Fig. 3.17) as 

reflective of the nature of nucleation and/or coalescence events during the 

vesiculation history of pyroclasts (e.g. Klug and Cashman, 1994). Typically, each 

mode is interpreted to illustrate a distinct pulse of nucleation and growth (Klug et al., 
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2002; Polacci et al., 2006; Lautze and Houghton, 2007); coalescence tends to skew 

the data positively or even produce a distinct larger mode (Gurioli et al., 2008; Adams 

et al., 2006), whereas Ostwald bubble-ripening produces a negative skewness 

(Mangan and Cashman, 1996), and bubble collapse dramatically reduces total 

vesicle volume fraction and modal size (Burgisser and Gardner, 2004; Sable et al., 

2006b).  

 Overall, VSD plots of Black Point data (Fig. 3.16, Table 3.2) have concave-up 

profiles with shallow slopes. This general shape resembles plots indicative of 

ripening and coalescence (Shea et al., 2010a). Shea et al. (2010a) define six VSD 

profiles and associate various conduit processes to each (see section 3.8.3). Only 

small scale variations are noted for Black Point VSDs. The profiles of the modal 

vesicularity lapilli for all samples, except BPe1985.6 and including the high 

vesicularity lapillus BPe1995.6_45, have a perturbation at ~0.05 mm. The highest 

vesicularity lapilli of BPe1997.6, BPe1977.6 and BPe1971.6 and lapilli 

BPe1997.6_69 and BPe1995.6_84 show a distinct lack of small-sized vesicles. The 

VVD distributions (Fig. 3.17 and Table 3.2) reflect the irregularity of the VSD plots. 

The majority of samples have poorly developed bimodal and polymodal distributions. 

Exceptions to this are the low vesicularity lapilli which display diminutive bar charts. 

Lapilli BPe1997.6_69, BPe1997.6_100, BPe1995.6_84, BPe1977.6_18 and 

BPe1971.6_26 have VVD charts that highlight the absence of a small-sized vesicle 

population. Many samples show distinct skewing of the plot toward a larger vesicle 

size (e.g. BPe2011.6_33 and _67, BPe1997.6_100 and BPe1995.6_45).  
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Fig. 3.16 Vesicle size distributions (VSDs) for Black Point samples. BPe1971.6_55, for example, 

signifies the sample location/height and clast identification; NV denotes vesicle number density per 

mm3; θ is the bulk vesicularity measured in the lab using a dense rock equivalent (DRE) value of 2.8 g 

cm-3. Vesicularity increases from left to right; diamond symbols represent measurements from the low-

vesicularity lapillus; square symbols represent measurements from the modal–vesicularity lapillus and 

the cross symbols represent measurements from the highest-vesicularity lapillus. See text for further 

discussion.  
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Fig. 3.17 Vesicle volume distributions (VVDs) for Black Point samples. Vesicle diameters are divided 

into bins generated by an Excel® spreadsheet developed at University of Hawaii. Sample 

location/height, clast identification, vesicle number density (NV) and bulk vesicularity (θ) are given for 

each plot. Vesicularity increases from left to right, as for Fig. 3.16. 
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Fig. 3.18 Bar charts comparing vesicle number densities (NV) on a logarithmic of Black Point and 

Pahvant Butte samples. Sample numbers and clast identifications correspond to those on VSD and 

VVD plots. Grey scale represents development of vesicularity. No correlation between increased bulk 

vesicularity with vesicle number distribution is noted, suggesting that larger, fewer vesicles do not 

necessarily result in larger vesicularities. Equally, a relatively dense clast may or may not contain a 

large number of vesicles. 

 

 The final significant quantitative parameter dealt with in this study is the 

number of vesicles per cubic millimeter (NV). This measure for Black Point ranges 

from 5.4 x 102 to 4.8 x 104 vesicles mm-3, bulk rock (Fig. 3.18). NV quantities are a 

useful and immediate indication of the amount of volatiles involved in an eruption. A 

high number density of vesicles is typically associated with eruptions of high intensity 

and violence.  

 By combining information from qualitative textural observations with 

quantitative measurements of vesicularity represented as VSDs, VVDs and NV, 

considerable insight into the vesiculation process from nucleation up to the time of 

quenching, which for small pyroclasts takes place during or soon after fragmentation, 

can be gained (Table 3.2).   
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3.7 Petrography and geochemistry 

3.7.1 Introduction  

 The Mono Craters-Mono Lake volcanic complex of eastern California lies 

adjacent to the post-Miocene structural depression of Mono Basin, into which more 

than 0.5 km3 of rhyolitic ash and lava erupted ~600 years ago, with the youngest 

lavas no more than 200 years old (Kelleher and Cameron, 1990). The relatively 

recent volcanic activity, combined with geophysical anomalies, suggests that magma 

may presently underlie the Mono Craters. Kelleher and Cameron (1990) classified 

the volcanic products of the Mono Basin into five categories based on their SiO2 

content.  

 The variables that control the composition of basaltic magmas are complex. 

Chemical composition and mineralogical assemblages are governed by of the 

composition of the source rock, type and relative abundance of volatiles and 

interaction of melts with the crust (Dasgupta et al., 2010). Melting processes are a 

function of the degree of partial melting and depth of magma generation (which 

control pressure, temperature, and source volatile content) (Fisher and Schmincke, 

1984; Humphreys and Niu, 2009). Petrological analyses in this study (see also 

section 2.5) include x-ray diffraction (XRD) for mineral identification, and x-ray 

fluorescence spectroscopy (XRF) plus energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) to 

determine bulk chemistry and glass chemical compositions, and Fourier transform 

infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) to assess glass-volatile compositions (CO2 was not 

measured for this study). The main aim of FTIR was to obtain the concentration of 

H2O in the glass. The predominant volatile in alkali-basaltic melts is H2O (Dixon et al., 

1995; Del Carlo and Pompilio, 2004; Métrich and Wallace, 2008), though CO2 is 

important at greater depths (i.e. below crustal depths, where it exsolves due to its low 

solubility) (Anderson and Brown, 1993; Cervantes et al., 2002). Black Point samples 
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are good candidates for measuring residual volatile abundances, as they have been 

erupted into relatively shallow water and quenched almost instantaneously. Although 

at depths of ~100 m, the relatively shallow eruptions have experienced only limited 

effects of pressure which could inhibit volatile degassing. Rapid quenching further 

ensures that the residual volatile concentration in the glass is representative of the 

magma at the time of fragmentation. This allows estimation of the amount of 

degassing that has occurred, in turn constraining interpretations of the ascent history 

of the magma (e.g. final ascent velocity, duration of any in-transit magma storage). 

 In addition to the factors that control chemical composition, controls on the 

physical properties of the magma are also very important in shaping an eruption, 

particularly its eruptive behaviour. Unsurprisingly, chemical and physical magma 

properties are intrinsically linked; for example, viscosity depends on the composition, 

volatile content, temperature and the degree of vesiculation and crystallization 

(Spera, 2000; Del Carlo and Pompilio, 2004; Ishibashi and Sato, 2007; Villeneuve et 

al., 2008; Giordano et al., 2010; Johnson et al., 2010). 

 

3.7.2 Petrography and crystal texture observations 

 Black Point volcanic edifice is the product of an episode of basaltic volcanism 

in the Mono Basin. Basaltic samples examined by Kelleher and Cameron (1990) 

have porphyritic textures; phenocrysts range from 1 mm to 3 mm in size, with 

abundant microlites and minor inter-crystalline glass making up the groundmass. 

Plagioclase is the dominant phenocryst (63%) and microlite phase, with subordinate 

olivine, clinopyroxene, sparse Fe-Ti oxides. Xenoliths of upper crustal rocks such as 

quartzite and granite are also common. Samples show disequilibrium phenocryst 

textures including sieve textures, resorbed crystals and variable compositions, plus 

xenocrysts of sanidine, orthoclase, and quartz. There are kelyphitic reaction rims on 
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pyroxenes. 

 Variations in decompression rate, and hence magma ascent rate, can be 

recorded by differences in groundmass textures and mineral assemblages among 

erupted products (Szramek et al., 2006; Wong and Larsen, 2010). Microlite 

morphologies can be used to indicate ascent rates, for example, it has been 

estimated, based on a combination of microlite and vesicle textures of samples from 

decompression experiments and natural samples, that the Plinian eruption of Arenal 

Volcano, Costa Rica had ascent rates of ~0.05-0.9 ms-1 for Plinian and <0.05 ms-1 for 

non-Plinian events (Szramek et al., 2006). Following Szramek et al. (2006) and 

Wong and Larsen (2010), Black Point (and Pahvant Butte) microlite shapes are 

assigned to four categories based on their 2-D morphology: hopper, tabular, equant, 

and acicular (Fig. 3.19). Hopper crystals are identified by an open-box shape, while 

the remaining crystals are all solid. For descriptive purposes, aspect ratios of equant 

crystals are between 1:1 and 1:2, whereas tabular crystals are from 1:2 to ∼1:10. 

Acicular crystals have aspect ratios of >1:10, and appear needle-like in images. Size 

cutoffs assigned to distinguish between microlites (<30 µm), microphenocrysts (30-

100 µm) and phenocrysts (>100 µm) are after Polacci et al. (2009). 

 

Crystal textures within sideromelane 

 Micro-textural observations of crystal phases in sideromelane glass show that 

crystals are in general simpler than those in tachylite (Fig. 3.19). Crystals are fewer 

and less densely packed. Crystal-population densities, qualitatively, increase from 

the rim to the core of lapilli, but only on an individual lapillus basis; core to rim crystal 

sizes and variations are not consistent across the sample set as a whole. Two 

dominant crystal–size populations occur: acicular plagioclase microlites are between 

10-100 µm long, whereas equant, tabular and occasional acicular microphenocryst 
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plagioclase crystals range in diameter from 50 µm to 300 µm (BPe2011.6_6, 

BPe1995.6_27 and BPe1985.6_2, for example; similar to J2 and L2 scoria textures 

described by Wong and Larsen, 2010). Microphenocrysts commonly occur in 

glomerophyric clusters. Where acicular plagioclase microlites form clusters, 

diktytaxitic voids are common within the lattice of microlites. Equant and tabular 

plagioclase microphenocrysts also display hopper structures in some samples, but 

not consistently. Where subordinate olivine microphenocrysts are present (e.g. 

samples BPe2011.6_67 and BPe1977.6_47) their morphology is equant (~100 µm) 

and a weak shape preferred orientation is apparent from common basal-section 

views. In some samples (BPe2011.6_67) the crystal boundaries of olivine, and to a 

lesser extent those of other microphenocrysts, are closely associated with very small 

(<10 µm) plagioclase microlites, which suggest that the phenocryst surfaces provided 

favourable microlite nucleation sites. At the terminations of these microlites, there is 

typically a single, small circular vesicle. In general, plagioclase microlites and 

microphenocrysts have ubiquitous swallowtail or serrated terminations. Samples 

BPe1997.6_19 and BPe1977.6_18, similar to L2 and L3 scoria textures described by 

Wong and Larsen (2010), are dominated by acicular and void-rich plagioclase 

microlites associated with tachylitic wispy domains within the sideromelane glass. 

These sites are characterised by increased numbers of acicular plagioclase 

microlites and vesicles (see section 3.6.2).  

 

Crystal textures within tachylite 

 Crystal micro-textures of tachylite are diverse. The main difference between 

sideromelane and tachylite is the abundance and concentration of crystals in the 

tachylite groundmass. Tachylite lapilli are dominated by a solid, impenetrable, 

interlocking network of crystals without substantial intercrystalline glass. For example, 
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samples BPe2011.6_33, BPe1985.6_13 and BPe1971.6_3 have densely packed 

tabular plagioclase (50-400 µm, microlite and microphenocryst, respectively) and 

equant olivine (10-200 µm) crystals. Variations on this general texture are seen; 

sample BPe1997.6_69 is dominated by one crystal size of ~100 µm equant to tabular 

plagioclase, whereas, BPe1995.6_84 is dominated by acicular plagioclase crystals 

consistently <100 µm long.  

 Some samples, such as BPe1997.6_100, BPe1995.6_45 and BPe1977.6_4 

(similar to J1 scoria described by Wong and Larsen, 2010), are characterised by a 

more open framework of acicular, tabular and equant plagioclase with subordinate 

equant olivine. Two dominant sizes exist, microlites (<50 µm) and microphenocrysts 

(100-500 µm).  

 

3.7.3 Geochemistry  

 Samples from three sites in the unconsolidated mound material, exposed in 

the quarry pit on the southwest flank of the volcano, were selected for mineralogical 

and whole-rock geochemical analysis (Table 3.4). From each site sampled, two lapilli 

(one dense and one vesicular) were selected for x-ray diffraction (XRD) and x-ray 

fluorescence spectroscopic (XRF) analyses. BPe2011.6, BPe1995.6 and BPe1972.9 

have plagioclase as the main mineral, and whole-rock compositions determined by 

XRF fall in the basalt field of a standard TAS plot, and on the boundary between calc-

alkaline and high-k series on a plot of K2O versus SiO2. No chemical variation 

between clasts of differing vesicularity was noted.  

 Energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) microanalysis was undertaken to 

determine glass and crystal compositions for four samples from the lower, middle and 

upper mound (BPe1971.6, BPe1985.6 and BPe2011.6) and one sample from the 

upper consolidated tuff lithofacies (BPuc2106). In Table 3.4, these measurements 
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Fig. 3.19 Crystal micro-textures from Black Point and Pahvant Butte. (A) Low vesicularity tachylite and 

overleaf, (B) high vesicularity sideromelane. Images illustrate lapillus groundmass textures of various 

microlite morphologies including hopper, acicular, tabular and equant; and textures of intra-vesicular 

extrusions (IVEs) and diktytaxitic voids are identified are. All images are x250 magnification with a 

scale bar of 100 µm on each image, except where indicated otherwise. 
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Fig. 3.19 (continued) 
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have been reported in weight percentages with an estimated error of ±2 wt.%. Totals 

are low (e.g. as low as 88%) and this is explained by the potential loss of Na during 

measurement or possibly a badly polished finish to the thin section. The dominant 

crystal phases are olivine and plagioclase. Plagioclase composition varies slightly 

from the lowest sample location, BPe1971.6 with a composition of An79, to the middle 

of the mound, BPe1985.6 An79-82 and finally to the top of the mound lithofacies, at 

sample location BPe2011.6 where the composition returns to An79. The upper tuff 

deposit, in which the glass is palagonitized, has plagioclase composition of An79. 

These plagioclase compositions are similar to the reported homogeneous 

composition (An70) in Kelleher and Cameron (1990). Olivine compositions measured 

from mid- and upper-mound sections range from Fo56-66 and Fo70, respectively. No 

suitable olivine crystals were identified in the lowermost sample for EDS spot 

analysis. The upper tuff sample, BPuc2106 has an olivine composition of Fo64.These 

compositions are slightly lower than that reported in Kelleher and Cameron (1990) 

who reported homogeneous compositions of Fo85. 

Major-element weight percentages for Black Point groundmass glasses, as 

measured by EDS (Table 3.4), have SiO2 44.5-51.2 wt.% (49.4-52.6 wt.% when 

normalized to 100 wt.%; ±2 wt.%) and K2O+Na2O 3.8-7.23 wt.% (3.6-7.8 wt.% when 

normalized to 100 wt.%; ±2 wt.%). Considering the compositions normalized to 100 

wt.% the results do not show a systematic pattern with increasing stratigraphic or 

topographic height, which indicates the magma source was homogeneous.  

 Results of FTIR analyses, from samples BPe2011.6 (the upper mound), 

BPe1995.6 (the middle mound sequence) and BPe1972.9 (the lower mound), are 

presented in Table 3.4. Overall, H2Ot concentrations range from 0.64 wt.% to 1.92 

wt.% H2Ot. Note that for the tachylitic spot analyses, bulk H2Ot has been recalculated 

by excluding the volume proportion of microlites present (i.e. assigning them 0 wt.%  
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water content and presuming that all measured water is from the intercrystalline 

glass). It is, however, probable that the microlites were avoided by the beam path, 

and hence no correction is necessary. This reduces the overall range slightly, to 

between 0.64 wt.% and 1.68 wt.%. On average the bulk residual H2Ot concentration 

is 1.04 wt.%. No notable variation in H2Ot concentration with glass composition, 

vesicularity or elevation was noted. Rare glass inclusions are present, but none were 

successfully analysed by FTIR. 

 

3.8 Interpretation and discussion 

3.8.1 Deposit characteristics 

 Custer (1973) interprets the broad, almost flat-topped mound of Black Point as 

having only barely emerged from Lake Russell. The uppermost tephra deposits show 

evidence of subaerial deposition in the form of bomb sags and accretionary lapilli. 

Bedding of the subaqueous mound is inferred to have formed from dilute pyroclastic 

density currents (White, 2000). Depositional features of the Wilson Creek ash sheet 

have been inferred by Custer (1973) and White (2000) as deposition from a steady 

current with excessive amounts of sediment, carried mostly in suspension. 

 A glacier-fed underflow from the north (Lajoie, 1968) redirected ash (Wilson 

Creek ash sheet) into southward-directed currents moving tangentially to the nearby 

edifice (Custer, 1973; White, 2000). Ash-sheet samples are from two sites along 

Wilson Creek (Fig. 1.1 and Fig. 3.1). These sites are characterised by climbing-ripple 

cross-lamination which is inferred to indicate high depositional rates from the bottom 

currents loaded with ash from the eruption, delivered to the undercurrent either from 

the tails of the same currents that constructed the edifice (White, 2000), and/or as fall 

from a subaerial plume delivered to the water column (Custer, 1973; see also 

Manville and Wilson, 2004). 
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 Current directions established from the climbing ripples indicate that 

depositional currents were moving downslope toward the lake centre, tangentially or 

even toward the centre of Black Point. Both the cross-lamination in this ash sheet, 

where exposed west and north of the mound, and local crossbeds in coarse ash and 

lapilli ash beds of the subaqeuous mound deposits, indicate deposition from currents 

flowing southward (White, 2000). As was recognised by Custer (1973), this direction 

indicates that glacially-fed bottom currents controlled transport direction; it is inferred 

that these bottom currents redirected eruption-fed turbidity currents (Cantelli et al., 

2008) even during growth of the mound and redistributed sediment downslope into 

the lake prior to deposition. The sub-circular form of the edifice is attributed by White 

(2000), not to the vigour of the currents, but as a relic of erosion on the lakeward side 

of the edifice and large-scale slumping to the north. 

 Granulometry, or grain-size analysis, of primary volcaniclastic deposits 

provides information on sorting during transport (e.g. Fisher and Schmincke, 1984), 

and on the efficiency and capability of an eruption to fragment magma (Wohletz, 

1983; Zimanowski et al., 1997; Andronico et al., 2009). 

 Grain-size distributions for samples from the main edifice, i.e. the lapilli-rich 

beds, are relatively consistent, with a characteristic mode between -2 and -4 Φ 

(medium lapilli). The granulometry data for Black Point implies a relatively steady 

evolution of the subaqueous portion of the volcano. A key feature is the paucity of 

fine particles (fine ash and smaller) in the edifice deposits, which is speculated to 

result largely from sorting during density-current emplacement (White, 2000; Cantelli 

et al., 2008). However, the proportion of fines produced during the eruption is not 

known, and may not have been large. A subtle bimodality of grain-size distributions, 

which increases toward the top of the mound, could reflect an increased efficiency of 

fragmentation or the possible the influence of reworking prior the emergence of the 
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edifice. 

 Very poorly to poorly sorted deposits indicate a variety of particle sizes were 

being produced and deposited to build the edifice throughout the represented section 

of the eruption. The deposits are presumed to be better sorted hydrodynamically than 

physically (Oehmig and Wallrabe-Adams, 1993), and are, for pyroclastic deposits, 

better sorted than many (Fig. 3.5). This will be explained in more detail in section 

4.3.2 where values of sorting measured by particle sieving are compared to those 

derived by Rapid Sediment Analysis (RSA) for six Pahvant Butte samples. 

Parameters such as sorting differ when measured by particle sieving or RSA 

because the latter measures settling velocity which is influenced by individual particle 

shape and density. 

 The deposit distributions illustrated in Fig. 3.5, based on the Fisher and 

Schmincke (1984) figure are, in turn, sourced from various authors who sampled fall 

deposits, from both subaqueous and subaerial deposits, and flow (surge, pyroclastic 

and debris) deposits (p.122, Fisher and Schmincke, 1984). The purpose of this first-

order comparison is to highlight that whilst primary volcaniclastic deposits are 

regularly thought to be poorly sorted, deposition through a liquid medium (lake or 

shallow ocean) can produce better sorting, hydrodynamically, than expected. 

Furthermore, both Black Point and Pahvant Butte sites fall within the sorting field of 

fall deposits, as determined by Walker (1971). Though subsequent data (solid line in 

Fig. 3.5) show that surge deposits have a wide distribution of sorting, this aids out 

interpretation of these Surtseyan deposits having some jetting and plastering/fall 

mechanism in their emplacement. Regarding the comparison between the Inman 

(1952) and Folk and Ward (1957) (see below: equation 3.1 and 3.2) it was found by 

Chauhan and Chaubey (1989) that the correlation coefficient between the mean 

calculated by Inman and Folk and Ward methods was 0.99 and for calculating 
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standard deviation the methods are reported to have “good linear correlations”. 

However, sorting was not one of the parameters compared for this study. Folk (1966) 

states that the Folk (1957) statistical calculations for sorting are more accurate and 

better suited to discrimination of the “tails” of distributions.  

  )φ(φ
2

1
σ 1684φ −=  (3.1; Inman, 1952) 

  
6.6

)φ(φ

4

)φ(φ
σ

5951684

1

−+−=  (3.2; Folk and Ward, 1957) 

Where σ indicates the sorting coefficient and φ indicates the value of the grain size at 

certain percentiles taken from a grain-size distribution curve.  

 

3.8.2 Fragmentation 

 Observations of 4 Φ fragments suggest that hydromagmatic fragmentation 

was the major process of fines production at Black Point. Quantitatively, shape 

parameters support the observation that the bulk of ash grains have morphologies 

controlled to a large extent by hydrovolcanic fragmentation, with a few exceptions 

displaying highly irregular outlines and/or large aspect ratios. 

 The main grain morphologies are discussed here. Fracture-bounded, angular 

grains with stepped surfaces are typical of the high energy phase of MFCI 

explosions, referred to as thermohydraulic explosions (Büttner et al., 2002). The 

presence of hydration cracks on the surfaces of this type of grain indicates the grain 

came into contact with external water, which is typical when grains cool in the 

presence of steam. Elongate and fluidal forms resulting from deformation of ductile 

melt indicate shearing of slowly cooling grains in an unconfined setting. These can 

form in fountaining environments, from accelerations of melt driven by Strombolian 

bubble bursts, in the system expansion phase following MFCI explosions, or by 

littoral-style expansion of vapor within melt (Shimozuru, 1994). The small proportion 
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of magmatic-looking (vesicle-bounded) grains certainly reflect the break up of a 

variably vesiculated magma (approximately 10-90% vesicularity), but in this context it 

is not certain whether fragmentation resulted from expansion of gas in vesicles, or 

simply the same hydromagmatic fragmentation processes acting on more-vesicular 

domains of magma.  

 Vesiculation, crystallization, chemical composition, temperature and pressure 

(Goepfert and Gardner, 2010) combine to effect the viscous nature of the melt. 

Viscosity is considered by Fisher and Schmincke (1984) to be “the single most 

important” property of silicate liquids. The four basic rheological behaviours of 

materials are viscous, plastic, elastic and brittle. In response to stress these material 

behaviours are quite different. Viscosity (time dependant, time independent and 

constant) is the property of a fluid that controls to what extent it reacts to the stress 

applied and how quickly it does so. If the resulting deformation is reversible the 

deformation is called ‘viscoelastic’. Plastic, or ductile, deformation is non-reversible. 

Materials capable of plastic deformation can sustain large stresses without fracture. 

However, when the strain becomes large enough, or is applied for long enough, the 

yield strength of the material is reached and the result is a brittle failure of the 

material. The various reaction of a material to an applied stress is important when 

considering the role of viscosity as a control on the mechanism of fragmentation (e.g. 

ductile versus brittle fragmentation or magmatic versus hydromagmatic) (Giordano et 

al., 2010). 

 Varied vesicularity of particles from a single fragmentation process, even 

during a single fragmentation event, has been established and inferred to reflect the 

magma-ascent velocity profile of the conduit (Houghton et al., 2004; Lautze and 

Houghton, 2005; 2007), whereby melt with slower ascent, longer residence times and 

greater density (in part due to increased volumes of microlites) may be preferentially 
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fragmented by hydromagmatic processes, while there is greater opportunity for the 

melt located toward the centre of the conduit, rising at a faster rate, to fragment in a 

ductile, magmatic regime. Furthermore, Andronico et al. (2009) relates the mode of 

fragmentation to the nature of the melt (and hence glass in the particles) involved; 

surface tension during ductile deformation and fracture propagation during brittle 

deformation control the morphology of sideromelane and tachylite particles, 

respectively. Finally, Austin-Erickson et al. (2008) have experimentally found that 

weak MFCI interactions can be triggered, or facilitated, by magmatic fragmentation of 

silicic melts. Triggering of weak MFCI fragmentation by magmatic fragmentation in 

water could be the mechanism for producing the "additional" fragmentation event 

long considered to distinguish "wet" from “dry” eruptions (Self and Sparks, 1978; 

Kokelaar, 1986). 

  

3.8.3 Conduit processes 

Nucleation and growth: Vesicularity 

 Houghton and Wilson (1989) showed that magmatic “dry” eruptions have high 

vesicularity indices between 70% and 80%, and ranges dependent on viscosity and 

eruption rate (with narrow ranges for silicic, Plinian eruptions; and larger ranges, 

between 30-50%, for Strombolian and other eruptions involving decoupled 

degassing). For “wet” eruptions widely varying vesicularity was inferred to reflect the 

interruption of magmatic vesiculation in a rising magma as the result of interaction 

with external water, which induced "premature" fragmentation and by chilling the 

clasts, froze in the vesicle population at fragmentation. Early occurrence of an 

interaction with water, at depth in a conduit, results in vesicularity indices of <40% 

and broad ranges, whereas late-stage interaction only weakly affects the degree and 

range of vesicularity.  
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 Vesicularity data from Black Point do not fit neatly into the Houghton and 

Wilson (1989) interpretation of hydromagmatic deposits, but hold key information for 

the eruption's interpretation. The consistent modal vesicularity (~60%) throughout the 

sampled vertical sequence suggests that (i) magma had exsolved a significant 

amount of gas, (ii) the level of vesiculation remained consistent through a substantial 

part of the eruption, and (iii) the level of fragmentation varied little. The consistency in 

vesicularity can be speculated to indicate a relatively high ascent rate of magma up 

the conduit, because it seems unlikely that such steady conditions would have 

existed if the eruption took place over a long period of time, given the ever-shifting 

eruptive environment observed at other subaqueous eruptions (e.g. Thorarinsson, 

1967).  

 

Nucleation and growth: Sideromelane glass (S1-S3) 

 Mangan et al. (1993) described samples from a Kilauean lava flow as 

composed of “…a brown glass matrix containing…Vesicles [that] are essentially 

spherical … and homogeneously distributed. They are generally not in contact with 

one another, although bubble clusters do exist…”. This general description is an apt 

characterisation of the vesicle micro-texture seen in most of the basaltic 

sideromelane glass in Black Point samples. Sideromelane textures (Fig. 3.15, Fig. 

3.19 and Fig. 3.20) are also similar in the “dry” basaltic deposits represented by 

Stromboli samples (Lautze and Houghton, 2005; 2007); Kilauea Iki samples 

(Hawaiian fire fountaining; Stovall, 2009); Okmok samples (eruptions of Strombolian 

to sub-Plinian intensities; Wong and Larsen, 2010); Izu-Oshima samples (sub-

Plinian; Toramaru, 1990); and Fontana samples (Plinian; Costantini et al., 2010). 

Lautze and Houghton (2005; 2007) identified a bimodal vesicle size distribution in 

their medium-low density, high vesicularity clasts from Stromboli, similar to S1 Black 
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Point textures, while lapilli with greater degrees of coalescence are similar to S2 

micro-textures (Fig. 3.20). Those authors infer that simple radial growth produced 

spherical vesicles, and that stretched vesicles may have experienced some shear or 

deformation due to rapid acceleration of the melt. The main vesiculation processes 

responsible for producing this texture are growth and coalescence (Lautze and 

Houghton, 2005; 2007). A high density Stromboli pyroclast with a low vesicularity 

texture (with vesicle shapes similar to those of S3) is described as having undergone 

gas loss and bubble collapse due to longer magma residence times resulting from 

slow ascent along conduit walls. Despite the variation in micro-textures preserved in 

these different deposits, the original nucleation and early stages of growth are 

thought to be similar, though Black Point lapilli and ash rarely have textures with such 

low vesicle number densities and large vesicle sizes as seen in the low density lapilli 

of Lautze and Houghton (2005; 2007; 2008) which are on a mm-scale, whereas the 

Black Point micro-textures are on a µm-scale. A small-vesicle population is absent 

from the high density lapilli of Lautze and Houghton (2005; 2007; 2008), but Black 

Point samples with S3 textures commonly do have a population of small vesicles, 

indicating that S3 magma did not completely de-gas, or that volatiles were not 

exsolved (i.e. are retained in the S3 glass; see section 3.7.3 and further discussion 

below). S3 textures are also similar to textures seen in Okmok samples (Wong and 

Larsen, 2010), however the focus of the Okmok study is the microlite phases, and 

Black Point microlites are dealt with in subsequent sections.  

 Schipper et al., (2010) compared textures found in lapilli from the Southern 

cone of Lo’ihi Seamount, Hawaii to those described from pyroclasts of the 1959 

Kilauea Iki fire fountaining episode (Stovall, 2009). These textures are, again, most 

similar to S1 and S2 (Fig. 3.20) micro-textures. The smallest-sized vesicles in the S1-

like textures are, in both cases, interpreted to have been mechanically coupled to the 
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melt. However, Lo’ihi and Kilauea Iki pyroclasts have undergone post-fragmentation 

modification of the vesicle population, which could account for the larger vesicle sizes 

when compared to lapilli from Black Point.  

Toramaru (1990) described four scoria samples from the Izu-Oshima basaltic 

sub-Plinian eruption. They recognised a similar absence of large vesicles in the 

Plinian and sub-Plinian samples analysed but suggested that they are not missing; 

instead they were never represented in the sub-Plinian eruptive products. Fig. 3.20 

shows two lapilli examined by Toramaru which have similar textures to Black Point 

S1 and S2 micro-textures. The higher vesicularity sample has a bimodal vesicle size 

distribution, while the lower vesicularity sample has a higher degree of coalescence, 

uniform vesicle size and close-neighbouring vesicles; defining characteristics of S2 

micro-texture. Two very comparable textures from the Fontana Lapilli (Plinian 

eruption; Costantini et al., 2010) are seen in Fig. 3.20. Samples F392 Unit E and 

F383 Unit F contain more vesicles than the Black Point samples shown in this figure; 

however these samples are analogous to textures seen elsewhere in Black Point 

samples. 

 A vesicle size distribution (VSD; Fig. 3.16) curve is a useful tool in identifying 

which samples have a significant portion of small-sized vesicles due to a later event 

of bubble nucleation. As mentioned, Shea et al. (2010a) identify six profiles and link 

these profiles with conduit processes. In brief, these include (i) straight line profile 

indicates a single event of nucleation and growth; (ii) sharp change in slope indicates 

multiple stages of nucleation and growth; (iii) smooth concave-up profile indicates 

continuous accelerating nucleation and growth; (iv) a straight line leading into a 

concave-up ‘tail’ represents an event of coalescence; (v) a concave-down profile 

leading into a straight line suggests ripening has occurred; and (vi) a poorly 

developed concave-down profile indicates an event of bubble collapse had affected 
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the bubble population. Combining VSD plots, bulk vesicularity, NV values and textural 

observations (Table 3.2) the relative timing of nucleation events can provide insight 

into the vesiculation and ascent history of the lapilli. Vesicle volume distributions 

(VVDs; Fig. 3.17) are less sensitive to a late stage event of nucleation because this 

population of vesicles rarely contributes significantly to the overall volume fraction. 

Sideromelane micro-textures also show evidence of multiple nucleation events, with 

all samples showing polymodal vesicle-volume distributions, vesicle-size distributions 

with an overall concave-up curve (indicating “continuous accelerating nucleation and 

growth”; Shea et al., 2010a) and textures with more than one size population. It 

appears, however, that nucleation events governing the textures of sideromelane-

dominated clasts took place comparatively earlier in the textural evolution of the 

erupting magma. 

 

Nucleation and growth: Tachylitic glass (T1-T5) 

 Micro-textures of tachylite, T1-T3, are very similar in qualitative appearance to 

S1-S3 textures, and they are interpreted in the same way. Hammer et al. (1999; Fig. 

3) describe similar textures; “within the highest density clasts, vesicles commonly 

occur in clusters that appear to have quenched while in the process of expanding as 

fronts … or where bounded by phenocrysts...”. The inference that they ceased 

growing ("quenched") because they encountered, and became contained by, 

microlites, is the main difference in the interpretation of T1-T3 vs. S1-S3, with the 

influence of microlites clearly evident in the tachylite.  

 The main difference between T4 and T5 textures is the nature of the 

crystalline groundmass. T4 textures have larger, tabular microlites which form a solid 

interlocking network of crystals. Very little, if any, clear glass can be identified in the 

groundmass. T5 textures have skeletal and acicular crystals that form netting or a 
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lattice within which void spaces are present. 

 In general, lapilli displaying tachylite micro-textures are often characterised by 

low bulk vesicularities, but have large NV values representing a significant population 

of small vesicles. However, those samples with T4 micro-textures (Fig. 3.15) 

represent magma in which bubble nucleation and growth were inhibited to varying 

extents by the crystals in the groundmass. Continuous bubble nucleation was 

effectively precluded in magma represented by samples BPe1997.6_69 and 

BPe1995.6_84. These lapilli are dominated by large (presumably older), tabular 

microlites which are densely packed forming an impenetrable crystalline 

groundmass. The lapilli have the lowest NV values among the low vesicularity clasts, 

and no notable small-vesicle population is represented in their VSDs and VVDs. 

Another exception is BPe1997.6_100. For this lapillus continuous bubble nucleation 

may or may not have taken place, but textural evidence, such as the dominance of 

large sized vesicles, a lack of mid-sized vesicles and circular to polylobate vesicle 

shape, favours extensive ripening and coalescence to explain the low NV values 

obtained. The remainder of clasts characterised by T1-T5 micro-textures have in 

general a lower number density of microlites (estimated from observations), and/or 

microlites typically skeletal and acicular in shape and arranged into a lattice network. 

Furthermore, those lapilli with T5 textures, where a concentration of the smallest-

sized vesicles, often associated with microlite-rich domains (where microlites are, 

again, skeletal and not densely packed) produce high NV values, reveal other 

evidence supporting inference of late stage nucleation in magma represented by 

tachylitic clasts. Both qualitative and quantitative analyses thus show that continued 

bubble nucleation for these samples was possible and did occur, although there is 

evidence bubble growth was limited (e.g. reduced volume fraction plots). Taken 

together, this evidence suggests that magma forming tachylitic clasts experienced a 
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late stage vesicle nucleation event. This late event is interpreted to have been rapid 

for reasons outlined below.  

Particle micro-textures dominated by networks of acicular, skeletal and tabular 

plagioclase are indicative of rapid magma ascent (Sable et al., 2006b; Wong and 

Larsen, 2010). Wong and Larsen (2010) estimated rates of ascent for Okmok Middle 

Scoria in the range 0.05 ms-1 to 1.00 ms-1, (sub-Plinian in intensity), based on 

crystallization conditions at <100 MPa water pressure and undercooling (∆T) <186 

ºC. This range is the upper limit of ascent rate for mafic magmas and within the range 

for silicic Plinian eruptions with an estimated rate of greater than 0.05 ms-1 (Wong 

and Larsen, 2010). Micro-textures characterised by skeletal and swallowtail 

plagioclase microlites are common in Black Point samples, and such textures are 

attributed to rapid ascent rates and high degrees of undercooling by Wong and 

Larsen (2010).  

 

Ripening and coalescence 

 Bubble ripening in magmas, “the steady diffusive transfer of gas between 

bubbles through films ….driven by the pressure excess inside bubbles” (Cashman 

and Mangan, 1994) differs from simple expansion of a static bubble population in that 

for the latter no mass transfer takes place; expansion of bubbles results from 

decompression and volume change. Ripening alters the original size distribution, 

number density and packing of foams (Cashman and Mangan, 1994). It is described 

as typically producing large bubbles that grow at the expense of small bubbles, which 

shrink and disappear eventually, due to pressure differences within different sizes of 

bubbles. The effect of ripening is to increase bulk vesicularity, as seen for Black Point 

samples (e.g. BPe2011.6 and BPe1995.6; Table 3.2 and Fig. 3.13), and for scoria 

samples studied by Mangan and Cashman (1996); NV numbers are reduced as 
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ripening progresses, because thinning bubble films break down and cause a 

coarsening of the foam (Cashman and Mangan, 1994); ripening causes concave-

down vesicle size profiles (Mangan and Cashman, 1996); and ripening has the effect 

of negatively skewing the distribution seen in VVDs (Mangan and Cashman, 1996; 

Shea et al., 2010b). Vesicle size and number density reflect the kinetics and 

timescales of vesiculation, as well as modifications by processes such as bubble 

coalescence (Cashman et al., 1994). Coalescence alters a bubble population by 

joining previously separate bubbles, thereby decreasing NV values.  Such ripening 

and coalescence is often inferred for higher-vesicularity clasts with low NV values, 

implying that a later event of bubble nucleation, invoked for other samples, did not 

occur here. A late stage nucleation can be precluded by a highly crystalline 

groundmass or other factors (e.g. BPe1997.6_100). Vesicle-size distributions can be 

complicated by the effect of coalescence, which causes an increase in the number of 

large size ranges (Cashman et al., 1994).  

 Coalescence of bubbles can arise in two ways; by the static development of 

the foam by ripening or by bubbles having varying ascent rates that allow bubble 

collisions/capture (dynamic) (Cashman et al., 1994). Sahagian (1985) and Sahagian 

et al. (1989) describe coalescence in terms of “linear collision efficiency”. A similar 

mechanism is dealt with by Cashman and Mangan (1994), who discuss a feature of 

dynamic coalescence, the ‘escape flow’ mechanism that involves smaller vesicles 

avoiding coalescence by being swept along in the slip stream of larger bubbles. In 

this manner it is the medium-sized bubbles that are most prone to coalescence. The 

textural feature that would result from this process, a bimodal distribution with a lack 

of medium-sized vesicles, is not identified in Black Point samples, potentially due to 

the effective consumption by larger bubbles of the smallest-sized bubbles in the 

population through the process of ripening. A stage of ripening prior to coalescence 
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is likely to have affected the majority of coalesced samples, because the disturbance 

of the VSD trends <0.1 mm suggest multiple stages of nucleation have occurred 

which is supported by the polymodal VVD histogram. Furthermore, the vesicle 

volume distributions are slightly skewed to the larger vesicle size range and volume 

fraction values are mostly reduced. These features suggest ripening and collapse 

(Mangan and Cashman, 1996; Burgisser and Gardner, 2004; Sable et al., 2006b). 

This leads to the suggestion that the majority of coalescence took place under static 

conditions (similar to Fig. 12; Cashman et al., 1994). When relaxation times were not 

sufficient for bubbles to regain a spherical form, or where dynamic flow of the melt 

continued right up to the point of quenching (e.g. BPe2011.6_67), evidence of 

bubble-bubble interaction, such as thinning of bubble film in advance of coalescence 

and bubble outline deformation caused by a nearest-neighbour, is seen.  

 Coalescence did not occur to the extent that polylobate or bubble chains grew 

to greater than a 2 mm equivalent diameter. As such, the ‘flow regime’ discussed by 

Houghton and Gonnermann (2008) remained as dispersed bubble flow, and never 

progressed to a slug or cap flow. This is an important point regarding conduit 

dynamics and ascent rates. A dispersed bubble flow within the conduit leads to a 

sustained eruption style, whereas the latter flow type is suggestive of Strombolian 

eruptions. Ultimately, the insinuated static bubble coalescence indicates a coupling of 

the bubble and melt phases which is related to a greater explosive potential 

(Taddeucci et al., 2002). Sable et al. (2009) identify coupled degassing in silicic 

systems as commonly associated with delayed and disequilibrium bubble nucleation, 

which can result in large vesicle number densities and small mean vesicle diameter.  

 

Collapse and outgassing 

 Bubble collapse, as mentioned, reduces the vesicle volume fraction 
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dramatically while VSD plots appear steep-sloped in the larger bubble size range 

with a slight concave-down profile. Vesicle sizes for Black Point samples are overall 

quite small and the VSD plot for BPe1971.6_55, for example, shows features of 

collapse between 0.1 and 0.2 mm. All the lowest-vesicularity lapilli have volume 

fractions characterised by this type of reduction in volume fraction, however for the 

most part this is as a result of restricted bubble growth due to microlitic groundmass. 

One sample, BPe1971.6_55 (the lowermost sample studied), appears to bear the 

signature of truly collapsed bubbles, i.e. wrinkled vesicle walls and ‘crescent’ vesicle 

shapes. Some bubble collapse is likely to have occurred in other samples also, 

however to a much lesser extent with negligible effect on the ascent history or 

interpretation of conduit dynamics. 

 Effective outgassing depends on a number of factors including whether the 

bubbles are mechanically coupled to the melt in which they are nucleated in. Sarda 

and Graham (1990) suggest that large vesicles may rise faster than surrounding 

magma resulting in separated gas-melt flow through the conduit. Volatile loss during 

magma ascent requires that volatiles are able to escape through the magma which 

requires that the magma is relatively permeable to gases (Cashman and Mangan, 

1994). This includes loss of volatiles to the surrounding country rock. It is unlikely that 

this was an active process within the conduit feeding the Black Point eruption. 

 An important control on behaviour of volcanic eruptions is how fast magma 

ascends toward the surface (Szramek et al., 2006). Features of microlites pertaining 

to the rate of magma ascent have been discussed above; here we look at the 

information vesicle micro-textures can hold. Closed-system degassing (also termed 

"volatile-coupled", Schipper, 2009) takes place when volatile species exsolve from 

the melt into a gas phase (bubbles) that remains mechanically coupled to the melt, 

i.e. the bubbles nucleate and grow but are insufficiently buoyant to rise at speeds 
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faster than that of the surrounding melt; they are entrained with the melt (S1, S2, T1 

and T2 micro-textures). In low-viscosity basaltic melts, such mechanical coupling is 

most likely to take place during rapid magma ascent, at rates that typically lead to 

Hawaiian fire fountaining or Plinian eruptions in the rise speed-dependent model 

(RSD; section 1.1) of explosive basaltic volcanism (Wilson and Head, 1981; Parfitt, 

2004; Houghton and Gonnermann, 2008). Furthermore, degassing may be 

heterogeneous in time or space within the magma, or may proceed in two or more 

successive phases of different character (Schipper, 2009). This has a bearing on the 

suggested two-staged ascent of magma. The early stage of ascent being steady and 

slow (as indicated by vesicle and crystal textures, see Fig. 3.15, Fig. 3.19 and Table 

3.2) with the final ascent being rapid (previous section).  

The presence of intra-vesicular extrusions (IVEs) indicates that microlite 

formation caused enrichment of residual volatiles in the residual intercrystalline melt 

in volatiles, and where such melt adjoined a vesicle in tachylite it was able to expand 

into the then rigid-walled vesicle and exsolve volatiles to form a balloon-like hollow 

intrusion (Schipper, pers. comm. 2010). Additionally, water concentrations derived by 

FTIR (0.64 wt.% to 1.92 wt.% H2Ot) indicate incomplete degassing. For comparison, 

groundmass glass in clasts produced by Poseidic eruption at Lo’ihi seamount have a 

residual concentration of H2O from 0.35 wt.% to 0.66 wt.%, compared to parental 

concentrations measured from glass inclusions in olivine, of 0.54 wt.% to 1.49 wt.%. 

No analyses of water content in glass inclusions in Black Point pyroclasts have been 

made, so water concentrations in parental melts are unknown, as are the 

concentrations of CO2 in inclusions or groundmass glass. A robust evaluation of the 

role of magmatic volatiles in the Black Point eruption is thus not yet possible.  
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3.9 Discussion 

 The large ranges of vesicularity seen for individually sampled horizons from 

Black Point’s subaqueously-formed mound may reflect heterogeneity within the 

magma (e.g. for the Etna 122 BC eruption where Unit C and E with ranges of 

vesicularity of 22-73% and 3-74%, respectively, are attributed to heterogeneity within 

the magma; Sable et al., 2006b; and the 2002 Stromboli eruption (~40-76% 

vesicularity) where heterogeneity on the scale of a single lapillus is attributed to the 

mixing and mingling of high density and low density magma batches; Lautze and 

Houghton, 2005; 2007) or could result from mixing during transport of clasts 

produced at different times in the eruption. Syn-eruption mingling on the scale of a 

single lapillus would require two batches of melt to be miscible which is unlikely at the 

stage of eruption owing to that fact that the melt interacts with water and quenches 

on the scale of micro-seconds (Büttner et al., 2002). If clasts of different densities 

were erupted at different times and mixed together during transport, they would not 

be representative of the magma at any single time. The consistency of modal 

vesicularity, and of the vesicularity range, from sample to sample argues against an 

important role for clast mixing. Instead, fragments with a range of vesicularity were 

formed throughout accumulation of the sampled section. This is consistent with 

deposit evidence addressed earlier that is inferred to indicate that the bulk of this 

deposit was emplaced by eruption-fed density currents (i.e. limited turbulence and 

potential for mixing).  

The high levels of vesicularity (up to 89%; modal ~60%) are dissimilar to those 

of dense clasts typically cited as characteristic of water-magma interaction; “Indeed, 

the occurrence and abundance of non-vesicular or poorly vesicular glassy pyroclasts 

which have fracture-bound, angular shapes, and which were laid down at low 

temperatures even very close to the vent, are fundamental criteria upon which 
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interpretations of hydroclastic mechanisms are based” (Fisher and Schmincke p. 78, 

1984). For magmatic eruptions Sparks (1978) suggested that uniform values of 

between 75-83% are achieved by rapid ascent of a coupled two-phase (gas+melt) 

system, while Houghton and Wilson (1989) found a similar but slightly lower range of 

71-73% for inferred magmatic deposits. The Black Point modal vesicularity of ~60% 

is most similar to those of mafic products examined by Houghton and Wilson (1989), 

who found an index of 71% but range from 51% to 93% for pyroclasts from Kilauea 

Iki 1959 eruption of low-viscosity magma. They inferred that the broad vesicularity 

range at Kilauea Iki resulted from mixing of partly degassed magma from a previous 

fountaining phase with newly arrived and highly vesicular magma.  

 Black Point clasts resulted neither from disruption of a non-vesiculated melt 

(low vesicularity indices and large ranges) nor from disruption of a melt that was 

strongly and consistently vesiculated (higher indices and narrower ranges; e.g. 

magmatic values seen in fire fountains or the Mayor Island scoria cones 

characterised by Houghton and Wilson,1989).  

Instead, the Black Point magma approached magmatic levels of vesiculation, 

but with strong heterogeneity that is reflected in broad values of vesicularity in single 

samples. Such heterogeneity is known in products of subaerial mafic eruptions 

(Lautze and Houghton, 2005; 2007; Sable et al., 2006b), and inferred to represent a 

mixture of fresh magma with partially degassed magma entrained from the conduit 

walls during eruption. The large single-sample vesicularity ranges at Black Point 

could represent similar mixing during eruption between fresh magma and variably 

degassed magma entrained in the conduit.  

 Lo’ihi Seamount, Hawaii includes end member examples of submarine 

explosive eruptions (Schipper et al., 2010). Its products have been interpreted to be 

as a result of strong volatile coupling and closed system degassing. Vesicularity of 
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Lo’ihi Seamount’s Southern cone ranges from 21% to 48% (modal vesicularity 

~42%). The vesicularity of Lo’ihi lapilli overlap with subaerial Hawaiian fire 

fountaining (~45-95%, Cashman and Mangan, 1994; Mangan and Cashman, 1996; 

Polacci et al., 2006) and Strombolian pyroclasts (~40-76%, Lautze and Houghton, 

2005; 2007; Polacci et al., 2006). Vesicularity values for Black Point and Pahvant 

Butte overlap with the narrow range reported from Lo’ihi, but also with the range 

reported for Hawaiian fire fountains and Strombolian pyroclasts (Fig. 3.12). 

Texturally, Lo’ihi lapilli are similar to Kilauea Iki 1959 lapilli and lack the large 

complex-shaped bubbles that characterise Strombolian pyroclasts. Furthermore, 

substantial post-fragmentation expansion of vesicles was noted for all lapilli (Zone A, 

B and C), and only the rapidly quenched sideromelane rims (Zone A) record the 

conduit processes leading to eruption. Textures found in Black Point (and Pahvant 

Butte) lapilli are more complex and varied than those seen at Lo’ihi, however, micro-

texture S1 (e.g. Bpe1995.6_27, Fig. 3.13) is defined by textures similar to those 

described from Lo’ihi rims (see section 3.6.2). 

 Another potential cause of variable vesicularity in mafic melts would be 

variable post-fragmentation expansion prior to solidification (see section 3.9). Such 

expansion is common in large basalt clasts, such as breadcrust bombs, which have 

highly vesicular cores but "rinds" of less-vesicular, more quickly cooled basalt. If such 

post-fragmentation expansion were important at Black Point, a predicted result would 

be that larger fragments would tend toward higher vesicularities. Such a trend is not 

observed, but most measured lapilli lack an original exterior surface. Post-

fragmentation expansion is thus a possible explanation for the vesicularity range, and 

also for formation of the most-vesicular lapilli.  

 Lorenz (1974) recognized a common feature of cauliflower bombs; 

sideromelane rims developing into tachylitic interiors with associated variation of 
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vesicle texture states, and suggested that the surface of the bombs was formed while 

the interior was still fluid and exsolved gas, much like bread-crust bombs (Johnston-

Lavis, 1888). Although natural tephra samples are the best available “tracers” of 

vesiculation in any eruption, they represent the textural state at the time of final 

solidification, which may take place prior to, during and after fragmentation (Shea et 

al., 2010b). Conduit dynamics are interpreted based on the observations and 

quantitative analyses carried out on these micro-textures which are assumed to be 

primary and representative of the conditions at the instant of fragmentation. The 

extent of any post-fragmentation modification of a vesicle population is of importance, 

and the size of pyroclasts analysed texturally is chosen in part to minimise this effect 

(Houghton and Wilson, 1989), which is clearly important for larger bomb-sized 

fragments. 

 Some fragments seen in Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14 show rim-to core micro-

textural variation like that described by Lorenz (1974) above, but it is inferred that 

only minor post-fragmentation vesiculation, if any, has occurred for the Black Point 

lapilli. Klug and Cashman (1994) state that for magmas with a microlite bearing 

groundmass post-fragmentation expansion of bubbles is unlikely, so the Black Point 

samples are likely to preserve near-primary bubble textures and distributions. 

 For S1-S3 and T1-T3 micro-textures the presence, from rim to core, of 

uniformly sized and simply shaped circular to sub-circular vesicles suggests a 

limitation to post-fragmentation vesiculation or modification of the vesicle texture 

(Lautze and Houghton, 2007). Furthermore, it is suggested that had the lapilli not 

been thoroughly chilled and their textures frozen-in at the instant of fragmentation, 

there would be evidence of high degrees of shear and deformation during flight, or 

upon deposition and impact. Although minor stretching and elongation of some 

vesicles is seen, it occurs rarely and then only locally at lapilli rims. Gurioli et al. 
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(2008) distinguish textures produced by coalescence, in-flight deformation and 

shearing, and other post-fragmentation modification. Vesicles with complex and 

irregular shapes are attributed to coalescence processes, or in-flight deformation if 

such textures are seen at the rim; in contrast, vesicles with circular forms surrounded 

by deformed vesicles have been attributed to post-fragmentation modification 

(Mangan and Cashman, 1996). 

 Variations in micro-textures, either due to vesiculation or crystallization, have 

been documented since the earliest studies of pyroclastic material (e.g. Judd and 

Cole, 1883) and more recently have been studied in finer detail (e.g. Lautze and 

Houghton, 2005; 2008; Gurioli et al., 2008). These recent studies consistently show 

that mingled tachylite and sideromelane glasses have similar groundmass 

chemistries (Table 3.4, section 3.7); hence, the mingling is between magmas having 

had different physical histories, rather than between chemically distinct magmas. 

Lautze and Houghton (2005; 2007); Gurioli et al. (2008) and Cimarelli et al. (2010) 

attribute the mingling to magma flowing at different velocities through the conduit, 

with details of their dynamic models diverging slightly. For Strombolian eruptions, 

these authors infer that volatile-rich magma ascends rapidly (with the potential to 

erupt as highly vesicular "golden pumice"), but commonly partially mingles with 

typical, partly degassed, Strombolian magma, stored in the conduit, on a smaller 

scale and over longer periods of time than previous theories suggest. The mingling of 

magma occurs where slow-rising high density melt along conduit walls is transacted 

by and mingles with faster rising low density melt moving rapidly through the conduit 

interior. For Villarica eruptions, the golden pumice represents the expanding inner 

part of a short-lived jet fed by a rapidly ascending magma batch (Gurioli et al., 2008). 

In this scenario, the scoria forms from the outer portion of the jet and comprises 

material entrained during passage of the fresh batch through the relatively degassed 
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material residing in the upper-most portion of the conduit. The presence of the 

densest material also indicates that each explosion incorporated magmas residing in 

the uppermost portion of the conduit, where degassed magma is always being 

mingled and stirred by almost constant bubble passage, bursting, and draining back 

(Gurioli et al., 2008). 

 The number of vesicles per unit volume (denoted NV, Sarda and Graham, 

1990) for Black Point samples range from 5.4 x 102 to 4.8 x 104 vesicles per mm3, 

bulk rock. Lautze and Houghton (2005) state that “vesicle number density is 

generally linked to magma ascent rate, such that a high number density is associated 

with a high rate of decompression and a low number density is linked to a slow, or 

staged ascent (Cashman and Mangan, 1994), but, in melt fragmented late in its 

vesiculation history, low number densities can also reflect the onset of coalescence 

and collapse”, hence, having identified the presence of textures resulting from 

coalescence in the majority of samples, and bubble collapse in a few samples, NV 

values are considered a minimum. That said, Black Point NV values presented here 

are two or three orders of magnitude above those expected for Hawaiian and 

Strombolian eruptions which indicates styles of eruption and conduit processes 

(bubble nucleation, growth and ascent rates) that are more akin to basaltic sub-

Plinian to Plinian (perhaps violent Strombolian eruptions also, Pioli et al., 2008; 

Cimarelli et al., 2010) rather than the more effusive basaltic terrestrial equivalents 

(Mangan et al., 1993; Del Carlo and Pompilio, 2004; Polacci et al., 2006; Lautze and 

Houghton 2005; 2007; Sable et al., 2006b; Sable et al., 2009; Costantini et al., 2010).  

 NV measurements of samples from the “type” example (79 AD eruption of 

Vesuvius) of sustained explosive (Plinian) volcanism are two orders of magnitude 

greater than our results; however, magma involved in this eruption was phonolitic. 

Parfitt and Wilson (1995) showed that high magma ascent rates rather than elevated 
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volatile contents control the explosivity of basaltic eruptions. Mangan and Cashman 

(1996) extend this theory to suggest that melts characterised by levels of strong 

supersaturation rise through their typical nucleation depth too quickly to allow the 

formation of stable bubble nuclei. Hence, the melt overshoots threshold saturation 

only for its metastablility to fail resulting in explosive vesiculation. 

 On average vesicles within Black Point lapilli are smaller than those produced 

by other explosive basaltic eruptions. Modes of vesicle size increase with increasing 

bulk vesicularity from ~50 µm, for low-vesicularity lapilli, up to between ~200 µm and 

2 mm for high-vesicularity lapilli. Szramek et al. (2006) provide data on Strombolian 

and lava vesicle size (100-500 µm) and Plinian samples with a single population of 

tiny vesicles ~50 µm. Various explosive basaltic eruptions (Costantini et al., 2010) 

generally show two modes; the first, 100-700 µm, and a larger mode up to 12 mm 

(Fontana Lapilli basaltic Plinian eruption, microlite-rich material). However, Black 

Point vesicle populations are not as fine as those seen from the silicic 79 AD eruption 

of Vesuvius (Gurioli et al., 2005). Modes are consistently between 20-50 µm for 

Vesuvius samples with a range of 5-4354 µm. However, it is evident that a number of 

similarities of conduit dynamics and eruption style exist between Black Point and 

other basaltic Plinian eruptions with overlapping measurements of NV and vesicle 

size. Therefore, some comparison can be extended to Vesuvius, a silicic Plinian 

eruption, despite the variation in magma composition. Additionally, Shea et al. 

(2010a) concludes magma involved in the 79 AD eruption of Vesuvius experienced 

complex ascent and vesiculation histories, specifically emphasising the impedance of 

bubble nucleation which could generate the characteristic extreme explosiveness of 

more evolved Plinian eruptions. 

 Houghton and Gonnermann (2008) summarise the effects volatiles may have 

on the eruptive behaviour of basalt magmas: (1) feedbacks between volatile 
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exsolution, decompression, magma crystallization and magma rheology; (2) closed-

system ascent of melt and bubbles resulting in rapid decompressive bubble growth or 

build-up of overpressure and ultimately magma fragmentation; (3) open-system gas 

loss at depth leaving a relatively volatile-depleted magma with decreased potential 

for explosivity; (4) open-system accumulation of volatiles possibly resulting in the 

formation of gas slugs and Strombolian style eruptions; and (5) development of 

permeable pathways allowing for open-system gas loss and decrease in explosivity. 

 As previously mentioned H2O is the most abundant volatile constituent in alkali 

melts and has a direct influence on magma properties and rheology (Métrich and 

Wallace, 2008). The effect of 1 wt.% dissolved H2O on the density of basaltic melt is 

thought to be the equivalent of increasing the temperature by ~400 ºC or decreasing 

the pressure by ~500 MPa (Ochs and Lange, 1999). Dissolved H2O affects melt 

viscosity (e.g. Del Carlo and Pompilio, 2004) such that loss of H2O during ascent 

causes melts to become increasingly viscous. Devolatilization of a melt during ascent 

(which reduces the amount of dissolved H2O and CO2) can result in an effective 

undercooling, causing crystallization of the liquid; H2O loss enhances crystallization, 

particularly of plagioclase (Hammer et al., 1999; Métrich and Wallace, 2008). Del 

Carlo and Pompilio (2004) base their explanation of the uncharacteristic basaltic 

Plinian eruption of Etna 122 BC on this theory of high contents of volatiles in the 

magma. Authors state volatile contents (H2O and CO2) measured in Etnean glass are 

on average higher (e.g. 1.1 wt.% and 2.3 wt.% H2O for 1989-90 and 1892 eruptions 

measured by Métrich et al., 1993) than those found in other intra-plate basaltic 

magmas, such as Kilauea and in the 1892 eruption 2.3 wt.% of water.” One result of 

decreased viscosity with increasing volatile content, in particular of alkali basalt 

magmas, is an increase in ascent velocity. Sudden decompression of the magma 

can be triggered readily, due to high volatile content, leading to nucleation of a large 
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number of bubbles (mechanically coupled to the melt; closed system degassing) that 

rapidly increase bulk viscosity and reduce magma density allowing rapid ascent in 

the conduit (e.g. Coltelli et al., 1998; Del Carlo and Pompilio, 2004; Sable et al., 

2006b). Bulk H2O content is controlled by the volatile content of the magma, the 

hydration processes (as referred to above, loss of H2O during ascent enhances 

crystallization, particularly of plagioclase, whereas adding H2O to a melt depresses 

plagioclase crystallization in basaltic systems; Métrich and Wallace, 2008) and the 

volume and distribution of phenocrysts and microlites (Noguchi et al., 2006).  

Under certain conditions (see below) crystallization and vesiculation can both 

increase the viscosity of a melt and contribute to increased yield strength (in turn 

affecting the rate of bubble expansion and creating conditions favourable for brittle 

fragmentation; Goepfert and Gardner, 2010). Spera (2000) states that to a first order, 

the effect of increasing the volume fraction of crystals, Φ, in a melt is to increase the 

relative viscosity, ηr, according to the equation 
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where ηmix, is the viscosity of the crystal-laden suspension, ηmelt is the viscosity of the 

melt, and the constant Φ0 is the maximum packing fraction of the solid. The 

limitations imposed by the maximum packing fraction in a way relates to the crystal 

size distribution; for unimodal distributions (simple cubic, body-centred cubic and 

rhombohedral,) Φ0 varies from 0.52 to 0.60 to 0.74, respectively, whereas for 

polydispersed distributions the viscosity of the magma, at a fixed value of Φ, is 

reduced because smaller particles can fit in between the larger ones. It is both the 

size and shape variation of the individual crystals, as well as the overall structure of 

the mixture, that controls the rheological properties of multiphase magmatic mixtures 

(Spera, 2000). Vesicles can either weaken or strengthen a melt, depending on their 
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abundance, shape and distribution (Mangan and Cashman, 1996). At low shear 

rates, bubbles behave as non-deformable inclusions and viscosity increases with 

increasing vesicularity, as with increasing crystallization. When shear rates are high, 

bubbles are readily deformed and the mixture viscosity decreases with increasing 

vesicularity. For the most part, Black Point samples show deformation of vesicles that 

is restricted to lapillus margins and is localised. Crystals, particularly microlites, 

appear, based on observations made in section 3.6.2 (specifically on tachylite micro-

textures where vesicle textures have been affected by the highly crystalline 

groundmass), to have acted as a limit to bubble expansion and growth, especially in 

samples of tachylite where groundmass crystallinity is extremely high. Further 

evidence of low shear rates during eruption of Black Point magma is the presence of 

small sized, finely-dispersed vesicles with circular shapes (see section 3.6.2).  

 Noguchi et al. (2006) indicate that the variation in the microlite volume fraction 

(the amount of groundmass taken up by crystals) is controlled not by the number 

density (nucleation process), but by the size (growth process) of crystals. Similar 

crystal densities imply similar conditions of nucleation, but the volume fraction of 

crystals indicate that growth histories are different. Crystallization can be due to 

cooling by thermal conduction, or a change in temperature induced by 

decompression and water-exsolution from the melt. Large tabular (with relatively low 

aspect ratios) and equant crystals, as seen in tachylite samples (BPe2011.6_33 and 

BPe1985.6_13) indicate longer cooling times (Szramek et al., 2006), whereas, 

acicular, skeletal and tabular (higher aspect ratios) microlite morphologies, as seen in 

sideromelane samples and BPe1995.6_45, are thought to result from rapid 

decompression during a late stage of crystallization in the shallow conduit, probably 

just prior to eruption and fragmentation (Cashman 1992; Hammer et al. 1999; 

Hammer and Rutherford, 2002; Del Carlo and Pompilio, 2004; Sable et al., 2006b; 
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Wong and Larsen, 2010). 

  

3.10 Conclusion  

 Combining textural and quantitative data deduced from the lapillus-sized 

fraction, the velocity profile model proposed by Lautze and Houghton (2005; 2007; 

2008) can be drawn upon to explain the conduit dynamics and ascent history for 

these Black Point samples. All samples show the development of at least two size 

populations, indicating an earlier nucleation of bubbles and subsequent growth. 

However, all samples did not experience the same ascent rate, with sideromelane 

lapilli the result of melt rising faster in the centre of the conduit, and tachylitic lapilli 

the result of slower ascending melt with additional events of staging. Therefore the 

tachylitic lapilli experienced longer residence times allowing the crystallization of 

aphyric and often porphyritic textures. The most impenetrable crystalline groundmass 

represents the magma closest to the conduit walls which was not subjected to a late 

stage nucleation of bubbles (T4). Tachylitic lapilli with crystals in a lattice structure 

are thought to represent a similar melt, however the difference in crystal size, shape, 

number density and network has allowed a late stage bubble nucleation to occur (the 

cause of which will be dealt with in later sections). Mingled sideromelane and 

tachylitic glasses represent an intermediate position in the conduit. Mingling between 

the faster and slow portions of melt occur at a zone of transition between the two. 

Here, differences in velocity and rheology result in hydraulic mingling of the two 

batches, probably due to Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities (wisps of tachylite within the 

sideromelane, often in close proximity to the sideromelane-tachylite along the 

contact; sample BPe1977.6_18). However, turbulent mixing is not evident. In 

samples where circular domains of tachylite occur (BPe2011.6_6), these are thought 

to have been immiscible droplets of denser melt that were encompassed and 
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entrained in faster ascending melt (Cimarelli et al., 2010). 

 T4 micro-textures have textures indicative of limitation to bubble nucleation 

and growth by microlite and crystal phases; relatively simple VSD plots and VVDs 

being skewed toward larger vesicle sizes. However, the plots of these textures have 

to be interpreted tentatively and trends do not indicate the vesiculation process as for 

microlite-poor sideromelane glass commonly sampled from “dry” explosive basaltic 

eruptions. Here, trends are governed by a number a limiting factors revolving around 

the extent and nature of the crystal phase. As the nature of the groundmass 

microlites vary from skeletal and finer grained in BPe2011.6_33, BPe1995.6_84 and 

BPe1985.6_13 (although the latter two lapilli have larger microlite density numbers 

and a slightly smaller crystal size resulting in simpler VVD histograms) to blocky and 

rectangular with larger crystal sizes (BPe1997.6_69) there is a corresponding shift in 

the VVD trends (they appear reduced in volume).  

 The smallest population of vesicles identified in many samples from Black 

Point is interpreted to be as a result of a second late-stage bubble nucleation (Dixon 

et al., 1988). The smaller vesicle diameters and sufficient vesicle plateaus between 

neighbouring bubbles indicate that these vesicles nucleated late in the conduit 

(possibly due to undercooling induced by crystallization of a microlite phase or rapid 

decompression of the melt at shallow levels; this is in contradiction of Cimarelli et al. 

(2010) where microlite rich domains are geochemically proven to be stagnated 

microlite-poor glass which has undergone a slower ascent along the conduit walls) 

had limited time to expand, interact and coalesce with surrounding bubbles. More 

often than not this population is closely associated with tachylitic, microlite-rich glass 

of the lapilli interior or of domains of tachylite, however, a small-sized vesicle 

population is also recognized in vesicle micro-textures for sideromelane glass. Where 

microlites are entirely absent from the sideromelane, nucleation is interpreted to have 
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resulted from rapid cooling of an over-saturated melt. 

 Generally, because of its chemical composition, basaltic melt is thought to be 

too low in volatile content and insufficiently viscous to fragment in a manner 

characteristic of violent, explosive sub-Plinian and Plinian eruptions. Examples exist, 

however, to contradict this and it is proposed here that ascent rate and melt viscosity 

are pivotal.  

 Cashman and Mangan (1994) suggest that high vesicle number densities in 

Mount St. Helens pumice are related to the prevalent microlite population. The 

presence of microlites may significantly increase bubble nucleation rates 

(Bagdassarov and Dingwell, 1992) and supply an efficient way of increasing the bulk 

viscosity of the magma, allowing basaltic eruptions to achieve Plinian intensities 

(Houghton and Gonnermann, 2008; Sable et al., 2009).  

 Assuming the parabolic velocity profile of Houghton et al. (2004), the variation 

in crystallinity among Black Point pyroclasts is explained by a difference in the ascent 

rate and residence times across the conduit and also by a two-stage ascent as both 

sideromelane (centre of conduit flow) and tachylite (conduit margin flow) clasts 

display at least two generations of vesicles. Based on the vesicle micro-textures S1, 

S2, T1, T2, T5, IVE and diktytaxitic voids, it is suggested that magma was stalled in 

the shallow conduit before a final event of rapid ascent. Qualitatively, crystal 

densities of samples with numerous acicular microlites do not vary significantly, 

which indicates similar conditions of nucleation for magma of all pyroclasts. The 

trigger for a late-stage rapid decompression is unknown, but it led to the ascent of 

magma through the conduit where it had a parabolic velocity profile, slow along 

conduit walls and faster in the conduit centre. Crystal size and volume fraction differs 

dramatically from sideromelane to tachylitic glasses. This indicates a difference in 

residence time which is explained by slow ascent rates along the conduit wall, 
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promoting the growth of T4 and T5 textures, and more-rapid ascent rates at the 

centre of the conduit, promoting S1-S3 and T1-T3 textures (Houghton et al., 2004; 

Noguchi et al., 2006). Any loss of volatiles that occurred, and accompanying 

crystallization due to undercooling, likely took place along the conduit walls. In 

contrast, in the magma ascending at the centre of the conduit volatiles were more 

likely to have been mechanically coupled, contributing to a lower viscosity (until a 

burst of microlite crystallization) and faster rates of ascent (Noguchi et al., 2006). On 

crystallizing a substantial fraction of microlites, and a burst of vesiculation to produce 

huge numbers of small bubbles, the viscosity of the melt rose, perhaps by several 

orders of magnitude (Goepfert and Gardner, 2010). This extreme increase in 

viscosity primed the melt for explosive interaction with water and brittle fragmentation 

(Del Carlo and Pompilio, 2004; Sable et al., 2006b; Goepfert and Gardner, 2010). 
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CHAPTER 4 PAHVANT BUTTE 

4.1 Introduction 

 Pahvant Butte is a well documented basaltic emergent subaqueous volcanic 

mound, located in southern Utah, approximately 100 km east of the Nevada-Utah 

border (Fig. 1.3) (Oviatt and Nash, 1989; Oviatt et al., 1994; White, 1996; 2001). Its 

geomorphology was first recognised as being indicative of eruption into the waters of 

Lake Bonneville by Gilbert (1890), who illustrated the two major features of the 

edifice, the post-emergent reworked platform deposit and the subaerially formed tuff 

cone deposits.  

 The eruption took place at a water depth of ~85 m during a Late Pleistocene 

transgressive stage of Lake Bonneville, based on the stratigraphic interpretations of 

gravel-pit exposures of shorezone facies at Eightmile Point and close to the 

Bonneville Shoreline, around 15, 300 years before present (Oviatt and Nash, 1989). 

The age of eruption, ~16, 000 B.P, is based on radiocarbon dates on carbonate 

materials in marl deposits, formed in a barrier-beach environment, and are 

stratigraphically associated with lower Pahvant Butte ash layers. Additional 

constraints on inferred age come from stratigraphic and geomorphic relationships at 

Pahvant Butte and other sites, give an age of 15,900 ± 290 B.P. and 14,130 ± 100 

B.P. (Oviatt and Nash, 1989). 

  

Fig. 4.1(following page) (A) Topographic map of Pahvant Butte with major lithological boundaries and 

sample sites indicated; (B) Satellite view illustrating the palagonitized steep cone deposits overlying 

unconsolidated black tephra of the platform (GoogleTM); and ground view of the platform surface and 

overlying cone deposits (C) pre-emergent mound tephra deposit, M1 lithofacies, at sample site 

PBm1510-PBm1511; (p. 114) (D) steep tuff beds overlying good exposures of the pre-emergent 

mound tephra; and close up of mound strata displaying sub-horizontal bedding at sample site 

PBm1518.5-PBm1540; (E) line drawing by Gilbert (1890), as viewed from the southwest, depicting the 

two main geomorphologic features of Pahvant Butte; the platform and cone.   
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 Pahvant Butte consists of three distinct elements. First, a mound of generally 

well-bedded, shallow dipping (sub-horizontal), subaqueously deposited tephra built 

up from the lake floor during eruption, eventually nearing the lake surface.  As the 

mound surface neared lake level, a steep-sided tuff cone began to form, growing well 

above the lake surface. It was deposited subaerially and comprises a range of wet 

and dry fall and density-current deposits. These deposits accumulated predominantly 

to the northeast, and were breached to the southwest, with lacustrine wave erosion 

producing wave-cut cliffs on the northern and western flanks (Fig. 4.1). Finally, beach  

drift and deltaic progradation redistributed material to form a nearly flat-topped 

platform extending from the cone to the south and the east (White, 2001).   

 Similar to Black Point the unconsolidated mound structure supports the 

heavily palagonitized and lithified tuff cone deposits, though mound deposits are also 

locally palagonitized along fossil hydrothermal pathways, and some lenses of 

unpalagonitized cone deposits remain.  

 

4.2 Deposit characteristics  

 As at Black Point the subaqueously formed deposits of Pahvant Butte are 

composed of unconsolidated basaltic tephra. A post-eruption stage of reworking 

resulted in a platform being built around the edifice which has in all but three 

locations (represented in this study by samples from PBm1510-PBm1511, the 

southwest gully; PBm1526.8-PBm1540, the western gully; PBm1469 and PBm1525-

PBm1527, the northern gully) covered the mound deposits (Fig. 4.1).  

 

Pre-emergent mound PBm1510-PBm1511; PBm1518.5-1540  

 The pre-emergent mound deposits can be generally described as beds of 

lapilli tuff with shallow dips, <10º. The deposits in the southwest gully (Fig. 4.1C) are 
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composed of primary deposits, M1, M3 and M4 lithofacies (White, 1996; 2001), and 

underlie reworked tephra. The best exposure of M1 lithofacies is at sample location 

PBm1528-PBm1540, on the western flank of the edifice (Fig. 1.3, Fig. 4.1D and Fig. 

4.2). M1 lithofacies is described as well-bedded, broadly scoured coarse ash and 

lapilli (White, 1996; 2001). Bedding features include thin beds with scours, with 

intercalated lapilli and fine-grained beds arranged in broad pinch and swell structures 

giving lenticular bedforms. Very low-angle cross-stratification is also a common 

depositional feature. Sideromelane fragments are subordinate to tachylitic ones; both 

are variably vesicular. Larger clasts have cauliflower surface textures and are 

relatively common throughout the section, contributing to the poor sorting measured 

despite the lack of fine-ash matrix.  

 Lithofacies M3 deposits are summarised by White (1996; 2001) as comprising 

broadly cross-stratified ash with local duneforms, steep-foreset lenses and ripple-

lamination. This lithofacies is best exposed in the northern gully (Fig. 4.1F), where 

M1 lithofacies deposits grade into M3 deposits upsection. Lithofacies M3, in turn, 

transitions into deposits inferred to represent a shoaling zone representing a complex 

transition from subaqueous to subaerial environments, with interfingering of primary 

and reworked deposits (White, 1996; 2001). Deposits are composed of moderately to 

highly vesicular tachylite and sideromelane lapilli and fine- to coarse-grained, 

predominantly sideromelane, ash. Bedding is well defined with common cross-

stratified, pinch and swell, wedge- and lens-shaped beds. Bedding contacts vary 

from sharp to gradational. The most distinctive features of M3 deposits are very 

broad (~1 m), low amplitude (~15 cm), sigmoidal dune-like bedforms. These 

duneforms are commonly truncated by low-relief erosion surfaces, are locally 

amalgamated, lack fine ash as matrix or in discrete layers, and have no associated 

bomb sag structures. The dune-like bedforms and cross-stratified lenses grade  
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Fig. 4.2 Stratigraphic log of sample location PBm1518.5-PBm1540, pre-emergent mound material. 

 

laterally and vertically into sub-horizontally stratified ash layers, which are truncated 

by very broadly undulating erosion surfaces. 

 A layer representing lithofacies M4 is best exposed in this sample sequence 

and is indicated in Fig. 4.1C. This thick-bedded, massive deposit commonly contains 
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a higher than average abundance of accidental lithic clasts consisting of cream-

coloured lake sediment, plus rotated blocks of coarse ash which lack significant fine 

ash or accidental clasts. Near the basal contact of M4, deposits occur in weakly U-

shaped channels that truncate previous deposits. This contact separates the primary 

volcaniclastic deposits from the reworked tephra of the platform, which extends 

outward from primary subaerial cone deposits and mantles and offlaps the mound. 

 

Lower tuff cone and near-vent mound facies (M2) 

 No sampling of these deposits was carried out for the present study. 

Lithofacies M2 are exposed only as a small outcrop at the base of cliffs on the 

northern flank. White (1996; 2001) describes this lithofacies as massive to weakly 

bedded coarse ash intercalated with lapilli ash breccia, and inferred that these 

deposits are interbedded laterally with M1 and M3 sediments. This lithofacies is 

dominated by diffuse bedding, deformed and sheared blocks, cauliflower clasts, 

armoured lapilli (with ash coatings of 2-3 cm) and bomb sags (~10 cm in size and 

often directional). Beds have lensoid shapes and relatively steep dips (~20º; 

decreases lower in the sequence). Bed thicknesses vary from a few centimetres to 

tens of centimetres. Coarse lapilli are mostly restricted to the base of scours or 

concentrated into lenses.  

 Lower tuff beds vary in thickness from 2-20 cm, have characteristically diffuse 

contacts and have lensoid and discontinuous structure.  

 

Upper tuff cone PBc1615-PBuc1615.5 

 The upper cone is asymmetric in profile (Fig. 4.1E), and was divided by White 

(2001) into four units separated by slip surfaces. The lowest three are inferred to 

have been deposited as ‘wet’ material, that is significant condensed water was 
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present in the material at the time of deposition, while the uppermost unit of tuff (unit 

UCd(4) of White, 2001) is suggestive of a change in style of eruption leading to a 

drier deposit. The ‘wet’ upper cone beds are of thin to medium thickness, steeply 

dipping (25-30º), and characterised by block and bomb sags, distinct fine-ash grade 

tuff layers and accretionary and armoured lapilli. Beds are not laterally continuous 

over large distances, and many contacts are poorly defined in detail. Slip surfaces 

are produced where syn-eruptive failures of sizeable slabs of cone-building, bedded 

tephra shift downslope. The upper tuff deposit, UCd(4), is characterised by thinly 

bedded coarse tuff and lapilli-tuff beds intercalated with thin, finer tuff layers. Scours 

occur locally and are infilled by broadly concave upward, reverse-graded lenses of 

matrix-poor medium- and coarse- grained tuff. A distinct lack of accretionary lapilli 

noted for these deposits points to a shift in moisture content during the final stages of 

eruption. 

 

Platform and deltaic platform topset PBp1518-PBp1550 

 Immediately above the contact separating primary volcaniclastic deposits from 

reworked material is a concentration of apparently redeposited large bombs, ~10 cm 

in length, at the base of a unit of poorly sorted and structureless tephra. This 

reworked material progressively achieves better sorting and better defined bedding 

structure higher in the sequence. Grain-size becomes finer up-section (from bomb-

sized, to coarse ash- and lapilli-grade tephra) and the bedding becomes thinner (cm-

scale). Material is better sorted and arranged into plane-parallel bedforms with some 

minor scours and low-angle cross-stratification which are thought to have resulted 

from mildly erosive density currents (White, 1996; 2001). The beds are arranged in 

stacked foresets with depositional features indicative of lake level oscillation.  
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4.3 Granulometry 

 As for samples from Black Point, grain-size data were collected for samples 

from Pahvant Butte to provide information on sorting during transport (e.g. Fisher and 

Schmincke, 1984), and on the efficiency and capability of an eruption to fragment 

magma (Wohletz, 1983; Zimanowski et al., 1997; Andronico et al., 2009). 

Additionally, data from these analyses is supplemented with those collected 

previously from settling tube analyses (i.e. rapid sediment analysis; RSA) at the 

facility in the Geology Department, University of Otago. 

 Samples of loose, unconsolidated lapilli and ash were collected and sieved for 

grain-size analysis as outlined in section 2.1 and 2.2. Samples from the upper tuff 

cone (Fig. 1.3 and Fig. 4.1) are not represented in the granulometry dataset because 

this material was partially or entirely palagonitised and could not be sieved.  

 

4.3.1 Sieve analysis 

Grain-size distribution statistics were calculated using the Folk and Ward 

method in the GRADISTAT v 4.0® program (Blott and Pye, 2001; see Appendix 1). A 

summary of the grain-size statistics are presented in Table 4.1 and in Fig. 4.3. 

Overall Pahvant Butte has five samples with distinctly finer median particle diameters 

(PBm1527, PBm1526.8, PBm1525, PBm1519 and PBm1518.5). Samples PBp1548, 

PBm1540 and the lowermost sample, PBm1469, have the coarsest medians. Median 

grain sizes range between -1.3 and -4.3 Φ and samples are very poorly to poorly 

sorted (values of 1.6 to 2.8 Φ). However, in the context of primary pyroclastic 

deposits these samples show better sorting as is expected (Fig. 3.5). 

 Distributions of grain size are illustrated using histograms (Fig. 4.3). Sample  
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Table 4.1 Summary of grain-size analysis of Pahvant Butte samples. Statistics are calculated using 

Folk and Ward (1957) methods in the GRADISTAT v4.0® program (Blott and Pye, 2001). 
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Fig. 4.3 Grain-size distribution histograms for Pahvant Butte. Grey shading indicates the coarsest 

fraction collected which is omitted when comparing sample distributions for reasons discussed in 

section 3.3. 
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modes are consistently toward coarser pyroclasts, which reflects the prevalence of 

lapillus- to bomb- sized material within each bed sampled. In general the weight of a 

single large lapillus or bomb was greater than the total weight of any of the finer 

weight classes. Again a slight bias in sampling was introduced in the attempt to 

include enough lapilli for density (vesicularity) measurements within each sample 

taken, but for finer fractions the distribution is representative. For comparisons of 

population statistics across the sample suite, the coarsest fraction collected (area 

shaded in light grey, Fig. 4.3) is omitted from consideration.

 The grain-size distributions and median grain sizes of Pahvant Butte samples 

reveal some key features. Sampled deposits are overall coarser than those at Black  

Point, though with a few important exceptions (PBm1527, PBm1526.8, PBm1525, 

PBm1519 and PBm1518.5). As mentioned, the median particle-size plot shows highly 

variable median values. This is not as evident on the size distribution graphs where 

the general dominant coarse mode, with a fine-fraction tail, seems relatively 

consistent for most, but not all, samples. The samples with a finer median grain size 

have weak bimodal or polymodal distributions, whereas the (median) coarsest 

samples are strongly coarse-skewed. 

 

4.3.2 Rapid sediment analysis 

 Grain-size analysis by sieving implicitly does not provide information about 

particle density and shape. As touched on in section 3.3 granulometry is a measure 

of sorting during transportation, however, not only does the diameter (size) of the 

particle control the sorting, but the shape and density of the individual particle also 

plays a major role (Oehmig and Wallrabe-Adams, 1993; Doronzo and Dellino, 2010). 

Hence, data collected previously by rapid sediment analysis (RSA) is compared to 

those collected from sieve analysis (Fig. 4.4); results are scrutinised with regard to 
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particle size and density. Because individual particles were not analysed separately 

particle shape cannot be included in this discussion, however, for a detailed account 

of the affect of volcaniclastic shape on settling velocity and sorting the reader is 

referred to Oehmig and Wallrabe-Adams (1993).  

 RSA and sieve data were collected for 20 samples (PB93-112 to PB93-118, 

see Fig. 4.4) for a previous study. The uppermost sample, PB93-112 (site 23) was 

collected from an elevation of 1610 m, on the west of the edifice and consists of 

loose ash from the contact between the platform deposit and the upper tuff cone 

lithofacies. Its stratigraphic location in relation to samples taken for this study (Fig. 

1.3) is between PBm1540 and PBc1615.5. Samples PB94-206, PB510, PB513, 

PB516, PB517 and PB518 are taken from foreset beds dipping 25º to the NE, site 10, 

located north of the edifice at a height of 1570 m, between PBp1550 and PBc1615 

on Fig. 1.3. Sample PB523 was taken from site 4, located on the southwest of the 

edifice at an elevation of 1541 m and is found upslope of PBm1511 (Fig. 1.3). This 

deposit, constructed of foreset beds dipping downslope, consists of platform material. 

Samples PB519 and PB521 were taken from site 14, at an elevation of 1541 m from 

the eastern spit deposit (above PBp1525, Fig. 1.3). This reworked deposit consists of 

coarse ash and lapilli constructed into duneforms. Sample PB93-3, site 3 (1510 m) is 

located downslope from PB site 4; however, it is made up of pre-emergent mound 

material. Similarly, samples PB93-1, PB524, PB525 are also of pre-emergent mound 

deposits found on the southwest flank of the edifice at an elevation of 1503 m. These 

locations are represented by PBm1510-PBm1511 on Fig. 1.3. The next three 

samples, PB503, PB505 and PB506, were all taken from site 6 located on the 

western flank of the edifice at an elevation of 1488 m. This deposit is represented by 

samples PBm1518.5-PBm1540 in Fig. 1.3 and consists of coarse ash and lapilli in 

beds of various characteristics (see section 4.2). Sample PB508 was taken from  
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site 99 which is located on the northwest of the volcanic mound. No equivalent 

sample was taken from this site for analysis in this study. This location is within the 

pre-emergent mound lithofacies and is found along contour from PBm1469. The 

deposit is composed of thin beds of sideromelane ash and lapilli. Finally the 

lowermost samples, PB522 and PB93-118, are located at a height of 1465 m on the 

eastern flank of the edifice at the northern base of the spit deposit. No samples were 

taken from this area of the platform deposit for the present study. 

 Similarity between distributions of grain-size acquired though RSA and sieve 

analyses vary (Fig. 4.4). RSA-derived distributions show finer modes than sieve-

derived distributions. Occasionally, RSA- and sieve- derived distributions vary 

significantly in form, with one being bi- or poly-modal while the other displays a 

different form. For example, PB518 has an RSA-derived polymodal distribution 

skewed toward ash grain sizes; whereas, the sieve-derived distribution has a bimodal 

form which has a coarser mode of -1.5 Φ. A similar scenario is seen for samples 

PB523, PB503, PB505, PB506 and PB508. For other samples, a more emphasised 

coarse modal peak is seen; for example, see samples PB513, PB516, PB517, 

PB524 and PB525. This indicates that a greater number of larger sized particles are 

behaving as though smaller in diameter during sieving. This is supported by median 

grain-sizes and values of sorting (Fig. 4.4). Median diameter, as measured using 

RSA, ranges from 0.07 Φ to 1.86 Φ, whereas when the same samples are analysed 

using sieves the range in median diameter is from 0.1 Φ to -2.43 Φ; overall, samples 

appear to be finer grained according to RSA. Furthermore, this deviation in results is 

mirrored in measurements of sorting: when samples are put through the rapid 

sediment analyser the range of sorting is found to be from 0.39 Φ (well sorted) to 

1.89 Φ (poorly sorted), whereas values of sorting obtained from sieve analyses range 

from 0.68 Φ (moderately well sorted) to 2.05 Φ (very poorly sorted). Again, the 
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material behaves more well-sorted in the former test.  

 The latter point illustrates the effect of particle diameter on sorting, especially 

hydromechanic sorting, as measured by RSA. Particle density can also explain the 

features discussed above. The influence of density on settling velocity is indirectly 

suggested by the correlation between particle mass and settling velocity (Oehmig 

and Wallrabe-Adams, 1993) and can be demonstrated by graphing the settling 

velocity against the particle mass. Here, settling velocity in Psi units was plotted on a 

graph (Fig. 4.5),  

   






−=
vo

v
2logPsi  (4.1) 

where v is the measured settling velocity and vo=1 cm/sec, against percentage class 

weight. Only 15 of the 20 samples analysed for RSA were used to create this graph 

as the required data were not collected for all 20 samples. From this graph we see 

the affect of vesicles on the effective densities of the clasts. Orange symbols 

correspond to the following grain types, used by Oehmig and Wallrabe-Adams 

(1993): 

 Type A: equant blocky basaltic glass fragments, rare vesicles 

 Type B: blocky basaltic glass fragments, abundant spherical vesicles 

 Type C: pumiceous to reticulate basaltic glass fragments 

 Type D: elongate pumiceous basaltic-andesitic glass fragments 

 Type E: frothy pumice fragments, dacitic-rhyolitic 

 Type F: flat and cuspate, curved bubble wall and bubble junction shards. 

The inset graph of Fig. 4.5 displays the settling velocities of these grain types with 

respect to the individual particle diameter. Referring first to the inset graph, it is 

observed that grains equally small in size (type A, E and F at approx. -0.2 Φ) have 

very different settling velocities (-3.4 Psi, -1.7 Psi and -1.6 Psi, respectively). 

Similarly, particles equally large in diameter (e.g. type D and F at approx. -0.9 Φ)  
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Fig. 4.5 Plot of settling velocity (Psi units) against percentage weight (%) for Pahvant Butte samples 

(black symbols). Orange symbols represent data used by Oehmig and Wallrabe-Adams (1993) to 

illustrate the influence of density on the sinking rate of clasts; see text for description of grain types. 

Weight classes for this data set are of individual particles as opposed to class weights used for the 

Pahvant Butte samples. Inset: plot of settling velocity (Psi units) against maximum particle diameter, 

taken from Oehmig and Wallrabe-Adams (1993).  

 

have settling velocities of -2.4 Psi and -1.0 Psi, respectively. The main plot shows the 

orange symbols are aligned along a trend of corresponding settling velocity and 

mass. Grain type A is clustered at one end while grain types E and F plot in a cluster 

at the other. Despite having similar sizes the density of grain type A means these 

grains settle faster than those of E and F.  

 Comparing Pahvant Butte samples and those from Oehmig and Wallrabe-

Adams (1993) in Fig. 4.5, we see that the majority follow a similar trend. Hence the 

Pahvant Butte samples are as equally influenced by their density as are those from 

the volcaniclastic deposits of Oehmig and Wallrabe-Adams (1993). It is likely 

that the outliers have unusual shapes, as for grain type F of Oehmig and Wallrabe-

Adams (1993), which affects the hydrodynamics of settling. 
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4.4 Componentry and ash grain morphology 

4.4.1 Componentry 

 The Pahvant Butte edifice is composed predominantly of juvenile pyroclastic 

material (sideromelane and tachylitic tephra), with only minor lithic material (lake 

sediments including marls; rare fragments of older lavas) (Fig. 3.7). The pre-

emergent mound deposits consisting predominantly of vesicular tachylite (vT) with a 

significant portion of dense tachylite clasts with angular morphologies (Fig. 3.7), and 

subordinate accidental lithic material. A first order investigation of the ash-size 

fraction was carried out using a binocular microscope to estimate the proportions of 

sideromelane and tachylite ash grains, as well as other components. Although field 

observations show an abundance of sideromelane tephra in deposits, the lapilli clasts 

are dominated by dense, angular clasts of tachylite glass (Fig. 3.2). In comparison to 

this lapillus-size fraction, the <130 µm (4 Φ) ash particles show a higher ratio of 

sideromelane to tachylite (Fig. 4.6). No particularly distinctive samples were noted, so 

quantitative analysis of ash morphology was undertaken for samples spaced 

throughout the vertical sequence of the pre-emergent mound lithofacies.  

 

4.4.2 Ash grain morphology: Qualitative descriptions of ash grains 

 As for Black Point samples, morphological analysis was carried out on the 

ash-size fraction of Pahvant Butte samples, to obtain some insight into the nature 

and intensity of fragmentation during the Pahvant Butte eruption. The fragmentation 

regime has a substantial control on an eruption's style, and its fingerprint is left on the 

fine ash fraction (Zimanowski et al., 1997; 2003). The major discrimination that ash 

morphology can help with is the distinction between magmatic and hydromagmatic 

disruption (Heiken, 1972). 

 Following primary investigation of morphology by binocular microscope, grain 
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mounts were made and imaged under a scanning electron microscope (SEM). As in 

section 3.4, three categories of grain morphology were chosen (sub-spherical, 

magmatic, and hydromagmatic), based on distinctions outlined by Heiken and 

Wohletz (1985), Zimanowski et al. (1997) and Andronico et al. (2009). The categories 

are chosen to discriminate between fragments formed, respectively, by: (a) the 

ductile disruption of a low-cooling rate magma resulting in sub-spherical, often 

termed “passive”, particles; (b) exceeding the physical 

Fig. 4.6 Componentry of ash grains. For sample descriptors, PBm=Pahvant Butte mound; 

PBp=Pahvant Butte platform. ‘Other’ includes fragments of marl, lithics and rarely individual crystals. 

 

thresholds of the magma (e.g. due to the expansion of magmatic gases or the 

“inertial criterion”, producing “vesicle-wall” shapes), and; (c) brittle high-rate 

fragmentation resulting from the thermohydraulic phase of molten-fuel coolant 

interaction (MFC) that gives rise to blocky, dense shapes with stepped surfaces that 
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are referred to as “active” particles. Note that in practice, a major physical distinction 

between profiles of particle types (b) and (c) is the presence of small vesicles in the 

fragments, even though they may not be actively involved in the fragmentation 

process.   

 The results of this preliminary classification are seen in Fig. 4.7a. A 

considerable number of grains have the characteristics of particles formed by brittle-

state hydromagmatic fragmentation; particularly characteristic are blocky, dense 

grains with stepped fracture surfaces. Sub-spherical particles are present in samples 

PBm1540, PBm1535.5, PBm1535, PBm1520, PBm1519 and PBm1518.5, all from 

the western flank M1 deposits. Other grain morphologies and surface features were 

identified in the Pahvant Butte ash fraction. There are grains with vesicle-wall 

outlines, seen in a number of samples PBm1535.5, PBm1535, PBm1526.8, 

PBm1520 and PBm1519, from the western flank gully and PBm1527, PBm1525, 

from the northern gully. Distinctive thin, platy to lens-shaped smooth surfaced grains 

with, or without, an elongated stalk are found in 3 samples (PBm1540, PBm1520 and 

PBm1518.5). "Mossy" particles (Heiken and Wohletz, 1985), with adhering fine dust 

and surfaces with a network branching of cracks are also present. 

 

 

Fig. 4.7 (following page) Ash-sized fraction componentry, morphology and surface features. (a) 

Preliminary distinction between fragmentation controlled by magmatic and hydromagmatic processes 

based on extensive vesicle growth shaping ash particles; a third sub-spherical group was initially 

classed alone. (b) Comparison of ash morphologies with those of experimental ash P1-P3 from 

Zimanowski et al. (1997). (c) Various other ash morphologies and surfaces features observed from 

Pahvant Butte ash samples. Particle profiles, in combination with surface features, allow qualitative 

distinctions among ash grains produced prior to transport in an expanding ash cloud vs. those formed 

prior to expansion, and (for experimental particles) those fragmented by expansion of steam versus 

compressed air.  
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4.4.3 Ash grain morphology: Quantitative analysis of ash grains 

 Quantitative grain shape analysis was carried out on five samples from the 

pre-emergent mound lithofacies (M1, as denoted by White, 1996; 2001) (Fig. 1.3 and 

Fig. 4.1). Samples BPe1527 and BPe1525 were taken from deposits in the northern 

gully; BPe1540 and BPe1518.5 from a gully on the western flank; and BPe1469 was 

taken from M1 deposits on the northern flank. Grain size and the degree of sorting, 

determined for these samples by sieving and automated settling tube techniques 

were discussed in the previous section.  

 Methods for testing grain shape variation are outlined in section 2.3. The same 

procedure (Schipper, 2009) and analytical assessment of four non-dimensional 

shape parameters (circularity, compactness, rectangularity and elongation) was used 

for Pahvant Butte grains (Dellino and La Volpe, 1996).   

 Results for 25 grains from each Pahvant Butte sample are illustrated in Fig. 

4.8 where they are compared with Kilauea Iki ash grains (Schipper, 2009). Circularity 

is a measure of the degree of irregularity of the grain outline. Kilauea Iki grains have 

ragged shapes and therefore their distributions are skewed toward larger values of 

circularity (the more circular a grain outline, the closer to 1 is its circularity value). 

Samples PBm1540 and PBm1469 each show broad and bimodal values for 

circularity, with the majority of grains skewed toward lower values. Sample PBm1527 

also has broadly distributed circularity values, with less well defined modes. This 

sample has the largest proportion of grains within the field expected to represent 

magmatic grains (circularity >1.6). Outlying grains have shapes controlled by 

fractured vesicle walls and slightly elongated profiles (Fig. 3.11B). Sample PBm1525 

has a narrow distribution with the majority of grains in the hydromagmatic field. 

Sample PBm1518.5 is polymodal, but all modes fall on the hydromagmatic side of 

the divide.  
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 Compactness measures how closely a grain shape (in profile) resembles a 

quadrilateral. The compactness value of 0.65 (Dellino and La Volpe, 1996), 

distinguishes products of magmatic from those of hydromagmatic fragmentation 

regimes. Distributions for compactness show that the stratigraphically highest two 

samples have broad ranges, whereas the others are more narrow, confined to values 

between 0.5 and 0.8. Samples PBm1540, PBm1527 and PBm1518.5 have ratios 

between "magmatic" grains falling in the magmatic field vs. "hydromagmatic" grains 

of 1.3:1, which might suggest that the two fragmentation regimes contributed almost 

equally to forming these populations. Sample PBm1527 has a broad range of 

compactness, with the outlying grain illustrated in Fig. 3.11B, as above. The number 

of grains falling in the magmatic field is twice that of grains falling in the 

hydromagmatic field. This ratio is also seen in the lowermost sample, PBm1469. For 

Pahvant Butte grains compactness and elongation do not allow distinction between 

fragmentation regimes.  

 Rectangularity is a combination of compactness and the irregularity of the 

grain outline (similar to circularity). The histograms illustrating the results of this 

shape parameter are more uniform than previous parameters. All samples show 

similar ranges of values, a single or double mode and a greater proportion of grains 

falling in the hydromagmatic field of fragmentation. Considering the poor defining 

ability of compactness, it is clear that the controlling parameter for Pahvant Butte 

samples is based on the grain outline and its irregularity. This can be related to the 

processes responsible for shaping these grains; the relationship between key shape 

parameters, i.e. rectangularity and circularity, and a brittle mode of fragmentation 

active during the thermohydraulic phase. 

 Elongation is the most non-discriminatory parameter analysed. For every 

sample the majority of grains fall within the ambiguous range of elongation (Fig. 4.8 
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shows the large overlap between 2.0 and 3.5).  

 A second graphical representation of the data is presented in Fig. 3.11B. Here 

compactness and elongation are combined and plotted against a combination of 

circularity and rectangularity. Combining compactness with elongation in a single 

factor highlights differences in the overall shape of the particles and combining 

circularity with rectangularity highlights the relative outline irregularity of the particles 

(Schipper, 2009). The boundary between fields of magmatic and hydromagmatic 

fragmentation is defined by equation 5.5 of Schipper (2009). It has no physical 

meaning but provides a well defined partition between the end members of magmatic 

and hydromagmatic fragmentation used in that study. The distribution of points seen 

in Fig. 3.11B has a ratio of 4:1, hydromagmatic to magmatic. Sample PBm1527 has 

the most grains located within the magmatic field and sample PBm1518.5 the least. 

This reflects what is demonstrated in Fig. 4.8.  
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Fig. 4.8 Shape parameter histograms for Pahvant Butte samples, with fields of hydromagmatic and 

magmatic fragmentation divided by dashed lines. Fragmentation boundaries were determined by 

Schipper (2009) and established by comparing deposits of ash grains formed by end-member 

fragmentation styles. Included here for comparison are histograms for ash from a magmatic-

fragmentation end-member, the fire fountains of Kilauea Iki, 1959.   
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4.5 Pyroclast vesicularity  

4.5.1 Introduction  

 Vesicularity (the volume fraction of vesicles) is produced by the exsolution of 

volatiles from the melt into bubbles. It is an important control on the rheology and 

yield strength of the magma (the amount of stress that the magma can withstand 

before it begins to deform; see section 3.8.2). Rheology, in turn, influences the 

dynamic processes within the conduit (e.g. coupled versus decoupled ascent of 

vesicles and magma; section 3.8 and 3.9), and strength affects the fragmentation of 

the magma; both play important roles in determining eruptive behaviour (Cashman et 

al., 1994; Shea et al., 2010a).  

 Houghton and Wilson (1989) devised a quantitative measure of vesicularity 

and suggested that the vesicularity of juvenile lapilli holds information about the 

relative timing and extent of vesiculation and fragmentation. As discussed in section 

3.9, this information needs to be combined with observations from thin sections of the 

vesicles themselves and with quantitative data including the number of vesicles, their 

size, size distribution and corresponding volumes (Sahagian and Proussevitch, 1992; 

1998, Lautze and Houghton, 2005; 2008; Sable et al., 2006a; 2006b; 2009; Shea et 

al., 2010a) in order to gain a robust understanding of eruptive processes.    

 

4.5.2 Measurements of vesicularity 

 Histograms showing the distribution of vesicularity per sample are presented 

in Fig. 4.9. All samples display a well-developed unimodal distribution. Bulk 

vesicularity of clasts in sample PBp1548 ranges from 6% to 55% (incipiently to 

moderately vesicular; Houghton and Wilson, 1989). The vesicularity index is 34% 

and the sample has a denser mode than pre-emergent mound samples, for which the 

range is between 65% and 45% vesicularity (Fig. 4.9). The bulk vesicularity of pre-
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emergent mound samples is based on 14 samples analysed, and clast vesicularity 

ranges from 6% to 92% (incipiently to extremely vesicular). This broad, 86%, 

variation in clast vesicularity is nicely illustrated in the histograms. The vesicularity 

index overall is 53%. The lowest vesicularity lapillus is in sample PBm1519, from the 

western gully. The highest vesicularity lapillus is in sample PBm1527, from the 

northern gully, which also shows the best developed modal peak at a very high, 81%, 

vesicularity. The range of vesicularity for individual samples is high, on average 48%, 

with PBm1540 having a range of 71% (18% to 69% vesicularity). No systematic 

change in vesicularity with height or location is observed.  

 

4.6 Vesicle micro-textures 

4.6.1 Introduction 

 Vesicularity measurements were carried out on 100 lapilli per sample. For 

each sample three lapilli, representing the minimum, modal, and maximum 

vesicularity (15 samples in total, Fig. 2.3 and 4.9) were selected for further qualitative 

and quantitative analyses. Lapilli were thin sectioned and polished for petrologic and 

vesicle analysis (8 samples, Fig. 4.9, Fig. 4.10, Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12).  

 The modal vesicularity lapillus represents the bulk of the magma, whereas the 

maximum and minimum vesicularity clasts represent the degree of heterogeneity 

(Sable et al., 2006b). Qualitative assessments of the vesicle textures are useful to 

constrain conditions of nucleation, vesicle growth and interconnectedness (e.g. 

coalescence and pervasive coalescence leasing to permeable pathways) (Mangan et 

al., 1993) (Table 4.2). Quantitative parameters measured include vesicularity and 

crystallinity derived from lab and image-analysis, vesicle number density and 

equivalent vesicle size (based on an equivalent diameter of the 2-dimensional vesicle 

cross-section converted to 3-dimensional spheres using stereological projections,  
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Fig. 4.9 Density (vesicularity) histograms for Pahvant Butte mound deposits. Dashed line indicates a 

density of 1000 kg m-3, or approximately 65% vesicularity. Filled circles indicate low, modal and high 

vesicularity lapilli for which quantitative data has been collected.  
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Sahagian and Proussevitch, 1992; 1998 Proussevitch and Sahagian, 1996; Shea et 

al., 2010a) (Table 4.3). Distributions of vesicle size and volume are also determined 

and discussed in the following sections. The advantage of making quantitative 

measurements is that comparisons can be easily made between Black Point, 

Pahvant Butte and other basaltic eruptions for which vesicle-texture analyses have 

been published. This is vital, not only for the present study, but to increase the 

quantitative information available for interpreting the eruptive behaviour of all sub-

aqueous to emergent basaltic volcanoes.  

 

4.6.2 Qualitative descriptions 

 A number of vesicle micro-texture categories have been established for this 

study (Fig. 3.15) based on pyroclast glass type, degree of crystallinity, and vesicle 

size, shape and distribution. Sideromelane glass has micro-textures termed S1, S2 

and S3. Textures within tachylite glass are more complicated and diverse with five 

micro-textures identified (T1-T5). A description of each micro-texture is given in 

section 3.6.2 (Fig. 3.15) and is not repeated here. 

 Eight samples were selected from the Pahvant Butte edifice (western gully, 

northern gully and northern flank) for textural analysis. Each sample is represented 

by three lapilli, as described above, and these are illustrated in Fig. 4.10 (Fig. C-D, 

Appendix 6). This figure provides a scanned image (Fig. 4.10A) at 1200 dpi 

resolution, as well as x40, x100 and x250 backscattered electron microscope (BSE) 

images (Fig. 4.10B, C and D, respectively). Unlike Black Point, vesicle micro-textures 

were not examined in ash grains.  
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As seen in Fig. 4.6 the proportion of ash grains composed of sideromelane glass is 

greater than the proportion of sideromelane in the lapilli size fraction. The glass-

texture types, however, are the same for ash grains, lapilli and the ash particles 

lithified in tuff, as shown in section 3.6.2.  

 

Lapilli micro-textures 

 An overview of lapilli micro-textures is provided here (from topographic highest 

to lowest sample; youngest to oldest deposit) with a detailed clast-by-clast 

description included as Appendix 6. In general, Pahvant Butte lapilli are dominantly 

tachylite (Table 4.3; see also componentry, Fig. 3.7). They show less diversity of 

glass composition (from clast to clast and within single clasts) than do Black Point 

lapilli (compare Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 4.10). However, within tachylite glasses, vesicle 

textures are highly heterogeneous and there are a variety of vesicle shapes, sizes 

and interconnections.  

The highest elevation sample, PBp1548 (Fig. 4.1), was taken from the 

platform lithofacies, so pyroclasts were originally deposited at or above lake level, 

then briefly transported (with little clast abrasion) to their final depositional site (see 

section 4.2). The representative lapilli range in vesicularity from 20% to 55% and are 

dominated by simple (T1) tachylite textures. The highest vesicularity clast (51) has a 

sideromelane glass composition with fewer microlites in the groundmass, but its 

texture is also relatively simple (S1). In scanned images (see Appendix 6) clasts 

appear to contain few vesicles, but higher magnification back scattered electron 

microscope (BSE) images reveal abundant tiny vesicles, which result in high 

measured vesicle number densities. Diktytaxitic voids are common in the least 

vesicular clast. Vesicles of T3 micro-texture in clast 15 have typical highly irregular 

vesicles, with collapse structures and IVE (infrequently seen in lapillus 51).  
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The highest mound sample, PBm1540, from the northern gully shows a 

broader range of vesicularity (from 18% to 69%). A similar transition from dense, 

tachylite to more-vesicular sideromelane, as in PBp1548, is again observed here. 

The low vesicularity lapillus, 2, is dominated by a T4 micro-texture. However, unlike 

in Black Point samples, there is a large population of small-sized vesicles despite a 

tightly interlocking crystal network of tabular and equant microlites in the 

groundmass. Diktytaxitic voids are common, but do not contribute to the high vesicle 

number density observed and measured (see following section 4.6.3). The medium 

vesicularity lapillus, PBm1540_3 is dominated by T1 vesicle patterns, with vesicles 

ranging from <20 µm to in excess of 2-3 mm. Vesicle outlines are relatively smooth 

despite the intensely microlitic groundmass. Some coalescence is apparent locally. 

Minor T5 textures are identified and occur as domains as opposed to wisps (see 

section 3.6.2). Within these domains IVE are recognised. The most vesicular lapillus, 

PBm1540_43, is characterised by S1 and S2 micro-textures. Diminutive microlites 

are present, and in places acicular plagioclases are arranged in a starburst 

formation. Microphenocrysts are mostly acicular or equant, the latter often have 

glomerophyric textures involving olivine and/or plagioclase.  

Sample PBm1528 has the densest lapillus of all the clasts analysed here 

(vesicularity is 9%). The scanned image for this clast illustrates a dense tachylite 

lapillus with much of the clear portion of the image representing crystals of various 

sizes (not vesicles, or voids; see Fig. 4.10). The characteristic extremely crystalline 

(T4) micro-texture has a lower vesicle number density, with restricted vesicle sizes. A 

population of very small (<20 µm) vesicles is recognised, however, and their large 

number raises the measured number density (section 4.6.3). Diktytaxitic voids are 

also a prevalent feature within the crystalline groundmass. The medium (clast 69) 

and highest (clast 92) vesicularity lapilli of this sample are both characterised by 
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sideromelane textures, S1 and S3, respectively. Within the S3 texture of clast 92 IVE 

are recognised and are reasonably numerous. 

 The scanned images in Fig. 4.10 shows two sideromelane lapilli representing 

sample PBm1527. The micro-textures are defined as S3 for clast 44, S1 and S2 with 

minor S3 and T5 influences for clast 71 and S3 and minor T5 for clast 6 (Table 4.3). 

Acicular microlites restricted to T5 glass and a few equant and tabular 

microphenocrysts are present, with a portion of groundmass glass clear of any 

crystals. Micro-texture S1 is characterised by a population of large (up to 2 mm in 

diameter) vesicles and a population of smaller vesicles (<10 µm). The small-vesicle 

population has a very high vesicle number density. Micro-texture S2 has the typical 

uniformly-sized vesicles (100-200 µm) and lacks the smallest-sized vesicles. Where 

S3 and T5 are present their textures are associated with collapse features, increased 

microlites and the smallest vesicles and IVE (ubiquitous in lapillus 6). All vesicles 

have smooth outlines uninfluenced by the phenocrysts. Vesicles within the S3 micro-

texture of lapilli 44 and 71 have bevelled outlines, which may indicate a limited post-

coalescence relaxation time, or possibly some decompression event. 

 Sample PBm1525 has lapilli which appear dense, but have vesicularities of 

65% and 82% (the highest recorded vesicularity of lapilli analysed here); these highly 

vesicular lapilli have a population of small vesicles, with substantial number densities 

measured from higher magnification BSE images. The micro-textures are dominantly 

T5 and T2 with minor T5, respectively. Vesicles have been extensively influenced by 

the microlite-rich groundmass, and have serrated and rough outlines. Due to the fine, 

acicular and numerous microlites constructing the groundmass, diktytaxitic voids are 

common. Lapillus 3 is dense both in appearance and as measured (37%). It is 

characterised by a microlite rich groundmass in a T5 style.  

 The next sample, PBm1520, has its lowest and highest vesicularity clasts 
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dominated by tachylitic micro-textures T4 and T1, and T2 with minor T3, respectively. 

The medium vesicularity lapillus has a combination of S1 and T1 micro-textures. 

Vesicle, microlite and microphenocryst textures are consistent with the textures’ 

general descriptions. A point of interest is that where a T3 micro-texture is seen it is 

associated with the presence of IVE.  

 The least vesicular lapillus of sample PB1518.5 is very similar to 

PBm1520_83, and characterised by a T4 micro-texture. A large proportion of the 

modal- and high-vesicularity lapilli are represented by T1 texture with minor T5 and 

S- and T3 vesicles. Lapillus 83 shows local diktytaxitic voids which are not 

recognised in the higher vesicularity lapillus; IVE have been identified in both lapilli. 

 The final and lowermost sample, PBm1469 has a narrow range of vesicularity 

(24% to 59%). This sample also displays the most homogenous micro-textures 

across the three lapilli, T1 and T4, of any sample. The lowest vesicularity clast (24%) 

is dominated by a T4 micro-texture. Coalesced vesicles are present but not 

abundant, comprising only the largest vesicles which are generally widely spaced. 

The smallest vesicles identified in this clast (<10 µm) have very simple forms; 

circular, with smooth uninterrupted outlines. Lapillus 27, the medium vesicularity 

clast, is characterised by micro-texture T1, so the groundmass has a high crystallinity 

which affects the vesicle outlines, creating serrated and rough edges. Large vesicles 

are up to 1 mm in length and many are coalesced; this is unusual in this sample set 

for a tachylite clast with such an extensive crystalline groundmass. Finally, lapillus 14 

is slightly higher in vesicularity than the previous lapillus described (59% versus 

52%), even though it appears to be more dense (see Appendix 6). A large number of 

small vesicles populate the bulk of this lapillus, contributing to its vesicularity. The 

clast has a T1 micro-texture with two sets of vesicles sizes (the larger up to ~300 µm 

and the smaller can be <10 µm). A few IVE are present. 
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4.6.3 Quantitative data  

 Measurements of image vesicularity, crystallinity, vesicle number density and 

range of equivalent vesicle diameter are presented in Table 4.3. In this section the 

quantitative data are combined with information regarding vesicle size distributions 

(VSD, Fig. 4.11), vesicle volume distributions (VVD, Fig. 4.12) and the qualitative 

textural information in order to understand conduit conditions and processes (Table 

4.2). A lapillus-by-lapillus analysis of VSD and VVD are provided separately as 

Appendix 7.  

 The vesicle size distribution (VSD) is presented as plot of ln n against L, where 

ln n is the natural log of the total number of vesicles and L is the diameter of the 

vesicles (Sarda and Graham, 1990; Mangan et al., 1993; Shea et al., 2010a). A 

straight line VSD plot denotes a steady state system, i.e. the number of vesicles in a 

given size range is conserved-loss of bubble numbers to coalescence was 

compensated for by continued nucleation (Sarda and Graham, 1990). Any 

departures from a straight-line plot are inferred to represent in-conduit modification of 

the original bubble population by processes including coalescence, ripening, and 

collapse (Mangan et al., 1993; Shea et al., 2010a; 2010b).  

 The vesicle volume distribution (VVD) is illustrated as a histogram graph of 

volume fraction (%) against equivalent vesicle diameter (mm). Typically, each peak in 

polymodal distributions is interpreted to represent a distinct pulse of nucleation and 

growth (Klug et al., 2002; Polacci et al., 2006; Lautze and Houghton, 2007); 

coalescence results in a positively skewed distribution with a larger vesicle size mode 

(Gurioli et al., 2008; Adams et al., 2006), whereas ripening produces a negatively 

skewed distribution with a smaller-vesicle mode (Mangan and Cashman, 1996), and 

bubble collapse reduces total vesicle volume fraction and modal size (Burgisser and 

Gardner, 2004; Sable et al., 2006b).  
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 Overall, VSD plots for Pahvant Butte samples (Fig. 4.11 and Table 4.3) are 

reasonably regular and resemble plots indicative of a two-stage nucleation and 

growth; the later stage of nucleation continued until termination by quenching, 

probably during fragmentation (Shea et al., 2010a). Variable degrees of coalescence 

are apparent from the VSD plots, which indicate a small number of lapilli had more-

complicated ascent histories defined by ripening, coalescence and collapse, as well 

as vesicle-growth limitations imposed by an existing microlite phase.  

The low vesicularity lapilli of samples PBm1540, PBm1528 and PBm1518.5 

share a T4 micro-texture and a VSD plot with a step-like profile. The highest 

vesicularity lapilli of samples PBm1540_43 and PBm1525_42 notably lack small 

vesicles. Finally lapilli PBm1540_3, PBm1520_14 and PBm1518.5_86 have VSD 

trends disrupted at 0.1 mm.  

 The VVD distributions (Fig. 4.12, Table 4.3) reflect the regularity of the VSD 

plots. The majority of samples have poorly developed unimodal distributions. As for 

VSD plots, the main exceptions are the low vesicularity lapilli which have only small 

numbers of bubbles in any size ranges, reflected in short and flattened VSD 

histograms. Lapilli PBm1540_43 and PBm1525_42 have VVD charts that highlight 

the absence of a small-vesicle population. Few samples show distinctly skewed 

plots, and only lapilli PBm1540_3 and PBm1520_14 have polymodal distributions.  

The number of vesicles per cubic millimeter (NV) for Pahvant Butte ranges 

from 1.2 x 103 to 4.8 x 104 vesicles mm-3, bulk rock (overlapping the upper end of the 

Black Point range, from 5.4 x 102 to 4.8 x 104 vesicles mm-3, bulk rock; Fig. 3.18). 

Values of NV are a useful and immediate indication of eruption intensity, with high 

values of NV typically associated with eruptions of high intensity and violence (Sable 

et al., 2006 a; 2006b; Houghton and Gonnermann, 2008; Carey et al., 2009; 2010).  
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Fig. 4.11 Vesicle size distributions (VSDs) for Pahvant Butte samples. PBm1540_2, for example, 

signifies the sample location/height and clast identification; NV denotes vesicle number density per 

mm3; θ is the bulk vesicularity measured in the lab using a DRE value of 2.8 g cm-3. Vesicularity 

increases from left to right; diamond symbols represent measurements from the lowest-vesicularity 

lapillus; square symbols represent measurements from the modal-vesicularity lapillus and the cross 

symbols represent measurements from the highest-vesicularity. See text for further discussion. 
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Fig. 4.12 Vesicle volume distributions (VVDs) for Pahvant Butte samples. Sample location/height, clast 

identification, vesicle number density (NV) and bulk vesicularity (θ) are given for each plot. Vesicularity 

increases from left to right, as for Fig. 4.11. 
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4.7 Petrography and geochemistry  

4.7.1 Introduction  

 Pahvant Butte is described by Farrand and Singer (1991) as being located 

near the northwestern limb of the Pahvant volcanic field, which includes two series of 

lavas, erupted subaerially before the Lake Bonneville flooding. Pahvant Butte 

represents the final eruptive event in the history of that field. Radiocarbon dating of 

marl deposits interbedded with Pahvant Butte ash layers, and microprobe analyses 

of ash glass have not only established the age (15, 300 yr B.P.) of Pahvant Butte, but 

also that Lake Bonneville was in a transgressive phase (10 m below the Bonneville 

Shoreline) at the time of eruption, and that systematic differences in chemical 

composition between samples of Pahvant Butte glass can be explained by 

comagmatic processes (Oviatt and Nash, 1989). 

 As for Black Point samples, Pahvant Butte micro-textures were observed and 

described in section 4.6. Their crystalline groundmasses are described separately 

here.  

 Pahvant Butte glass, plagioclase and olivine crystals were analysed for 

chemical composition using energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). Fourier transform 

infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was used to determine the H2O content of the residual 

glass (CO2 was not measured for this study) for samples from the bottom, middle and 

upper sections of the pre-emergent mound (samples PBm1469, PBm1510.2 and 

PBp1548; see Fig. 1.3 and Fig. 4.1).  

 The combined information gathered from descriptive characterisation of the 

highly crystalline groundmass and the quantitative geochemical data allow some 

inferences to be drawn regarding physical properties of the magma at the time of 

final ascent and fragmentation.  
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4.7.2 Petrography and crystal texture observations  

 Pahvant Butte lapilli have a similar mineralogy to Black Point samples. They 

have porphyritic textures with phenocrysts visible in hand specimen (scanned image 

of PBm1528_29 Fig. 4.10). The proportions of tachylite to sideromelane glass have 

been discussed previously (section 4.4); tachylite is the dominant glass seen in the 

lapillus-sized fraction. Thin sections of tuff from Pahvant Butte were analysed by 

Farrand and Singer (1992), who reported the main crystal phases as including 

plagioclase (dominant crystal phase), olivine and subordinate pyroxene. This is 

consistent with the crystal phases observed in lapilli.  

 The morphology of microlite phases observed in the groundmass of pyroclasts 

can offer insight into rates and steadiness of decompression occurring in the shallow 

conduit in response to quicker ascent of magma (Lofgren, 1974; Szramek et al., 

2006; Suzuki and Fujii, 2010; Wong and Larsen, 2010). Using similar discriminating 

features of microlite shape and size as have Szramek et al. (2006), Wong and 

Larsen (2010) and Polacci et al. (2009) the crystal textures of selected Pahvant Butte 

lapilli are described (Fig. 3.19 and Table 4.2). Suzuki and Fujii (2010) classify 

different morphologies of microlites, and rank them in terms of their inferred origins 

by increasing degrees of undercooling, as tabular and prismatic, hopper, skeletal 

(swallow-tail terminations), dendritic and spherulitic (Fig. 7 of Suzuki and Fujii, 2010). 

When undercooling results from dehydration and decompression, the degree of 

undercooling increases with both the amount and rate of decompression (Hammer 

and Rutherford, 2002; Szramek et al., 2006; Suzuki and Fujii, 2010).  

 

Crystal textures within sideromelane 

 Although sideromelane lapilli are less abundant than tachylite lapilli at Pahvant 

Butte compared to Black Point, the crystal textures of the glasses are similar. Table 
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4.2 indicates the lapilli with sideromelane micro-textures (S1, S2 and S3) and gives a 

brief description of the microphenocryst and microlite phases in each lapillus. In 

general, sideromelane glasses have few microphenocrysts. Where present, these 

tend to be equant and tabular and less commonly acicular ones. They range in size 

from ~50-300 µm and often occur as crystal aggregates. The microlite content for 

samples PBm1540_43, PBm1528_69 and PBm1520_9 is less than that in tachylite 

clasts, but there are a large number of acicular plagioclase microlites. On the other 

hand, samples, PBm1528_92, PBm1527_71 and PBm1527_6 and the rim of 

PBm1518.5_83 have large areas of clear sideromelane glass. These latter lapilli 

show well developed morphological features diagnostic of rapid growth, such as 

hopper texture and swallow-tail terminations.  

 Only one lapillus, PBm1518.5_83, displays a transition from a sideromelane 

rim to a tachylite core (Fig. 4.10). In places the boundary between sideromelane and 

tachylite glass is sharp, of a similar nature to that described in Cimerelli et al. (2010) 

and Suzuki and Fujii (2010).  

 

Crystal textures within tachylite 

  As for Black Point tachylite lapilli, the microlitic groundmass is dominated by 

interlocking, tightly packed, crystals. The majority of lapilli (e.g. PBp1548_15, 

PBm1540_3, PBm1525_93 and _42, PBm1520_14, PBm1518.5_86, PBm1469_27 

and PBm1469_14) are dominated by finer acicular microlites which are of a uniform 

size (<30 µm in length) with subordinate microphenocrysts. Plagioclase 

microphenocrysts are generally acicular to tabular, whereas olivine microphenocrysts 

display euhedral and equant shapes. Samples, such as PBm1540_2, display a highly 

crystalline groundmass similar to the “uniformly-sized tabular microlites” in Fig. 3.19. 

These samples are characterised by tabular and equant crystals of 50-100 µm. Lapilli 
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dominated by equant olivines, tabular and acicular plagioclase microphenocrysts of 

>100 µm with acicular plagioclase microlites in between (BPe2011.6_33 in Fig. 3.19) 

include PBm1528_29 and PBm1469_9. Samples PBp1548_16, PBm1520_83 and 

PBm1518.5_57 represent a fourth microlite texture, which was not seen from Black 

Point. This texture is characterised by equant, uniformly-sized, small (<10 µm) 

microlites. A larger crystal population in the form of equant, tabular and acicular 

plagioclase and olivine is also present. These microphenocrysts often occur as 

glomerophyric crystals and have similar shapes and sizes; as observed in other 

samples.  

 

4.7.3 Geochemistry 

 Oviatt and Nash (1989) analysed a number of lava, bulk-tephra and glass 

compositions from Pahvant Butte. They report the lavas and glasses to be 

hypersthene-normative and tholeiitic in composition, and found glasses from Pahvant 

Butte to display substantial, but systematic, heterogeneities in composition. Pahvant 

Butte glasses represent comagmatic residual liquids whose compositional diversity 

can be accounted for by common magmatic processes.   

 Pearce element ratio variation diagrams for Pahvant Butte glasses indicate 

that the glasses cannot be related through the removal of olivine alone. The chemical 

diversity can be primarily the result of removal of olivine and plagioclase, with 

clinopyroxene playing a very minor role. Oviatt and Nash (1989) indicate a 

plagioclase composition of An55 to An80 and olivine composition of Fo72 to Fo88. 

These results are consistent with the glasses being comagmatic and related to each 

other by the removal of phenocrysts of plagioclase and olivine. Furthermore, the 

glasses are thought to be consistent with the residual liquids derived by the same 

process from magmas represented by older Pahvant-area lavas, erupted prior to the 
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formation of the Pahvant Butte tuff cone. Finally, clinopyroxene, which is not an 

abundant phenocryst phase, does not seem to have played a significant role in the 

chemical evolution of the glasses. Ovaitt and Nash (1989) conclude that despite the 

systematic variation in chemical composition the Pahvant Butte ashes formed from a 

single magma.  

 In the current study, representative samples from the unconsolidated, 

unpalagonitized pre-emergent mound were selected for EDS (four samples) and 

FTIR (three samples) analyses (Table 4.4). Glass compositions, as measured by 

EDS, indicate that the glasses are tholeiitic to calc-alkali in composition (plot of K2O 

versus SiO2). Major elements measurements have an error of ±2 wt.% and when 

normalized to 100 wt.% show an average SiO2 content of 51 wt.% (28 

measurements; 49-53 wt.%) and an average K2O + Na2O content of 4.3 wt.% (28 

measurements; 3-5 wt.%). The narrow range, within analytical error, suggests that 

the pyroclast glass is generally homogeneous in composition. Plagioclase and olivine 

analysed in this study are An74-79 and Fo61-65, respectively, with no systematic 

variation against vesicularity or stratigraphic height. FTIR analysis involved 18 

measurements of tachylite glass for three samples, which represent the bottom, 

middle and top of the mound material. Results show a broad range from 0.80-2.10 

H2Ot. The extreme higher value is unexpected, and it is omitted from further 

consideration because the sample thickness was very close to, and may have 

exceeded, the analytical limit. The mean of the remaining data (17 measurements) 

shows H2Ot concentration as 0.95 (range from 0.63 to 1.29). As for FTIR 

measurements of Black Point tachylitic glass, a bulk value of H2Ot is also presented 

for Pahvant Butte samples in Table 4.4. This value represents the concentration of 

water assuming no microlites were in the beampath during measurement of the 

glass. These values have the effect of smoothing the extreme outlier referred to  
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above and brings the average of all 18 measurements (including the outlier) to 0.63 

wt.% bulk H2Ot (range from 0.39 to 1.28 wt.%). The former H2Ot results are higher 

because crystals within the tachylite do not take up water. No variation with 

vesicularity or stratigraphic heights can be observed from these results.  

 

4.8 Interpretation 

4.8.1 Deposit characteristics 

 Subaqueously formed deposits of Pahvant Butte volcano illustrate the 

importance of eruption style in determining the resulting depositional processes, with 

sediment-gravity flows resulting from a jetting-dominated eruptive style, whereas 

intense fall deposition from suspension took place during episodes of continuous 

uprush (White, 1996).  

 Lithofacies M1 (Fig. 4.1) deposits are suggestive of deposition from 

unchannelized, dilute and unsteady and intermittently erosive aqueous currents 

capable of transporting isolated large particles and depositing them together with 

considerably finer ones in a traction-dominated depositional regime (White, 2001). 

Evidence for this includes the broad scours, subtle bed lenticularity and very low-

angle cross stratification, in combination with thin bedding that commonly shows 

good lateral continuity over tens of metres. Furthermore, large clasts are often 

concentrated at the bases of layers without impact sags. The poor sorting of the 

deposit indicates that the currents were laden with sediment during deposition, but 

also reflects the range of particle densities typical of volcaniclastic grains (see section 

4.3.2.)(Smith and Smith, 1985; Oehmig and Wallrabe-Adams, 1993).  

 Lithofacies M3, with broad duneforms in coarse ash beds, high- and low-angle 

cross-stratification, and local ripples in finer-grained ash, is thought to have been 

deposited from traction at moderate velocities (White, 1996). Predominantly outward-
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dipping cross-stratification indicates a transport direction outward from the cone by 

sediment gravity flows (White, 1996; 2001). The many intercalated layers of sub-

horizontally layered coarse ash and lapilli ash are from suspension settling and/or 

lower plane bed conditions, the latter facilitated by the lowered density of the 

vesicular clasts (Oehmig and Wallrabe-Adams, 1993; White, 1996; Cantelli et al., 

2008). Cross-stratification, duneforms and ripples are best developed at higher 

levels, and extend to the uppermost exposures of the mound. The facies is believed 

to have developed due to the interaction of aqueous sediment gravity flows with 

oscillatory flow beneath surface waves (as inferred by stoss and lee side dips and 

unidirectional internal cross-stratification) (White, 1996).  

 Wohletz and Sheridan (1983) have an alternative interpretation of a 

pyroclastic surge for the deposition of the M3 deposits, but this is inferred to be 

unlikely based on various lines of evidence, the most important of which is the syn-

eruptive lake level (Gilbert, 1890; Oviatt and Nash, 1989) which is known to have 

been higher than M3 deposits (White, 1996).  

 Lithofacies M4 is least characteristic of the mound deposits. The irregular U-

shaped bases indicate strong erosive potential and the rotated blocks suggest partial 

disaggregation and flow of earlier ash deposits. Subtle horizontal lamination present 

in the M4 lithofacies may record rising depositional surfaces during sedimentation 

from high-concentration, sub-laminar flows. The inward-dipping inclined strata record 

lateral accretion at some channel edges, and suggest that channels in places 

migrated laterally during tephra deposition. Preservation of the rotated blocks 

suggests essentially non-turbulent flow and very limited transport distances. The 

increased content of accidental lake sediments could indicate a step in intensity of 

the erosive power of the eruption (Taddeucci et al., 2002; 2004; Carey et al., 2007). 

 Lithofacies M2 and the lower cone bedding is lensoid and discontinuous and 
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suggestive of grainflow processes during deposition (Sohn, 1996). This, in 

conjunction with features such as bomb sags and armoured lapilli suggest a 

subaerial setting, but White, (1996; 2001) argued that this process occurred while 

lake levels were still high. The interpretation is of deposition from sediment gravity 

flows into which ballistic particles were emplaced. Diffuse internal contacts suggest 

that the sediment gravity flows had high sediment concentrations at their base and 

were sustained flows. These near-vent deposits were inferred to result from a 

continuous uprush phase of eruption.  

 Shifting of vent location is a common characteristic of Surtseyan eruptions 

(Thorarinsson, 1967; White, 1996) and at Pahvant Butte vent shifting is recorded by 

M2 and lower cone accumulations onlapped by other subaqueous lithofacies. The 

M2 lithofacies is closely related to the lower cone deposits and together these 

represent the transition between subaqueous and subaerial eruption when deposition 

became localised around a vent. An alternative explanation for the appearance of 

these "subaerial looking" deposits below syn-eruptive water level is that they actually 

are subaerial deposits, but were dropped under the lake-surface by a syn-eruptive 

landslide (see below). White's (1996) comment that they interfinger with M1 and M3 

deposits is not based on outcrop of bed-by-bed intercalation, but only of apparent 

lateral transition to M1 and M3 beds, across an area with no mound exposure, to 

either side of the mapped M2 outcrops.      

 The tuff cone's conspicuous slip-bounded units reflect instability during 

construction of the subaerial cone (White, 2001). A change in eruption style is 

inferred by White (2001) to have occurred between the depositions of the youngest 

two upper cone units. The ‘wet’ units show significant evidence of cohesion and 

damp conditions, suitable for producing well-developed accretionary lapilli, bomb 

sags and for maintaining local bedding coherence during failure. It is inferred that 
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cock’s tail plumes or jets facilitated the simultaneous ballistic emplacement and rapid 

fallout (Thorarinsson, 1967; Sohn, 1996; White, 2001).  

 The uppermost cone deposit, UCd(4), is interpreted to have resulted from 

grainflow and fall deposition (White, 2001). There is no evidence of particle cohesion, 

such as seen in the ‘wet’ tuff cone deposit, in UCd(4), suggesting that no residual 

condensed water was present in this eruptive material. As for descriptions of Surtsey 

(Thorarinsson, 1967) and those by Kokelaar (1983), during the deposition of UCd(4) 

it is believed the vent was at or near the surface of the lake, but access by external 

water was restricted by a tephra dam. Furthermore, the eruption style thought to 

produce these ‘drier’ deposits is analogous to continuous uprush at Surtsey, with 

finer laminations being the influence of bases or tails of surges moving down the 

steep volcano flanks (Sohn and Chough, 1989; White, 2001).  

 Palagonite at Pahvant Butte has been repeatedly noted in publications 

(Gilbert, 1890; Wohletz and Sheridan 1983; Oviatt and Nash, 1989; Farrand and 

Singer 1991; 1992). Palagonite forms by alteration of fresh sideromelane, and to a 

lesser extent tachylite glass, to a crystalloid via hydration and oxidation processes 

(Fisher and Schmincke, 1984). Farrand and Singer (1991; 1992) attribute the degree 

of alteration to the water-magma ratio extant at the time of eruption and identify two 

possible causes for the alteration: (1) high temperatures (50-100 ºC) and high 

pressures as a result of the presence of hydrothermal fluids, as seen at Surtsey 

(Jakobsson, 1978); or (2) the action of meteoric water and/or phreatic water in humid 

conditions which involve lower temperatures and pressure (e.g. Hay and Ijima, 1968). 

Authors discount both theories on the basis of the scale and degree of 

palagonitization and because no difference in conditions of permeability between the 

highly and poorly palagonitized deposits is seen. Instead, Farrand and Singer note 

sites where palagonite is restricted to individual beds, and suggest that the 
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deposition of hot, wet ash produced steam. This condensed and resulted in trapped 

water within the tephra beds which would have been sufficiently insulated to maintain 

the heat for a period of time allowing extensive palagonitization. White (2001) re-

examined these beds, and noted that within a few metres, the palagonitized zone 

cuts sharply across bedding boundaries. He inferred that hydrothermal and meteoric 

alteration best explained palagonitization of the mound and cone deposits, 

respectively; both were probably active near the post-eruptive water table in the 

cone. 

 The platform and spit deposits were the final depositional events in 

development of the Pahvant Butte edifice in Lake Bonneville. Ash and lapilli were 

transported southwest, out of the crater area, by density currents. The material was 

diverted by lake currents (presumably the same currents responsible for the 

deposition of the spit) in an easterly direction to create the ramp-like structure seen in 

Fig. 4.1E. This structure is thought to have been constructed last and at a low stand 

lake level, whereas the main platform was formed at the syn-eruptive lake level.  

 At Pahvant Butte an overall scarcity of fine ash in the field noted by White 

(1996), is confirmed by granulometry of the sampled material. Reworking of erupted 

tephra by wind, rain, and most importantly by lake waves and longshore currents at 

varying lake levels, produced the prominent spit deposit (Gilbert, 1890) that protrudes 

from the main edifice toward the southeast (White, 2001). Rippled beds of the spit 

reflect low-energy reworking by waves; spit samples contain a greater amount of fine 

ash than do those of the main edifice, and are even finer-grained than those of the 

rippled ash forming the Wilson Creek deposits at Black Point. From the Pahvant 

Butte sample suite the samples located in the spit deposit (PBp1525, PBp1518 and 

PBp1550, Fig. 4.1, section 4.2) are not included in most of the quantitative analyses 

as they are inferred to be the product of sedimentary reworking of material from the 
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cone and lacustrine shoreline (White, 2001). 

There are a number of possible explanations for the very low abundance of 

fine ash in the subaqueously-formed Pahvant Butte edifice. It is possible that the 

volcanic ash fraction was transported away from the site by lake currents and/or 

wave action (White, 2001). Alternatively, it may have been a relatively low 

fragmentation intensity at Pahvant Butte and little ash was formed. The presence of 

the spit deposit, however, strongly suggests that fine ash was produced, and was at 

least locally remobilised by currents and waves.  

 On average, the poor sorting and broad range of particle size of material from 

these deposits is somewhat surprising, though they fall in the lower part of typical 

sorting/median grain-size diagrams for subaerial pyroclastic deposits (Fig. 3.5). 

Evidence from bedding features for traction transport suggests subaqueous 

deposition from the bedload of dilute currents, which could be expected to produce 

relatively good sorting (Folk and Ward, 1957). These deposits are, however, inferred 

to be from density currents, primarily eruption-fed density currents (White 1996; 

2000), and with some conceivably from secondary tephra remobilisation. For 

deposits of eruption-fed density currents, the sorting would be more like that of 

classical turbidites, for which it has long been known that "…sorting is less well 

developed" (Kuenen and Menard, 1952). An additional consideration is that the 

particles are vesicular, and variably so. This means that the diameters of grains 

measured by sieving can not be traditionally interpreted as representative of how the 

particle will behave. Rather, the particle behaviour is being controlled by grain settling 

velocity (as described above). Various studies have shown that volcaniclastic 

sediment tends to be better-sorted hydrodynamically, and to behave as though it 

were finer grained, than its sieved grain size would suggest (Fisher, 1965; Smith and 

Smith, 1985; Oehmig and Wallrabe-Adams, 1993; Manville et al., 2002; 
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Segschneider et al., 2002). Fig. 4.4 supports the conclusion that volcaniclastic 

material from Pahvant Butte is better sorted hydrodynamically than physically, while 

Fig. 4.5 displays the affect that density (vesicularity) is a controlling factor on the 

sorting and mean clast diameter characteristics of a single pre-emergent tephra 

horizon. 

  

4.8.2 Fragmentation 

 Büttner et al. (1999) demonstrated the importance of surface features in the 

interpretation of fragmentation regimes responsible for forming ash-grade pyroclasts. 

Shape analysis alone, using the statistics of a population of 2-D grain profiles, is not 

enough to distinguish products of magmatic fragmentation mechanisms from those of 

the various processes generally termed hydromagmatic fragmentation (Schipper, 

2009).   

 The bulk of Pahvant Butte ash grains have non-vesicular, blocky and equant 

shapes, generally with stepped surfaces caused by mechanical etching, with or 

without adhering micro-particles. The morphologies are indicative of a brittle process 

of fragmentation, i.e. “the deformation rate acting on the magma was so high, that 

liquid relaxation of the stresses could not occur” (Büttner et al., 1999). A branching 

network of cracks is seen on grains from four samples: PBm1518.5, PBm1520, 

PBm1525 (see Fig. 4.7) and PBm1540. These grains are akin to the “active particles” 

of the thermohydraulic phase of MFCI explosions (Zimanowski et al., 1997; Büttner et 

al., 1999; 2002). This feature indicates the presence of excess water in the vent, at 

the time of fragmentation, in some amount capable of rapidly cooling the surface of 

grains causing the observed quench cracks; however the process of magma 

disruption is the same as above (Büttner et al., 1999).  

 Platy to lens-shaped particles can form in two ways; via non-explosive thermal 
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granulation or under a ductile regime with subsequent free air deformation (ex-

crucible) for melt to attenuate (Zimanowski et al., 1997; Büttner et al., 2002). Fluidal 

attenuated particles are common products of subaerial eruptions of low-viscosity 

magma (e.g. achneliths; Walker and Croasdale, 1972), but it seems certain that 

ductile deformation would be retarded for small fragments travelling through liquid 

water (Schipper, 2009). Nevertheless, fluidal attenuated grains, including Pele’s hair 

and Limu o' Pele, are found in abundance in volcaniclastic deposits in many deep-

marine deposits; Lo’ihi seamount (Clague et al., 2000; Schipper et al., 2010); Gorda 

Ridge (Clague et al., 2003); off-axis seamounts along mid-ocean ridges (Batiza et al., 

1984; Smith and Batiza, 1989; Maicher et al., 2000); and at mid-ocean spreading 

ridges generally (Fouquet et al., 1998; Eissen et al., 2003; Clague et al., 2009). 

 Spherical ash grains are more common in the fine ash fraction of Pahvant 

Butte samples than in those of Black Point. Their presence appears to be restricted 

to the deposits of the western flank of the edifice. Zimanowski et al. (1997) suggest 

two methods of producing this morphology. In-crucible fragmentation (i.e. a confined 

geometry), during the early pre-expansion fragmentation phase of MFCI, can 

produce spherical ash grains. These particles have also been attributed to the final 

MFCI stage, the expansion phase, however, only for experimental runs with low 

cooling rates. In a volcanic eruption, the equivalent situation would be formation at 

the site of fragmentation, and prior to expansion and transport of tephra away from 

the site. 

 The occurrence of grains with vesicle-wall outlines demonstrates 

fragmentation of a vesicular magma. They do not directly indicate a magmatic regime 

of fragmentation, however, because any process that fragments a vesicular magma 

produces vesicular particles.  

 Quantitatively, shape parameters support the observation that the bulk of ash 
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grains have morphologies indicative of hydromagmatic fragmentation. A few outliers 

may either reflect a contribution from magmatic fragmentation processes, or be 

products of post-explosive fragmentation accompanying high-rate ejection of fluid 

magma into an ambient fluid.  

 The most important inferences will we begin to see in the following 

interpretations and discussions are that the basaltic magma was uncharacteristically 

viscous, and that it underwent a rapid final ascent, which together primed the magma 

for a brittle mode of fragmentation. 

 

4.8.3 Conduit processes 

Nucleation and growth: Vesicularity 

 The maximum vesicularity lapillus, 92% from sample PBm1527, has a volume 

fraction of vesicles exceeding those quoted for “dry” silicic magmatic eruptions, for 

which “vesicularity indices vary between 71% and 81% (cf. 75%-83% predicted by 

Sparks 1978), with vesicularity ranges of <25%” (Houghton and Wilson, 1989). This 

Pahvant Butte sample has an index of 81%, however, a vesicularity range well in 

excess of 25%. An index lapillus (PBm1527_6) is examined in section 4.6, suffice to 

note here, that its vesicularity is slightly less than reticulite, and although the structure 

of this lapillus is similar, other high-vesicularity lapilli (e.g. PBm1525_42) do not have 

such a structure. The bulk of samples have more modest vesicularity indices, but 

many have extreme high and low values of vesicularity which are unexpected for 

magmatic “dry” eruptions (the range is too broad) or hydromagmatic “wet” eruptions 

(the overall vesicularity is too high).  

 As mentioned in section 3.8.3, Houghton and Wilson (1989) explain a broad 

vesicularity range as the effect of lower viscosity common for basaltic eruptions; the 

opportunity for bubbles decoupling and rising through the magma is greater, so that 
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magma depleted in vesicles during shallow-level storage or stagnation is erupted 

simultaneously with more-vesicular magma delivered directly to the surface. Although 

further complications are introduced when external water interacts with rising magma, 

the classic hydromagmatic model, in which a magma is fragmented by quenching 

prior to significant vesiculation, and the modified one of Houghton and Wilson (1989) 

in which fragmentation of a variably vesiculated magma occurs, both fail to fully 

explain the measured vesicularity of samples from Pahvant Butte. Two samples, 

PBm1528 and PBm1519, have vesicularity consistent with the hydromagmatic 

fragmentation prior to significant vesiculation (see section 4.6.3 for vesicle number 

density data); no sample meets the requirement of the latter.   

 The bulk of samples have vesicularity indices exceeding 40%, i.e. moderately 

vesicular, which suggests that, for the most part, vesiculation (the nucleation and 

growth of bubbles) had progressed to a reasonable degree by the time of 

fragmentation and quenching. In addition, the sample vesicularity modes, as seen on 

the vesicularity histograms, are relatively consistent, ~55%, (PBm1527 being the 

obvious exception). This implies that a large proportion of magma was vesiculated to 

a similar degree at the point of fragmentation, throughout the eruption. In turn, one 

can surmise that, as at Black Point, the eruption at Pahvant Butte was reasonably 

steady and the magma ascent rate was probably high in order to maintain this steady 

and consistent result of eruptive behaviour.  

 

Nucleation and growth: Sideromelane glass textures (S1-S3) 

 Sideromelane glass is less abundant in Pahvant Butte lapilli than those 

sourced from Black Point. Where present, however, the sideromelane in textures are 

the same as those described for S1, S2 and S3 textures at Black Point. In Pahvant 

Butte samples with completely microlite-free glass is rare, and even S1 and S2 
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vesicles have slightly imperfect circular to sub-circular shapes. Glass in the S3 micro-

texture contains the fewest microlites, and where microlites do occur they are 

restricted to local concentrations.  

The S1 micro-texture consistently has two vesicle size populations (Fig. 4.10 

and Table 4.2). Samples PBp1548_51 and PBm1540_43 contain vesicles with 

regular circular to sub-circular and locally polylobate shapes. Two major stages of 

nucleation are inferred, with both populations subjected to steady radial growth with 

local coalescence. Lapilli PBm1528_69 and PBm1520_9 also contain two vesicle 

size populations. The larger vesicles (from 100 µm to in excess of 2-3 mm) have 

more irregular polylobate and oval shapes, whereas smaller vesicles (<100 µm) have 

more regular shapes and are generally circular and sub-circular. This indicates the 

larger vesicles formed as an older generation of bubbles which underwent 

coalescence and deformation. The smaller vesicles comprise a later-nucleated 

population, in which bubbles experienced only simple radial growth (Lautze and 

Houghton, 2005; 2007). The vesicles of S2 micro-texture are characterised by a 

uniform size and a lack of small vesicles in the glass plateaus bounding larger 

vesicles. Only one lapillus, PBm1543_43, demonstrates this texture, which is 

interpreted to indicate that the magma experienced simple, one-stage vesicle 

nucleation and subsequent growth. The S3 micro-texture is the most complicated 

sideromelane texture and is observed in lapilli PBm1528_92, PBm1527_71 and 

PBm1527_6. This texture is dominated by strung-out and crescent-shaped vesicles 

which suggest vesicle collapse. Intra-vesicular extrusions (IVEs) are commonly 

associated with this texture (Fig. 3.19). Schipper (2009) infers IVE develop during a 

five-step conduit process. In brief, a microlite-free magma ascends in the conduit, 

decompresses and becomes supersaturated in volatiles. This initiates a first 

generation of bubble nucleation and growth. Following vesiculation crystallization of 
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microlites occurs. Step three involves continued crystallization of microlites 

establishing a tachylitic groundmass which physically locks in the size and shape of 

the first generation (host) vesicles. IVE extrusion is then driven by a second 

nucleation event in the residual, interstitial melt. It is required that the interstitial melt 

becomes supersaturated, which Schipper (2009) inferred to be due to 

depressurization of the magma during upward acceleration in the conduit, but for 

which volatile exclusion from crystallising microlites also would play a role. The final 

step sees the "attempted" growth of a second generation of vesicles which is limited 

by rigid surrounding microlites. Volatile pressure drives the melt through the host 

bubble's wall into open space, producing an IVE. The process is brought to an end by 

rapid quenching (evidenced by IVE preservation as sideromelane in delicate, 

microlite-free forms; Fig. 3.19). IVE formation (step 3 and 5) is restricted by Schipper 

(2009) to tachylite glass containing high contents of groundmass microlites. In 

Pahvant Butte lapilli, apparent balloons within vesicles, which resemble IVE, are 

commonly found in sideromelane, and in certain cases in samples without a 

substantial presence of microlites (e.g. PBm1528_92, PBm1527_6 and _71 and 

PBm1518.5_83); these balloons could not have developed by the process outlined 

by Schipper (2009).  

 Sideromelane lapilli have two crystal populations; microphenocrysts and minor 

microlites. Microphenocrysts are larger and in some cases euhedral, suggesting a 

period of stable growth in the magma. On the other hand, microlite-bearing 

groundmass is characterised by acicular plagioclase microlites, which have textures 

indicating a moderate to high degree of undercooling which, in turn, suggests an 

event of substantial decompression (Lofgren, 1974; Hammer and Rutherford, 2002; 

Szramek et al., 2006; Suzuki and Fujii, 2010).  

Sideromelane textures of the Pahvant Butte are reasonably similar to those of 
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other basaltic (similar chemical composition and properties of the magma) eruptions 

(Fig. 3.20) although vesicle sizes are generally smaller in Pahvant Butte lapilli (Table 

4.3).   

 

Nucleation and growth: Tachylite glass textures (T1-T5) 

Tachylite is the dominant glass type in lapilli from Pahvant Butte. In sections 

3.5.2 and 4.5.2, measurements of vesicularity are presented for Black Point and 

Pahvant Butte lapilli, respectively. Data from these sections show that while both 

locations have lapilli representing both dense and highly vesicular lapilli, (18% to 

89% for Black Point and 9% to 92% for Pahvant Butte), Pahvant Butte has modal 

lapillus vesicularity of 53%, much denser than Black Point, ~60%. The overall lower 

vesicularity is reflected in the proportion of tachylite lapilli seen at Pahvant Butte and 

is interpreted to indicate a difference in conduit conditions between the two sites.  

Tachylite textures T1-T3 are similar to S1-S3 textures and the general 

interpretation, of different conduit conditions (ascent rates, residence times and 

opportunity for nucleation of vesicles and crystals), outlined in section 3.6.2 and 

section 3.8 holds for the tachylitic equivalents. One deviation from the interpretation 

is the presence and influence of the microlite-rich groundmass that characterises 

tachylite glass. The microlites are seen to interfere with the vesicle outlines, 

commonly but not consistently, and in some extreme cases control the shape of the 

vesicle. For example, vesicles in lapillus PBm1540_3 have a T1 micro-texture and 

show vesicle walls interrupted by the highly crystalline groundmass, whereas sample 

PBm1525_42 also has a T1 micro-texture but maintains regular vesicle shapes of 

circular to sub-circular forms. 

Micro-textures T4 and T5 in Pahvant Butte lapilli are consistent with those 

described for Black Point. Both have a crystal mesh which is thought to have 
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impeded bubble nucleation and growth, depending on the timing of the three 

processes. Micro-texture T4 is governed by tabular and large microlites (see the 

following section for more detail), while T5 is characterised by acicular and skeletal 

microlites. Although diktytaxitic voids are present in both, they are far more numerous 

in T5 textures. Furthermore, because the T5 micro-texture often occurs as a local 

concentration of vesicles, in microlite-rich domains, or in wisps within other textures, 

diktytaxitic voids can be present in all lapilli. Mingling of sideromelane and tachylite 

glass, (refer to Black Point lapilli textures, Fig. 3.13), is not commonly seen in lapilli 

from Pahvant Butte. Commonly, heterogeneity of vesicle textures is due to one or 

more tachylitic textures mingling (Table 4.2; Sable et al., 2006a; Suzuki et al., 2010).   

Vesicle textures assessed in the previous section show that textures such as 

T1, T2 and their sideromelane equivalents, can reveal the number of main nucleation 

events. The shapes of different generations of vesicles hold vital information 

regarding relative timing of nucleation events, and limits to bubble nucleation and 

growth. High vesicle number density (NV) can also be indicative of additional 

nucleation events that substantially contribute to the number of vesicles per unit 

volume. Combining information from the NV value and the total vesicularity of a 

particular lapillus can provide a strong indication of the balance between bubble 

nucleation and growth. For example, PBm1518.5_57 shows a low vesicularity but a 

very high NV value which is indicative of nucleation and limited growth of an early 

population of bubbles followed by late-stage nucleation. Typically, each peak of a 

VVD is interpreted as a distinct pulse of nucleation and growth (Klug et al., 2002; 

Polacci et al., 2006; Lautze and Houghton, 2007) but more indicative of conduit 

processes is the presence or absence of a population of small vesicles. This can also 

be indicated by the VSD (e.g. lapilli PBm1540_43 and PBm1525_42). The VSD and 

VVD plots, combined with qualitative features of the T2 and S2 textures of the lapilli, 
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support the interpretation that there was ripening and coalescence with no 

subsequent nucleation of bubbles to recoup the vesicle numbers per unit volume of 

bulk rock. Lapillus PBm1540_43 lacks IVE or diktytaxitic voids, which are taken to 

indicate that there was no late stage decompression event that would have led to 

crystallization and late-stage vesiculation. Step-like VSD profiles are attributed to 

severe limitations on nucleation and growth of vesicles which is supported by 

reduced volume fractions apparent on VVD plots, and the presence of T4 texture with 

large tabular microlites (the low vesicularity lapilli of samples PBm1540, PBm1528 

and PBm1518.5).  

.  

Ripening and coalescence 

 Unlike at Black Point, ripening is not thought to have been a significant 

process for magma expelled during the Pahvant Butte eruption. This may be 

attributable to the dominant tachylitic composition of lapilli and their microlite-rich 

groundmasses. Qualitative and quantitative features of two lapilli (PBm1540_43, 

PBm1528_92 and PBm1520_14) are attributed to a stage of ripening before 

coalescence. The vesicularity of PBm1540_43 is 69% and the vesicle number 

density is one of the lowest densities recorded for Pahvant Butte samples (Table 

4.4), 9.4 x 103 vesicles per mm3. The VSD and VVD show a consistent lack of small 

vesicles. Additionally, the VSD deviates from a smooth profile, while the VVD 

displays a weak bimodality. The micro-texture is dominantly S2, with less significant 

S1 and T5 textures. This fits well with an interpretation of ripening and coalescence. 

Ripening of the smallest bubbles is thought to have preceded coalescence, because 

the smallest bubbles are least likely to become involved in events of coalescence 

(Mangan and Cashman, 1996) and there is a distinct lack of small vesicles in this 

lapillus. The lack of groundmass microlites in the sideromelane clast means 
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crystallisation did not limit coalescence. Finally, this lapillus lacks both IVE and 

diktytaxitic voids. Clearly no late stage rapid decompression event was experienced 

by the portion of magma this lapillus represents. A similar history for PBm1528_92 

and PBm1520_14 is envisioned (see Appendix 7).  

 Coalescence, on the other hand, is inferred for almost every lapillus to varying 

degrees. Many of the low-vesicularity clasts, especially those with T4 micro-textures 

have had only minimal coalescence altering the vesicle texture. This is interpreted as 

resulting from development of the impenetrable crystalline groundmass of 

interlocking large tabular microlites. Coalescence acts to reduce the NV value of a 

lapillus (Cashman and Mangan, 1996).  

 

Collapse and outgassing 

Collapse and outgassing are vesicle-evolution processes that, like ripening, 

were not important for magma erupted at Pahvant Butte, though textures S3 and T3 

are interpreted to have attained their irregular vesicle shapes during collapse. 

Quantitatively, the collapse of vesicles produces low NV values and reduced volume 

fractions visible on VVD graphs. The lowest vesicularity clasts all show VVD trends of 

reduced volume fraction, but when other features (vesicle form, size and microlite 

content and nature) were considered, collapse was ruled out as the reason for the 

pattern. One example where collapse and potentially outgassing has been 

determined is PBm1525_93. This lapillus has a vesicularity of 65% and 7.8 x 103 

vesicles mm-3. It is governed by a T5 micro-texture with IVE and diktytaxitic voids. 

The VSD illustrates a smooth, curved plot with no distinctive features. The VVD 

indicates a modal equivalent vesicle diameter of 0.3 mm, which seems slightly large 

on viewing the scanned and BSE images (Appendix 6). The histogram reveals a 

negatively skewed vesicle size distribution. The bulk of the lapillus shows a highly 
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irregular vesicle pattern suggesting permeable paths were apparently established, 

with vesicle interconnection also supported by the large modal vesicle size (as 

measured large vesicles are assumed spherical, however, can potentially be a 

number of interconnected vesicles leading to outgassing), the low NV value and the 

higher vesicularity. The presence of IVE and diktytaxitic voids indicate a later event of 

crystallization and bubble nucleation which could be represented locally by denser 

domains of tachylite displaying smaller and simpler shaped vesicles. If the 

establishment of permeable pathways took place by coalescence, no significant 

fingerprint has been left. The vesicle texture does not show any major effect of 

microlites limiting growth, with vesicle outlines smooth and even bevelled or wrinkled 

in cases. Two scenarios are therefore suggested. The first involves coalescence 

established a permeable pathway, and continued until quenching and fragmentation. 

Late-stage crystallization could explain the lack of a microlite-rich groundmass 

despite coalescence, but VSD and VVD plots do not illustrate trends indicative of 

coalescence. The second scenario is that coalescence established interconnections 

between vesicles and was followed by a late stage of collapse. Significant 

coalescence could have enlarged remaining vesicles, so that VSD and VVD 

distributions fail to record obvious collapse (i.e. reduced vesicle volume). Collapse 

would have been a later event, so that bevelled and wrinkled vesicle outlines are 

preserved. More straightforward collapse scenarios are possible for lapilli 

PBm1525_93 and PBm1520_14.  

 

4.9 Discussion 

 It has been suggested (e.g. Sparks, 1978; Wilson, 1980; Carey and 

Sigurdsson, 1989) that when vesicles expand to occupy 75-77% of the volume of a 

parcel of magma, it must fragment because no further expansion can be 
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accommodated within an assemblage of spheres at their closest packing without 

disrupting the overall framework. It has since been shown (Houghton and Wilson, 

1989; Mangan and Cashman, 1996; Namiki and Manga, 2008; Shea et al., 2010a) 

that vesicularities can be very high. This large range of possible pyroclast 

vesicularities can either be the result of varying degrees of vesiculation at the time of 

fragmentation, or of post-fragmentation expansion of the bubble population (Shea et 

al., 2010b). Discriminating between these two cases, the latter of which is thought to 

be far more important for mafic magmas (Goepfert and Gardner, 2010) is, according 

to Klug and Cashman (1994), imperative if one is to use vesicle textures to interpret 

conduit conditions and eruptive processes. As for Black Point samples, post-

fragmentation expansion of bubbles in Pahvant Butte samples is thought to have had 

a limited effect on the pyroclasts’ vesicle populations (textures, number densities and 

sizes) due to the high groundmass crystallinity which acts to “lock in” vesicles (Klug 

and Cashman, 1994; Sable et al., 2006b), and because significant rim-core gradation 

of vesicle size is limited in Pahvant Butte pyroclast textures (Mangan and Cashman, 

1996; Schipper, 2009). 

 The observed mature vesicularities observed in Pahvant Butte lapilli are 

envisioned to be due to the disruption of a substantially vesiculated magma. The 

combination of generally high vesicularity indices and broad vesicularity ranges 

cannot, however, be explained by either the low viscosity of the melt (as portions of 

the melt with microlite-rich groundmasses would have high effective viscosities, 

(Lensky et al., 2001) leading to decoupled vesicle-depleted magma being erupted 

simultaneously with vesicular magma) or by water-magma interactions explosively 

disrupting either a non-vesicular or a vesicular magma. 

 Pahvant Butte lapilli are, on average denser than those at Black Point. They 

are dominated by tachylitic lapilli to a greater extent than material found at Black 
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Point and they lack significant mingling of sideromelane and tachylite glasses. 

Despite the higher clast densities, NV values are higher (1.2 x 103 to 4.8 x 104 

vesicles mm-3), while VSD and VVD are more regular. As for Black Point NV values, 

measurements of lapilli from Pahvant Butte show higher vesicle number densities 

than expected from a typical, weakly explosive, basaltic eruption. They are three 

orders of magnitude higher than those measured for Hawaiian and Strombolian 

eruptions, overlap with the violent Strombolian to sub-Plinian eruption of the Okmok 

Middle Scoria (3.2 x 105-1.6 x 106 vesicles mm-3, Wong and Larsen, 2010), and are 

most similar to values reported by Sable et al. (2006b), which implies an eruption 

style akin to that of basaltic sub-Plinian and Plinian eruptions (Mangan et al., 1993; 

Del Carlo and Pompilio, 2004; Polacci et al., 2005; Lautze and Houghton 2005; 2007; 

Sable et al., 2006b; Sable et al., 2009; Costantini et al., 2010). Black Point samples 

showed pervasive coalescence and substantial ripening; in general, vesicle size and 

volume distributions of Pahvant Butte lapilli indicate that conduit processes were 

dominated by multiple stages of nucleation and growth with frequent but localised 

events of coalescence.  

The general interpretation of Pahvant Butte lapilli micro-textures (Table 4.3) is 

that two stages of nucleation occurred; one in an early event, after which bubbles 

had sufficient time in the conduit to ripen, coalesce and/or collapse; and the second 

in a later event of nucleation, which produced the smallest vesicles seen in each 

lapillus, this event is often associated with formation of IVEs and/or diktytaxitic voids. 

For the majority of Pahvant Butte clasts the dominant microlite texture features fine 

acicular plagioclase crystals which, as above, suggest high degrees of undercooling 

related to decompression. Wong and Larsen (2010) estimate ascent rates in the 

range 0.05-1.00 ms-1 for the sub-Plinian samples of the Okmok Middle Scoria 

(particularly J1 scoria which are very similar to this microlite texture) based on 
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crystallization conditions at <100 MPa water pressure and undercooling (∆T) <186 

ºC. The microlite textures characterised by larger, tabular and equant crystals 

indicate longer residence times during which crystals could grow larger and 

interconnect to form an impermeable crystalline network. The presence of all of these 

three textures can be explained if magma rising up the conduit had a parabolic 

ascent velocity, as was invoked by Taddeucci et al. (2004), Lautze and Houghton 

(2005; 2007), Noguchi et al. (2006) and Suzuki and Fujii (2010). The fourth microlite 

texture (Fig. 3.19, PBm1520_83) resembles a texture produced during magma 

crystallization during viscosity experiments using molten basalts from the Piton de la 

Fournaise volcano, La Réunion island (Villeneuve et al., 2008). The almost aphyric 

basalt (Ba98) from a 1998 lava flow was remelted, homogenised and quenched. The 

texture in question was produced after quenching from a run temperature of 1322 K 

(petrologic liquidus temperature of this sample was 1480 K; density was 2.81 g/cm3). 

Authors report that for the Ba98 sample, plagioclase was the first mineral to appear, 

somewhat above 1448 K, along with spinel, and closely followed by olivine and 

clinopyroxene. Viscosity experiments show an increase in viscosity from 11.32-13.34 

Pa s (log η) with decreasing temperature (1148.6-1051.4 K). For comparison, the 

average viscosity of the natural basaltic sample studied by Villeneuve et al. (2008), 

which produced a texture similar to one found in Pahvant Butte lapilli, is 12.18 Pa s 

(log η) at an average temperature of 1114.2 K (taken from the ranges quoted above), 

whereas Spera (2000) states that a typical basaltic magma at 1200 ºC (~1473 K) and 

low pressure has viscosity of 2 Pa s (log 100 Pa s). This illustrates the higher-than-

average viscosities basaltic melts can achieve with extensive crystallization. A large 

increase in viscosity has been identified as a factor contributing to the explosive 

nature of basaltic eruptions (Goepfert and Gardner, 2010).  

 Compared to results from Black Point FTIR analysis (0.64-1.92 wt.% H2Ot) 
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pyroclast glasses of Pahvant Butte samples overlap but with a slightly narrower 

range (0.80-1.29 wt.% H2Ot). Consistent with the interpretations made in section 3.8 

incomplete degassing is suggested by these concentrations (bulk concentrations of 

0.39-1.28 wt.% are consistent with this explanation of observed concentrations). No 

analysis of parental melt volatile content was possible from melt inclusions, however, 

limiting further interpretation. In suggesting incomplete degassing, the assumption of 

a higher volatile content of the parental melt is made. This is likely to be the case, but 

by no means is it definitely the case. Analyses of melt-inclusions in olivine crystals 

that have been published for a number of basalts worldwide show a range of parental 

water concentrations. For example, the range from 0.54-1.49 wt.% H2O of glass 

representing the parental melt for the Poseidic eruption of Lo’ihi Seamount's southern 

cone (section 3.8) is no higher than that measured in Pahvant Butte pyroclast glass. 

If Pahvant Butte's parental magma was similar, it is possible that no degassing took 

place from the Pahvant Butte magma represented by the pyroclasts. On the other 

hand, Métrich et al. (1993) report a dissolved water content of 2.3 wt.% from Etnean 

magma involved in the 1982 eruption. Métrich and Wallace (2008) quote subduction-

related basaltic magmas as having up to 6-8 wt.% dissolved H2O while mid-ocean 

ridge basalts have much lower measurements of <1 wt.%. Pahvant Butte's position in 

the Basin and Range province, with melting of variably subduction-modified mantle in 

response to lithospheric extension (Farrand and Singer, 1991), makes it difficult to 

predict which, if any, of these other basaltic parents might be most similar. If one 

assumes that the pyroclasts having the dissolved water concentrations measured 

here represent magma that has undergone at least some degassing from higher 

parental values, it would indicate that the initial volatile content was relatively high. 
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4.10 Conclusion  

 In the fragmentation stage of an eruption magma is broken apart by any of 

several processes, e.g. thermal granulation, thermohydraulic explosion, fluid-fluid 

instabilities during passage of low-viscosity magma through an ambient fluid (lava 

fountain, ex-crucible MFCI), expansion of gas in vesicles (Sparks, 1978), shattering 

of magma driven past its yield strength (Andronico et al., 2009), or failure due to 

shock waves (Heiken and Wohletz 1991).  

 For Pahvant Butte, it has been shown that the majority of fine ash particles 

have shapes consistent with the molten fuel-coolant interaction (MFCI) (also termed 

“thermohydraulic” phase), which is a type of hydromagmatic fragmentation. This 

highly energetic mechanism of explosion fulfills the criteria necessary to produce the 

observed grain surface features (qualitatively) and their morphologies (quantitatively).  

 The observed grain shapes for Pahvant Butte are similar to those from Black 

Point (section 3.4). The variation in ash grain morphology is related to the velocity-

profile model of Houghton et al. (2004) and Lautze and Houghton (2005; 2007). The 

influence of late-stage microlite crystallization on viscosity, and hence, the propensity 

for brittle fragmentation over ductile fragmentation, is inferred to be significant 

(Andronico et al., 2009). In brief, highly crystalline, low vesicularity tachylite-forming 

magma located at the margins of the conduit has a greater viscosity than fresh 

basaltic magma, and preferentially fragments by brittle failure. Vesicular magma 

rising through the central portion of the conduit (at a greater rate than magma at the 

margins) has a lower viscosity (due to high vesicularity and little or no groundmass 

microlite development, cf. sideromelane) and a greater capacity to fragment in the 

ductile regime. This does not indicate the specific fragmentation process, however; 

both magmatic and expansion-stage magma fragmentation following an MFCI 

explosion can produce “active particles”, such as achneliths, in a ductile regime 
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(Büttner et al., 2002). 

 Additionally, this model rationalizes the heterogeneity of Pahvant Butte 

vesicularity measurements. Low vesicularity end member lapilli represent long-

residence melt located at the conduit margins and the high vesicularity end member 

lapilli represent central-conduit material. The boundary between the two packages of 

vesicularity is where physical interaction (likely both mixing and mingling) of the two 

melts occurred. Any explosion ejected heterogeneous melt both as individual ejecta 

and as mingled pyroclasts. 

 Samples from Pahvant Butte demonstrate textural variation that can be 

accounted for by a two-stage (at least) rise of magma. Information on the early 

ascent of magma through the conduit is more difficult to constrain as it is likely 

textures have experienced some overprinting from the most recent ascent event(s). 

At some instance, possibly in the shallow conduit, it is suggested by crystal textures 

(larger microlites forming a solid and impenetrable groundmass crystal network) that 

the magma was stalled. For the final stage of ascent is it suggested ascent took 

place along a parabolic velocity profile (Houghton et al., 2004; Lautze and Houghton, 

2005; 2007). Evidence for this includes the crystal-rich tachylite lapilli and domains of 

microlite-rich glass within sideromelane lapilli. These domains have a wisp-like 

morphology in Black Point samples; this texture between pristine sideromelane and 

tachylite is not well developed in the Pahvant Butte lapilli studied, but can be seen in 

some of the predominantly sideromelane coarse-ash grains. Mingling and 

incorporation of various domains of microlite-rich and -poor melt suggests variously 

crystallizing magma is entrained in the bulk melt while still liquid or plastically flowing 

in the conduit (Cimarelli et al., 2010). These authors attribute the onset of violent 

Strombolian activity (of Croscat, Spain) to a variety and/or combination of factors 

including the arrival of volatile-rich magma batches, rheological changes to the 
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magma due to crystallization of a microlite phase and conduit morphology. 

 An important aspect of interpreting ascent dynamics from Pahvant Butte 

vesicle micro-textures is that late stage microlite growth can induce vesiculation and 

nucleation of vesicles which drive a final rapid ascent (Sable et al., 2009). Late 

vesiculation promotes acceleration by increasing the magma’s buoyancy and bulk 

volume (Sable et al., 2009), and is thought to be driven by an event of rapid 

decompression (Sable et al., 2006b). Largely volatile-coupled ascent of magma at 

the centre of the conduit, with more "evolved" vesicle populations representing the 

shoulders of a parabolic velocity profile as described by Lautze and Houghton (2005; 

2007) and Schipper et al. (2010), are inferred for Pahvant Butte, and have been 

invoked already as part of a model for the eruption of Black Point (Chapter 3).  

 To reiterate the conclusion drawn in section 3.9, it is suggested here, through 

crystal textures and tentative interpretations of volatile data, that it can be possible for 

basaltic melts to achieve chemical and physical conditions which prime the magma 

for an explosive eruption. 
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CHAPTER 5 ILCHULBONG 

5.1 Introduction 

The ~1800 km2 volcanic island of Jeju, off the south coast of the Korean 

Peninsula, comprises lava and ~300 scoria cones, with a shoreline dotted by multiple 

tuff rings and cones. The eastern side of the island has large amounts of saline 

groundwater that were available at shallow levels (near sea level and fluctuated with 

the tides) throughout eruptive activity. Additionally, at the coast external seawater 

was free to flow through permeable basalt lavas and thus both sources were capable 

of reaching volcanic conduits and flooding vent areas (Sohn, 1996). The formation of 

Holocene to late Pleistocene (Sohn et al., 2008) tuff rings and cones and associated 

lavas was the last stage of volcanic activity which commenced by 1.2 Ma (Sohn, 

1996). 

 Ilchulbong projects from the eastern shoreline of Jeju Island as a truncated 

cone (Fig. 1.4) and its 600 m wide, bowl-shaped crater rises to ~180 m above sea 

level at the end of an isthmus composed of marine and volcaniclastic detritus (the 

Sinyangri Formation). Sohn and Chough (1992) class Ilchulbong as an emergent 

Surtseyan-type tuff cone shaped by an eruption having high water-magma ratios, but 

suggest that the eruption originated in very shallow waters (<10 m depth) of a 

Quaternary sea.  

 

5.2 Deposit characteristics 

Sohn and Chough (1992) described Ilchulbong tuff cone as comprising nine 

sedimentological facies grouped into four facies associations, designated FA1-FA4 

(Table 5.1 and Fig. 1.4), and established, based on Ilchulbong deposits, a general 

model for initiation and growth of “wet” tuff cones. Sites examined and sampled in 

this study are located at the bases of high cliffs along the southeast-facing peninsula, 
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and are shown in Fig. 5.1. Sites IC 03 and IC 05 are near the inland limit of the cone 

where lithofacies FA2 is exposed high in the cone stratigraphy. Where the cone has 

been most deeply truncated by coastal erosion, sites IC 07 and the newly studied 

and sampled IC 06 represent FA1 deposits lower in the cone stratigraphy. The 

southwestern cliffs (IC 04) expose beds intermediate in stratigraphic position, but 

again of the FA1 lithofacies.  

Componentry data published by Sohn and Chough (1992) are summarized in 

Table 5.2. Componentry analysis was not repeated for this study. 

 

Northeastern sector 

This sector on the northern side of the promontory represents deposits of FA1, 

steep rim beds, interpreted as products of en masse deposition from wet tephra jets 

or from fallout and minor grain flows (Sohn and Chough, 1992). Site IC 07 is 

dominated by facies C deposits, which are characterised by crudely bedded, poorly 

sorted lapilli tuff with an ash matrix in beds with good lateral continuity. Facies B and 

D are also present (Table 5.1). Here, as on the southern side of the promontory, 

near-crater faults with inward and outward dips pervade the lower deposits of the tuff 

cone. 

 Material is dominated by juvenile poorly to moderately vesicular basaltic lapilli 

with dense, angular to sub-angular clasts lacking distinctive surface textures 

(Houghton and Wilson, 1989). Lithic fragments, sourced from basement basalt, are 

predominantly seen as blocks and bombs (60% of blocks, and 3% of lapilli are 

accidental; Sohn, 1996). The blocks have angular to sub-angular forms, with some 

producing bedding sags. They are evenly and sparsely dispersed through the deposit 

suggesting a consistent and low rate of vent-wall erosion, but there are a few layers 

with higher concentrations of lithic blocks (~15-20%). 
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Fig. 5.1 Ilchulbong sample location map and site photographs. (A) Topographic map with sample 

locations indicated; location of NW-SE cross-section; schematic cross-section (not to scale) illustrates 

the relationship between FA1-FA4 facies associations. (B) Photograph of Ilchulbong tuff cone 

correlating the cross-section to the deposit and sample locations. (C) Sample IC03; taken from FA2, 

base of slope deposits. (D) Sample IC04; taken from FA1, steep rim beds. (E) Sample IC06; also 

taken from FA1. (F) Sample IC05; taken FA2. (G) Sample IC07; taken from FA1. 
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Southeastern sector 

This sector (from which sample IC 06 is taken, Fig. 5.1) represents the 

previously unsampled southern side of the promontory, comprising FA1 deposits 

consisting of facies B and C. Facies B, from which the sample was taken, comprises 

lapilli tuff in 0.3-4 m thick tabular beds, some of which include intraformational clasts. 

The facies is interpreted as deposits of debris flows generated by slope instabilities 

or bulk expulsion from a slurry-filled vent (Sohn and Chough, 1992). Slope instability 

is indicated by contorted and chaotic bedding, and high moisture content is inferred 

from a striking colour change unaccompanied by changes in grain characteristics or 

componentry; it is inferred that this represents alteration by hydrothermal fluids of the 

deposits exposed in the promontory cliffs. Opposing stratal dips indicate more than 

just hydrothermal alteration, however, and must represent either complexities in 

construction of this part of the edifice, or slumps of a sizable segment of the main 

cone. Near-crater faults continue throughout this sector, with larger slip surfaces that 

are extensive and can be traced ~100 m sub-vertically. Moderately vesicular lapilli 

with ragged and cauliflower surface textures are set in a coarse ash matrix at this 

site, along with a small percentage of angular and dense basalt clasts presumed to 

be sourced from the underlying Pyoseon-ri and Seongsan-ri lavas (Tatsumi et al., 

2005; Koh et al., 2007). Larger bombs and blocks, both juvenile and accidental, are 

present in similar abundances as in the northeastern sector. Some caused bedding 

sags and deformation of underlying strata but there is little ash associated with the 

bombs. Some juvenile bombs are flattened or fluidally deformed, implying that they 

were molten on impact. 
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Western sector 

The western side of Ilchulbong has been described in great detail (Sohn and 

Chough, 1992; Sohn, 1996). Here lithofacies FA2 (sites IC 03 and IC 05) and FA1 

(IC 04) are re-examined and sampled (Fig. 5.1). Association FA2 (flank deposits) is 

dominated by facies B and G, plus minor facies C and E deposits (Table 5.1), and 

represents a combination of resedimented debris from FA1 deposits plus primary 

deposits of tephra jets and pyroclastic surges (Sohn and Chough, 1992). Facies B 

deposits in FA2 differ from those of FA1 in having lenticular geometries and lapilli 

with an overall higher vesicularity. Lapilli in this sector are generally poorly to highly 

vesicular and have breadcrust and ropy surface textures, though blocky and angular 

lapilli lacking well-defined surface features are present also. 

 

5.3 Pyroclast vesicularity 

Lapillus-sized clasts were collected and analysed, as outlined in section 2.4, 

with the aim of determining pyroclast vesicle-population characteristics. Ilchulbong 

tephra are well lithified, consequently bulk granulometry was not possible. Typically 

20-50 fragments of lapilli were extracted at each of the five locations (Fig. 5.1). From 

the density data, we chose a single modal vesicularity clast for further examination 

(Fig. 5.2), including petrographic study, backscattered-electron (BSE) imaging for 

analysis of vesicle populations, and chemical analysis by electron microprobe 

operating in energy-dispersive spectrometry (EDS) mode.  

Quantitative analyses of vesicle populations in clasts from our five sites are 

presented in Fig. 5.2. Thirty fragments were collected from sites IC 03 and IC 05. 

Both samples display high mean vesicularities (69% and 60%, respectively) and high 

maximum vesicularities (78% and 79%, respectively). The modal clast from IC 03 has 

a vesicularity of 75% despite looking angular, blocky and only incipiently vesicular in 
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hand specimen. Site IC 05 has the largest vesicularity range in the Ilchulbong sample 

set (14-79%), but the mean vesicularity (60%) reflects the field observation of 

moderately to highly vesicular lapilli being dominant over denser clasts. The modal 

fragment chosen for further analysis has a vesicularity of 72%.  

 Fifty fragments were collected from sites IC 04 and IC 06, with populations 

from the sites having similar mean vesicularities (48% and 49%, respectively). Site IC 

04 lapilli have the narrowest vesicularity range among our sites, again confirming the 

field observation that this deposit comprises well-sorted framework-supported lapilli 

tuff with uniformly vesicular lapilli. A modal vesicularity clast (50%) was chosen from 

IC 04, whereas the IC 06 modal clast measured 53%. 

 From site IC 07 thirty fragments show a relatively narrow range of vesicularity 

(14-54%) and have, on average, lapilli of lower mean vesicularity than other sites. 

This is reflected in the field by the prevalence, especially in facies B deposits, of 

dense, angular to sub-angular clasts lacking distinctive surface textures. The modal 

fragment has a vesicularity of 40%. 

 

5.4 Vesicle micro-textures 

 Fragments of modal vesicularity were selected from each site for analysis of 

the vesicle micro-textures. As mentioned in sections 3.5 and 4.5 modal density clasts 

are considered to represent the bulk of the vesiculating magma and, for the 

reconnaissance study of Ilchulbong, only these clasts were analysed in further detail. 

Vesicle populations, as seen in Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3, are described first (i) 

qualitatively by describing vesicle textures (S1-S3 and T1-T5, as for previous study 

sites), size and shape, and then (ii) quantitatively, by calculating vesicle number 

densities, and vesicle size and volume distributions (Gurioli et al., 2005; Shea et al., 

2010a).  
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 Fig. 5.2 (A) Density (vesicularity) histograms for Ilchulbong deposits; filled circles indicate bin from 

which fragments IC 03-IC 07 were selected; (B) bulk-vesicularity (BV), image-derived vesicularity (Φ) 

and percentage crystallinity (cryst.) of selected fragments; (C) 1200 dpi scan of polished thin sections 

showing variation in vesicle populations and glass composition; (D) BSE images (x100 and x250) in 

which vesicles are black, phenocrysts are grey and glass (with incipient microlites not represented) is 

white; and (E) histograms of vesicle volume per vesicle size bin (VVD); the x-axis represents the log 

value of L, the equivalent vesicle diameter measured in mm. 
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5.4.1 Qualitative descriptions  

All samples sectioned have multiple vesicle textures (Fig. 5.2, Fig. 5.3 and Table 5.3) 

distinguished from one another by average vesicle size, size distribution, shape, and 

abundance. Micro-textures were identified using the previous nomenclature (T1-T5, 

S1-S3; Fig. 3.15) and one or more assigned to each lapillus examined. To briefly 

review these textures; S1-S3 are of sideromelane glass, and are simpler overall than 

those found in tachylite glass. The S1 vesicles are circular to sub-circular, and locally 

polylobate where coalesced. Compared to S1, S2 vesicles are dominated by larger 

and more extensively coalesced vesicles, and the absence of the smallest-sized 

vesicle population of S1 is typical for S2. Micro-texture S3 is characterised by very 

irregularly shaped vesicles inferred to indicate pervasive coalescence. Intra-vesicular 

extrusions (IVE; Schipper, 2009) are commonly identified in domains with this micro-

texture but are not restricted to only this texture. Micro-textures identified in lapilli and 

ash grains of tachylitic glass are classed as T1-T5, with T1-T3 textures similar to S1-

S3 textures except for a difference in microlite content of the glass. Because of the 

microlites, T1-T3 textures often show influences of microlite growth on vesicle shapes 

and walls. The T4 and T5 textures have vesicle patterns typical of extremely 

crystalline lapilli. However, unlike T4 textures, T5 micro-textures are characterised by 

skeletal microlites that form a lattice framework, rather than a solid mass of crystals. 

As a result a broad range of vesicle size is identified in T5 micro-textural zones and 

“voids” are common. 

A summary of vesicle micro-textures observed in the Ilchulbong lapilli is 

provided here, consistent with previous chapters. Detailed descriptions of lapilli 

textures can be found in Murtagh et al. (2011).  

 Sample IC 03 is dominated by a T2 micro-texture with subordinate T1 and T5 

textures. Circular and polylobate (due to coalescence) vesicles of the T2 micro-
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texture have smooth outlines, are closely packed and are uniform in size (dominantly 

~100 µm, with polylobate vesicles ~200-600 µm). Micro-texture T1 occurs in the 

interior of the clast and is characterised by a slightly broader spacing of vesicles, 

however, local coalescence through rupture of thin, adjoining bubble walls (Cashman 

et al., 1994) has occurred. Texture T5, consistent with Black Point and Pahvant Butte 

samples, is dominated by a population of very small vesicles which is mostly 

restricted to smooth-sided sub-circular tachylitic domains (Fig. 5.2). The smallest 

vesicles recorded are less than 10 µm, but contrast with diktytaxitic voids that are 

smaller yet, and appear as elongate “gaps” next to crystals, and as cracks in the 

glass groundmass (Rogan et al., 1996; Martin et al., 2006; Sable et al., 2009). 

Sample IC 04 has two distinct vesicle textures, T1 and subordinate T5 (Fig. 

5.2). The T1 micro-texture is dominated by ≥100 µm diameter vesicles, which are 

smooth and circular to elliptical in outline. Micro-texture T5 again occurs as a domain 

of smaller vesicles whose groundmass is found to be compositionally different to the 

surrounding groundmass glass (8 wt.% MgO and 49 wt.% SiO2).  

Sample IC 05 is characterised by a T2 micro-texture. The majority of vesicles 

are 50-100 µm in diameter and are extensively coalesced. Vesicle shapes are 

irregular and convolute. A fine-vesicle population (~10 µm) is found in the walls of 

larger vesicles. A second subordinate texture, T1, has a more open framework of 

vesicles. The fine-vesicle population here is seen concentrated in plateau borders.  

For IC 06 there are rim-interior variations in vesicles, and three textures are 

identified that relate to the rim, boundary and interior of the clast (S1, T5 and T1, 

respectively). The rim is composed of sideromelane glass and contains only a small 

number of vesicles, with simple circular shapes and measuring ~10-300 µm in size. 

Coalescence is uncommon. The introduction of intercalated ‘wisps’ of darker glass 

(IC 06 scan, Fig. 5.2) occurs close to the sideromelane-tachylite boundary. In high- 
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Fig. 5.3 Selected BSE images of vesicle textures. Vesicles are black, phenocrysts are grey and glass 

is white, as in Fig. 3.13 (A) x40 magnification images show textural variation within a lapillus with 

image vesicularity greater for the left-hand column; (B) x250 magnification images (location of which in 

the x40 images is bounded by a orange box) resolve the smallest vesicle population. 
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magnification images these are seen to be associated with a concentration of very 

small vesicles. The clast interior is characterised by T1 micro-texture. Simple circular-

shaped vesicles and moderately coalesced “figure-of-eight” shaped vesicles range in 

size from 20-800 µm. An open framework of vesicles is enclosed within broad 

plateau borders that contain a population of small vesicles. Diktytaxitic voids are also 

presented in this lapillus.  

The micro-texture of sample IC 07 is typical of T4. Vesicles are broadly 

spaced and display a range of sizes (<10-800 µm). Groundmass crystallinity is high, 

with large crystal sizes (Table 5.3 and T4 texture in Fig 3.15). The coarse crystals 

partly control vesicle shapes, giving them serrated contours. 

 

5.4.2 Quantitative data 

A lower pixel cut-off of 20 pixels (0.0066 mm) was implemented for 

quantitative data collection for Ilchulbong lapilli (Shea et al., 2010a). However, past 

studies have implemented different lower cut-offs, e.g. ~60 pixels (0.02 mm) (see 

Murtagh et al. (2011) for further discussion). Standardising this parameter has been 

suggested (24 pixels, as used for Black Point and Pahvant Butte; R. Carey, pers. 

comm. 2010). As quantitative work on Ilchulbong studies was carried out before this 

standardisation the information is presented here in two forms. The first presents the 

full vesicle population measured, with the smallest vesicles present varying from clast 

to clast and ranging from 0.0066 mm to 0.021 mm (Fig. 5.2 and Table 5.4). In 

addition, a minimum-diameter threshold of 24 pixels was instituted, and recalculated 

the results (Table 5.4). This allows comparisons with results reported for Black Point 

and Pahvant Butte, but the arbitrary truncation to data presented here means that the 

comparison is only valid where other studies have had measurement limitations, or 

similarly instituted a cut-off when smaller vesicles were present.  
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 Image-derived vesicularity (Φ) is obtained from the quantitative analysis of the 

binary images described previously. In all samples, values for Φ were slightly lower 

(39-69%) than measured bulk vesicularity (40-75%). Vesicle shape is combined with 

vesicle size distributions (Fig. 5.4) and vesicle-volume distributions (VVD; Fig. 5.2), 

both based on stereological conversion of vesicle measurements (Sahagian and 

Proussevitch, 1998). When used with qualitative visual observations, quantitative 

measurements allow assessment of how bubble coalescence, deformation and 

collapse contribute to the preserved vesicle population (Table 5.3). Vesicle size 

distribution (VSD) plots (Fig. 5.4) show that for most samples, ~60-90% of nucleation 

and bubble growth had occurred before the equivalent bubble diameter reached 100 

µm. Hence, the vast majority of vesicles have diameters ≤100 µm (i.e. a small bubble 

population is prevalent owing to the dominant tachylitic textures, similar to those 

discussed in section 4.6.2). In addition, volume fraction distributions show that the 

vesicle populations are dominated by small vesicles (~1 mm). Distributions of vesicle-

volume fraction vs. log vesicle diameter (Fig. 5.2) show broad ranges in vesicle size. 

Denser fragments tend to have slightly higher NV values that reflect a large 

population of very small vesicles, as mentioned above (Fig. 5.3, IC 04 x250). Vesicle 

number densities (Table 5.4) vary from a full NV of 6.2 x 103-7.41 x 104 vesicles per 

mm3 (24 pixel cut-off, from1.0 x 104-2.3 x 104 vesicles per mm3).  
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Fig. 5.4 (a) Vesicle size distributions (VSDs) are ln(n) vs. L plots, with ln(n) the log of the vesicle 

number densities per size class, and L is the equivalent diameter in mm. The upper straight-line 

segment reflects nucleation and growth of the smallest vesicles. Subsequent reductions in slope are 

inferred to indicate successive or continuous nucleation and growth, whereas perturbations, such as 

the steps in IC 04 at 0.17 and 0.37 mm, are inferred to reflect coalescence events; (b) Cumulative 

vesicle size distributions (CVSDs) are log(NV>L) vs. log(L) plots, where NV is the total vesicle number 

density. These make use of population number density, and consider the number of objects per cubic 

mm with diameter greater than L. Here trends suggest continuous nucleation and growth events (Shea 

et al., 2010a). 
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5.5 Petrography and geochemistry 

5.5.1 Petrography and crystal-texture observations 

Among the samples analysed phenocrysts of plagioclase feldspar are 

ubiquitous, with small crystals of plagioclase commonly forming glomerophyric 

clusters. Plagioclase phenocrysts in sideromelane within chilled clast rims show 

many small acicular or fibrous feldspars randomly dispersed along with larger 

prismatic feldspars, whereas the tachylitic interiors of clasts contain larger feldspars 

in a groundmass of microlitic feldspars plus other crystals.  

Matrix glasses range from sideromelane to tachylite, with transitional forms 

(Table 5.3). Microlite textures range in distribution and shape from sparse, 

skeletal/hopper and acicular microlites in sideromelane rims (IC 06) to numerous 

acicular, hopper and tabular plagioclase microlites with minor equant oxides in 

tachylitic groundmasses (IC 07) (Fig. 3.19). This diversity in texture is similar to that 

observed for microlites of the Etna 122 BC eruption (Sable et al., 2006b), but 

Ilchulbong samples lack the complex (highest degree of undercooling, e.g. Szramek 

et al., 2006; Wong and Larsen, 2010) dendritic microlite networks reported in that 

study. Microlites in the modal clast of IC 03 are very fine grained (~10 µm). They form 

the entire groundmass between vesicles and microphenocrysts, which are 

plagioclase with tabular shapes, measuring ~10 µm in width and up to a few tens to 

~100 µm in length, and pyroxene with equant shapes. The microlites are dominantly 

composed of acicular plagioclase crystals with some oxides present also. IC 04 

plagioclase microlites are similar to IC 03 microlites, though a few have more equant 

shapes as well as clearly identifiable small pyroxene crystals and oxides. Diktytaxitic 

voids, smaller than 10 µm, are present. These voids differ from the smallest vesicles 

in being bounded by microlites, creating a lattice effect that gives the voids angular, 

crack-like shapes. Tabular-acicular plagioclase microlites qualitatively have no 
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preferred orientation; however, between larger vesicles some plagioclase 

microphenocrysts are aligned, presumably recording melt deformation between 

growing vesicles. The microlites seen in the IC 05 groundmass are again similar to 

those of IC 03 and IC 04 in both size and shape except that equant microlites of 

pyroxene and oxides are less ubiquitous. IC 06 is the only analysed clast to display a 

progression from a sideromelane rim to tachylite interior, accompanied by a distinct 

variation in abundance and shape of microlites. The sideromelane rim contains 

sparse and unaligned plagioclase microphenocrysts which have tabular shapes. The 

tachylitic interior of the clast shows abundant groundmass microlites similar in 

composition, size and shape to those in IC 03, 04 and 05. The IC 07 microlite phase 

is starkly different, with larger microphenocrysts (~100 µm in width and 100s of µm in 

length) and microlites (10-50 µm in width and up to ~100 µm in length). Many more 

plagioclase microlites have tabular and equant shapes, and the number of equant 

pyroxenes is greater than in previous samples. As in the other samples, crystals 

show random orientations. This crystal texture is similar to PBm1520_83 as seen in 

Fig. 3.19. 

 

5.5.2 Geochemistry 

Along with BSE imagery we collected basic compositional information by 

energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), which shows that matrix glasses are basaltic 

to trachybasaltic in composition (Table 5.5), ranging from ~45-52 wt.% SiO2 and ~4-6 

wt.% K2O+Na2O. Tachylitic domains (Fig. 5.2), e.g. in IC 03, are compositionally 

higher in MgO (4 wt.%) and lower in SiO2 (47 wt.%) than the general groundmass 

glass. Compositionally the plagioclase ranges from An60 to An74 with common glass 

inclusions. Orthopyroxene phenocrysts commonly show dissolution textures and 

some are mantled by small euhedral olivine crystals, small opaque minerals, or small 
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crystals of pyroxene having exsolution and intergrowth textures. Clinopyroxene is a 

common phenocryst, mostly (clino) enstatite and augite. There are sparse euhedral 

olivine phenocrysts, ranging from Fo71-Fo84. Some pyroxenes and olivines contain 

glass inclusions.  

 

 

Table 5.5 EDS measurements of major oxides of a selection of lapilli from Ilchulbong. 

 

5.6 Interpretation 

5.6.1 Deposit characteristics 

 At Ilchulbong, vertical growth of the tuff cone was achieved by small-scale 

Surtseyan jetting that constructed a steep enclosing cone and then plastered material 

onto it to form steep crater rim beds (most rim beds dip between 20 and 30°, rarely 

as steep as 45°). Lateral growth resulted largely f rom failure of these over-steepened 

slopes by mechanisms such as debris flows, slumps and slides on the cone's outer 

slopes, but with some contribution by co-surge fall processes (Sohn and Chough, 

1992). Based on the componentry and low abundance of accidental clasts 

throughout the Ilchulbong deposits, country rock excavation was minor and remained  

shallow (no deeper than 120 m) throughout the eruption (Sohn, 1996). Erupted 

material is dominated by juvenile basalt fragments, with small proportions of clasts 

from crystalline basalt derived from older lavas that make up the underlying country 

rock. Near-crater faults with inward and outward dips pervade the lower deposits of 

the tuff cone. The faults are accentuated in outcrop by narrow zones of structureless 
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material, inferred to reflect shearing of incompletely consolidated, water-saturated 

tephra. 

 

5.6.2 Conduit processes 

Nucleation and growth 

 The range of total-vesicularity values for Ilchulbong could result from time-

transgressive hydromagmatic disruption of vesiculating melt (Houghton and Wilson, 

1989). The great variation in bulk density and vesicle texture suggests a staged 

ascent history. 

Studies from other basaltic volcanoes reveal a range of NV values (Table 5.4). 

Not included in Table 5.4 are the results from a coastal Surtseyan eruption, the 

Capelas tuff cone in the Azores (Mattsson, 2010). These products were reported to 

have a narrow range of NV, however, this is an example where a lower limit of 20 µm 

(~60 pixels) is implemented which likely omitted the smallest-sized vesicle 

population. Ilchulbong's full NV values are substantially higher than for those obtained 

from the fountaining episode of the classic Hawaiian eruption of Kilauea Iki in 1959 

(Stovall, 2009). Etna's 122 BC eruption was Plinian in intensity, and its pyroclasts 

have a broad range of NV values which overlap with the Ilchulbong range. The high 

values imply high nucleation rates, inferred to reflect high supersaturation pressures 

resulting from rapid decompression in the shallow conduit (Sable et al. 2006b).  

The one sideromelane rim imaged has less than half the number of vesicles 

per mm2 than the adjacent tachylite (73 and 190, respectively), implying that 

nucleation continued even after parts of the melt were chilled to sideromelane. The 

domains of denser, MgO-enriched and SiO2-deficient glass could result from the 

process of recapitulation (Rosseel et al., 2006), or mingling of variously vesiculated 

and crystallized melts along a velocity boundary in the conduit as in the models 
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proposed by Lautze and Houghton (2005) and Cimarelli et al. (2010). Microlites 

reported from Hawaiian eruptions (Stovall, 2009) and Strombolian eruptions (Lautze 

and Houghton, 2005) differ from the Ilchulbong microlite phases in a number of ways. 

Lautze and Houghton (2005) and Stovall (2009) both report a general lack of 

microlites and, where rarely present in samples of Stovall's (2009) study, microlites 

do not affect vesicle shape. Ilchulbong glasses are largely tachylitic and display an 

overwhelming abundance of microlites, which have strongly affected vesicle shape at 

almost every scale, the extreme case being the microlite-caged vesicles in IC 07 (Fig. 

5.4). Other contrasts between Ilchulbong microlites and those of other studies are 

seen in microlite size, texture, form and composition. The Hawaiian-eruption 

examples have microlites defining two textures, “thin stringers” and “inter-grown, 

fasciculate patches” (Stovall, 2009). The edges of the stringer-type microlites are 

distinct and defined by terminations of radiating spherulites or dendrites that 

converge toward the centre of the microlite (Stovall, 2009), whereas Ilchulbong 

microlites lack any pattern or regularity of form or growth. The second Hawaiian 

microlitic texture has microlites that are coarser (0.1-0.4 mm) than in all but one (IC 

07) of the Ilchulbong samples, but whereas the “intergrown” plagioclase and 

pyroxene microlites occur in bundles in the Kilauea Iki fragments (Stovall, 2009), 

microlites of similar size in IC 07 are densely packed in a random manner. 

Compositionally, Ilchulbong microlites are dominated by laths of plagioclase with 

subordinate, equant pyroxene and oxides, whereas the Hawaiian examples display a 

dominance of pyroxene with a suppressed crystallization of plagioclase. According to 

Taddeucci et al. (2004), the two main drivers involved in crystallization are 

undercooling induced by devolatilization, and cooling by heat loss.  

For Ilchulbong fragments, we envisage that both processes were involved. In 

the tachylitic zones, exsolution of volatiles into numerous small bubbles would have 
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removed volatiles from the melt, instigating undercooling and prompting 

crystallization. In contrast, the sideromelane rims show vesicle number densities half 

or a third that of adjacent tachylite, suggesting that rapid quenching due to contact 

with external water precluded nucleation of the smallest bubble population and 

stalled microlite crystallization. 

 

Ripening and coalescence 

The presence in many samples of larger and polylobate vesicles indicative of 

coalescence suggests that there was insufficient time after coalescence for the 

vesicles to relax into circular forms. This could indicate a rapid post-coalescence 

phase of ascent, and/or a relatively high effective viscosity, perhaps associated with 

a late burst of microlite crystallization (Sable et al., 2006b). After a simple nucleation 

event, coalescence in a low-viscosity melt would increase mean bubble diameter and 

decrease NV values. Much of the Ilchulbong magma, however, was not of low-

viscosity during late stages of ascent, as shown by its often high percentages of 

optically resolved crystals (up to 24%, bulk rock and 45%, vesicle-free). This 

proportion of microlites is sufficient to have significantly increased the viscosity of the 

ascending melt (Klug and Cashman, 1994; Sable et al., 2006b), and would have 

acted to limit vesicle expansion, favouring high NV values at Ilchulbong. High melt 

viscosity and growth of microlites also help explain the ragged, serrated shapes of 

small (a few tens of µm) vesicles in the Ilchulbong fragments. Further evidence that 

vesicle expansion was suppressed by microlite crystallization is seen from vesicle 

size distributions (VSDs, Fig. 5.4a), where large numbers of small vesicles are 

indicated; and from volume fraction distributions (Fig. 5.2), where the profile of 

sample IC07 suggests reduced volume expansion.  
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Coalescence as a post-eruptive vesiculation process can be discounted 

because vesicles in microlite-rich magma are unlikely to expand significantly after 

fragmentation (Klug and Cashman, 1994), and because larger vesicles are generally 

not restricted to the Ilchulbong fragments' interiors (Sable et al., 2006b). Simple 

circular vesicle profiles reflect straightforward radial growth of vesicles (micro-

textures T1 and S1), with oval ones resulting from minor imposed strain. Elongate 

vesicles may have been deformed to these shapes during shear caused by 

interaction of magma with the conduit walls, or between domains of magma during 

accelerated magma ascent (Lautze and Houghton, 2007). The effect of coalescence 

on NV values is subdued, because the smallest bubbles of a given population were 

last formed and had the lowest probability of being involved in coalescence (Mangan 

et al., 1993).  

 

Collapse and outgassing 

We discount the possibility of bubble collapse in the conduit as a significant 

process here for the following reasons. Bubble collapse, as outlined by Houghton et 

al. (2004), leaves as evidence a lack of large vesicles and a dominant population of 

bubbles that have complex and curvilinear shapes. While some Ilchulbong samples 

have vesicles with irregular shapes, none shows the classic crescent-shaped 

collapsed form. Further textural evidence for continued (radial) outward growth of 

bubbles up to the point of quenching is seen in sample IC 04 where alignment of 

microphenocrysts between two large vesicles reflects the influence of bubble growth 

on the crystals in the melt. Finally, the lack of wrinkled walls in the smaller vesicles of 

most samples also indicates the improbability of collapse and/or shrinkage as a 

significant process. Concave-upward VSD curves also suggest that nucleation 

continued, continuously or repeatedly, to the point of fragmentation and chilling 
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(Mangan and Cashman, 1996). Other than the reduced volume distribution of IC07, 

which is attributed to the limitations imposed by the high crystallinity of this lapillus 

and not to collapse of bubbles, no evidence of collapse is seen in the VVDs (Shea et 

al., 2010a).  

 

5.7 Conclusion 

Ilchulbong is a type example for depositional processes of tuff cones formed 

by “wet” emergent eruptions, characterised by numerous depositional features 

indicating that the tephra was damp during transport and deposited with external 

water. Other volcanoes on Jeju Island demonstrate a spectrum of depositional 

processes forming cones, rings, and maars from hydromagmatic eruptions (Sohn, 

1996; Sohn et al., 2008).  

In this reconnaissance study, it has been shown that the magma feeding the 

Ilchulbong eruption had variable magma ascent rates and shallow conduit storage 

conditions prior to the pervasive interaction with water that is abundantly indicated by 

deposit features. The micro-textures suggest that a combination of dynamic conduit 

processes were active during magma rise.  

 It is common to consider that such eruptions result from water-modification of 

eruptions that would otherwise form scoria cones (Heiken, 1971; Sheridan and 

Wohletz, 1981; Sohn and Chough, 1989), but the reality appears more complex. 

While the high nucleation rates for observed (and in later sections, quantitatively) 

abundant small vesicles indicate rapid final ascent rates (Sable et al., 2006b), an 

earlier vesicle population existed in the magma represented by most of the 

Ilchulbong lapilli, and this earlier vesicle population was modified mostly by 

coalescence to produce the observed heterogeneity.  
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Vesicle micro-texture characteristics of Ilchulbong lapilli show that the 

pyroclasts have abundant small vesicles, with shapes and population statistics more 

akin to those of explosive basaltic eruptions than to those typical of Strombolian style 

eruptions. The well-studied basaltic Plinian eruption of Etna in 122 BC (Coltelli et al., 

1998; Taddeucci et al., 2004; Sable et al., 2006b) is inferred to have resulted from an 

initial high rate of decompression of a basaltic melt, which caused nucleation of a 

large number of bubbles that increased both magma viscosity and ascent rates, 

thereby inhibiting bubble coalescence (Del Carlo and Pompillio, 2004). Vesicle 

structures of the Ilchulbong lapilli suggest a strong similarity in pre-fragmentation 

microlite crystallization with accompanying bubble nucleation and consequent 

magma stiffening that led to high numbers of small vesicles, but there are 

differences. Vesicle number densities, NV, in particular are believed to represent a 

history of magma rise and bubble nucleation that largely precedes fragmentation 

(Mangan and Cashman, 1996; Schipper et al., 2010; Shea et al., 2010a). We find 

that NV values for Ilchulbong (6.2 x 103-7.4 x 103 vesicles mm−3, 0.0066 mm cut-off) 

are larger than those from Stromboli (Lautze and Houghton, 2007) and even the 

Plinian eruption of Tarawera (Sable et al., 2009) and similar to those of Etna (Table 

5.4).  

In silicic magmas, decompression experiments have shown that vesicle 

number density is a rate-meter for magma ascent (Cashman and Mangan, 1994; 

Lautze and Houghton, 2005). Using the experimental results on rate-meters for silicic 

magmas, and comparing these to interpretations from other groups, the Ilchulbong 

NV range of values suggests slightly higher ascent rates than Strombolian and 

Hawaiian situations. A key difference between the Ilchulbong clasts and those of 

Etna is the presence of a population of larger vesicles that show evidence of slower 

ascent and even stagnation, in the form of irregular and polylobate vesicles indicative 
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of coalescence. These larger vesicles are weakly represented on vesicle size 

histograms (Fig. 5.2) by secondary modes and coarse-skewed distributions, and 

visually (Fig. 5.3) by abundant small vesicles very different in size to the large 

vesicles that dominate the bulk density measurements. This suggests that the small 

vesicles reflected in high NV values formed during a separate, final stage of ascent.  

It is suggested that what allowed the Ilchulbong magma sampled in our 

pyroclasts to produce this late-grown vesicle population was the accumulation of 

volatiles in the melt during the pause in ascent. This was accompanied by the 

coalescence of larger vesicles and the crystallization of microlites. A combination of 

increased magma viscosity and physical interference with microlites in tachylite 

during final ascent, kept the latest-formed vesicles small, elevating values of NV. 
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PART 3 SUMMARY 

CHAPTER 6 DISCUSSION  

6.1 Introduction 

 When basaltic magma bodies interact with water at, or near, the Earth’s 

surface, the results can be explosive (e.g. Surtsey, Thorarinsson, 1967; the Azores, 

Eissen et al., 2003). During a Surtseyan eruption great quantities of tephra can be 

generated which can accumulate near the vent to form tuff rings and tuff cones (e.g. 

Gilbert, 1890; Lajoie, 1968; Thorarinsson, 1967; Heiken, 1971; Lorenz, 1974; 

Wohletz, 1983; White, 1996; 2000; 2001; Sohn and Chough, 1989; 1992; Sohn, 

1996). Such features are widespread, second in abundance only to scoria cones as 

volcanic edifice types (Farrand and Singer, 1992). 

Shallow subaqueous explosive basaltic eruptions are complex events 

involving many components (Fig. 6.1). This study has highlighted the importance of 

conduit and ascent dynamics. These control, and are also affected by feedback from, 

(1) the timing and degree of vesiculation, by influencing timing and number of vesicle 

nucleation events, and also bubble interactions after vesiculation (rate and duration 

of bubble growth, extent of coalescence and the potential establishment of a 

permeable network, bubble collapse; e.g. Houghton and Wilson, 1989; Mangan et al., 

1993; Cashman and Mangan, 1994; Mangan and Cashman, 1996; Lautze and 

Houghton, 2005; 2007; 2008; Gurioli et al., 2005; 2008; Sable et al., 2006a; 2006b; 

Polacci et al., 2006; 2008; Cimerelli et al., 2010; Shea et al., 2010a; 2010b), (2) 

microlite crystallization (e.g. Cashman, 1992; Taddeucci et al., 2004; Sable et al., 

2006b; Nakamura, 2006; Noguchi et al., 2006; Szramek et al., 2006, Toramaru and 

Miwa, 2008; Villeneuve et al., 2008; Suzuki et al., 2010; Wong and Larsen, 2010) 

and, (3) volatile loss (e.g. Roggensack et al., 1997; Del Carlo and Pompillio, 2004; 
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Goepfert and Gardner, 2010; Johnson et al., 2010). and (2) hydrovolcanic explosions 

(molten fuel-coolant interactions) that produced a majority of the deposits’ fine ash 

(Heiken, 1972; Heiken and Wohletz, 1985; Zimanowski et al., 1997; Büttner and 

Zimanowski, 1998; Büttner et al., 2002; 2005; Andronico et al., 2009). It has been 

widely demonstrated that these controls and/or drivers, generally in some 

combination, shape the behaviour of basaltic eruptions (Houghton and Hackett, 

1984; Houghton and Gonnermann, 2008). Initial magmatic volatile concentrations, 

initial magma density and magma viscosity, plus interactions with wallrock at depth 

prior to during early ascent, are underlying controls on shallow ascent dynamics, but 

lie beyond the scope of this thesis. 

 An important aim of this study, as outlined in section 1.1, has been to identify 

the processes at work in shallow subaqueous explosive basaltic eruptions and, by 

comparing these results with those for well-documented explosive “dry” analogues, to 

constrain interpretations of the role external water plays in promoting the explosivity 

of Surtseyan eruptions. Below outlines the progress this study has made to the 

understanding of Surtseyan eruptions. However, owing to recent developments made 

with regard to “dry” eruptions (i.e. Hawaiian and Plinian lapilli textures have been 

shown to display some overlap and similarities; Carey et al., 2010; Stovall et al., 

2011) our conclusions should be treated as tentative.  

 High degrees of vesiculation suggest that the interaction of lake water with 

rising, vesiculating magma occurred at a relatively late stage. Alternatively, post-

fragmentation modification of the vesicle populations of lapilli interiors resulting in 

higher vesicularities is possible (see section 3.8). This can be assessed by 

comparison with vesicularity of the coarse ash population, particularly if coarse-ash 

vesicularity resembles that of the outer zones of glass on any lapilli with their original 

surfaces preserved. For the most part, however, post-fragmentation evolution is 
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thought to have had a limited effect on the pyroclastic textures from the study sites 

presented here, because, for the majority of samples (and especially at Pahvant 

Butte) the high groundmass crystallinity acts to lock in vesicles.  

 It is accepted that post-fragmentation vesicle evolution was not very 

significant; the diverse micro-textural nature of any single lapillus reflects the 

heterogeneity of vesicularity of the magma at the time of fragmentation. This also 

presumes that mixtures of variously vesicular clasts formed at substantially different 

times (more than a few minutes apart) during the eruption did not form as a result of 

sedimentary mixing during deposition. The range in total vesicularity, combined with 

the heterogeneous nature of vesicle textures, suggests that conditions in the shallow 

conduit involved mixing and mingling (Lautze and Houghton, 2000; 2007) of variously 

vesiculated domains of magma. Furthermore, because the nucleation and 

development of bubbles can be related to ascent rate (Houghton and Gonnermann, 

2008), the diversity in vesicularity and vesicle texture implies that various ascent 

rates for different domains of magma have been recorded in these pyroclasts. 

 Vesicle number densities at Black Point, Pahvant Butte and Ilchulbong are 

high. They are more comparable to those of clasts from explosive violent Strombolian 

to Plinian basaltic eruptions than to those of Hawaiian and regular Strombolian 

eruptions. In addition, it is found that a large proportion of small-sized vesicles 

contribute significantly to number densities (see results and discussion on VSDs; e.g. 

section 3.6.3 and section 3.8). For this reason, it is inferred here that the 

unexpectedly high measured vesicle numbers, per unit volume, are due to a late-

stage nucleation of bubbles. This late nucleation is unlikely to have occurred as a 

post-fragmentation process because even the smallest-sized vesicles are also 

observed in the ash fraction (see section 3.6.2). The late nucleation is linked with an 

event of decompression (Coltelli et al., 1998; Del Carlo and Pompillio, 2004) and 
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microlite crystallization, where associated with concentrations of the smallest-sized 

vesicles in ‘wisps’.  

 Residual glass H2O concentrations measured for matrix glass of Black Point 

and Pahvant Butte using FTIR suggest incomplete degassing of a parental magma 

with a relatively high volatile content. Loss of volatiles content can increase the 

viscosity of the magma and induce crystallization (Fisher and Schmincke, p.56, 1984; 

Villeneuve et al., 2009; Giordano et al., 2010). In turn, this can promote explosive 

fragmentation (Namiki and Manga, 2008). Crystallization, in turn, increases the 

concentration of dissolved volatiles, locally, in the remaining melt and thus can 

partially or fully offset any loss of volatiles from degassing (Johnson et al., 2010). 

This local late stage concentration of volatiles has been correlated with IVE formation 

(Schipper, 2009), and IVEs in Pahvant Butte samples further support the suggestion 

that there was a late event of decompression and rapid ascent. 

 Therefore, indications are that shallow conduit processes in combination can 

be sufficient drivers of an explosive basaltic eruption, indeed of eruptions with higher 

plumes and greater dispersal than Surtseyan ones. Judging from pyroclast textures, 

it appears that if the eruptions that produced Black Point and Pahvant Butte had 

taken place in dry subaerial environments, sub-Plinian to Plinian eruptive intensities 

would have been achieved. Hence, there appears to be no necessary role for water 

as a driver to increase explosivity in Surtseyan eruptions, even though eruption 

observations clearly show that water is present and does modify the eruptions.  

Does this imply that all Surtseyan eruptions are basaltic sub-Plinian to Plinian 

ones that have been, in effect, damped by eruptive interaction with abundant water? 

The key indicator of eruptive intensity, plume height, is reduced rather than increased 

in Surtseyan eruptions if they are modified from Plinian ones (as briefly suggested in 

section 1.1). Subaerial deposits of Surtseyan eruptions are typically distinguished by 
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their high fines content, which is taken to indicate greater expenditure of energy on 

fragmentation (see section 3.8.2 and 4.8.2). However, it is difficult to compare the 

total particle populations among eruptions. Deposits at any single site reflect both the 

population of particles erupted and the style of transport and deposition that emplace 

the deposit. The common presumption has been that Surtseyan eruptions are 

modified “cone forming” eruptions of Hawaiian to Strombolian style, which would 

otherwise produce bursts of spatter, lava fountains or lava flows. Given that 

Surtseyan eruptions produce abundant locally deposited fine ash, they represent an 

increase in eruptive violence if such Hawaiian or Strombolian phenomena are being 

modified to yield Surtseyan ones. If the processes being modified are in fact those of 

sub-Plinian or Plinian eruptions, the equation is inverted, and the Surtseyan eruptions 

are less violent than their “magmatic parent”.  

For the two emergent Surtseyan volcanoes in this study, pyroclast textures 

appear to indicate conduit processes that could have produced eruptions more 

violent, or at least with higher plumes and greater dispersal, than the Surtseyan ones 

that took place. The shallow bodies of water, on the order of 0.1 km in depth and 

similar to depths encountered over large areas of continental shelves, into which 

these volcanoes erupted no doubt strongly controlled subaqueous particle dispersal, 

and helped preserve subaqueously deposited tephra both from erosion and early 

alteration by meteoric waters (palagonitization). Hydrostatic pressures at these 

shallow water depths clearly did not suppress vesiculation, though the volume of a 

vesicle at 100 m would be about 1/10 that of the same vesicle decompressed to 

surface pressures.  

A shift in eruptive style, from explosive to effusive, is commonly considered to 

result when an emergent Surtseyan volcano breaches the water surface (e.g. Moore, 

1985). In some cases, notably the type example of Surtsey, explosive eruptions 
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involving water during cone-building gave way to effusion and fountaining of magma 

later during the eruption. At both the volcanoes in this study, pyroclastic activity 

began long before emergence, and there is in fact no evidence for any effusive 

eruptive phase during either of their eruptions. Hydrostatic pressure did not suppress 

explosivity, and indeed its lack of significant effect is seen in the lack of any 

systematic change in total vesicularity or other vesicularity patterns with deposit 

height (decreasing water depth) at either volcano (Table 7.1).  

 Instead of primarily reflecting the effects of hydrostatic pressure, the pyroclast 

textures at these volcanoes seem to reflect the same controls inferred for classic 

subaerial eruptions. Numerous cases have been published on shifts and transitions 

in eruptive styles and violence of basaltic eruptions (Parfitt and Wilson, 1995; 

Roggensack et al., 1997; Del Carlo and Pompillio, 2004; Houghton et al., 2004; 

Polacci et al., 2006; Spilliaert et al., 2006; Szramek et al., 2006; Kamenetsky et al., 

2007; Lautze and Houghton, 2007; Andronico et al., 2009; Di Traglia et al., 2009; 

Genareau et al., 2010; Suzuki et al., 2010). Houghton and Gonnermann (2008) state 

it plainly (for subaerial eruptions): “Eruptive style is most strongly influenced by 

magma supply rate and degassing and the extent of coupling of gas and melts 

phases prior to and during ascent. Feedbacks between ascent rate, syn-eruptive 

microlite growth, magma rheology and fragmentation, as well as bubble growth, 

mobility and coalescence, define a complex dynamical system with an inherent 

propensity toward nonlinear behaviour that may manifest itself through abrupt shifts 

in eruption style”. 

 This dissertation presents a careful study of pyroclasts from two superbly 

preserved volcanoes formed by Surtseyan eruptions, initiated at known water depths, 

which built emergent tuff cone and ring deposits. Textural analysis reveals that the 

eruptions’ pyroclasts, taken in isolation, could have been collected from deposits of 
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sub-Plinian or Plinian basaltic eruptions, but not from deposits of Hawaiian or 

Strombolian ones. Only the ash fraction shows clear evidence, from the pyroclasts 

themselves, of physical contact with water, though the context of the volcanoes 

shows that such interaction can only have been sustained and pervasive. 

 Implications of this result are somewhat unsatisfying, because they imply that 

important aspects of pyroclast production and eruptive behaviour cannot necessarily 

be inferred from resulting deposits using current state-of-the-art techniques. Future 

work will need to add new approaches. 

 

6.2 Future work 

6.2.1 Imaging techniques 

 Microtomography (µ-CT) is a fast-developing method of image analysis (Song 

et al., 2001; Polacci et al., 2006; 2009). It bares similarities to the medical CT-

scanner in that the technique involves imaging slices through the subject and stacks 

them to create a 3-D model. Advantages of this method include non-destructive 

analysis, allowing the same sample to be used for imaging, petrology and 

geochemistry, as well as other analyses and, secondly, vesicle shapes are not 

equalised to spherical forms, allowing a much truer representation of vesicle forms. 

This is an important factor in the interpretation of conduit dynamics and interactions 

between bubbles, particularly where bubbles coalesce or link to create permeable 

pathways. However, a few disadvantages of this technique include issues with 

resolution; thin vesicle walls may not be resolved, which leads to underestimation of 

vesicle numbers and overestimation of interconnectedness (Song et al., 2001; Bai et 

al., 2008). Limitations on sample size that can be resolved at high resolution means 

results are less representative of the entire lapillus than 2-D image analysis. 

 A Lo’ihi seamount sample (Schipper, 2011 pers. comm.), of bulk vesicularity of 
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~50%, was imaged using 2-D image analysis and µ-CT analysis. The former resulted 

in 10, 000 vesicles per unit volume, whereas the latter resulted in 4 vesicles per unit 

volume. This was attributed to the interconnectedness of the vesicles which formed 

large and intricate bubble chains (assuming there are no unresolved vesicle walls). 

This has important implications on the interpretations of 2D-derived NV values, and 

offers hope for gaining a better understanding of the role of permeable pathways and 

outgassing in influencing the eruption style (i.e. coupled bubble rise resulting in 

Hawaiian episodes of eruption versus decoupled bubble rise resulting in Strombolian 

eruptive behaviour) (Polacci et al., 2008; 2009).  

 

6.2.2 Coarse-ash versus pyroclast micro-texture analysis 

 Previous sections (e.g. section 3.6.2) have briefly touched on the discrepancy 

between the vesicle micro-textures of larger lapilli and those of the ash-sized fraction 

with regard to glass variation (i.e. sideromelane versus tachylite) and post-

fragmentation alteration of the bubble population. The common rim to core transition 

of sideromelane to tachylite glass, respectively, in lapillus-sized clasts is increasingly 

recognised as an issue and begs the question: should we continue to study this size 

fraction to gain insight into processes active in the conduit?  

 Two options are available and both have potential for furthering the above 

findings. The first option is to constrain analyses to the sideromelane rim of intact 

clasts, following the concept that this outer rim is rapidly quenched and potentially 

represents a truer state of melt vesiculation than the tachylite lapillus interior. The 

second option is to reduce the particle size of interest to coarse ash and limit 

analyses to this size fraction. This would, presumably, have a similar outcome to 

restricting the lapilli analysis to the sideromelane rims as finer material cool more 

rapidly and thoroughly than larger fragments. A negative result for both these options 
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is that small domains cannot contain large bubbles, so if such bubbles are present 

they will not be preserved in the analysed material.  

 Through the reanalysis of the deposits discussed above, certain issues (e.g. 

the effect of post fragmentation vesiculation) could be resolved. I would imagine the 

outcomes to be different for Black Point and Pahvant Butte, owing to the fact that 

Black Point’s various size fractions show different componentry (i.e. the dominance 

of sideromelane over tachylite in the ash fraction). At Pahvant Butte it has been 

shown that both the lapillus-sized fraction and the ash fraction are dominantly 

composed of tachylite glass.  

 Furthermore, extending micro-textural analysis to lapilli from the consolidated 

tuff deposits from Black Point and Pahvant Butte would bridge the gap in knowledge 

between possible variations in conduit process versus eruption style versus the 

interaction of melt with water on emergence of the eruption. In some ways, the 

analysis of Ilchulbong lapilli achieved this. However, following the eruptive evolution 

of the individual volcanoes would be a more robust and comprehensive approach. 

 

6.2.3 Extracting more information out of the vesicle statistics 

 The use of cumulative vesicle size distribution (CVSD; plots of log (NV > L) vs. 

log (L)) make use of population number density, and consider the number of objects 

per cubic mm with diameter greater than L (equivalent bubble diameter in mm). This 

provides information on the process of bubble nucleation (e.g. continuous versus 

accelerating). Gaonac'h et al. (1996; 2005) and Blower et al. (2001; 2002) developed 

the idea that various (unimodal, polymodal, power-law and exponential) distributions 

could better accommodate certain types of vesicle size distributions produced by 

continuous or accelerating nucleation. However, the validity of the interpreting a 

single curve remains uncertain. Segmenting the CVSDs into segments of differing 
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slopes, which represent exponential or power-law distributions, has been re-

introduced (Carey et al., 2009) and provides a detailed picture of the evolution of 

bubble nucleation and bubble-bubble interaction.  

 For example, data from Askja volcano in Iceland were analysed by Carey et al. 

(2009), who suggested that the wide range of bubble sizes in the Askja pumices, 

down to 5 µm, reflects bubble nucleation continuing even after bubble-bubble 

interaction and coalescence affecting larger bubbles. This is further supported by the 

bubble size distributions. Data from the Askja pumices reveal two separate segments 

which have power-law best-fit relationships, except sample UC2 (a pyroclastic 

density current sample) which features three segments. For all phases, the first 

segment representing the smaller bubble population defines a best-fit line with slopes 

(i.e. exponents) between 1.6 and 2.1 (R2 values >0.99). The second linear segment, 

representing intermediate to coarse vesicle sizes, shows best-fit lines with exponents 

ranging from 2.3 to 5.1. The pyroclastic density current sample (UC2) features a third 

segment representing coarse bubbles, with an exponent of 4.4, and the transition 

between the two occurs at 500 µm. Blower et al. (2001; 2002) showed numerically 

that exponents <2 reflect continued nucleation and free growth of bubbles. Carey et 

al. (2009) interpreted the breaks in slope in terms of conduit process. Authors 

envisage mid- to late-stage bubble coalescence becoming a major process and 

overprinting continuous bubble nucleation. The breaks between power-law segments 

at 30-50 µm on CVSDs suggests that coalescence probably influenced the size for all 

bubbles >30 µm and became a primary process from that point on. The pyroclastic 

density current sample UC2 exhibits evidence of exceptionally advanced 

coalescence very thin wavy bubble walls and wide bubble-poor domains. This 

sample has a third linear segment with a power-law exponent of 4.4 suggesting late 

stage growth dominated by run-away coalescence. The pyroclastic density current 
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sample has a micro-texture similar to S3 and T3 micro-textures from Black Point and 

Pahvant Butte and these have been interpreted similarly. However, these 

interpretations could now be re-analysed and reaffirmed with quantitative backing. 

 

6.2.4 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) of melt inclusions for 

parental volatile concentrations   

 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was used to determine the 

H2O content of the residual glass (CO2 was not measured for this study). However, 

as discussed in section 4.9, no analysis of parental melt volatile content was possible 

from melt inclusions in lapilli, and this limited our interpretation of this geochemical 

data. Additional work on the volatile concentration of melt inclusions, known to be 

present in some of the ash particles, would provide further information on the 

potential, timing and extent of degassing. Also, because volatile content influences 

the viscosity of the parent melt, determining the parent volatile concentration could 

support the inferences made here that the basaltic melt feeding Black Point and 

Pahvant Butte was unusually viscous and was a precursor to an explosive eruption. 
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSION  

7.1 Shallow conduit processes leading up to a Surtseyan eruption 

 Pyroclast vesicularity, internal vesicle texture (qualitative and quantitative), 

crystallization texture and residual glass volatile concentration provide pivotal 

information concerning shallow conduit processes. The investigation of these 

parameters from Black Point, Pahvant Butte and Ilchulbong pyroclasts (Table 7.1) 

have led to the following conclusions. 

 (1) Surtseyan pyroclasts can attain high degrees of vesicularity (maximum of 

92% at Pahvant Butte) and also on an average/vesicularity index scale (e.g. ~60% 

for Black Point).  

(2) Broad ranges of vesicularity are characteristic of individual beds; little 

systematic variation is apparent from bed to bed. 

 (3) Vesicle textures are significantly heterogeneous on the scale of an 

individual lapillus. However, similar textures (S1-S3 and T1-T5) are repeatedly seen 

within lapilli in single beds, in stacks of beds, and throughout the volcanoes. 

 (4) Virtually all lapilli have vesicle populations indicating multiple nucleation 

events. The likelihood is that the majority of these events occurred very close in time, 

even though vesicle sizes span three orders of magnitude (0.0078-3.0925 mm for 

Black Point), because vesicles have closely increasing increments of diameter which 

indicate that close events of nucleation and continued growth occurred for the most 

part. Two main events of vesicle nucleation are consistently represented by a large, 

polylobate vesicle population and a smallest-sized vesicle population, often located 

within plateaus and walls of the larger vesicle population.  

 (5) Coalescence can play an important role in indicating a variation in 

conditions within the conduit, however, considering the degree of coalescence 

(and/or deformation/shearing of vesicles) seen in the case studies dealt with here it is 
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unlikely that a permeable network of bubbles (leading to outgassing of volatiles) was 

established or the formation of large gas slugs occurred (resulting in Strombolian 

eruptive behaviour). Rapid ascent rates in magmas prevent bubble coalescence and 

can produce higher intensity eruptions (i.e. fire fountains and for greater volumes, 

Plinian eruptions) (Del Carlo and Pompillio, 2004). 

 (6) Bubble collapse has been inferred on a local scale, for these volcanoes. 

Because of the limited extent of this process it is not thought to have affected the 

conduit dynamics in any crucial way. The combined interpretation of VSDs, VVDs 

and crystal and vesicle micro-textures indicates high crystallinity groundmasses 

played a more fundamental role. 

 (7) Vesicle number densities are high (Black Point: 5.4 x 102-4.8 x 104 vesicles 

per mm3; Pahvant Butte: 1.2 x 103-4.8 x 104 vesicles per mm3; Ilchulbong 1.0 x 104-

2.3 x 104 vesicles per mm3) compared with Hawaiian and Strombolian eruptions 

(~102-103 vesicles per mm3); basaltic Plinian eruptions of Etna 122 BC and Tarawera 

1886 (~103-105 vesicles per mm3, Houghton and Gonnermann, 2008); and the 

Poseidic eruption at Lo’ihi Seamount (taken from Southern Cone clast rims 3.2 x 101-

1.8 x 102 vesicles per mm3, Schipper et al., 2010). Vesicle populations of the 

Surtseyan eruptions products studied here are most comparable to those of violent 

Strombolian, sub-Plinian and Plinian eruptions. 

 (8) Microlite crystallization is extensive in the majority of lapilli (particularly at 

Pahvant Butte) and is intimately related to an episode of vesicle nucleation. 

Crystallization is thought to have been initiated by a late (final) rapid ascent caused 

by a decompression event involving supersaturated (at least with H2O) melt.  
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7.2 Fragmentation during a Surtseyan eruption 

 The main mechanism of fragmentation envisioned to occur during a Surtseyan 

eruption is a brittle mode of deformation and disintegration. A particular type of brittle 

failure is interpreted to have contributed substantially to the eruptive vigour and is 

produced during the thermohydraulic phase of a molten-fuel coolant interaction 

(Büttner et al., 2002). "Magmatic" fragmentation (specifically mechanisms of break-up 

driven by the growth of vesicles) cannot be entirely discounted for high-vesicularity 

clasts. It is most likely a combination of mechanisms was in action as inferred by 

Kokelaar (1986) and demonstrated experimentally by Austin-Erickson et al. (2008). 

Furthermore, in the model outline in section 6.1 it is suggested for the parabolic rise 

of melt and the variation in the development of microlites, fragmentation of material at 

the centre of the conduit had an increased tendency toward magmatic fragmentation, 

whereas, at the conduit edges conditions favoured brittle failure.  
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1. Gradistat Version 4.0  

“A grain size distribution and statistics package for the analysis of unconsolidated sediments 

by sieving or laser granulometer.” 

The Gradistat v 4.0 program is provided in Microsoft Excel format to allow both spreadsheet 

and graphical output. The program is best suited to analyse data obtained from sieve or laser 

granulometer analysis. The user is required to input the mass or percentage of sediment retained on 

sieves spaced at any intervals, or the percentage of sediment detected in each bin of a Laser 

Granulometer. The following sample statistics are then calculated using the Method of Moments in 

Microsoft Visual Basic programming language: mean, mode(s), sorting (standard deviation), 

skewness, kurtosis, D10, D50, D90, D90/D10, D90-D10, D75/D25 and D75-D25.  Grain size parameters are 

calculated arithmetically and geometrically (in microns) and logarithmically (using the phi scale) 

(Krumbein and Pettijohn, 1938; Table 1). Linear interpolation is also used to calculate statistical 

parameters by the Folk and Ward (1957) graphical method and derive physical descriptions (such as 

“very coarse sand” and “moderately sorted”). The program also provides a physical description of the 

textural group which the sample belongs to and the sediment name (such as “fine gravelly coarse 

sand”) after Folk (1954). Also included is a table giving the percentage of grains falling into each size 

fraction, modified from Udden (1914) and Wentworth (1922) (see Table 2). In terms of graphical 

output, the program provides graphs of the grain size distribution and cumulative distribution of the 

data in both metric and phi units, and displays the sample grain size on triangular diagrams.  Samples 

may be analysed singularly, or up to 250 samples may be analysed together. 

 

Single Sample Analysis 

1. Switch to the "Single Sample Data Input" sheet if it is not already active.  Enter the aperture 

sizes of the sieves or Laser Granulometer bins used in the analysis into the cells in column B.  Sizes 

may be entered either in ascending or descending numerical order.  For convenience, you can click on 

one of the standard sieve or Laser Granulometer size intervals and GRADISTAT will enter the size 

classes for you.  Any non-standard sieve sizes can be used, although some of the statistics may not 

be calculated if you have not used sieves with at least whole phi intervals.  See the section below if 

the sample contains unanalysed sediment, such as material retained in the pan after sieving.  At least 
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one size class larger than the largest particles in the sample should also be entered.  A large area to 

the right of the data columns is provided for the cut and paste of data from other spreadsheets, such 

as the import of Laser Granulometer data. 

2. Enter the weight or percentage of sample beside each size class in column C.  When you have 

finished, make sure there are no data further down the spreadsheet which could cause an error.  The 

program will accept data down to row 230. 

3. Enter the sample identity, analyst, date and initial sample weight (optional) at the top of the "Single 

Sample Data Input" sheet. 

4. Click the "Calculate Statistics" button and wait a few moments for the program to finish running.  

When the dialog box appears, click "OK". 

5. The results are summarised on the "Single Sample Statistics" sheet, which includes a distribution 

histogram of the sample.  Select "Print..." from the file menu to print the Summary Statistics page.  The 

data is also shown on triangular diagrams on the "Gravel Sand Mud" and "Sand Silt Clay" sheets.  

Further cumulative and distribution plots are given on other sheets. 

 

Multiple Sample Analysis 

1. Switch to the "Multiple Sample Data Input" sheet.  Enter the aperture sizes of the sieves or 

Laser Granulometer bins used in the analysis into the cells in column B.  The aperture sizes must be 

the same for all the samples.  Sizes may be entered either in ascending or descending numerical 

order.  For convenience, you can click on one of the standard sieve or Laser Granulometer size 

intervals and GRADISTAT will enter the size classes for you.  Any non-standard sieve sizes can be 

used, although some of the statistics may not be calculated if you have not used sieves with at least 

whole phi intervals.  See the section below if samples contain unanalysed sediment, such as material 

retained in the pan after sieving.  At least one size class larger than the largest particles in the sample 

should also be entered. 

2. Enter the weight or percentage of sample in column C onwards.  Make sure there are no data 

further down the spreadsheet which could cause an error.  The program will accept data down to row 

230. 

3. Enter the sample identity, analyst, date and initial sample weight (optional) in the green cells above 

each sample listing. 

4. If you require a Summary Statistics printout for each sample, select a tick in the option box. 
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5. Click the "Calculate Statistics" button and wait for the program to finish running (this may take 

several minutes).  GRADISTAT will give a warning if it detects a sample whose combined weight is 

greater than the given sample weight.  Click "OK" when prompted on the dialog boxes. 

6. The resulting statistics for all samples are summarised on the "Multiple Sample Statistics" sheet.  

The data for each sample included in the analysis are also shown on triangular diagrams on the 

"Gravel Sand Mud" and "Sand Silt Clay" sheets.  Cumulative and distribution plots will show the 

results for the last sample in the analysis.  If graphical plots for other samples are required, use 

separate single sample analyses (above). 

 

Unanalysed Sediment 

Occasionally, samples may contain sediment in a size fraction of unspecified size, such as 

material retained in the pan after sieving.  Ideally, the whole size range in a sample should be 

analysed, and this may require further analysis of sediment remaining in the pan after sieving.  The 

larger the quantity of sediment remaining in the pan, the less accurate the calculation of grain size 

statistics, with statistics calculated by the Method of Moments being most susceptible.  Errors in Folk 

and Ward parameters become significant only when more than 5% of the sample is undetermined.  If 

the sample contains sediment in the pan the user should do one of the following: 

1. Enter the weight or percentage of sample in the pan with a class size of zero (or leave the class 

size blank).  GRADISTAT calculates the statistics assuming all sediment in the pan is larger than 10 f 

(1 mm).  The grain size distribution graphs do not however plot the quantity of sediment in the pan. 

2. Enter the weight or percentage of sample in the pan with a class size which the user considers to 

be the lower size limit of sediment in the pan.  GRADISTAT calculates the statistics assuming all 

sediment in the pan is larger than this value and plots this quantity on the grain size distribution 

graphs. 

The above two options are recommended where there is less than 1% of the sample remaining in the 

pan. 

3. Do not enter the quantity of sediment in the pan at all.  GRADISTAT calculates the statistics 

ignoring the sediment in the pan as if it were not present in the sample.  This is recommended where 

there is more than 1% of the sample remaining in the pan. 

Samples containing more than 5% of sediment in the pan should ideally be analysed using a different 

technique, such as sedimentation or laser granulometry.  Great care must however be taken when 
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merging data obtained by different methods. 

 

Graph Scales 

The size scale used in graphical plots is dependent upon the range of sizes specified on the 

sample input sheets: the first and last values provide the extreme values on the graphs.  While one 

size class larger than the largest particles in the sample should be entered, other size classes outside 

the grain size range of the sample have no influence on the statistical calculations.  These classes 

may be deleted to narrow the size scale on graphs.  Note that unused size classes within the size 

range of the sample should also be deleted; otherwise GRADISTAT assumes that zero sample weight 

was present in those size classes. 

 

 

Aperture 
(micron) 

Class 
weight 

retained 
(g)             

16000 8.64 11200 62.5 22400 26.6 8000 1.63 500 7.3 
11200 1.34 8000 91.9 16000 110.8 5600 2.95 355 11.6 
8000 30.00 5600 88.7 11200 90.8 4000 4.70 250 34.5 

B
P

e2
01

1.
8 

5600 62.47 B
P

e1
97

3.
6 

4000 85.4 B
P

e1
97

5.
6 

8000 142.7 B
P

a1
99

6.
2 

2800 7.37 B
P

a1
99

7.
1 

180 66.5 

 4000 79.57  2800 81.7  5600 75.1  2000 9.25  125 133.7 

 2800 95.51  2000 69.2  4000 41.3  1400 9.36  90 133.6 

 2000 70.32  1400 68.8  2800 31.9  1000 7.78  63 98.3 

 1400 33.84  1000 45.4  2000 29.2  710 7.01  <63 72 

 1000 44.24  710 27.8  1400 40.2  500 8.08    

 710 72.49  500 20  1000 39.7  355 6.34 8000 1.39 

 500 21.38  355 9.72  710 39.9  250 7.38 5600 3.86 

 355 14.03  250 7.01  500 48.2  180 6.15 4000 5.22 

 250 6.71  180 4  355 36.3  125 7.52 B
P

a1
99

9.
1 

2800 12.8 

 180 2.32  125 3.13  250 35.6  90 7.05  2000 24.17 

 125 1.21  90 2.04  180 23.1  63 8.17  1400 36.89 

 90 0.39  63 1.58  125 16.9  <63 21.96  1000 40.31 

 63 -0.56  <63 1.78  90 9     710 29.77 

 <63 -0.64     63 5.55 4000 0.56  500 18.64 

       <63 4.24 2800 1.88  355 13.62 
16000 4.1 22400 46    2000 3.68  250 12.81 
11200 16.2 16000 64.7 22400 25.3 B

P
a1

99
9.

2 

1400 5.26  180 10.08 
8000 112.2 11200 64.5 16000 146.2  1000 4.89  125 13.15 
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P

e1
97

1.
6 

5600 210.7 B
P

e1
97

4.
9 

8000 106 11200 154.3  710 6.63  90 15.09 

 4000 174.4  5600 119 B
P

e1
97

6.
6 

8000 110.5  500 14.11  63 12.68 

 2800 137.7  4000 105  5600 82.5  355 56.52  <63 22.93 

 2000 103.7  2800 84.5  4000 57.9  250 35.29    

 1400 97.1  2000 69.4  2800 41.6  180 29.53 2000 0.04 

 1000 64  1400 74.5  2000 28.1  125 16.35 1400 0.07 

 710 40.8  1000 63.2  1400 30.8  90 4.99 1000 0.31 

 500 30.2  710 54.2  1000 28.6  63 1.22 B
P

a1
99

6.
5 

710 0.99 

 355 14.1  500 63.3  710 30.1  <63 0.48  500 2.9 

 250 8.8  355 50  500 43     355 10.1 

 180 3.9  250 52.8  355 38.9 22400 48.8  250 14.29 

 125 2.5  180 37  250 44.8 16000 94.6  180 15.2 

 90 1.5  125 27.9  180 32.3 11200 194.8  125 16.58 

 63 1.2  90 13.6  125 24.1 B
P

e1
97

7.
6 

8000 217.4  90 11.11 
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 <63 1  63 7.5  90 11.9  5600 126.5  63 4.34 

    <63 4  63 6.81  4000 64.9  <63 2.2 
11200 18     <63 5.29  2800 53.9    
8000 84.5 22400 56.6     2000 54.3 500 4.7 
5600 125.6 16000 142 22400 48.8  1400 76.3 355 12.2 

B
P

e1
97

2.
9 

4000 162.4 11200 115 16000 94.6  1000 70.4 250 37.6 

 2800 157.7 B
P

e1
97

5.
1 

8000 167 11200 194.8  710 61 B
P

a1
99

6.
0 

180 71.5 

 2000 128.1  5600 100 B
P

e1
97

7.
6 

8000 217.4  500 64.2  125 108.2 

 1400 115.6  4000 83  5600 126.5  355 42.4  90 71.4 

 1000 65.1  2800 54.6  4000 64.9  250 35.2  63 39.8 

 710 39.3  2000 36.8  2800 53.9  180 17.68  <63 22.6 

 500 29.6  1400 44  2000 54.3  125 10.22    

 355 14.3  1000 38.6  1400 76.3  90 4.92    

 250 9.2  710 36.3  1000 70.4  63 2.99    

 180 4.7  500 44.4  710 61  <63 2.58    

 125 3.3  355 35.3  500 64.2       

 90 2.1  250 38.4  355 42.4       

 63 1.6  180 26  250 35.2       

 <63 1.8  125 19.6  180 17.68       

    90 10.2  125 10.22       

    63 6.1  90 4.92       

    <63 6.01  63 2.99       

       <63 2.58       
 

22400 75.4 16000 57.3 16000 5.5 22400 85.6 31500 108.7 
16000 155.5 11200 63.4 11200 15.3 16000 64.7 22400 0 
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11200 64.2 

 5600 46.00  4000 26.8  4000 50.1  5600 4.60  8000 71.1 

 4000 28.20  2800 20.8  2800 35.6  4000 10.70  5600 67 

 2800 16.10  2000 15.1  2000 23.2  2800 20.60  4000 71 

 2000 11.5  1400 13.9  1400 21.7  2000 28.30  2800 73.3 

 1400 11.3  1000 9.6  1000 16.8  1400 41.00  2000 66.2 

 1000 7.6  710 7.1  710 15.3  1000 39.20  1400 72.3 

 710 5.6  500 6.8  500 20.1  710 35.50  1000 53.3 

 500 5.7  355 4.8  355 18.8  500 34.90  710 37.1 

 355 4.0  250 5.4  250 23.2  355 15.70  500 34.9 

 250 4.1  180 4.5  180 19.6  250 13.30  355 23.2 

 180 3.5  125 4.8  125 18.9  180 14.30  250 21.6 

 125 4.3  90 3.8  90 13.3  125 20.80  180 13.9 

 90 4.1  63 3.7  63 12.3  90 16.10  125 11.3 

 63 4.8  <63 6.1  <63 18.5  63 9.60  90 7.14 

 <63 11.6        <63 4.40  63 5.35 

   31500 400.4 22400 26.2     <63 8.5 
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B

p1
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8 

1000 2.79 

 8000 39.50  4000 55.9  2800 45.4  5600 59.7  710 4.70 

 5600 27.40  2800 51.2  2000 35.6  4000 49.8  500 4.14 

 4000 22.0  2000 41.8  1400 38.2  2800 37.6  355 1.23 

 2800 18.6  1400 42.1  1000 34.8  2000 25.1  250 1.96 

 2000 12.2  1000 30  710 34.5  1400 22.4  180 4.10 

 1400 11.8  710 22.3  500 39.8  1000 16.7  125 11.14 

 1000 8.4  500 21.7  355 26.8  710 13  90 17.60 

 710 6.9  355 15.3  250 26.6  500 13.5  63 21.67 

 500 8.2  250 15.8  180 18.3  355 9.2  <63 28.29 

 355 6.3  180 11.2  125 17  250 9.6    

 250 6.6  125 9.8  90 12.1  180 6.5 31500 212.6 

 180 5.3  90 6.2  63 9.5  125 5.4 22400 123.1 

 125 6.1  63 4.89  <63 14.1  90 3.26 P
B

m
15

1
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 90 5.4  <63 6.7     63 2.5 11200 45.5 
 63 5.4    45000 307.1  <63 3.39  8000 47.1 

 <63 11.9 63000 216.8 31500 55.2     5600 41.1 

   45000 0 22400 25.8 45000 91.3  4000 43.7 
31500 119.2 31500 57.5 P

B
m

15
25

 

16000 47.0 31500 136  2800 45.1 
22400 49.9 P

B
m
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28

 

22400 89.9  11200 20.58 22400 32.7  2000 41.3 
16000 71  16000 69.8  8000 30.8 P

B
m
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19

 

16000 63.2  1400 6.0 

P
B

m
15
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11200 26.5  11200 66.2  5600 26.70  11200 33.7  1000 34.0 

 8000 12.2  8000 43.6  4000 38.20  8000 40.7  710 24.7 

 5600 8.9  5600 51  2800 29.90  5600 55.7  500 23.6 

 4000 7.2  4000 48.6  2000 25.00  4000 50.2  355 14.7 

 2800 5.3  2800 44.4  1400 28.70  2800 54.4  250 13.6 

 2000 5.1  2000 40.8  1000 23.10  2000 48.6  180 10.0 

 1400 5.6  1400 43.8  710 19.10  1400 57.1  125 11.7 

 1000 4  1000 33.8  500 20.50  1000 48.2  90 10.0 

 710 3  710 23.4  355 15.40  710 40.6  63 8.9 

 500 2.9  500 20.6  250 15.80  500 41.7  <63 12.9 

 355 2  355 12.5  180 12.50  355 28.7    

 250 2.1  250 11.4  125 13.30  250 31.4    

 180 1.8  180 8.2  90 10.60  180 21.8    

 125 1.7  125 7.25  63 10.90  125 17.2    

 90 1.3  90 4.65  <63 20.70  90 10.9    

 63 1.1  63 4.48     63 8.9    

 <63 1.5  <63 10.1     <63 14.9    
 

31500 43.1 45000 165.9 
22400 0.0 31500 270.1 
16000 93.4 22400 89.1 

P
B

m
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.5

 

11200 79.4 P
B

m
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16000 138.4 

 8000 90.1  11200 67.7 

 5600 85.90  8000 47.8 

 4000 53.60  5600 33.2 

 2800 39.30  4000 18.4 

 2000 29.00  2800 14.3 

 1400 25.30  2000 10.8 

 1000 17.30  1400 10.6 

 710 12.70  1000 8.3 

 500 12.70  710 6.4 

 355 8.56  500 6.5 

 250 7.97  355 4.5 

 180 5.87  250 4.5 

 125 5.87  180 3.4 

 90 4.99  125 3.7 

 63 4.96  90 3.1 

 <63 8.90  63 3.5 

    <63 7.9 
22400 46.2    
16000 39.1    
11200 35.2    

P
B

m
15

10
.2

 

8000 72.3    

 5600 86.60    

 4000 80.50    

 2800 77.50    

 2000 68.90    

 1400 72.80    

 1000 47.60    

 710 31.20    

 500 26.50    

 355 15.30    

 250 13.30    

 180 9.90    

 125 11.80    
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 90 10.90    
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 <63 15.30    
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8000 0    
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m
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 2800 20.1    
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Appendix 2. Bulk density/vesicularity data 

Black Point 

 D V  D V  D V  D V  D V  D V  D V 
1.09 61%  1.18 58%  1.18 58%  1.49 47%  1.13 60%  1.19 57%  0.95 66% 
1.06 62%  1.13 60%  0.91 68%  1.59 43%  1.02 64%  1.51 46%  1.25 55% 
1.52 46%  1.12 60%  1.42 49%  1.21 57%  0.88 69%  1.37 51%  0.71 75% 
1.15 59%  1.11 61%  1.22 56%  0.92 67%  1.02 64%  2.21 21%  1.33 53% 

B
P

e2
01

1.
6 

1.06 62%  1.20 57%  0.85 70%  1.05 62%  1.14 59%  1.18 58%  1.10 61% 

 1.19 58%  1.25 55%  0.83 70%  0.96 66%  0.99 65%  1.18 58%  1.23 56% 

 1.34 52%  1.19 58%  1.07 62%  1.06 62%  1.21 57%  2.08 26%  1.10 61% 

 1.07 62%  1.15 59%  1.04 63%  0.83 70%  1.37 51%  1.58 43%  1.06 62% 

 1.39 51%  0.56 80%  1.08 61%  1.02 64%  1.13 60%  1.34 52%  1.05 63% 

 1.27 55%  1.12 60%  1.04 63%  0.96 66%  1.01 64%  0.96 66%  1.17 58% 

 1.01 64%  1.18 58%  1.04 63%  1.15 59%  1.11 60%  1.21 57%  0.98 65% 

 1.11 60%  1.37 51%  0.98 65%  0.86 69%  1.17 58%  1.14 59%  0.65 77% 

 1.21 57%  1.03 63%  1.06 62%  0.89 68%  0.78 72%  1.28 54%  0.98 65% 

 1.08 61%  0.30 89%  1.14 59%  1.03 63%  1.26 55%  1.15 59%  0.91 68% 

 1.08 61%  0.44 84%  0.84 70%  0.86 69%  1.34 52%  1.18 58%  1.42 49% 

 1.04 63%  0.41 85%  0.87 69%  0.98 65%  1.09 61%  1.07 62%  1.39 50% 

 0.77 73%  1.04 63%  1.09 61%  1.00 64%  1.13 60%  1.32 53%  0.58 79% 

 1.05 63%  1.16 59%  0.98 65%  0.73 74%  1.19 58%  1.10 61%  0.76 73% 

 1.06 62%  0.42 85%  1.28 54%  0.90 68%  1.30 54%  1.54 45%  0.76 73% 

 1.14 59%  1.19 58%  0.96 66%  1.04 63%  1.13 60%  1.40 50%  0.97 65% 

 1.22 57%  0.43 84%  1.41 50%  0.86 69%  1.13 60%  1.16 59%  0.59 79% 

 0.77 73%  0.42 85%  1.23 56%  1.06 62%  1.06 62%  1.22 56%  1.02 64% 

 1.02 64%  1.27 55%  0.84 70%  0.96 66%  1.50 47%  1.17 58%  0.81 71% 

 1.30 53%  0.37 87%  1.23 56%  1.20 57%  1.14 59%  1.25 55%  0.59 79% 

 1.06 62%  1.33 53%  0.72 74%  0.89 68%  1.20 57%  1.35 52%  1.08 61% 

 1.36 51%  1.06 62%  1.13 60%  0.87 69%  1.04 63%  1.07 62%  0.87 69% 

 1.36 52%  1.15 59%  0.89 68%  0.91 68%  1.22 56%  1.24 56%  0.32 89% 

 1.26 55%  0.51 82%  0.78 72%  0.78 72%  1.19 58%  1.22 57%  0.58 79% 

 1.25 55%  1.11 60%  1.51 46%  1.18 58%  1.15 59%  1.55 45%  1.06 62% 

 1.21 57%  1.14 59%  1.17 58%  1.06 62%  1.09 61%  1.49 47%  1.16 59% 

 1.52 46%  1.27 55%  0.73 74%  0.91 68%  1.04 63%  0.94 67%  1.10 61% 

 1.37 51%  1.24 56%  1.26 55%  1.21 57%  1.18 58%  1.51 46%  1.27 55% 

 1.73 38%  1.20 57%  0.93 67%  0.96 66%  1.16 59%  1.36 52%  1.19 57% 

 1.29 54%  1.16 59%  1.67 40%  1.10 61%  1.16 58%  0.96 66%  1.12 60% 

 0.76 73%  1.15 59%  1.02 63%  1.06 62%  0.76 73%  0.70 75%  0.59 79% 

 1.47 48%  1.51 46%  1.13 60%  1.09 61%  0.97 65% 1.06 62%  1.14 59% 

 1.39 50%  1.31 53%  1.22 56%  1.20 57%  1.20 57% 0.94 67%  0.91 67% 

 1.11 60%  1.26 55%  1.22 57%  1.26 55%  1.29 54% 0.55 81%  0.76 73% 

 1.10 61%  1.27 55%  1.13 60%  0.90 68%  1.10 61% 1.27 55%  1.18 58% 

 1.47 47%  1.38 51%  0.84 70%  1.23 56%  1.20 57% 
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0.69 75%  0.45 84% 

 1.12 60%  1.52 46%  1.25 55%  1.19 58%  1.25 56%  0.62 78%  0.57 80% 

 1.14 59%  1.24 56%  1.03 63% 1.33 52%  1.05 63%  1.12 60%  1.02 63% 

 1.20 57%  1.13 60%  0.93 67% 1.90 32%  1.69 40%  1.12 60%  0.88 69% 

 1.13 60%  0.43 85%  1.67 40% 1.91 32%  1.22 56%  1.15 59%  0.87 69% 

 1.15 59%  1.12 60%  1.15 59% 1.37 51%  1.00 64%  1.15 59%  0.58 79% 

 1.06 62%  1.52 46%  1.19 58% 
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1.66 41%  1.23 56%  1.19 57%  1.02 63% 

 0.74 74%  1.42 49%  0.96 66%  1.24 56%  1.31 53%  1.18 58%  0.87 69% 

 1.03 63% 1.17 58%  1.72 38%  1.27 54%  1.13 60%  1.31 53%  1.08 62% 

 1.33 53% 1.02 64%  1.08 62%  1.33 52%  1.20 57%  1.16 59%  0.58 79% 

 0.75 73% 1.11 60%  0.96 66%  0.81 71%  1.30 54%  1.19 57%  0.63 78% 

 1.14 59% 1.21 57%  0.91 67%  1.16 58%  1.20 57%  1.24 56%  0.92 67% 

 1.44 48% 
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0.92 67%  1.02 64%  1.17 58%  1.20 57%  1.10 61%  0.75 73% 

 1.27 55%  1.24 56%  1.51 46%  1.04 63%  1.35 52%  1.16 59%  1.05 63% 

 

 

 0.87 69%  1.20 57%  1.19 58%  0.82 71%  1.48 47%  1.12 60%  1.21 57% 

 1.18 58%  1.15 59%  1.32 53%  0.75 73%  1.48 47%  1.05 63%  1.56 44% 

 1.16 59%  1.20 57%  1.48 47%  1.02 64%  1.03 63%  0.85 70%  1.13 60% 

 1.21 57%  1.37 51%  1.57 44%  1.06 62%  1.23 56%  1.00 64%  1.41 50% 

 0.66 76%  1.23 56%  1.07 62%  0.58 79%  1.22 57%  0.74 74%  0.96 66% 

 0.56 80%  0.92 67%  1.61 42%  1.04 63% 1.07 62%  0.89 68%  1.99 29% 

 0.63 78%  0.84 70%  1.38 51%  0.81 71% 1.01 64%  0.73 74%  0.88 68% 

 0.93 67%  0.94 66%  1.20 57%  0.80 71% 0.89 68%  0.90 68%  0.85 70% 

 0.62 78%  0.87 69%  1.27 55%  0.96 66% 0.63 78%  0.82 71%  1.15 59% 

 1.06 62%  1.07 62%  1.28 54%  0.80 71% 
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0.84 70%  0.84 70%  1.27 54% 

 0.68 76%  1.24 56%  1.22 56%  0.84 70%  0.69 75%  1.13 60%  1.04 63% 

 0.87 69%  1.04 63%  1.10 61%  0.89 68%  1.67 40%  1.13 60%  1.36 52% 

 1.77 37%  1.15 59%  1.17 58%  0.75 73%  0.95 66%  0.85 70%  0.74 74% 

 1.27 54%  1.02 64%  1.28 54%  0.80 71%  1.05 63%  0.94 67%  1.50 46% 

 1.20 57%  0.93 67%  1.24 56%  0.83 71%  1.16 58%  0.94 66%  1.36 51% 

 0.87 69%  0.90 68%  1.23 56%  0.73 74%  1.22 56%  1.17 58%  1.34 52% 

 0.91 67%  0.94 66%  2.11 25%  0.92 67%  0.83 70%  1.15 59% 1.28 54% 

 1.24 56%  1.09 61% 0.77 72%  0.80 71%  1.31 53%  1.22 56% 1.45 48% 

 0.62 78%  1.15 59% 0.83 70%  0.73 74%  0.86 69%  1.21 57% 1.24 56% 

 0.88 69%  0.60 79% 0.67 76%  1.36 51%  1.25 56%  1.25 55% 1.18 58% 

 0.99 65%  0.96 66% 0.69 75%  1.42 49%  1.13 60%  1.55 45% 
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0.99 65% 

 1.15 59%  0.65 77% 
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1.38 51%  0.68 76%  1.16 58%  1.67 40%  1.26 55% 
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 1.07 62%  0.56 80%  0.92 67%  0.84 70%  1.34 52%  1.31 53%  1.59 43% 

 0.93 67%  0.98 65%  0.99 65%  1.10 61%  1.16 59%  1.44 49%  1.30 53% 

 1.25 55%  1.29 54%  0.80 71%  0.88 69%  0.77 73%  1.39 50%  1.52 46% 

 1.35 52%  0.89 68%  0.71 75%  0.81 71%  0.98 65%  1.44 48%  1.65 41% 
 1.07 62%  0.70 75%  0.91 67%  0.84 70%  1.02 64%  1.53 45%  1.83 35% 

 1.20 57%  1.06 62%  1.05 63%  0.83 70%  1.48 47%  1.36 51%  1.48 47% 
 0.56 80%  1.04 63%  0.76 73%  1.04 63%  1.40 50%  1.04 63%  1.21 57% 

2.01 28%  0.79 72%  1.76 37%  0.88 69%  1.31 53%  1.17 58%  1.52 46% 
1.59 43%  1.04 63%  0.70 75%  1.02 64%  1.10 61%  1.60 43%  1.97 29% 
1.76 37%  0.88 68%  0.78 72%  0.88 69%  1.20 57%  0.92 67%  1.79 36% 
1.25 55%  1.02 63%  0.56 80%  0.78 72%  1.43 49%  1.17 58%  1.37 51% 
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0.95 66%  0.61 78%  0.76 73%  0.68 76%  1.30 54%  1.19 58%  1.73 38% 

 1.46 48%  0.71 75%  0.77 73%  0.78 72%  1.32 53%  1.02 64%  1.05 62% 

 1.68 40%  0.72 74%  0.76 73%  0.92 67%  1.26 55%  1.10 61%  1.38 51% 

 1.85 34%  0.48 83%  1.05 63%  0.79 72%  1.35 52%  1.24 56%  1.69 39% 

 1.44 49%  1.00 64%  0.92 67%  0.86 69%  0.84 70%  1.27 55%  1.65 41% 

 1.31 53%  0.95 66%  0.62 78%  0.64 77%  1.08 61%  1.39 50%  1.44 49% 

 1.28 54%  0.98 65%  0.97 65%  0.51 82%  1.00 64%  1.27 55%  1.49 47% 

 1.10 61%  0.85 70%  0.86 69%  0.79 72%  0.88 68%  0.94 66%  1.50 46% 

 1.27 55%  1.07 62%  0.61 78%  1.44 49%  1.21 57%  0.98 65%  1.51 46% 

 1.15 59%  1.14 59%  0.77 72%  0.81 71%  1.74 38%  1.07 62%  1.37 51% 

 1.19 58%  0.79 72%  1.02 64%  0.80 71%  1.43 49%  1.18 58%  1.67 40% 

 1.38 51%  1.05 62%  0.76 73%  0.76 73%  0.88 69%  1.26 55%  1.28 54% 

 1.16 59%  0.94 66%  0.89 68%  0.59 79%  1.96 30%  1.07 62%  1.51 46% 

 1.15 59%  1.11 60%  1.19 57%  0.76 73%  0.67 76%  1.02 64%  1.41 50% 

 1.14 59%  0.79 72%  1.16 59%  0.87 69%  1.14 59%  1.06 62%  1.23 56% 

 1.14 59%  0.82 71%  0.82 71%  0.91 67%  1.09 61%  1.23 56%  1.20 57% 

 0.95 66%  1.05 62%  0.94 66%  1.06 62%  1.31 53% 1.17 58%  1.14 59% 

 1.25 55%  1.23 56%  0.89 68%  0.44 84%  1.10 61% 1.18 58%  1.16 59% 

 1.08 61%  0.69 75%  0.73 74%  1.01 64%  1.02 64% 1.41 50%  1.06 62% 

 1.12 60%  0.93 67%  0.61 78%  1.13 60%  1.11 60% 1.09 61%  1.10 61% 

 0.92 67%  1.11 60%  0.83 70%  1.09 61%  1.09 61% 
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1.18 58%  1.20 57% 

 1.15 59%  0.82 71%  0.74 73%  1.32 53%  0.77 73%  0.58 79%  1.24 56% 

 0.94 66%  0.45 84%  0.95 66%  1.28 54%  0.87 69%  1.24 56%  1.16 59% 

 

 1.19 58%  1.11 60%  1.42 49%  1.29 54%  1.14 59%  1.19 57%  1.23 56% 

 0.74 73%  0.96 66%  1.20 57%  0.96 66%  1.05 63%  1.10 61%  1.23 56% 

 1.18 58%  0.81 71%  1.21 57%  0.96 66%  1.26 55%  1.15 59%  1.27 55% 

 0.68 76%  0.79 72%  1.18 58%  1.04 63%  0.80 72%  1.29 54%  0.86 69% 

 1.03 63% 1.29 54%  1.30 54%  1.18 58%  1.06 62%  1.09 61%  1.21 57% 

 2.03 28% 1.30 54%  1.30 53%  0.93 67%  1.07 62%  1.34 52%  0.90 68% 

 1.25 55% 1.41 50%  1.16 59%  1.13 60%  1.07 62%  1.61 43%  1.04 63% 

 1.13 60% 0.95 66%  1.05 63%  1.05 63%  0.91 67%  1.37 51%  0.93 67% 

 1.27 55% 
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1.11 60%  1.04 63%  0.97 65%  1.16 59%  1.33 53%  1.15 59% 

 1.10 61%  1.07 62%  1.25 55%  1.03 63%  1.09 61%  1.40 50%  1.28 54% 

 1.30 54%  1.49 47%  1.36 52%  1.16 59%  1.32 53%  1.09 61%  1.51 46% 

 1.25 55%  1.58 44%  1.17 58%  1.01 64%  1.28 54%  1.21 57%  1.28 54% 

 1.16 59%  1.48 47%  1.50 46%  1.49 47%  1.29 54%  1.13 59%  1.30 54% 

 1.66 41%  1.22 56%  1.27 55%  1.34 52%  1.27 55%  1.23 56%  1.55 45% 

 1.25 55%  1.09 61%  1.03 63%  1.14 59%  1.22 56%  1.33 53%  1.40 50% 

 1.36 52%  1.16 59%  1.50 47%  1.30 53%  1.41 49%  1.17 58%  1.33 53% 

 1.23 56%  1.18 58%  1.19 58%  1.46 48%  1.42 49%  1.55 45%  0.88 69% 

 1.35 52%  1.07 62%  1.16 58%  1.09 61%  1.47 48%  1.34 52%  1.33 53% 

 1.33 52%  1.17 58%  1.28 54%  1.30 54%  1.20 57%  1.10 61%  1.38 51% 

 1.34 52%  1.14 59%  1.23 56%  1.48 47%  1.27 55%  1.12 60%  1.28 54% 

 1.26 55%  1.25 55%  1.51 46%  1.63 42%  1.08 61%  1.36 52%  1.13 60% 

 1.14 59%  1.30 53%  1.22 57%  1.38 51%  1.31 53%  1.07 62%  1.72 39% 

 1.42 49%  0.99 65%  1.22 56%  1.16 59%  1.17 58%  1.39 50%  1.26 55% 

 1.11 60%  1.08 62%  1.19 58%  1.38 51%  1.18 58%  1.30 53%  1.25 55% 

 1.21 57%  1.07 62%  1.08 61%  1.87 33%  1.34 52%  1.56 44% 1.30 54% 

 1.24 56%  1.07 62%  1.40 50%  1.40 50%  1.18 58%  1.07 62% 1.13 60% 

 0.62 78%  1.12 60%  1.17 58%  1.40 50%  1.03 63%  1.16 59% 2.14 24% 

 1.05 63%  1.14 59%  1.58 44%  1.21 57%  0.83 70%  1.00 64% 2.47 12% 

 1.01 64%  1.28 54%  1.76 37%  1.29 54%  1.00 64%  1.29 54% 
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 1.13 60%  1.14 59%  1.36 51%  1.20 57%  1.20 57%  1.38 51%  1.32 53% 

 1.01 64%  1.30 54%  1.64 41%  1.14 59%  0.65 77%  1.22 56%  0.96 66% 

 0.83 70%  1.17 58%  1.19 58%  1.36 52%  1.20 57%  1.33 53%  1.27 55% 

 1.04 63%  1.02 64%  1.06 62%  1.60 43%  1.14 59%  1.05 63%  1.15 59% 

 1.15 59%  1.18 58%  1.02 64%  1.13 59%  0.84 70%  1.26 55%  1.02 63% 

 1.37 51%  1.02 63%  0.98 65%  1.33 52%  1.10 61%  1.13 60%  1.54 45% 

 0.92 67%  1.03 63%  1.18 58%  1.24 56%  1.25 56%  1.42 49%  1.01 64% 

 0.96 66%  1.13 60%  1.01 64%  1.10 61% 1.78 37%  1.25 56%  1.38 51% 

 1.23 56%  0.43 85%  0.85 70%  1.19 57% 1.39 50%  1.12 60%  1.38 51% 

 1.24 56%  0.82 71%  0.96 66%  1.37 51% 1.58 43%  1.21 57%  1.24 56% 

 0.77 73%  1.09 61%  1.10 61%  1.17 58% 1.12 60%  1.39 50%  1.41 50% 

 0.81 71%  1.24 56%  1.14 59%  1.25 55% 
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1.45 48%  0.89 68%  1.15 59% 

 1.11 60%  1.10 61%  1.00 64%  1.50 46%  1.55 45%  0.80 71%  0.96 66% 

 1.14 59%  1.02 64%  1.21 57%  1.04 63%  1.16 59%  1.12 60%  1.18 58% 

 1.09 61%  0.94 66%  1.11 60%  1.08 61%  1.04 63%  1.07 62%  1.46 48% 

 1.05 63%  0.88 69%  1.09 61%  1.23 56%  1.14 59%  1.02 64%  1.15 59% 

 1.21 57%  0.85 70%  1.07 62%  1.22 57%  1.39 50%  1.10 61%  2.47 12% 

 1.19 57%  1.07 62%  1.24 56%  1.10 61%  1.06 62%  1.24 56%  1.32 53% 

 0.95 66%  0.87 69%  1.37 51%  0.99 65%  1.24 56%  1.12 60%  1.23 56% 

 1.34 52%  1.16 58% 1.12 60%  1.15 59%  0.95 66%  0.92 67%  1.07 62% 

 1.74 38%  1.04 63% 1.50 46%  1.19 58%  1.05 63%  1.55 45%  1.62 42% 
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1.40 50%  1.21 57%  1.09 61%  1.33 52%  1.54 45% 
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 1.54 45%  1.20 57% 0.98 65%  1.00 64%  1.25 55%  1.16 58%  1.17 58% 
 1.34 52%  1.18 58% 1.02 64%  0.79 72%  1.01 64%  0.98 65%  1.26 55% 

 1.12 60%  1.07 62%  1.35 52%  1.10 61%  0.86 69%  0.88 68%  1.28 54% 

 1.18 58%  1.21 57%  1.09 61%  1.16 59%  1.33 53%  1.15 59%  1.44 48% 

 1.15 59%  1.20 57%  1.10 61%  0.90 68%  1.04 63%  1.07 62%  1.19 57% 

 

 1.21 57%  1.46 48%  1.19 58% 1.04 63%  1.39 50%  1.26 55%  0.86 69% 

 1.21 57%  1.46 48%  0.93 67% 0.99 65%  0.90 68%  1.16 59%  1.11 60% 

 1.32 53%  2.61 7%  1.13 60% 1.07 62%  0.86 69%  0.87 69%  1.33 53% 

 1.42 49%  1.55 45%  0.92 67% 1.12 60%  1.21 57%  1.13 60%  1.12 60% 

 1.36 51%  1.68 40%  1.07 62% 
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1.16 59%  1.11 60%  1.24 56%  1.18 58% 

 1.37 51%  1.26 55%  1.47 48%  1.18 58%  1.02 63%  1.24 56%  1.08 62% 

 1.39 50%  1.23 56%  1.09 61%  1.11 60%  0.90 68%  1.40 50%  1.00 64% 

 1.40 50%  1.26 55%  0.83 70%  1.32 53%  1.32 53%  1.21 57%  0.99 65% 

 1.06 62%  1.24 56%  0.95 66%  1.23 56%  0.91 67%  0.81 71%  1.07 62% 

 1.13 60%  1.39 50%  1.15 59%  1.28 54%  1.30 54%  1.18 58%  1.38 51% 

 1.32 53%  1.53 45%  1.26 55%  1.09 61%  1.33 52%  0.95 66%  1.10 61% 

 1.26 55%  1.63 42%  1.14 59%  1.45 48%  1.13 60%  1.34 52%  1.36 51% 

 1.80 36% 2.04 27%  1.14 59%  1.23 56%  1.07 62%  0.94 66%  1.11 60% 

 1.07 62% 1.11 60%  1.05 62%  1.24 56%  1.08 62%  1.38 51%  1.34 52% 

 1.54 45% 1.39 50%  1.27 55%  1.17 58%  0.90 68%  1.08 61%  0.87 69% 

 1.39 50% 1.10 61%  1.03 63%  1.62 42%  0.81 71%  1.50 47%  1.23 56% 

 1.32 53% 
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1.43 49%  0.97 65%  1.03 63%  0.98 65%  1.49 47%  1.41 50% 

 1.54 45%  1.26 55%  0.91 68%  1.05 63%  1.36 51%  0.95 66%  1.09 61% 

 1.84 34%  1.00 64%  0.95 66%  1.18 58%  1.23 56%  1.36 51%  1.16 58% 

 1.28 54%  1.19 58%  1.29 54%  1.66 41%  1.09 61%  1.00 64%  1.21 57% 

 0.94 66%  1.04 63%  1.13 60%  0.82 71%  1.18 58%  1.08 61%  1.44 49% 

 1.34 52%  1.22 56%  1.17 58%  1.25 55%  1.20 57%  1.20 57%  1.35 52% 

 1.48 47%  1.24 56%  0.93 67%  1.40 50%  0.99 65%  1.35 52%  1.07 62% 

 1.52 46%  1.28 54%  1.07 62%  1.33 52%  1.30 53%  1.32 53%  0.98 65% 

 2.50 11%  1.11 60%  1.05 63%  1.18 58%  1.27 55%  1.02 64%  1.23 56% 

 2.67 4%  1.17 58%  1.22 57%  1.01 64%  1.19 58%  1.06 62%  1.37 51% 

 1.52 46%  0.90 68%  1.19 57%  1.22 56%  1.09 61%  1.20 57%  1.22 56% 

 1.58 44%  1.21 57%  1.26 55%  1.15 59%  1.16 58%  0.85 70%  1.62 42% 

 0.98 65%  1.41 50%  1.11 60%  1.48 47%  1.18 58%  1.28 54%  1.14 59% 

 1.61 42%  1.28 54%  1.43 49%  1.36 51%  1.36 51%  1.12 60%  1.37 51% 

 1.65 41%  0.89 68%  1.21 57%  1.00 64%  1.57 44%  1.32 53%  0.89 68% 

 1.25 55%  1.20 57%  1.15 59%  1.30 54%  0.98 65%  1.09 61%  1.27 55% 

 1.21 57%  1.11 60%  1.28 54%  1.18 58%  1.05 63%  1.18 58% 1.29 54% 

 1.48 47%  1.22 56%  1.19 58%  1.18 58%  1.21 57%  1.21 57% 1.27 55% 

 1.39 50%  1.30 54%  1.44 49%  1.11 60%  1.25 56%  1.10 61% 1.26 55% 

 1.21 57%  1.15 59%  1.03 63%  1.05 62%  1.50 46%  0.94 66% 1.08 62% 

 1.08 61%  1.27 55%  1.39 50%  1.18 58%  1.18 58%  1.09 61% 
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 1.41 50%  1.21 57%  1.46 48%  1.33 53%  1.43 49%  1.07 62%  0.98 65% 

 0.85 70%  0.77 72%  1.28 54%  1.23 56%  1.30 54%  1.22 56%  1.11 60% 

 1.56 44%  1.11 60%  0.98 65%  1.53 45%  1.00 64%  1.25 55%  1.24 56% 

 1.03 63%  1.33 52%  1.14 59%  1.28 54%  1.07 62%  1.48 47%  1.16 59% 

 1.42 49%  1.40 50%  1.18 58%  1.31 53%  0.93 67%  1.56 44%  1.13 60% 

 1.83 35%  1.08 61%  1.23 56%  1.40 50%  1.26 55%  1.19 58%  0.98 65% 

 1.16 59%  1.08 62%  1.43 49%  1.18 58%  1.01 64%  1.07 62%  1.30 54% 

 1.34 52%  1.36 52%  0.99 65%  0.96 66% 0.99 65%  0.84 70%  1.09 61% 

 1.33 53%  1.11 60%  1.27 55%  1.29 54% 1.23 56%  1.33 52%  1.47 48% 

 1.11 60%  1.52 46%  1.15 59%  1.08 61% 0.94 66%  1.09 61%  1.11 61% 

 1.31 53%  1.24 56%  1.26 55%  1.22 57% 0.97 65%  1.29 54%  1.31 53% 

 1.40 50%  1.78 37%  1.00 64%  1.31 53% 
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1.08 61%  1.14 59%  1.36 51% 

 1.34 52%  1.29 54%  1.28 54%  1.16 58%  1.31 53%  1.20 57%  1.10 61% 

 1.34 52%  1.33 52%  1.23 56%  1.21 57%  1.19 58%  1.56 44%  1.27 55% 

 1.25 56%  1.06 62%  1.27 55%  1.28 54%  1.05 63%  0.94 67%  0.92 67% 

 1.33 52%  1.22 56%  1.30 53%  1.08 62%  1.19 57%  1.10 61%  1.42 49% 

 1.33 53%  1.30 53%  1.68 40%  1.43 49%  1.53 45%  1.44 49%  1.21 57% 

 1.02 63%  1.28 54%  1.19 58%  1.24 56%  1.22 56%  1.17 58%  1.18 58% 

 1.00 64%  1.07 62%  0.97 65%  1.33 53%  1.36 51%  1.39 50%  1.56 44% 

 

 1.05 63%  1.02 64%  1.29 54%  1.26 55%  1.11 60%  1.26 55%  1.45 48% 

 0.82 71%  1.29 54%  1.49 47%  1.14 59%  1.25 55%  1.37 51%  1.54 45% 

 0.93 67%  1.11 60%  0.86 69%  1.31 53%  1.36 51%  1.23 56%  1.17 58% 

 1.38 51%  1.27 54%  1.14 59%  1.21 57%  1.24 56%  1.03 63%  0.87 69% 

 1.65 41%  1.29 54%  1.42 49%  0.76 73%  1.24 56%  1.37 51%  1.64 41% 

 1.24 56%  1.09 61%  1.57 44%  1.11 60%  1.11 60%  0.88 68%  1.23 56% 

 1.08 61%  1.44 49%  1.40 50%  1.26 55%  0.92 67%  1.11 60%  1.27 55% 

 1.16 59%  1.44 49%  1.31 53%  1.33 52%  1.61 42%  0.81 71%  1.18 58% 

 1.36 51%  1.43 49%  1.30 54% 1.17 58%  1.42 49%  1.26 55%  1.28 54% 

 1.62 42%  1.08 62%  1.37 51% 1.08 62%  1.11 60%  1.07 62%  1.18 58% 

 1.19 57%  1.38 51%  1.15 59% 0.97 66%  0.85 70%  0.80 71%  1.04 63% 

 1.63 42%  0.91 68%  1.07 62% 1.14 59%  1.24 56%  1.26 55%  1.43 49% 

 1.09 61%  1.32 53%  1.55 45% 

B
P

e1
97

3.
6 

1.42 49%  1.10 61%  1.18 58%  1.35 52% 

 1.38 51%  1.04 63%  1.57 44%  0.94 66%  1.37 51%  1.08 62%  1.31 53% 

 1.11 60%  1.04 63%  1.30 53%  1.09 61%  1.32 53%  1.26 55%  1.11 60% 

 1.15 59%  1.13 59%  1.16 58%  1.19 57%  0.93 67%  1.06 62%  1.56 44% 

 1.11 61%  1.50 46%  1.44 49%  1.11 60%  1.36 51%  0.38 86%  1.15 59% 

 1.01 64%  1.24 56%  1.03 63%  0.85 70%  1.06 62%  1.35 52%  0.35 87% 

 1.51 46%  1.02 64%  1.17 58%  1.05 63%  1.26 55%  0.89 68%  1.36 52% 
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 1.46 48%  1.04 63%  1.46 48%  1.22 56%  1.32 53%  1.27 55%  1.35 52% 

 1.42 49% 1.11 60%  1.13 60%  1.11 60%  1.18 58%  1.00 64%  1.10 61% 

 1.03 63% 1.00 64%  1.28 54%  1.23 56%  0.91 68%  1.24 56%  1.26 55% 

 0.88 69% 1.23 56%  1.15 59%  1.02 64%  1.13 59%  1.10 61%  1.26 55% 
 1.16 59% 1.23 56%  1.10 61%  1.13 60%  1.13 60%  1.20 57%  1.10 61% 

 1.07 62% 

B
P

e1
97

2.
9 

1.48 47%  1.24 56%  1.14 59%  1.11 60%  0.55 81%  0.94 67% 

 1.06 62%  1.30 54%  1.17 58%  1.04 63%  1.04 63%  1.05 63%  1.37 51% 

 1.43 49%  1.54 45%  1.04 63%  1.59 43%  0.97 65%  1.37 51%  1.29 54% 

 1.10 61%  0.95 66%  1.40 50%  1.32 53%  1.08 61%  1.13 59%  1.22 56% 

 1.20 57%  1.38 51%  1.30 54%  0.99 64%  1.29 54%  0.88 69%  1.22 57% 

 1.05 62%  1.01 64%  1.45 48%  1.47 47%  1.03 63%  0.89 68%  1.43 49% 

 1.75 37%  1.47 48%  1.67 40%  1.09 61%  1.27 55%  1.04 63%  1.08 61% 

 1.49 47%  1.34 52%  1.06 62%  1.20 57%  1.24 56%  1.32 53%  0.93 67% 

 1.27 55%  1.39 50%  1.06 62%  1.09 61%  1.14 59%  1.35 52%  1.11 60% 

 1.54 45%  1.44 48%  1.41 50%  1.03 63%  1.13 59%  1.09 61%  1.29 54% 

 1.56 44%  1.43 49%  1.39 50%  1.08 62%  1.22 56%  1.13 60%  1.03 63% 

 1.36 52%  1.12 60%  1.20 57%  1.13 60%  1.15 59%  1.22 56%  1.18 58% 

 1.27 55%  0.94 66%  1.15 59%  1.02 64%  1.75 38%  1.11 60%  1.18 58% 

 1.39 50%  0.99 65%  0.96 66%  0.72 74%  1.44 49%  1.22 56%  1.09 61% 

 1.47 48%  1.31 53%  1.21 57%  0.97 65%  1.77 37%  1.18 58%  1.46 48% 

 1.31 53%  1.08 61%  1.50 46%  0.97 65%  1.12 60%  1.19 57%  0.99 65% 

 1.47 47%  1.29 54%  1.31 53%  1.30 54%  1.17 58%  1.16 58% 1.26 55% 

 1.68 40%  1.26 55%  1.00 64%  1.19 57%  1.66 41%  1.14 59% 1.01 64% 

 1.40 50%  1.16 59%  1.50 46%  1.00 64%  1.27 55%  0.84 70% 1.17 58% 

 1.27 55%  1.43 49%  1.21 57%  0.98 65%  0.95 66%  1.25 55% 1.32 53% 

 1.00 64%  1.56 44%  1.34 52%  1.29 54%  1.47 48%  0.42 85% 

B
P

e1
97

5.
1 

1.35 52% 

 1.34 52%  1.25 55%  1.33 52%  0.98 65%  0.92 67%  0.83 70%  1.36 52% 

 1.24 56%  1.12 60%  1.09 61%  1.23 56%  1.21 57%  1.32 53%  0.90 68% 

 1.38 51%  1.61 43%  1.25 55%  1.15 59%  1.28 54%  1.30 54%  0.67 76% 

 1.57 44%  1.10 61%  1.12 60%  1.18 58%  1.19 58%  1.13 60%  1.04 63% 

 1.47 48%  1.11 60%  1.44 48%  1.44 49%  1.42 49%  1.30 54%  0.80 71% 

 1.16 59%  1.52 46%  1.69 40%  1.26 55%  1.31 53%  0.53 81%  0.83 70% 

 1.15 59%  0.94 66%  1.14 59%  1.27 55%  1.43 49%  1.32 53%  1.25 55% 

 1.24 56%  1.16 59%  1.37 51%  1.20 57% 0.88 68%  1.00 64%  0.89 68% 

 1.02 64%  1.35 52%  1.34 52%  1.16 59% 1.06 62%  1.32 53%  1.07 62% 

 1.23 56%  1.18 58%  1.43 49%  1.14 59% 1.18 58%  1.10 61%  0.81 71% 

 1.53 45%  1.40 50%  1.40 50%  1.25 55% B
P

e1
97

4.
9 

1.11 60%  1.39 50%  1.17 58% 

 

 1.04 63%  1.06 62%  0.95 66%  1.30 54%  0.89 68%  1.06 62%  1.22 56% 
 1.43 49%  1.07 62%  0.65 77%  1.17 58%  1.28 54%  1.46 48%  1.26 55% 
 1.24 56%  0.82 71%  1.04 63%  1.38 51%  1.18 58%  1.22 57%  1.27 55% 
 1.02 64%  0.79 72%  1.40 50%  1.60 43%  1.34 52%  1.04 63%  1.09 61% 
 0.78 72%  1.14 59%  0.94 66%  1.05 63%  1.39 50% BP

e19
77.
6 

1.76 37%  1.53 46% 

 0.96 66%  1.54 45%  1.17 58%  1.00 64%  1.08 61%  1.07 62%  1.39 50% 
 1.16 59%  1.30 53%  1.28 54%  1.02 64%  1.12 60%  1.56 44%  1.19 58% 
 0.98 65%  1.01 64%  1.20 57%  1.31 53%  0.77 72%  1.82 35%  1.14 59% 
 1.01 64%  0.87 69%  1.20 57%  1.21 57%  1.06 62%  1.15 59%  1.25 55% 
 1.04 63%  1.15 59%  1.31 53%  1.02 64%  0.97 65%  1.78 36%  1.14 59% 
 1.03 63%  1.12 60%  1.48 47%  1.55 45%  0.85 69%  1.49 47%  1.35 52% 
 1.27 55%  1.10 61%  1.02 64%  1.19 57%  0.98 65%  1.15 59%  1.36 51% 
 1.05 63%  0.41 85%  1.24 56%  1.27 55%  1.16 59%  1.45 48%  1.22 57% 
 1.11 60%  1.45 48%  1.36 51%  1.07 62%  1.12 60%  1.40 50%  1.20 57% 
 1.21 57%  1.08 61%  1.09 61%  1.31 53%  0.96 66%  1.36 51%  1.30 54% 
 0.99 65%  1.13 59%  1.11 60%  1.33 52%  1.31 53%  1.35 52%  1.12 60% 
 0.96 66%  1.08 62%  0.65 77% BP

e19
76.
6 

1.07 62%  0.96 66%  1.38 51%  1.49 47% 

 0.94 67%  1.07 62%  1.03 63%  1.43 49%  1.00 64%  1.79 36%  1.13 60% 
 0.98 65%  1.32 53%  1.21 57%  1.19 57%  1.31 53%  1.35 52%  1.48 47% 
 0.70 75%  1.02 63%  0.92 67%  1.24 56%  1.21 57%  1.39 50%  1.45 48% 
 0.74 74%  1.21 57%  1.58 44%  1.01 64%  0.99 65%  1.27 55%  1.28 54% 
 1.02 64%  1.19 57%  1.31 53%  1.25 55%  1.06 62%  0.84 70%  1.15 59% 
 1.02 63%  1.01 64%  1.49 47%  1.34 52%  1.18 58%  1.23 56%  1.41 50% 
 1.15 59%  1.14 59%  1.15 59%  1.10 61%  0.81 71%  1.57 44%  1.26 55% 
 1.25 55%  0.95 66%  1.11 60%  1.03 63%  1.22 56%  1.25 55%  1.11 60% 
 0.92 67%  1.05 63%  1.21 57%  1.18 58%  0.97 66%  1.15 59%  1.39 50% 
 0.84 70%  0.98 65%  0.71 75%  0.94 66%  1.51 46%  1.17 58%  1.27 55% 
 0.98 65%  1.45 48%  0.77 73%  1.19 58%  1.44 49%  1.27 55%  1.68 40% 
 1.20 57% BP

e19
75.
6 

1.02 63%  1.39 50%  1.29 54%  1.17 58%  1.56 44%  0.97 65% 

 1.19 58%  1.09 61%  1.41 50%  1.26 55%  1.15 59%  1.61 42%  1.44 49% 
 1.13 60%  1.16 58%  1.20 57%  1.06 62%  1.07 62%  1.17 58%  1.19 57% 
 1.31 53%  0.95 66%  1.13 60%  1.43 49%  1.03 63%  1.63 42%  1.25 55% 
 0.88 69%  1.08 61%  1.24 56%  1.31 53%  1.34 52%  1.19 57%  1.04 63% 
 1.17 58%  1.13 60%  1.36 52%  0.99 65%  1.17 58%  1.02 64%  1.29 54% 
 1.05 63%  1.04 63%  1.05 62%  1.11 60%  1.42 49%  1.36 51%  1.44 48% 
 0.95 66%  1.07 62%  1.01 64%  1.21 57%  1.16 59%  1.02 64%  1.10 61% 
 1.37 51%  0.93 67%  1.41 50%  1.12 60%  1.37 51%  1.27 55%  1.22 56% 
 1.03 63%  0.87 69%  1.25 55%  1.08 61%  1.20 57%  1.41 50%  1.33 53% 
 0.95 66%  1.01 64%  0.99 65%  0.96 66%  1.26 55%  1.27 55%  1.50 47% 
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 1.09 61%  2.31 18%  1.30 54%  1.32 53%  1.32 53%  1.25 55%  1.79 36% 
 1.25 55%  1.10 61%  1.65 41%  1.46 48%  1.26 55%  1.38 51%  1.03 63% 
 0.98 65%  1.39 50%  1.36 51%  1.15 59%  1.18 58%  1.39 50%  1.63 42% 
 1.27 55%  1.06 62%  0.78 72%  0.89 68%  1.03 63%  1.48 47%  1.32 53% 
 0.93 67%  1.15 59%  0.78 72%  0.89 68%  1.24 56%  1.52 46%  1.14 59% 
 1.12 60%  0.70 75%  1.20 57%  1.20 57%  1.05 63%  1.48 47%  1.26 55% 
 1.03 63%  0.88 69%  1.15 59%  1.06 62%  1.01 64%  1.22 56%  1.43 49% 
 0.94 66%  1.21 57%  1.59 43%  1.22 57%  1.08 62%  1.43 49%  1.31 53% 
 1.28 54%  1.09 61%  1.45 48%  1.07 62%  1.21 57%  0.90 68%  1.25 55% 
 0.99 65%  0.89 68%  1.44 48%  1.16 59%  1.26 55%  1.48 47%    
 0.94 67%  0.99 65%  1.22 57%  1.06 62%  0.99 65%  1.22 56%    
 0.80 72%  1.08 61%  1.16 59%  1.17 58%  1.09 61%  1.32 53%    
 1.04 63%  1.37 51%  0.93 67%  1.06 62%  0.93 67%  1.44 49%    
 1.19 57%  1.04 63%  1.47 48%  0.88 69%  1.16 59%  1.33 53%    
 1.23 56%  0.85 70%  1.13 60%  0.99 65%  1.00 64%  1.08 61%    
 1.20 57%  1.27 55%  1.01 64%  1.41 50%  1.12 60%  1.33 53%    
 1.22 56%  1.51 46%  0.90 68%  1.32 53%  1.23 56%  1.20 57%    

 

Pahvant Butte 

 D V                      

1.88 33%  1.32 53%  1.59 43%  0.57 80%  0.48 83%  0.83 70%  1.10 61%  1.54 45% 

1.27 55%  1.53 46%  1.31 53%  0.52 81%  0.52 82%  1.05 62%  1.30 53%  1.05 63% 

2.09 25%  1.46 48% 0.45 84%  0.62 78%  0.59 79%  1.32 53%  0.74 74%  1.41 50% 

1.22 56%  1.35 52% 0.48 83%  0.48 83%  0.54 81%  0.75 73%  1.09 61%  0.98 65% P
B

m
14

69
 

2.11 25%  1.59 43% 0.45 84%  0.49 83% 1.11 60%  0.87 69%  0.67 76%  1.61 43% 

 1.21 57%  1.39 50% 0.57 80%  0.37 87% 1.34 52%  1.31 53%  1.06 62%  1.41 50% 

 1.93 31%  1.26 55% 

P
B

m
15

27
 

0.37 87%  0.56 80% 1.14 59%  0.56 80% 1.21 57%  1.97 30% 

 1.43 49%  1.46 48%  0.53 81%  0.37 87% 2.01 28%  1.00 64% 1.23 56%  1.42 49% 

 2.12 24%  1.44 48%  0.54 81%  0.56 80% 

P
B

m
15

25
 

1.08 61%  1.18 58% 1.27 55%  1.45 48% 

 1.29 54%  1.36 51%  0.54 81%  0.37 87%  1.38 51%  1.05 63% 1.39 50%  1.47 48% 

 1.23 56%  1.41 49%  0.59 79%  0.77 73%  1.10 61%  0.79 72% 

P
B

m
15

35
.5

 

2.35 16%  1.34 52% 

 1.26 55%  1.24 56%  0.78 72%  0.53 81%  1.43 49%  0.50 82%  1.86 33%  1.81 35% 

 1.24 56%  1.50 47%  0.59 79%  0.51 82%  1.14 59%  0.93 67%  1.35 52%  1.60 43% 

 1.16 59%  1.32 53%  0.54 81%  0.41 85%  0.86 69%  1.67 40%  1.70 39%  1.73 38% 

 1.45 48%  1.42 49%  0.54 81%  0.57 80%  0.92 67%  0.63 78%  1.54 45%  1.59 43% 

 1.21 57%  1.41 50%  0.69 75%  0.42 85%  1.17 58%  1.14 59%  1.31 53%  1.82 35% 

 1.98 29%  1.33 53%  0.56 80%  0.54 81%  1.97 29%  1.31 53%  1.26 55%  1.59 43% 

 1.39 50%  1.38 51%  0.49 82%  0.58 79%  1.10 61%  1.34 52%  1.50 46%  1.20 57% 

 1.47 47%  1.36 51%  0.48 83%  0.60 78%  0.99 64%  1.41 50%  1.52 46%  1.35 52% 

 1.25 55%  1.23 56%  0.56 80%  0.46 83%  1.08 61%  1.21 57%  1.56 44%  1.52 46% 

 1.79 36%  1.41 50%  0.63 78%  0.50 82%  1.14 59%  1.44 49%  1.68 40%  1.36 51% 

 1.22 57%  1.53 45%  0.56 80%  0.53 81%  1.19 57%  1.21 57%  1.65 41%  1.31 53% 

 1.75 37%  1.59 43%  0.60 79%  0.48 83%  1.11 60%  0.61 78%  1.64 41%  1.40 50% 

 1.50 46%  1.27 55%  0.58 79%  1.07 62%  1.42 49%  0.50 82%  1.61 43%  1.25 55% 

 1.31 53%  1.56 44%  0.46 84%  0.55 80%  1.00 64%  0.73 74%  1.51 46%  1.49 47% 

 1.45 48%  1.27 55%  0.40 86%  0.56 80%  0.70 75%  1.05 63%  1.28 54%  1.17 58% 

 1.34 52%  1.23 56%  0.47 83%  0.51 82%  1.10 61%  0.72 74%  1.17 58%  1.45 48% 

 1.23 56%  1.53 46%  0.49 82%  0.52 81%  0.93 67%  1.54 45%  1.32 53%  1.71 39% 

 1.40 50%  1.34 52%  0.38 87%  0.59 79%  0.96 66%  0.91 67%  1.56 44%  1.41 50% 

 1.27 55%  1.74 38%  0.54 81%  0.50 82%  1.09 61%  0.86 69%  1.31 53%  1.45 48% 

 1.45 48%  1.54 45%  0.47 83%  0.48 83%  0.88 68%  1.32 53%  1.50 47%  1.55 45% 

 1.24 56%  1.39 51%  0.61 78%  0.49 83%  1.07 62%  1.00 64%  1.37 51%  1.65 41% 

 1.33 53%  1.46 48%  0.65 77%  0.54 81%  1.46 48%  1.45 48%  1.52 46%  1.49 47% 

 1.22 56%  1.51 46%  0.65 77%  0.97 65%  0.94 67%  1.23 56%  1.79 36%  1.41 50% 

 1.33 52%  1.57 44%  1.26 55%  0.48 83%  0.87 69%  0.98 65%  1.41 50%  1.56 44% 

 1.32 53%  1.54 45%  0.57 80%  0.61 78%  0.90 68%  1.03 63%  1.77 37%  1.56 44% 

 1.42 49%  1.28 54%  0.57 80%  0.63 77%  1.03 63%  0.91 68%  1.64 42%  1.32 53% 

 1.24 56%  1.24 56%  0.39 86%  0.48 83%  1.65 41%  0.87 69%  1.96 30%  1.43 49% 

 1.37 51%  1.33 53%  0.56 80%  0.50 82%  1.53 45%  1.47 48%  1.62 42%  1.27 55% 

 1.35 52%  1.24 56%  0.49 83%  0.56 80%  0.93 67%  1.16 59%  1.36 51%  0.78 72% 

 1.28 54%  1.23 56%  0.39 86%  0.46 84%  1.25 55%  0.79 72%  1.64 41%  1.57 44% 

 1.37 51%  1.42 49%  0.59 79%  0.59 79%  1.29 54%  0.93 67%  1.74 38%  1.64 42% 

 1.24 56%  1.39 50%  0.42 85%  0.71 75%  1.58 44%  1.26 55%  1.46 48%  1.33 53% 

 1.29 54%  1.58 44%  0.47 83%  0.61 78%  0.91 68%  0.61 78%  1.60 43%  1.69 40% 

 1.22 56%  1.30 54%  0.60 79%  0.45 84%  1.33 52%  1.34 52%  1.52 46%  1.17 58% 

 1.28 54%  1.51 46%  0.24 92%  0.71 75%  0.84 70%  1.17 58%  2.42 14%  2.16 23% 

 1.27 55%  1.33 53%  0.50 82%  0.50 82%  1.04 63%  1.19 57%  1.43 49%  1.56 44% 

 1.57 44%  1.31 53%  0.40 86%  0.52 81%  1.10 61%  0.87 69%  0.85 70%  1.02 64% 

 1.21 57%  1.22 57%  0.56 80%  0.43 85%  1.04 63%  1.04 63%  1.45 48%  1.56 44% 

 

 2.39 15%  1.18 58%  1.56 44%  1.16 58%  1.45 48%  1.27 55%  1.20 57%  1.37 51% 

 1.29 54%  2.32 17%  1.29 54%  1.10 61%  1.37 51%  1.14 59%  1.30 53%  1.42 49% 

 1.54 45%  1.04 63%  1.47 47%  1.64 41%  1.07 62%  1.38 51%  1.36 51%  1.35 52% 

 1.50 46%  1.79 36%  1.08 61%  1.27 54%  0.97 65%  1.29 54%  1.60 43%  2.25 20% 

 1.61 42%  1.00 64%  1.58 44%  1.37 51%  1.26 55%  1.07 62%  1.47 48%  1.42 49% 

 1.41 50%  1.53 45%  1.27 55%  1.62 42%  1.26 55%  1.16 58%  1.50 46%  1.55 45% 

 1.44 49%  1.34 52%  1.54 45%  1.34 52%  1.20 57%  1.33 52%  1.13 60%  1.38 51% 

 1.55 45%  1.07 62%  1.96 30%  1.53 45%  1.33 53%  1.65 41%  1.20 57%  1.60 43% 

1.04 63%  1.32 53%  1.36 51%  1.56 44%  1.39 50%  1.39 50%  1.41 50%  1.82 35% 

1.00 64%  1.01 64%  2.50 11%  1.42 49%  1.45 48%  1.33 53%  1.28 54%  2.63 6% 

1.30 54%  1.40 50%  1.29 54%  1.37 51%  1.40 50%  1.54 45%  1.69 40%  1.74 38% 

1.12 60%  1.20 57%  1.31 53%  1.39 50%  1.05 62%  1.10 61%  1.41 50%  1.26 55% 

P
B

m
15

18
.5

 

1.43 49%  1.60 43%  1.16 58%  1.36 52%  1.21 57%  1.29 54%  1.27 55%  1.47 48% 
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 1.18 58%  1.14 59%  1.45 48%  1.73 38%  1.04 63%  2.07 26%  1.50 46%  2.20 22% 

 2.08 26%  1.68 40%  1.68 40%  1.40 50%  1.45 48%  1.31 53%  1.13 60%  1.36 51% 

 1.08 61%  1.13 60%  1.48 47%  1.90 32%  1.47 47%  1.18 58%  1.64 42%  1.74 38% 

 1.21 57%  1.21 57%  1.26 55%  1.43 49%  1.36 51%  1.29 54%  1.39 50%  1.40 50% 
 1.40 50%  0.98 65%  1.13 60%  1.24 56%  1.19 57%  1.93 31%  1.33 52%  1.72 39% 

 1.85 34%  1.00 64%  1.53 45%  1.48 47%  1.37 51%  1.23 56%  1.59 43%  0.76 73% 

 1.39 50%  1.23 56%  1.30 53% 0.97 65%  1.17 58%  1.59 43%  1.42 49%  1.32 53% 

 1.27 55%  1.12 60%  1.37 51% 1.30 54%  1.24 56%  2.15 23%  1.74 38%  1.38 51% 

 1.56 44%  1.12 60%  1.44 48% 1.16 59%  1.37 51%  1.44 49%  1.66 41%  2.06 27% 

 1.22 56%  1.15 59%  1.23 56% 1.04 63%  1.11 60%  1.77 37%  1.89 33%  1.43 49% 

 1.41 50%  1.27 55%  1.82 35% P
B

m
15

10
.5

 

1.43 49%  1.30 54%  1.35 52%  1.26 55%  1.22 57% 

 1.16 58%  1.07 62%  1.78 36%  1.77 37%  1.03 63%  1.38 51%  1.36 51%  1.15 59% 

 1.20 57%  1.14 59%  1.26 55%  1.80 36%  1.30 54%  1.76 37%  1.31 53%  1.25 55% 

 1.20 57%  1.83 35%  2.25 20%  0.88 69%  1.25 56%  1.54 45%  1.50 46%  1.37 51% 

 1.39 51%  1.25 55%  1.66 41%  1.52 46%  1.29 54%  1.45 48%  1.22 57%  1.56 44% 

 0.87 69%  1.16 59%  1.74 38%  1.03 63%  1.21 57%  1.28 54%  1.21 57%  1.34 52% 

 2.06 26%  1.10 61%  1.66 41%  1.14 59%  1.20 57%  1.25 55%  1.54 45%  1.42 49% 

 1.20 57%  0.79 72%  1.13 59%  1.31 53%  1.22 56%  1.42 49% 1.16 59%  1.20 57% 

 1.42 49%  1.27 55%  1.36 51%  1.16 59%  1.15 59%  1.56 44% 1.77 37%  1.63 42% 

 1.12 60%  0.91 67%  1.61 42%  1.37 51%  1.54 45%  1.64 42% 1.69 40%  1.24 56% 

 1.17 58%  0.90 68%  1.21 57%  1.00 64%  1.46 48%  1.39 50% 1.87 33%  1.49 47% 

 1.04 63%  1.14 59%  1.30 54%  1.39 50%  1.20 57%  1.35 52% P
B

m
15

19
 

1.39 50%  1.23 56% 

 1.15 59%  1.09 61%  1.48 47%  1.20 57%  1.09 61%  1.18 58%  1.61 42%  1.52 46% 

 1.12 60%  1.23 56%  1.09 61%  1.57 44%  1.40 50%  1.31 53%  1.40 50%  1.57 44% 

 1.16 59%  1.12 60%  1.37 51%  1.06 62%  1.78 36%  1.26 55%  2.28 19%  1.31 53% 

 1.29 54%  1.29 54%  1.30 53%  1.52 46%  1.57 44%  1.44 48%  1.23 56%  1.19 57% 

 0.93 67%  1.17 58%  1.42 49%  1.28 54%  1.31 53%  1.54 45%  1.40 50%  1.82 35% 

 1.54 45%  1.33 53%  1.22 56%  1.30 54%  1.52 46%  1.24 56%  1.28 54%  1.00 64% 

 1.64 41%  1.02 64%  1.49 47%  1.04 63%  1.68 40%  1.25 55%  1.27 54%  0.90 68% 

 1.36 51%  1.46 48%  1.52 46%  1.58 44%  1.35 52%  1.51 46%  1.26 55%  1.23 56% 

 0.98 65%  1.34 52%  1.60 43%  1.95 31%  1.54 45%  1.00 64%  1.42 49%  1.40 50% 

 1.10 61%  1.57 44%  1.16 59%  1.66 41%  1.47 48%  1.30 54%  1.06 62%  1.35 52% 

 1.22 56% 2.20 21%  1.15 59%  1.53 46%  1.31 53%  1.18 58%  2.41 14%  1.21 57% 

 1.18 58% 2.23 20%  1.38 51%  1.16 59%  1.40 50%  1.55 45%  1.69 40%  1.19 58% 

 1.08 61% 1.67 40%  1.41 50%  1.21 57%  1.22 57%  1.41 50%  1.72 39%  1.39 50% 

 1.49 47% 1.37 51%  1.24 56%  1.30 53%  1.09 61%  1.61 43%  1.34 52%  1.53 45% 

 1.19 58% P
B

m
15

11
 

1.31 53%  1.38 51%  1.42 49%  1.37 51%  1.08 61%  1.40 50%  1.91 32% 

 1.54 45%  2.20 22%  1.45 48%  1.01 64%  1.35 52%  1.53 45%  1.32 53%  1.34 52% 

 1.06 62%  1.60 43%  1.60 43%  1.31 53%  1.33 53%  1.30 53%  1.23 56%  1.04 63% 

 1.14 59%  1.33 53%  1.56 44%  1.04 63%  1.68 40%  1.42 49%  1.24 56%  1.39 50% 

 1.18 58%  1.38 51%  1.69 40%  1.06 62%  1.28 54%  1.69 40%  1.36 51%  1.46 48% 

 1.57 44%  1.79 36%  1.60 43%  1.35 52%  1.44 49%  1.65 41%  1.65 41%  1.29 54% 

 1.24 56%  2.14 24%  2.06 26%  1.04 63%  1.31 53%  1.38 51%  2.17 23%  1.34 52% 

 1.08 61%  1.79 36%  1.54 45%  1.36 52% 1.34 52%  1.31 53%  2.02 28%  1.54 45% 

 1.20 57%  1.95 30%  2.24 20%  1.64 41% 1.22 56%  1.23 56%  0.82 71%  1.32 53% 

 1.30 54%  1.45 48%  1.59 43%  1.56 44% 1.04 63%  1.73 38%  1.22 56%  1.32 53% 

 0.87 69%  1.42 49%  1.18 58%  1.20 57% 0.99 65%  1.65 41%  1.34 52%  1.41 50% 

 1.10 61%  1.32 53%  1.50 46%  1.07 62% P
B

m
15

10
.2

 

1.17 58%  1.61 43%  1.19 57%  1.24 56% 

 1.16 59%  2.15 23%  1.37 51%  1.45 48%  1.10 61%  1.60 43%  1.06 62%  1.28 54% 

 1.35 52%  1.42 49%  1.27 54%  1.23 56%  1.37 51%  1.43 49%  1.15 59%  1.27 54% 

 

 1.52 46%  1.40 50%  1.45 48%  1.11 60%  1.38 51%  1.32 53%  1.49 47%  1.63 42% 

 1.26 55%  1.27 54%  1.64 41%  1.51 46%  1.48 47%  1.35 52%  1.44 49%  1.50 46% 

 0.67 76%  1.08 61%  1.42 49%  1.03 63%  1.34 52%  1.71 39%  2.23 20%  1.74 38% 

 0.98 65%  1.49 47%  1.30 53%  1.63 42%  1.30 54%  1.43 49%  1.47 48%  1.43 49% 

1.07 62%  1.20 57%  0.95 66%  1.29 54%  1.29 54%  1.24 56%  1.53 45%  1.27 54% 

1.31 53%  1.35 52%  1.38 51%  1.96 30%  1.21 57%  1.65 41%  1.43 49%  1.04 63% 

1.11 60%  1.08 61%  1.30 54%  0.97 65%  1.22 57%  1.43 49%  1.63 42%  1.29 54% 

1.19 58%  1.60 43%  1.75 37%  1.21 57%  1.35 52%  1.30 54%  1.44 49%  1.60 43% 

P
B

m
15

20
 

1.40 50%  1.32 53%  1.51 46%  1.48 47%  1.21 57%  1.38 51%  1.88 33%  1.28 54% 

 2.01 28%  1.15 59%  1.36 51%  1.26 55%  1.45 48%  1.46 48%  1.34 52%  1.58 44% 

 1.30 54%  1.27 55%  1.29 54%  1.32 53%  1.25 55%  1.44 48%  1.44 49%  1.04 63% 

 1.14 59%  1.24 56%  1.69 40%  1.16 59%  1.75 37%  1.51 46%  2.09 25%  1.40 50% 

 1.27 55%  1.12 60%  1.41 50%  1.66 41%  1.24 56%  1.59 43%  1.42 49%  1.38 51% 

 1.31 53%  1.73 38%  1.31 53%  1.56 44%  2.37 15%  1.43 49%  1.38 51%  1.35 52% 

 1.33 52%  1.09 61%  1.33 53%  1.81 35%  1.24 56%  1.69 40%  2.42 13%  1.42 49% 

 1.12 60%  1.26 55%  1.57 44% 1.26 55%  1.32 53%  1.39 50%  1.47 47%  1.61 42% 

 1.44 49%  1.28 54%  1.43 49% 2.39 15%  1.73 38%  1.48 47%  1.66 41%  1.09 61% 

 0.95 66%  1.44 49%  1.51 46% 1.31 53%  1.31 53%  1.69 40%  1.52 46%  1.43 49% 

 1.26 55%  1.06 62%  1.36 51% 1.31 53%  1.18 58%  1.55 45%  1.79 36%  1.33 52% 

 1.07 62%  1.33 53%  1.65 41% P
B

m
15

28
 

1.72 39%  1.33 53%  1.64 41%  1.59 43%  1.21 57% 

 1.41 50%  1.15 59%  1.26 55%  1.21 57%  1.42 49%  1.22 57%  1.20 57%  1.36 51% 

 1.30 53%  1.34 52%  1.18 58%  1.58 44%  1.40 50%  1.68 40%  1.46 48%  1.51 46% 

 1.92 31%  1.35 52%  1.73 38%  1.24 56%  1.38 51%  1.32 53%  1.39 50%  1.27 55% 

 1.16 59%  2.21 21%  1.22 57%  1.32 53%  1.32 53%  1.82 35%  1.74 38%  1.35 52% 

 1.05 63%  1.07 62%  1.23 56%  1.22 56%  1.55 45%  1.54 45%  1.51 46%  1.62 42% 

 1.17 58%  1.10 61%  1.26 55%  1.79 36%  1.38 51%  1.53 45%  1.28 54%  1.35 52% 

 1.07 62%  1.51 46%  1.30 54%  1.51 46%  1.13 60%  1.53 45% 1.50 47%  1.32 53% 

 1.05 62%  1.08 61%  1.56 44%  1.15 59%  1.47 47%  1.35 52% 1.58 44%  1.50 46% 

 1.12 60%  1.08 62%  1.86 34%  1.64 42%  1.28 54%  1.45 48% 1.99 29%  1.49 47% 

 1.01 64%  1.24 56%  1.27 55%  2.21 21%  1.38 51%  1.53 45% 2.30 18%  1.25 55% 

 1.20 57%  1.90 32%  1.69 40%  1.24 56%  1.17 58%  1.34 52% P
B

m
15

40
 

1.45 48%  1.35 52% 

 1.45 48%  1.22 56%  1.13 60%  1.56 44%  1.33 52%  1.26 55%  1.60 43%  1.39 50% 

 1.43 49%  1.06 62%  1.33 53%  1.34 52%  1.20 57%  1.27 55%  1.20 57%  1.38 51% 

 1.02 63%  1.33 52%  1.29 54%  1.28 54%  1.29 54%  1.39 50%  0.87 69%  1.37 51% 

 1.28 54%  1.60 43%  0.97 65%  1.50 47%  1.56 44%  1.51 46%  1.73 38%  1.35 52% 
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 1.19 58%  1.26 55%  1.52 46%  1.45 48%  1.17 58%  1.16 58%  1.59 43%    
 1.12 60%  1.23 56%  1.28 54%  1.36 51%  1.54 45%  1.45 48%  1.32 53%    

 1.14 59%  1.09 61%  1.52 46%  1.72 39%  1.32 53%  1.34 52%  1.21 57%    

 1.41 50%  1.26 55%  1.72 39%  1.24 56%  1.26 55%  2.00 29%  1.37 51%    

 1.47 48%  1.18 58%  1.43 49%  1.30 54%  1.37 51%  1.50 46%  1.54 45%    

 1.03 63%  1.30 54%  0.98 65%  1.96 30%  1.39 50%  1.39 50%  1.92 31%    

 1.31 53% 1.03 63%  1.21 57%  1.27 55%  1.51 46%  2.26 19%  1.49 47%    

 1.19 58% 1.35 52%  1.16 59%  1.47 48%  1.49 47%  1.63 42%  1.49 47%    

 1.31 53% 1.47 48%  1.11 60%  2.54 9%  0.61 78%  1.58 44%  1.51 46%    

 1.07 62% 1.16 58%  1.89 33%  1.33 52%  1.32 53%  1.80 36%  1.51 46%    

 1.09 61% P
B

m
15

26
.8

 

1.05 63%  1.58 44%  1.46 48%  1.50 46%  1.49 47%  1.72 38%    

 1.73 38%  1.29 54%  1.19 57%  1.28 54%  1.26 55%  1.55 45%  1.13 60%    

 1.00 64%  1.11 60%  1.75 38%  1.69 40%  1.44 48%  1.26 55%  1.25 55%    

 1.22 56%  1.25 55%  1.69 40%  1.25 55%  1.38 51%  1.62 42%  2.29 18%    

 1.27 55%  1.10 61%  1.76 37%  1.30 54%  1.83 35%  1.47 47%  1.20 57%    

 1.16 59%  0.97 65%  1.57 44%  1.41 50%  1.33 53%  1.43 49%  1.62 42%    

 1.13 60%  1.65 41%  1.30 54%  1.41 50%  1.63 42%  1.35 52%  1.98 29%    

 1.23 56%  1.45 48%  1.39 50%  1.06 62% 1.37 51%  1.44 48%  1.42 49%    

 1.22 57%  1.23 56%  1.22 56%  2.25 20% 2.46 12%  1.40 50%  1.46 48%    

 1.40 50%  1.37 51%  1.29 54%  1.54 45% 1.36 52%  1.35 52%  1.57 44%    

 1.43 49%  1.34 52%  1.50 46%  1.30 53% 1.41 50%  1.26 55%  1.31 53%    

 1.35 52%  1.25 56%  1.46 48%  1.41 50% P
B

m
15

35
 

1.36 51%  1.36 51%  1.38 51%    

 1.19 58%  1.39 50%  0.89 68%  1.19 57%  2.07 26%  1.57 44%  1.34 52%    

 1.09 61%  1.32 53%  1.32 53%  1.31 53%  1.46 48%  1.41 50%  1.42 49%    

 1.02 64%  1.08 62%  1.49 47%  1.39 50%  1.27 55%  1.43 49%  1.28 54%    

 1.36 52%  1.55 45%  1.02 64%  1.21 57%  1.61 43%  1.29 54%  1.70 39%    

 1.36 51%  1.18 58%  1.40 50%  1.40 50%  1.37 51%  1.64 41%  1.85 34%    

 1.43 49%  1.61 43%  1.35 52%  1.30 53%  1.31 53%  1.38 51%  1.49 47%    

 

Ilchulbong (DRE = 3.0 g cm-3) 

 D V             
IC04 1.26 58% IC03 1.94 35% IC07 2.09 30% IC06 2.47 18% IC05 1.00 67% 
 1.98 34%  1.08 64%  2.18 27%  1.75 42%  0.96 68% 
 1.29 57%  0.72 76%  1.72 43%  1.36 55%  2.24 25% 
 2.08 31%  1.06 65%  2.50 17%  1.61 46%  0.96 68% 
 2.17 28%  0.88 71%  2.59 14%  1.93 36%  1.91 36% 
 1.34 55%  0.83 72%  2.58 14%  1.53 49%  2.19 27% 
 1.63 46%  1.12 63%  1.50 50%  1.55 48%  0.97 68% 
 1.88 37%  0.73 76%  1.76 41%  1.31 56%  1.98 34% 
 1.56 48%  1.56 48%  1.97 34%  1.63 46%  2.59 14% 
 2.09 30%  0.79 74%  1.66 45%  1.70 43%  2.00 33% 
 1.47 51%  0.66 78%  1.83 39%  1.70 43%  2.37 21% 
 1.38 54%  0.83 72%  1.59 47%  1.74 42%  0.95 68% 
 1.59 47%  0.82 73%  1.86 38%  1.35 55%  1.01 66% 
 1.38 54%  0.93 69%  1.56 48%  1.52 49%  0.68 78% 
 1.69 44%  1.04 65%  1.83 39%  1.75 42%  0.95 68% 
 1.38 54%  0.86 71%  1.69 44%  1.51 50%  0.88 71% 
 1.44 52%  0.67 78%  1.69 44%  1.80 40%  0.98 67% 
 1.46 51%  0.68 77%  1.37 54%  1.30 57%  1.29 57% 
 1.52 49%  0.68 77%  1.76 41%  1.72 43%  0.66 78% 
 1.88 37%  0.66 78%  1.79 40%  1.44 52%  0.62 79% 
 1.44 52%  1.26 58%  1.71 43%  1.61 46%  0.85 72% 
 1.47 51%  0.75 75%  1.77 41%  1.41 53%  0.81 73% 
 1.41 53%  0.78 74%  1.69 44%  1.45 52%  0.89 70% 
 1.67 44%  1.10 63%  2.15 28%  1.22 59%  0.89 70% 
 1.65 45%  0.81 73%  1.56 48%  1.56 48%  1.01 66% 
 1.56 48%  0.72 76%  1.76 41%  1.55 48%  0.93 69% 
 1.34 55%  1.05 65%  1.83 39%  1.19 60%  0.74 75% 
 1.52 49%  0.84 72%  1.59 47%  1.53 49%  1.11 63% 
 1.51 50%  1.04 65%  1.65 45%  1.55 48%  0.66 78% 
 1.20 60%  0.74 75%  1.80 40%  1.43 52%  0.80 73% 
 1.48 51%        1.76 41%    
 1.90 37%        1.46 51%    
 1.53 49%        1.20 60%    
 1.26 58%        1.58 47%    
 1.60 47%        1.35 55%    
 1.52 49%        1.45 52%    
 1.49 50%        1.51 50%    
 1.35 55%        1.68 44%    
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 1.33 56%        1.45 52%    
 1.50 50%        1.47 51%    
 1.70 43%        1.60 47%    
 1.25 58%        1.36 55%    
 1.32 56%        0.99 67%    
 1.61 46%        1.42 53%    
 1.42 53%        1.13 62%    
 1.56 48%        1.13 62%    
 1.75 42%        1.69 44%    
 1.40 53%        1.23 59%    
 1.75 42%        1.62 46%    
 1.47 51%        1.41 53%    
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Appendix. 3 Raw vesicle area data 

 

See digital copy of files  
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Appendix 4. Qualitative descriptions   

BPe2011.6: low vesicularity (33) dominated by T4 micro-texture 

 The scanned image (Fig. A) shows a quenched sideromelane rim with 

smaller and fewer vesicles. A transition into tachylitic glass involves mingling of the 

two glasses resulting in “wisps” of tachylitic glass through the sideromelane glass. 

The interior of the clast is entirely tachylitic with larger vesicles (2-3 mm) that have 

resulted from coalescence. Vesicle shapes are generally irregular with thick vesicle 

walls and plateaus (Mangan and Cashman, 1996) and, at the resolution of the 

scanned image, appear to be dense. Areas of this texture are variably distributed 

throughout the interior with patches of smaller vesicles (~1 mm) with high vesicle 

number densities (T1). Backscattered electron microscope (BSE) images reveal a 

highly crystalline rim, unlike other glassy sideromelane rims, with very few vesicles 

(10-100 µm) with contours being affected by crystal growth. The interior of the clast, 

as mentioned, has two textures (T1 and T4). The texture dominated by smaller 

vesicles have sizes that range from ~40-100 µm, show very little coalescence, 

contours influenced by crystal growth and thick vesicle walls (20-50 µm) in thickness. 

The texture containing larger and fewer vesicles also show signs of interference by 

crystal growth. Vesicle shapes are sub-circular to circular, except in the rare case of 

coalescence. A small-size vesicle population (10-15 µm) is seen in vesicle walls and 

are distinguished from “voids” by their circular form which is unaffected by vesicle 

growth.  

BPe2011.6 : medium vesicularity (6) dominated by S1 micro-texture 

 This clast is dominantly sideromelane with the only tachylite occurring near 

the rim and in boudinage-like lenses (Fig. A). As for the majority of clasts, the rim 

contains a smaller-sized vesicle population, but these vesicles are more numerous 

than those in the interior. The vesicle texture of tachylitic domain appears denser 
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than the surrounding texture of the sideromelane, but vesicles have similar size and 

shape. The interior of the lapillus has a texture dominated by 1-2 mm vesicles (larger 

than those at the either rim), which show signs of coalescence with the result of 

thinner vesicle walls and irregular shapes.  

 BSE images show that microlites at the rim are aligned parallel to the long 

axis of this lapillus as are oval-shaped vesicles and the preferential coalescence or 

connection of bubbles is also in this direction. However, a substantial amount of 

vesicles maintain regular circular shapes (S1). All vesicles display smooth contours 

and range in size from ~5 µm to 100 µm. This pattern typifies the texture of the 

opposite rim also. Surrounding the tachylite domain, which has increased number 

density of microlites but relatively similar vesicle forms (T1), vesicles are extremely 

stretched and elongated and show evidence of being affected by the tachylitic 

domain. Where the texture is characterised by larger, coalesced vesicles (S3), 

permeable chains are established, though some vesicle plateaus and walls contain 

singular, smaller and circular vesicles. Vesicle shapes are highly polylobate and 

irregular and theirs sizes are controlled by the number of vesicles involved in the 

coalescence event. 

BPe2011.6 : high vesicularity (67) dominated by S2 micro-texture  

 The overall vesicle pattern of this lapillus is characteristic of the rim-to-

interior development of vesicle size, number, shape and outline that other similar 

lapilli show. The lapillus is entirely sideromelane (Fig. A) with a microlite-poor rim, 

regular, circular vesicle shapes, some coalescence and vesicle sizes that range from 

1-2 µm up to >300 µm (S1). Vesicle contours appear smooth in all but the most 

highly magnified images which reveal, locally, micron-sized semi-circular indentations 

of the vesicle wall. Furthermore, small (~10 µm in length) plagioclase microlites often 

have 1-2 µm vesicles at their terminations. With distance from the rim, as seen in 
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many cases, vesicles sizes increase and vesicle numbers decrease. Coalescence 

becomes more pervasive and influences vesicle shape. However, unlike many 

textures, minor post-coalescence relaxation (S3) can be identified from bevelled 

contours as opposed to cuspate structures between lobes of coalescing vesicles.  

BPe1997.6 : low vesicularity (69) dominated by T4 micro-texture 

 The scanned image of the thin section shows a homogenous vesicle pattern 

with lager vesicles of ~3-5 mm with a relatively even distribution. It is entirely 

tachylitic and shows little to no evidence of coalescence or other bubble interactions. 

Vesicle shapes appear circular with ragged outlines. In higher magnification BSE 

images vesicle walls are seen to be intersected by the highly crystalline nature of the 

groundmass glass. Smaller vesicles are very scarce and when distinguished from 

“voids” (Sable et al., 2009) are ~30 µm in diameter (minor T5 locally towards the clast 

interior).  

BPe1997.6 : medium vesicularity (19) dominated by T1 micro-texture 

 This section consists of a tachylite and sideromelane glasses with a 

homogenous vesicle texture. Vesicles are large and coalesced with diameters up to 

2-3 mm. Where vesicles decrease in size and increase in number density, in 

sideromelane glass, is presumed to be the rim of the clast, which can be seen in 

hand specimen (image 6 is the best depiction of this). Mingling of the glasses is 

evident near the rim but occurs to a much lesser extent than previously described 

examples. 

 BSE images at higher magnification resolve the micro-texture of the vesicles 

and reveal, for the clast interior, persistent coalescence of medium and large 

vesicles. However, permeable chains of vesicles have not been established and 

plateaus of glass in between vesicle exceed 100 µm and are occupied by smaller (5-

50 µm) vesicle. All contours are disrupted by intersecting crystals; crystallinity is 
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substantially greater in the tachylitic interior than for the sideromelane region. The 

vesicle micro-texture within the sideromelane glass is quite different (S1). Vesicles 

are, as mentioned, smaller in diameter (dominantly 20-80 µm) and more numerous. 

Vesicle shapes are more regular, circular with some polylobate and linked vesicles 

due to coalescence. Contours are smooth and unhindered by crystal growth. A 

microlitic-rich domain or “wisp” is associated with a concentration of vesicles (typical 

of T5 textures) belonging to the smallest vesicle population seen in this lapillus. 

Distribution of vesicle is otherwise even and homogenous (similar to the microlite-

poor, high vesicularity samples, Fig. 7 (c), from the Fontana Lapilli discussed by 

Costantini et al., 2010).  

BPe1997.6 : high vesicularity (100) dominated by T2 micro-texture 

 Despite the high vesicularity, this lapillus is composed of tachylitic glass with 

a cryptocrystalline groundmass and no evidence of sideromelane. Vesicle walls have 

smooth outlines and are thick despite large vesicles (range from 0.5 mm to ~10 mm). 

Vesicle texture differs from the tachylitic rim to the interior, with opposite rims having 

the same texture. At the quenched rims vesicles are smaller (0.5 mm to 2-4 mm), 

vesicle walls and plateaus are thinner and vesicle number densities are greater. 

Shapes are circular to oval and some coalescence is observed. The texture evolves 

into larger, fewer vesicles in the interior with coalescence present but not pervasive. 

 BSE images support the general observation made from the scanned image. 

However, a very small-sized vesicle population is identified from these higher 

magnification images that were unresolved in the scanned image (very minor T5 

micro-texture). These smallest vesicles are <5 µm in diameter and are readily 

distinguishable from “voids” by their perfectly circular forms. Where occurring, they 

are numerous and evenly distributed in between the larger vesicles. They become 

less prevalent, however, with distance from the rim, as do the medium sized vesicles 
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(those with diameters of 20-50 µm). Although the smaller populations decrease in 

number, the thicker vesicle walls and plateaus which occur in the interior of the clast, 

and connect large vesicle into chains, still contain a certain amount.  

BPe1995.6 : low vesicularity (84) dominated by T4 micro-texture 

 The vesicle texture of this tachylitic clast is characterised by a homogenous 

pattern of irregular shaped vesicles with a uniform size of ~1-2 mm. A slight 

difference in vesicle size and, hence, the area of glass in between vesicles can be 

seen from the rim to the interior of the lapillus. Higher magnification BSE images 

show vesicles at the rim are dominated by two vesicle sizes (~150-200 µm and ~20-

50 µm). These vesicles have a circular outline but with ragged and jagged outlines 

due to influence from surrounding crystals. Coalescence is minimal here, unlike 

further toward the interior of the clast where a larger vesicle number density allows 

for more bubble interaction to take place. As a result, vesicle sizes are slightly larger 

and contours are not as influenced and limited by crystal growth. Crystals are slightly 

more acicular in shape allowing for alignment in a preferred direction, contrasting to 

the random orientations of more tabular crystals at the rim.  

BPe1995.6 : medium vesicularity (27) dominated by S1 micro-texture 

 In stark contrast to the above texture, this clast displays a simple micro-

texture characterised by sideromelane glass, circular- to oval-shaped vesicles of 

between <1 mm and 5-10 mm, with an increase in vesicle size and the associated 

decrease in vesicle number density from rim to interior.  

 BSE images of the rim micro-texture reveal very regular and smooth 

contours of circular vesicles. Diameters range from ~10-100 µm and distribution of 

vesicles is reasonably even. Vesicle walls are in many places very thin (1-5 µm) and 

this has contributed to coalescence, although not to an extensive degree. Vesicle 

texture of the interior shows an increase in vesicle diameter (dominantly 200-300 µm; 
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limited S2 texture where microlites increase in number density). The smallest vesicle 

population seen at the rim is present although occurs only rarely. Coalescence has 

influenced vesicle shape to a greater extent here than at the rim, however, not to the 

degree that a permeable network has formed.  

BPe1995.6 : high vesicularity  (45) dominated by T3 micro-texture 

 This vesicle texture is distinctly pumiceous (vesicularity is 89%). This lapillus 

has very thin vesicle walls and vesicles up to ~1.5 cm in length. Vesicle outlines look 

wrinkled with irregular shapes that are influenced strongly by coalescence. Smaller 

vesicles (~1 mm) occur in between larger vesicles, in vesicle walls and plateaus with 

the smallest vesicle population being concentrated in clusters. In a slightly different 

micro-texture, closer to the lapillus rim, vesicles are slightly smaller and vesicle walls 

are correspondingly larger and are densely packed with a small-sized vesicle 

population. BSE images confirm the observation that coalescence is extensive 

enough to have lead to a permeable connection of vesicles. Despite the overall large 

vesicle size high magnification images show evidence of very small vesicles (<5 µm). 

Most vesicles between ~5-50 µm have escaped bubble coalescence but in some 

places show signs of collapsed structures (similar to Fig. 7(j) of Costantini et al., 

2010).   

BPe1985.6 : low vesicularity (13) dominated by T4 and T5 micro-textures 

 This clast is characterized by its tachylitic glass and transition in texture from 

rim (T5) to interior (T4) (increase in vesicle size and a decrease in vesicle number 

density). Vesicle size ranges from <1 mm, at the rim, to 3-4 mm at the interior. BSE 

images show, the interior consists of larger vesicles with ragged outlines but an  
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Fig. A Micro-textures for Black Point samples for which quantitative data was collected. Columns are 

ordered according to bulk vesicularity; low, medium and high vesicularity. Rows are ordered according 

to topographic height; from highest (BPe2011.6) to lower samples. (A) 1200 dpi flatbed scanned 

image of the polished thin section; orange scale bar represents 1 cm length for each scanned image; 

orange rectangle indicates the location of higher magnification back scattered images; (B) x40 

magnification on SEM, cleared of image flaws; white is microlite-free glass; grey is microlites and 

micro-phenocrysts; black is vesicles; orange scale bar represents 500 µm for each x40 image; (C) 

x100 magnification image; orange scale bar represents 500 µm for each x100 image; (D) x250 

magnification image; orange scale bar represents 100 µm length for each x250 image.  
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overall circular to oval shape; vesicles of medium size (<100 µm in diameter) have 

more complex and irregular shapes inhibited by crystal growth and influenced by the 

intersection of microlites across vesicle walls; and a very small (<10 µm) vesicle 

population displays smooth, circular outlines which appear unaffected by microlite 

growth. This texture evolves with proximity to the rim into one increasingly 

characterised by the increase in vesicle number density of the smallest vesicle 

population; this is associated with a change in the nature of the microlite phase.  

BPe1985.6 : medium vesicularity (2) dominated by S1 micro-texture 

 Mingled sideromelane and tachylite (as well as intermediate glass 

compositions, as indicated by varying colours Fig. B) are seen throughout this clast. 

Similar to the highest vesicularity clast of BPe1977.6, spots of cm-sized tachylitic 

glass, circular in form, are also present in this section. BSE images confirm a 

difference in micro-texture as seen between the dominant sideromelane glass and 

the tachylitic areas in the scanned images. Vesicle patterns of the tachylitic areas are 

complex (T3) with vesicle shapes characterised by limited coalescence of 2-3 

vesicles. Some cuspate vesicle outlines are noted, although these are in the minority. 

Contours are typically smooth with no evidence of limitation to bubble expansion by 

crystal growth observed. Vesicle size ranges from <10 µm to ~150 µm. This contrasts 

to the micro-texture of the sideromelane glass which is dominated by larger (mm-

sized), simpler circular vesicle shapes, albeit pervasively coalesced into polylobate 

shapes. A greater vesicle volume is apparent than that of the tachylitic regions, 

however vesicles are larger and more densely packed (as indicated by the pervasive 

bubble interactions) leading to an impression of increased vesicle number density. A 

greater vesicle number density is confirmed for the tachylitic regions by comparing 

higher magnification images. Again, vesicle textures of the sideromelane are similar 

to those recognized in Lautze and Houghton (2007; the LD clasts); Stovall (2009) 
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and Schipper (2009; 2010).  

BPe1985.6 : high vesicularity (90) dominated by T1 micro-textures 

 This clast shows a full cross-section transitioning from a sideromelane rim 

(with S1 micro-texture) through a tachylitic interior (T1 and minor occurrence T5 

micro-textures) and back to a sideromelane rim. At either margin between the 

sideromelane and tachylite glass “wisps” of tachylite are mingled with sideromelane, 

as seen in various other clasts. The vesicle texture, as seen in the scanned image, 

differs from rim to interior with smaller (0.5 mm) and more numerous vesicles present 

in the quenched rims and larger (5-10 mm) and fewer vesicles in the interior. Vesicle 

shapes appear irregular and convoluted in the rims while the interior of the clast has 

simpler, circular vesicles with minimal coalescence.  

 Back scattered images of the rims reveal similar micro-textures; vesicle 

outlines are smooth and have circular, oval or polylobate shapes, depending on the 

degree of coalescence. A range of vesicle size are seen and range from <5 µm, for 

the very small vesicle population seen in the intermingled tachylitic streaks, to 500-

600 µm for larger, often coalesced vesicles. The smallest vesicle population 

concentrated in the tachylitic streaks are associated with an increase in vesicle 

number density and an increase in the number of microlites (T5). Vesicles of ~20-30 

µm and ~100-150 µm are common and are evenly distributed among the larger 

vesicles. Vesicle walls and plateaus, as a consequence of vesicle distribution, vary 

between ~10 µm and ~100 µm.  

 High magnification images of the clast interior reveal an extremely large 

vesicle number density, presumably the main contributor to the overall high 

vesicularity (84%). The range of vesicle size is the same as the sideromelane glass; 

however, the smallest vesicle population is not limited to concentrations but is widely 

distributed throughout the vesicle pattern. As a consequence, vesicle walls and 
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plateaus are not as large as those seen in between vesicles in the sideromelane 

rims. Despite vesicle morphologies appearing simple in the scanned image, from the 

higher magnification BSE images more complex shapes and interactions are 

identified. Some influence from crystal growth is noted, as is the occurrence of intra-

vesicular extrusions. These ‘vesicles-within-vesicles’ are up to ~50 µm (often 

containing vesicles of ~20 µm) and complicate the outline of the otherwise simple 

circular vesicles. Furthermore the thin vesicle walls have, in places, perforated to 

form “throats” (Mangan and Cashman, 1996) contributing to the irregular contours.  

BPe1977.6 : low vesicularity (4) dominated by T4 micro-texture 

 Two vesicle textures are identified in this predominantly tachylitic clast. The 

main difference in the micro-textures is the apparent thicker vesicle walls in one 

texture; the second texture appears net-like with a finer or more delicate-looking 

network of vesicle walls. Overall vesicle size is small (largest vesicle are 1-2 mm, as 

seen in the scanned image) and vesicles are tightly packed, irregularly shaped and 

numerous. BSE images reveal the extremely microcrystalline nature of the 

groundmass which affects the vesicle shape and contours to a large extent. In the 

first micro-texture vesicles range in size from ~500 µm to ~20 µm, with the majority 

~100 µm in diameter. Larger vesicles have rough circular-oval outlines and the 

smaller vesicles population have more irregular contours. Relatively large areas of 

highly microlitic glass occur in between the vesicles of varying sizes which are 

sparsely dispersed compared to the second texture. This second texture consists of 

vesicles of sub-circular shapes with outlines ragged due to the microlitic groundmass. 

Evidence of coalescence is noted but is not extensive. Vesicle sizes range from ~200 

µm to <10 µm (T5). The smallest sized vesicle population is dominant in this texture 

and characterises this texture. It is this population of vesicles that defines the 

difference the two textures.  
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 The difference in texture is associated with a change in groundmass 

crystallinity. For the first texture microlites are tabular to equant in shape and are 

tightly packed with little or no glass in between. Crystal size is larger and more 

uniform than the second texture which displays two dominant sizes in crystals. The 

microphenocrysts of plagioclase are large, ~100 µm in length and are surrounded by 

smaller tabular to acicular microlites which are not resolved in out highest resolution 

images. Oxides are present in this micro-texture and are equant. There is potentially 

a third vesicle population correlating to the third variety of tachylite (transitional glass 

composition) present. This third texture is similar to the second texture described but 

consists more of the smallest vesicle population and in general a smaller vesicle 

texture. 

BPe1977.6 : medium vesicularity (47) dominated by T1 micro-texture 

 This clast shows a simple quenched sideromelane rim with a tachylitic core 

and a “wispy” intermingling of sideromelane and tachylitic glasses is seen at the 

transition.  

 Overall the scanned image shows a simple vesicle texture with perhaps 

some larger vesicles and slightly more coalescence seen in the interior of the clast. 

The homogeneous pattern of circular to oval shaped vesicles range in size from <1 

mm to 5-8 mm. BSE images at higher magnifications reveal a similar simple texture 

as the scanned images with no small vesicle population being unresolved at the 

scanned image resolution (1200 dpi). The texture nearest the rim consists of smaller 

vesicles of smooth and circular outlines and overall a larger vesicle number density 

(S1). Vesicles range in size from ~30 µm to ~150-200 µm. Some coalescence is 

observed, however it is not pervasive and does not characterise this texture. Moving 

toward the interior of the clast, vesicle size increase and vesicle numbers decrease. 

Coalescence and bubble interactions become more prevalent and begin to control 
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the vesicle morphologies which are irregular and polylobate. A vesicle population, of 

similar small size as the first texture, is also present here though not to the same 

extent. Vesicle sizes range from ~20-30 µm up to 1 mm.  

BPe1977.6 : higher vesicularity (18) dominated by S2 micro-texture 

 A graduation from the microlite-rich sideromelane rim consisting small 

vesicles to a microlite-rich sideromelane interior with slightly larger vesicles 

characterises the overall texture. The mingling of sideromelane and tachylite glass 

into “wisps” as seen in previous samples is also evident here. This clast lacks a dark 

tachylitic interior; however, it contains mm-sized spots of tachylite which are 

sometimes, but not always, associated with the mingled nature of the glass. They 

often occur as rounded domains with no transition in glass composition (colour or 

break in structure) between the domain and the surrounding sideromelane. The 

largest vesicle size seen in the scanned image is ~2 mm.  

 BSE images of the interior texture are very similar in nature to those 

intermediate vesicularity clasts from the Kilauea Iki, 1959 eruption, documented by 

Stovall (2009). This texture is characterised by large vesicles (typically ~500 µm) in 

close proximity (relatively thin vesicle walls) with some evidence of coalescence 

influencing the polylobate shape of vesicle. No small vesicle population occurs within 

the glass walls between the larger vesicles (S2) as often do in various other samples. 

The second micro-texture was captured mid-distance between the rim and the 

interior. Here BSE images reveal a far more diverse and complicated pattern of 

vesicles. Diameters range from <10 µm to 100-400 µm (minor T5). Coalescence is a 

controlling factor on the vesicle morphology for the larger vesicle, while smaller 

vesicles are inhibited by crystal growth. A texture which displays vesicle sizes 

intermediate of the previously discussed textures is also present. This pattern is more 

similar in vesicle morphology, number density and dispersal to the interior but in 
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general has smaller vesicle sizes with the smallest vesicle population seen present in 

between larger vesicles. 

BPe1971.6 : low vesicularity (55) dominated by S3 micro-texture 

 A sideromelane (S1 and S3 micro-textures present) to tachylitic (T3 micro-

texture) transition from the outer rim into the interior has corresponding variations in 

vesicle texture. Bubble coalescence is observed in the tachylitic zone where, from 

the scanned image, average vesicle size is ~5 mm in diameter. Vesicle density 

numbers appear to be lower in the sideromelane regions. The sideromelane glass 

has thin (1-2 mm), tachylitic wisps through it (Fig. B). Vesicles within these “wispy” 

areas are very numerous, small (<10 µm) and associated with a concentration of 

microlites in the groundmass.  

 Within the tachylitic zone, vesicle size range is large (>300 µm to <10 µm) 

and various sized vesicles are dispersed relatively evenly. As such, vesicle-walls or 

areas between vesicles tend to be thicker (~50 µm). Vesicles have smooth contours, 

although a few vesicles are seen to be inhibited by crystal growth. Coalescence 

resulted in polylobate shapes and more irregular and complex shapes also. The 

larger vesicles appear to be significantly affected by coalescence and other bubble-

bubble interactions (e.g. Mangan and Cashman, 1996). Vesicles with mid-range 

diameters (~100 µm) are the most regularly shaped (circular), while the smallest 

vesicles (<10 µm) are generally circular. Within the sideromelane glass deformation 

of collapse of the vesicles is seen. However, this texture of deformed, elongated 

vesicles is restricted to the outer edge of the clast and ceases to control vesicle 

texture further than ~10 mm from the rim. Alignment of stretched vesicles is parallel 

to the outer contour of the clast and to alignment of plagioclase microlites also. 

Everywhere else vesicles have smooth outlines and regular circular shapes. Less 

coalescence is noted, although still occurs and this may be related to the observation 
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that less vesicles are present than the tachylitic region of the clast. Vesicle size range 

is slightly narrower (100 µm to <10 µm) and as mentioned above, a concentration of 

the smallest vesicles are seen in “wisps” of tachylitic glass.  

BPe1971.6 : medium vesicularity (3) dominated by T1 micro-textures 

 This tachylitic clast is homogenously vesiculated with two dominant vesicle 

sizes identified in the scanned image. Coalescence is extensive both for the larger 

vesicles (4-6 mm in diameter; few in number compared to the smaller vesicle 

population) and the remaining vesicles which are of a similar size (~50 µm) and 

circular shape; individual coalescing bubbles retain their circular shape and have not 

relaxed into a larger bubble size. High magnification BSE images show that, due to 

the dominant and uniform size of the smaller vesicles, packing is efficient with vesicle 

walls and glassy groundmass between vesicles generally <50 µm. Though 

coalescence is extensive it does not involve more than 5-6 vesicles, as seen from 

polylobate textures. Image magnifications of x250 show a lack of very small vesicle 

population that is ubiquitous in other samples. The smallest vesicle seen in this set 

images is ~20 µm.  

BPe1971.6 : high vesicularity (26) dominated by S1 and S2 micro-textures 

 This high vesicularity clast is dominated by sideromelane glass, large 

vesicles and very thin vesicle walls. Two textures are observed with coalescence 

pervasive in both. One texture (S2) consists of slightly larger and fewer vesicles than 

the other (S1).  

 BSE images of the S1 micro-texture reveal a much larger range of vesicle 

size and a larger vesicle number density than appears to be the case looking at the 

scanned image. Vesicles range from ~2 mm to ~10 µm and are distributed randomly. 

The dominant vesicle size is between 50-100 µm. Vesicle morphologies are very 

regular; circular to sub-circular, depending on coalescence. Outlines are smooth with 
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no intersection with microlites. Significant amount of glass is observed in between 

vesicles unlike the second micro-texture (S2) of larger vesicle size, lower vesicle 

density number but closer packing with vesicle shapes being controlled by infringing 

neighbouring vesicles. Vesicle morphologies are, to a greater extent, influenced by 

coalescence and show a smaller occurrence of the smallest vesicle population. 

Vesicle walls are thin (<5-50 µm).  

 

Ash grain vesicle micro-textures  

 Ash grains are composed of sideromelane glass, for the most part, and 

when compared to lapilli glass proportions, sideromelane is more dominant than 

tachylite for ash-size grains (Fig. 3.8, Fig. 3.14). Here we focus on the micro-textural 

features of sideromelane and tachylitic ash grains.  

BPa1999.1 coarse ash 

 Fig. 3.14 (A) is a set of back scattered images of the blackest grain within 

the mount, starkly contrasting with the predominant sideromelane grains seen in the 

scanned image. Similar to the tachylite glass comprising the lapillus-sized clasts the 

vesicle micro-texture consists of a typical smaller-sized vesicle population compared 

to the adjacent sideromelane grains, with a wide range of vesicle size (10-100 µm) 

and a large vesicle number density. Vesicle morphology is influenced by 

coalescence, intra-vesicular extrusions and to an extent bubble collapse (T3 and T4). 

A second tachylitic grain, not illustrated in back scattered images, displays a micro-

texture characterised by vesicles of various sizes (T1 and T5 textures, range from <1 

µm up to ~400 µm). A high vesicle number density is owed to the large amount of 

vesicles within the smallest-size population of vesicles. The shape of vesicles is 

influenced by the same factors as above, with even larger occurrences of intra-

vesicular extrusions and larger microphenocrysts limiting the growth of bubbles. 
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 The BPa1999.1 scan (Fig. 3.14) shows the vast majority of ash grains are 

sideromelane. Grain (B) and (C) have a micro-texture characteristic of the 

sideromelane glass seen in the lapilli examples above (S1 and S2). The vesicles 

range in size from 20 µm to ~1 mm in diameter. Vesicle morphology is regular; 

circular to oval shapes are prevalent, with coalesced vesicles appearing polylobate. 

Contours are smooth, uninhibited by crystal growth or late-stage intra-vesicular 

extrusions, for example. Although coalescence has occurred it involves only a few 

vesicles, thereby limiting chains of vesicle developing a permeable network. Grain (B) 

displays a minor S3 micro-texture, not apparent in (C). Vesicle walls between 

bubbles about to coalesce are only a few microns in thickness and, in places, are 

frozen into very thin, stretched and wrinkly films about to perforate. Furthermore, 

other vesicles have bevelled, wrinkled contours indicative of post-coalescence 

relaxation.  

 Mingled tachylite and sideromelane glass within a single ash grain can be 

identified. BSE images (not depicted in Fig. 3.14) provide greater detail of the 

tachylitic “wisps”, exactly as those seen in the lapilli examples, which are 

characterised by (T5) a smaller-seized vesicle population, an increased vesicle 

number and an associated densely packed microlite phase. The micro-texture is 

characterised by two main vesicle populations; the smaller vesicles within the 

tachylitic-rich domains and larger, ~100 µm, vesicles that are occasionally coalesced. 

These textures are separated into bands which are aligned parallel with plagioclase 

crystal orientation, except in one location where it appears the tachylite “wisp” is 

deflected by a large vesicle and a number of randomly oriented microphenocrysts.  

BPa1999.2 fine ash 

 A number of grains were imaged and, similar to BPa1999.1, the majority 

consist of sideromelane glass compositions. Four tachylite grains and five 
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sideromelane grains were study under transmitted light microscope and scanning 

electron microscope. Tachylite appears a solid black colour in plan polarized light 

with no phenocrysts identifiable and vesicles too small to be distinguished even at 

high magnifications. Back scattered electron microscope images reveal vesicle 

micro-textures similar to those of BPa1999.1 and the tachylite components of the 

lapilli analysed. Vesicle shapes are irregular where hindered by crystals but 

otherwise are circular to oval shaped. Textures are heterogeneous with regions of 

little to no coalescence (T2) and conversely regions with varied vesicle size ranges 

from <10 µm to 40 µm (T1 and T5) and variable degrees of coalescence. Vesicle 

number density is not as high as other samples, although all the tachylite grains 

contain more vesicle than sideromelane ones. Features of sideromelane grains, such 

as microphenocrysts and vesicle textures, are identifiable under plane polarized light 

but for detailed descriptions BSE images were acquired. Overall, vesicle micro-

textures are similar to lapilli textures and characterised by S1 micro-textures, slightly 

larger vesicles of circular to oval shapes, smooth, unhindered outlines and very low 

vesicle number densities. Vesicles range in size from <10 µm to >100 µm, are well 

distributed with only rare coalesced textures identified.  

BPuc2106 upper tuff ring ash  

 This sample is from Black Point’s summit (Fig. 1.1). Palagonite cement binds 

mostly sideromelane ash grains and tachylitic grains together to form the tuff deposit 

(Fig. 3.14). The majority of grains are sideromelane, as for grain mounts of 

unconsolidated material, and have varying number densities of vesicles and 

microlites. Vesicle micro-textures are consistent with observations made for 

sideromelane glass in grain mounts of mound material and lapillus-sized pyroclasts. 

Generally, vesicles are evenly distributed, with significant areas of glass in between 

(S1 and S2). Vesicle shapes are simple: circular, sub-circular to oval with the 
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occurrence of polylobate shapes due to coalescence relatively abundant. Vesicle 

sizes are broad (<10 µm to >100 µm), however, the largest coalesced vesicles 

identified in lapilli samples are not present in these grains. Tachylitic grains are 

sparse but where seen are dominated by T4 and T5 micro-textures. Vesicle shapes 

are controlled by the presence of microlites resulting in irregular outlines, however 

the smallest-sized vesicle population that can be distinguished with confidence from 

“voids”, are circular to sub-circular with smooth contours. Vesicle sizes are small (<50 

µm) and vesicle number densities are high, despite the diktytaxitic textures resulting 

in the presence of abundant voids.  
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Fig. B Micro-textures for Black Point samples for which quantitative data was collected. Columns are 

ordered according to bulk vesicularity; low, medium and high vesicularity. Rows are ordered according 

to topographic height; from sample BPe1985.6 to the lowest sample (BPe1971.6). (A) 1200 dpi flatbed 

scanned image of the polished thin section; orange scale bar represents 1 cm length for each scanned 

image; orange rectangle indicates the location of higher magnification back scattered images; (B) x40 

magnification on SEM, cleared of image flaws; white is microlite-free glass; grey is microlites and 

micro-phenocrysts; black is vesicles; orange scale bar represents 500 µm for each x40 image; (C) 

x100 magnification image; orange scale bar represents 500 µm for each x100 image; (D) x250 

magnification image; orange scale bar represents 100 µm length for each x250 image.  
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Appendix 5. Quantitative data 

BPe2011.6 

 The low-vesicularity clast (33) of this sample is dominated by micro-texture 

T4. As such the pervasive crystallinity of the groundmass glass imposes limitations 

on bubble growth (Houghton and Gonnermann, 2008), hindering the simple 

interpretation of VSD and VVD trends. The VSD trend illustrates the presence of a 

large number of small vesicles; however, from the VVD histogram we can see that 

these do not contribute significantly to the volume fraction. The minor disturbance of 

the VSD trend <0.1 mm suggests multiple stages of nucleation have occurred which 

is supported by the polymodal VVD histogram. The vesicle volume distribution is 

skewed to the larger vesicle size range and volume fraction values are reduced. 

These features suggest ripening and collapse according to Mangan and Cashman 

(1996) and Burgisser and Gardner (2005), Sable et al. (2006), respectively. However, 

considering the micro-texture and the NV data, it is more likely that the VVD reflects 

the limited growth of an older bubble population and that of a late-stage, small-sized 

generation of bubbles.  

 The modal vesicularity (6) and high vesicularity (67) lapilli are dominated by 

S1-S3 textures and have straight forward trends which can be interpreted by the 

classic processes. The vesicle size distribution for clast 6 shows a perturbation at 

~0.05 mm vesicle diameter which precedes the mode on the VVD histogram. 

Considering the textures which dominate this clast (S1 and S3) these features of 

VSD and VVD can be interpreted as ripening leading to coalescence. Neither plot 

illustrates the significant presence of a very small-sized vesicle population. The 

decrease in NV value (from 2.0 x 104 vesicles per mm3, for lapillus 33, to 2.4 x 103 

vesicles per mm3) can also be interpreted as an evolution of coalescence in this 

lapillus. A further decrease in NV values for the highest bulk vesicularity lapillus (67) 
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is coupled with a positively skewed VVD plot, a shallow, almost flat VSD plot and a 

micro-texture dominated by S3 which all together supports an interpretation of 

pervasive ripening and coalescence.  

BPe1997.6 

 Similar to BPe2011.6_33 lapillus, 69, is dominated by a T4 micro-texture. 

However, observations of the groundmass show the nature of the crystal phase 

differs; microlites in the former are skeletal and of small size, whereas the latter has 

blocky and rectangular microlites with larger sizes. As such the impenetrable network 

of larger microlites, which may have been in existence for longer, has the effect of 

inhibiting vesicle nucleation and development very effectively. This lapillus has the 

lowest overall bulk vesicularity measured at Black Point (21%) and a relatively low NV 

value of 2.0 x 103 vesicles per mm3. The bimodal VVD supported by textural 

observations (Fig. A and Fig. B) indicates that at least two nucleation events have 

occurred. However, similar to BPe2011.6_33 it is not evident that coalescence or 

collapse has affected the vesicle texture.  

 BPe1997.6 modal and high vesicularity clasts are comparable to those from 

BPe2011.6, despite being tachylitic and having microlite-rich groundmasses. The 

microlite phase is fine grained and shows two size populations, both of which are 

skeletal or acicular, neither as solid nor as impenetrable as that seen for the lowest 

vesicularity lapillus. Therefore, vesiculation histories for the modal and high 

vesicularity lapilli are dominated by coalescence and ripening and coalescence, 

respectively. BPe1997.6_100 has a bulk vesicularity of 75%, the highest for this 

sample, but the lowest NV value (5.4 x 102 vesicles per mm3) for all Black Point 

samples.  

BPe1995.6 

 Like the previous low vesicularity lapilli, a T4 micro-texture is the dominant 
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pattern observed and hence the influence of crystalline groundmass is seen. Subtle 

differences are noted however, including a lack of a small-sized vesicle population 

(as seen in Fig. A, and the VSD curve) and a polymodal VVD. Nucleation events are 

therefore interpreted to have occurred earlier and more continuously producing a 

uniform, homogeneous vesicle population.  

 Modal vesicularity clast (27) can be compared to BPe2011.6_6 with regard 

to micro-texture, disruption of the VSD and trend and mode of the VVD. Therefore, it 

is suggested the vesiculation history is characterised by ripening, as for 

BPe2011.6_6, but resulting in slightly smaller coalesced vesicles, <0.05 mm.  

 The highest vesicularity clast (45) has a VVD positively skewed but is 

bimodal. The first mode at ~0.05 mm corresponds to a disrupted VSD curve. Overall 

this clast shows evidence of ripening and coalescence however, unlike its highest 

vesicularity counterparts, a late stage nucleation event has contributed to a larger NV 

value.  

BPe1985.6 

 The micro-texture of the lowest vesicularity clast is again defined by T4. 

Compared to previous low vesicularity lapilli it is very similar BPe2011.6_33. Hence, 

a vesiculation history dominated by bubble nucleation and growth limited by the 

crystal phase is speculated. Its broad VVD and abrupt change in VSD slope at ~0.05 

mm indicates late stage nucleation of one or more events. The high vesicle number 

density (2.4 x 104 vesicles per mm3) supports late stage nucleation while the low bulk 

vesicularity supports the concept that growth and development of the bubble phase 

was inhibited.  

 The modal vesicularity lapillus, with a bulk vesicularity of 70%, is 

characterised by an S1 texture. Its VSD curve indicates continuous nucleation and 

growth events which are supported by the broad range VVD histogram. The subtle 
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bimodality of the VVD indicates some coalescence occurred and this is supported by 

textural observations. The highest vesicularity lapillus, 90, has escaped extensive 

ripening and coalescence and as such has not lost its smaller bubble population to 

bubble capture by larger bubbles (e.g. Mangan and Cashman, 1996). Instead it has 

the highest measured density of vesicles per unit volume rock and a VSD and VVD 

indicative of multiple events of nucleation and growth, supported by textural 

observations.  

 NV values are consistently high for this sample, despite varied bulk 

vesicularity measurements. The broad ranges seen in the VSDs and VVDs for this 

sample indicate the presence of a large number of vesicles in many size classes 

which reflects the consistently high vesicle density numbers (2.4-4.8 x 104 vesicles 

per mm3).  

BPe1977.6 

 Lapillus 4, the lowest vesicularity clast of this sample has a micro-texture 

dominated by T4 and similar to the previous lowest vesicularity clasts has a VVD 

characterised by a reduced volume fraction. Furthermore, it has a similarly high NV 

value (3.5 x 104 vesicles per mm3), broad distribution of VSD and VVD. Its polymodal 

distribution is centred at a vesicle diameter (VVD) that is smaller than that of its 

predecessors. A comparable vesiculation history is envisaged for this lapillus, 

however combining the polymodal VVD and textural observations, it is likely that the 

nucleation events were not as limited for this clast and that they occurred more 

frequently, however growth, ripening and coalescence (i.e. establishing a significant 

vesicularity) was muted by the crystal phase. 

 As for sample BPe2011.6_33, the NV value of the lowest vesicularity clast is 

greater than that of the modal and highest vesicularity clasts (Fig. B). The modal 

lapillus is dominated by micro-texture S1 and T1, symbolising a bimodal vesicle 
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population. This is extended to a polymodal population on consideration of the VSD 

and VVD. A deviation from the otherwise smooth VSD correlates with a VVD mode at 

0.078 mm and is interpreted as ripening, rather than coalescence, on the basis of 

textural observations. The second substantial VVD mode at 0.195 mm could well be 

a coalescent event involving a larger vesicle population in the interior of the clast, for 

instance.   

 The highest vesicularity lapillus has a VSD and VVD indicating multiple 

nucleation events and growth. However, the relatively low NV value (7.4 x 103 

vesicles per mm3) coupled with the lack of a small-sized vesicle population, which is 

supported by textural observations; suggest that some episode of coalescence has 

taken place.  

BPe1971.6 

 Fi

nally, the lowest vesicularity clast is characterised by sideromelane textures with 

inconsequential influence of microlites. As such, the reduced volume fractions seen 

here and the slightly concave down VSD curve are not explained by limitations on 

bubble growth but rather attributed to bubble collapse, and this is supported by 

textural observations.  

 The modal and high vesicularity clasts have lower NV values than the lowest 

vesicularity clast (BPe1997.6_69; Fig. A). The modal clast has a VSD disrupted at 

~0.05 mm which correlates to the beginning of the VVD. Despite the presence of 

smaller vesicles, this nucleation event seems to be the first to contribute to the 

volume fraction in a measureable way. The VVD mode at 0.123 mm equivalent 

diameter coincides with a slight concave down VSD trend, however considering the 

textural observations this event is more likely to be coalescence rather than collapse 

(Mangan and Cashman, 1996; Shea et al., 2010a).  
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 The highest vesicularity clast shows a VSD and VVD with a narrow range of 

vesicle diameters. The micro-texture, NV number and VSD are very similar to 

BPe2011.6_67, however the VVD is not. For the former, the interpretation was 

ripening and coalescence, however, due to the polymodal VVD it is more likely that 

instead of ripening leading to coalescence, multiple nucleation events resulted in an 

abundance of bubbles which were subsequently coalesced.  
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Appendix 6. Qualitative descriptions 

PBp1548_16 

 The scanned image of this lapillus (Fig. C) shows a tachylite clast with 

apparently few vesicles. However, the higher magnification back scattered electron 

microscope (BSE) images reveal a high vesicle number density, dominated by small-

sized vesicles. A solid groundmass of acicular microlites and acicular to tabular 

microphenocrysts is seen. As such, vesicle micro-texture is characterised by T1 with 

minor T5. Two sizes of vesicles; mm-scale large vesicles, which are circular to sub-

circular and <50 µm which are highly irregular in shape. All vesicle outlines are 

serrated due to intersection by microlites. Coalescence is not extensive. Diktytaxitic 

voids are common and are a similar size to the smallest vesicles. Within the T5 

micro-textures the smallest vesicle population have smoother outline and more 

regular shapes of circular to sub-circular and also polylobate shapes due to 

coalescence.  

PBp1548_15 

 Similar lapillus 16, this medium vesicularity (43%) lapillus has the 

appearance in the scanned image of a dense tachylitic clast. The micro-texture is 

dominated by T1 vesicles with a minor T2 and T3. Vesicle number densities are, on 

an observational level, lager. In the T1 pattern, the larger vesicles are 1-3 mm and 

polylobate in shape. The smaller vesicle population can be up to 100 µm and only 

locally polylobate. Vesicles within the T2 micro-textures are characteristically uniform 

in size (between 50 and 100 µm). Vesicles of T3 micro-textures have typical highly 

irregular vesicles, with collapse structures and IVE. All vesicles have serrated 

outlines which, similar to the low vesicularity lapillus, are caused by the influence of 

microlites.  

PBp1548_51 
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 Despite its dark coloured tachylitic appearance in the scan image (Fig. C) 

this clast is dominated by a S1 micro-texture. The darker colour here in comparison 

to average sideromelane glass (see Black point samples, Fig. 3.13 and sample 

PBm1527, Fig. D) is attributed to a thicker sectioning, the presence of numerous 

microlites and due to a slight variation in geochemical composition (section 4.7). Two 

size population are present, 200-500 µm and <100 µm. These vesicles have smooth 

outlines and very regular shapes, circular to sub-circular with local coalescence 

resulting in polylobate vesicles. Occasional IVE are observed. Microlites are acicular 

and are numerous but do not create a solid crystalline groundmass as in tachylite 

micro-textures. Microphenocrysts are occasionally acicular more frequently tabular 

and equant and glomerophyric.  

PBm1540_2 

 In Fig. C (scanned image) the lapillus appears very dense and 

microcrystalline. From higher magnification BSE image a T4 micro-texture is 

identified. It has a solid crystalline groundmass of tabular and equant microlites, ~100 

µm. Unlike T4 textures of Black Point lapilli, however, this clast shows a reasonable 

number density of vesicles. Diktytaxitic voids are common but do not contribute to the 

high vesicle number density observed and measured (see following section 4.6.3). 

Vesicle sizes cover a broad range, <50 µm to ~500 µm, and shapes are generally 

irregular, often influence by the crystallinity of the groundmass.  

PBm1540_3 

 This medium vesicularity lapillus has a scanned image illustrating a tachylite 

glass and vesicles not readily resolved at this scale. Studying BSE images at higher 

magnifications, a micro-texture with a high number density of vesicles is observed. 

The texture is dominated by T1 vesicles with a fine grained acicular microlite 

population, tabular plagioclase and equant olivine microphenocrysts. Vesicles are 
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characteristically of two sizes. A small-sized vesicle population measures less than 

20 µm while the larger vesicles have diameters in excess of 2-3 mm (these can be 

observed in the scanned image). Vesicle outlines are relatively smooth despite 

having an intense microlitic groundmass. Some coalescence is identified locally; it is 

not extensive and is restricted to the medium- to large-sized vesicles. Small voids are 

present between the acicular network of the microlites but again this feature is not 

extensive and by no means is this clasts typified by them. Minor T5 textures are 

identified and occur as domains as opposed to wisps (see section 3.7.2). Within 

these domains IVE are recognised. 

 PBm1540_43 

 Similar to lapillus PBp1548_51, the scanned image of this clast indicates a 

tachylitic texture. However, higher magnification BSE images show that the 

groundmass is not entirely crystalline, though it does contain a number of microlites. 

The microlite phase, where present, is dominated by acicular plagioclases which are 

locally arranged in a starburst formation. Microphenocrysts are mostly acicular or 

equant, the latter often being glomerophyric of olivine and/or plagioclase. The lapillus 

has a mingled S1 and S2 micro-texture. This is visible in the scanned image, the 

former appearing as dense dark glass and the latter as bubbly glass with a lighter 

colour. Vesicle texture S2 characteristically showing a relatively uniform size of 

vesicles, between 50 and 80 µm, with some coalescence leading to slightly larger, 

polylobate vesicles. Vesicle outlines are smooth and shapes are predominantly 

regular and circular. Typical of this texture a smallest-sized vesicle population is 

absent. Where S2 micro-texture is seen both a large- and small-sized population of 

vesicles is seen. The larger vesicles have progressed stages of coalescence 

compared to the small vesicles. As such, vesicle shapes are correspondingly regular, 

circular to sub-circular and polylobate and irregular. Larger plateaus of glass exist 
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between vesicles in the S1 texture at the lapillus margin. Minor T5 micro-texture is 

seen in the clast interior and, as for all T5 textures, has an increase smallest-sized 

vesicle population of irregular form.  

PBm1528_29 

 The scanned image for this, the lowest measured vesicularity clast (9%) 

illustrates a dense tachylite lapillus, with much of the clear portion of the image 

representing crystals of various sizes (not vesicles, nor voids). The clast is dominated 

by acicular, tabular and equant microphenocrysts with hopper crystals also 

represented. A microlite-rich groundmass is identified in between the larger crystals. 

The extremely crystalline nature has influenced the apparent lower vesicle number 

density observed, vesicle size and shape also. However, a population of smallest-

sized (<20 µm) vesicles is recognised and occurs in great numbers. Diktytaxitic voids 

are also a prevalent feature due to the crystalline groundmass, but are readily 

distinguished from vesicles due to their angular shape (see discussion on Black Point 

micro-textures). While this micro-texture does not meet all the requirements of a T4 

micro-texture it is best defined as T4. The main discrepancy is the addition of inter-

microphenocryst microlites and the lack of any >50 µm vesicles. 

PBm1528_69 

 From the scanned image in Fig. 4.10, we see this sideromelane lapillus has 

a number of large, mm-scale vesicles with oval and polylobate shapes. BSE images 

support the lack of a highly crystalline groundmass; however, a number of acicular 

microlitic plagioclase crystals are present throughout the groundmass glass. Very few 

microphenocrysts exist but where they are seen have tabular shapes only. Vesicle 

number densities are very high and occur as S1 micro-textures. As such, two main 

vesicle size populations are identified. A larger population (from 100 µm to in excess 

of 2-3 mm) have characteristic polylobate and oval shapes. The smaller population 
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(<100 µm) have more regular shapes and are generally circular and sub-circular. 

Vesicle outline are smooth.   

PBm1528_92 

 Lapillus 92 is a highly vesicular (78%) sideromelane clast dominated by 

~100 µm vesicles and extensive coalescence. High magnification BSE images 

illustrate a clear sideromelane glass for the most part. Local concentrations of 

microlites and an associated increase in the number of vesicles are seen locally. Few 

acicular, tabular and equant phenocrysts occur, some with hopper textures. The 

vesicle micro-texture is dominated by S3, highly irregular collapsed vesicle shapes 

with minor T5, as described previously. Coalescence has also resulted in the 

irregular nature of larger vesicles. IVE are recognised and are reasonably numerous. 

PBm1527_71 

 The first lapillus dealt with here is a medium vesicularity clast (62%). From 

the scanned image in Fig. D the predominance of sideromelane glass is visible, as 

are the mingled tachylitic domains. The micro-textures are identifiable from higher 

magnification BSE images, from which S1 and S2 vesicle textures are seen. Minor 

S3 and T5 influences are also represented. The groundmass is clear sideromelane 

glass with any microlites restricted to T5 domains. Microphenocrysts are few in 

number and where present are tabular plagioclase and equant plagioclase and 

olivine. They often occur as glomerophyric crystals. Micro-texture S1 is characterised 

by a large-sized (up to 2 mm in diameter) vesicle population, seen also in the 

scanned image, and a smaller-sized vesicle population (<10 µm). The small-sized 

population has a very high vesicle number density. Micro-texture S2 has the typical 

uniformly sized vesicle population (100-200 µm) lack of smallest-sized vesicles often 
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Fig. D Micro-textures for Pahvant Butte samples for which quantitative data was collected. Columns 

are ordered according to bulk vesicularity; low, medium and high vesicularity. Rows are ordered 

according to topographic height; from highest (PBp1548) to sample PBm1528. (A) 1200 dpi flatbed 

scanned image of the polished thin section; orange scale bar represents 1 cm length for each scanned 

image; orange rectangle indicates the location of higher magnification back scattered images; (B) x40 

magnification on SEM,  been cleared of image flaws; white is microlite-free glass; grey is microlite and 

micro-phenocrysts; black is vesicles; orange scale bar represents 500 µm for each x40 image; (C) 

x100 magnification image; orange scale bar represents 500 µm for each x100 image; (D) x250 

magnification image; orange scale bar represents 100 µm length for each x250 image.  
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found in the plateaus of larger vesicles and pervasive coalescence is also a feature 

of this micro-texture. Where S3 and T5 are present their textures are associated with 

collapse features, increased microlites and smallest-sized vesicles and IVE. All 

vesicles have smooth outlines with no influence from the phenocryst phase. Vesicle 

shapes are circular, sub-circular to polylobate for S1 and S2 textures, while micro-

textures S3 and T5, as expected, are more irregular. Unlike the S1 micro-texture, the 

S2 texture, and to a lesser extent the S3 population have bevelled outlines indicating 

a limited post-coalescence relaxation time, or possibly some decompression event. 

PBm1527_6 

 Similar to the medium lapillus from this sample horizon, the highest 

vesicularity clast, 6, is made of sideromelane glass; however the presence of 

tachylitic glass is less prevalent. With a vesicularity of 81% this sample is extremely 

vesicular and from the scanned image the presence of large and coalesced vesicles 

is common. This clast is dominated by a S3 micro-texture. Glass is clear of any 

microlites, except where concentrations of microlites are seen (tachylite micro-texture 

5). Micro-phenocrysts are few in number and where present are tabular plagioclases. 

IVE are ubiquitous, characterising this particular lapillus.  

PBm1525_93 

 Similar to sample (PBm1527) the first lapillus discussed here is the medium 

vesicularity lapillus, 93. In Fig. D the tachylitic nature of the glass is seen. 

Furthermore, the clast appears quite dense, however, with a vesicularity of 65% this 

highly vesicular lapillus has a small vesicle population with a substantial number 

density resolved by higher magnification BSE images. The micro-texture is 

dominated solely by a T5 texture. Vesicles have been extensively influenced by the 

microlite-rich groundmass. As well as microlites microphenocrysts are present in 

tabular and equant shapes. The general vesicle population is small in size (<200 µm) 
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and relatively uniform. Larger vesicles occur locally due to coalescence. This lapillus 

has domains of very dense tachylite glass. Though vesicle numbers are much lower 

in these dense inclusions, the general form of vesicles is the same. Due to the fine, 

acicular and numerous microlites constructing the groundmass, diktytaxitic voids are 

common.  

PBm1525_42 

 The highest vesicularity clast for sample PBm1525 is a dense tachylite 

lapillus (Fig. D). From BSE images a T1 micro-texture is identified with a minor 

influence by T5. Characteristic of this micro-texture two vesicle populations of 

different size are present. The large vesicles are between ~300 µm to 1 mm in 

diameter and the small-sized population has diameters of <20 µm and up to 100 µm. 

Vesicle outline are influenced by the microlite-rich groundmass and are seen as 

serrate. Their overall shape, however, is circular to polylobate. IVE are present 

locally. Microlites are very small in size (<50 µm) and generally acicular. 

Microphenocrysts occur infrequently and are acicular, tabular and equant; mostly 

plagioclase.  

PBm1520_83 

 This lowest vesicularity lapillus has a vesicularity of just 21%. Its appearance 

in the scanned image is reflected in BSE images. This tachylitic clast has a micro-

texture dominated by a T4 micro-texture. The vesicle texture is controlled by the 

crystal phases. The microlite phase is dominantly equant and locally tabular and fine 

grained (10-20 µm). A frequent occurrence of microphenocrysts is observed. These 

are, in general, tabular plagioclase and equant olivine, often occurring together in 

glomerophyric crystals. The vesicle number density is low in comparison with all the 

clasts looked at this far. Vesicles have rough serrated edges with overall circular 

shapes. Sizes are relatively small, the largest vesicles seen are <300 µm. A small-
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sized vesicle population is ~20 µm in diameter are occurs in clusters. 

PBm1520_9 

 Similar to PBm1548_51 the scanned image of this medium vesicularity 

lapillus appears dense and tachylitic. However, with higher resolution BSE images 

illustrate the strong presence of a S1 micro-texture with T1 micro-textures equally as 

prevalent. Within the S1 micro-texture, vesicles are of two different sizes, have 

regular circular to locally polylobate shapes and smooth outlines. A few acicular 

microlites are present in the sideromelane glass but have no influence on the vesicle 

forms. Microphenocrysts are few in number and are generally acicular to tabular 

plagioclase and equant olivine. Both crystal phases are more numerous within the T1 

micro-textures. However, crystals do not show an influence on the vesicle outlines 

which, due to the high microlite content of other tachylite textures, results in serrated 

and rough edges. Vesicle number densities are greater in the tachylite texture, 

vesicles are smaller but uniform in size (<100 µm and as small as ~10-20 µm) with 

irregular shapes. 

PBm1520_14 

 The highest vesicularity clast of sample PBm1520 is composed of tachylite 

glass with a range of vesicle sizes, as seen in Fig. D. BSE images demonstrate the 

prevalence of T1 and T2 with local occurrence of T3. Whilst the groundmass is 

extremely crystalline, and displays a similar starburst array of microlites as sample 

PBm1540_43, its vesicle outlines have not been influenced by the crystal phases. 

Furthermore, diktytaxitic voids are not common here despite the microlitic 

groundmass. Microphenocrysts are mostly acicular to tabular plagioclase and equant 

olivine. These often occur together as a glomerophyric crystal. Micro-textures T1 and 

T2 consist of smooth-outlined vesicles of regular circular and polylobate shape. Sizes 

range from <10 µm (T1 only) up to 200-300 µm (both T1 and T2). Where a T3 micro-
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texture is seen it is associated with the presence of IVE. Vesicle sizes within T3 are 

small and shapes are circular to thin and locally crescent-shaped indicating some 

collapse.   

PB1518.5_57 

 The lowest vesicularity clast of the sample (17%), seen in Fig. E, is very 

similar to PBm1520_83. The scanned image is deceptive because the clear content 

of the lapillus represents the crystal content and not necessarily the vesicle volume. 

This clasts has an extremely crystalline groundmass which provides a solid 

impenetrable network of microlites and microphenocrysts characteristic of the T4 

micro-texture. See the description for PBm1520_83. 

PBm1518.5_83 

 This medium vesicularity clast (55%) has a core to rim, tachylite to 

sideromelane transition (Fig. E). A large-sized (~3 mm) vesicle population can be 

identified from the scanned image. Higher magnification BSE images resolve the 

finer vesicle population (as small as 10 µm). The clast is predominantly T1, the 

interior, with S1 micro-texture at the rim. Minor T5 texture exists where 

concentrations of small vesicles plus microlites occur and S3 is locally seen at the 

rim. The tachylite glass has a groundmass of fine microlites as well as a well 

established microphenocryst population, including acicular and tabular plagioclase, 

and equant (basal sections) olivine. Microphenocrysts often occur as glomerophyric 

crystals. Vesicles within the T1 texture have circular to polylobate shapes and 

diameters can be up to ~200-300 µm. Vesicle outlines are relatively smooth with little 

or no influence from the microlites. Some diktytaxitic voids are represented in the T1 

texture but are few and locally occurring. The S1 micro-texture has more extensive 

coalescence resulting in  
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Fig. D Micro-textures for Pahvant Butte samples for which quantitative data was collected. Columns 

are ordered according to bulk vesicularity; low, medium and high vesicularity. Rows are ordered 

according to topographic height; from PBm1527 to sample PBm1520. (A) 1200 dpi flatbed scanned 

image of the polished thin section; orange scale bar represents 1 cm length for each scanned image; 

orange rectangle indicates the location of higher magnification back scattered images; (B) x40 

magnification on SEM,  been cleared of image flaws; white is microlite-free glass; grey is microlite and 

micro-phenocrysts; black is vesicles; orange scale bar represents 500 µm for each x40 image; (C) 

x100 magnification image; orange scale bar represents 500 µm for each x100 image; (D) x250 

magnification image; orange scale bar represents 100 µm length for each x250 image.  
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polylobate and chain vesicles. Additionally, and a result of the coalescence, vesicle 

sizes are larger (up to 2-3 mm). The smaller-sized (<50 µm) vesicle population within 

this texture has not been effected by coalescence; shapes are regular circular to sub-

circular. Where coalescence is observed vesicle outlines are often bevelled and 

slightly wrinkled, suggesting they have had only limited amount of time to relax back 

into circular forms post coalescence or a loss of internal pressure.   

PBm1518.5_86 

 This lapillus is the highest (72%) vesicularity clast from this sample horizon. 

From the scanned image a heterogeneous tachylite-dominated vesicle texture is 

seen. The interior appears denser or characterised by smaller vesicles than the 

margins (mm-scale vesicles visible). Better resolution in the BSE images reveals a 

T1 micro-texture with minor T3 and T5. A microlite-rich groundmass characterises the 

T-textures, however some groundmass glass is present in this lapillus. In general 

vesicles show little or no influence from the microlite phase. For T1 micro-texture 

vesicle sizes are, on average, relatively small (~100 µm). Shapes are regular and 

circular to polylobate. Where subtle denser glass is seen T5 micro-textures can be 

identified. Characteristic of this texture, a concentration of vesicles and microlites are 

seen. Micro-texture T3 occurs locally and typical of this texture features include 

collapsed and very irregular vesicles. Furthermore, a strong presence of IVE is 

represented within the T3 texture. 

PBm1469_9 

 The lowest vesicularity (24%) is dominated by tachylite glass and appears 

dense with large (~5 mm) dispersed vesicles (Fig. E). BSE images reveal a highly 

crystalline groundmass with a fine acicular microlite phase, a high number density 

acicular and tabular plagioclase microphenocryst phase and a less abundant equant 

plagioclase microphenocryst phase. This clast is similar to PBp1548_16. It is 
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characterised by a T4 micro-texture. It has a high vesicle number density of small-

sized vesicles between large vesicles, easily identified in the scanned image, which 

are fewer in number and well dispersed throughout the lapillus. The microlite phase 

is seen to have an influence on the vesicle outlines here, resulting in serrated, rough 

edges. Coalescence of bubbles has occurred though is not extensive, effecting only 

the largest vesicles which have large nearest-neighbour distances. The smallest-

sized vesicles identified in this clast (<10 µm) have very simple forms, circular, and 

smooth uninterrupted outlines.  

PBm1469_27 

 The medium vesicularity clast appears vesicular with a large-sized vesicle 

population clearly visible in the scanned image (Fig. E). From BSE images the 

dominant micro-texture T1 is identified. As such the groundmass has a high 

crystallinity and affects the vesicle outline creating serrated and rough edges. Large 

vesicles seen in the scan are also represented in the BSE images and are on a scale 

of millimetres. The smallest-sized vesicles are 10-20 µm in diameter and are 

numerous. A substantial occurrence of coalescence is observed which is unusual for 

a tachylite clast with such an extensive crystalline groundmass.  

PBm1469_14 

 The highest vesicularity clast of this sample is only slightly higher in 

vesicularity than the previous lapillus described (59% versus 52%). It appears to be 

denser (Fig. E) however; the higher magnification BSE images reveal that a large 

number of small-sized vesicles make up the bulk of this lapillus. The clast has a T1 

micro-texture which defines two sets of vesicles sizes. The larger of these vesicles 

measure up to ~300 µm and the smallest can be <10 µm. The vesicle outlines show 

little to no effect by the microlite phase; similarly, the shapes are regular circular to 

sub-circular. Coalescence occurs only locally and only between larger and close-
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neighbour vesicles. The microlites are acicular and in places arranged in a starburst 

array. Microphenocrysts are relatively common and are dominated by acicular to 

tabular plagioclase and equant olivine. These frequently occur as glomerophyric 

crystals. IVE are identified, however, their presence is uncommon and does not 

define this lapillus. 
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Fig. D Micro-textures for Pahvant Butte samples for which quantitative data was collected. Columns 

are ordered according to bulk vesicularity; low, medium and high vesicularity. Rows are ordered 

according to topographic height; from PBm1518.5 to sample PBm1469. (A) 1200 dpi flatbed scanned 

image of the polished thin section; orange scale bar represents 1 cm length for each scanned image; 

orange rectangle indicates the location of higher magnification back scattered images; (B) x40 

magnification on SEM,  been cleared of image flaws; white is microlite-free glass; grey is microlite and 

micro-phenocrysts; black is vesicles; orange scale bar represents 500 µm for each x40 image; (C) 

x100 magnification image; orange scale bar represents 500 µm for each x100 image; (D) x250 

magnification image; orange scale bar represents 100 µm length for each x250 image.  
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Appendix 7. Quantitative descriptions 

PBp1548_16 

 The VSD plot for this lapillus resembles a VSD curve described by Shea et 

al. (2010a) as having been produced by continuous accelerating nucleation and 

growth. This lapillus is characterised by T1 micro-texture with a minor proportion of 

the lapillus being dominated by a concentration of microlites plus vesicles. Since the 

vesicle size distribution is not dependant on spatial or temporal parameters, the 

concentration of T5 vesicles could contribute to the large number of small-size 

vesicles seen in the VSD. The VVD plot illustrates a reduced volume fraction and a 

slight skewing toward a larger vesicle size. A weak mode is seen at 1.230 mm. This 

VVD trend is not interpreted as collapse of the vesicles, as is suggested by Shea et 

al. (2010a). Referring to Table 4.3 and Fig. C, the scan and BSE images of this 

lapillus, it is clear that the microlite-rich groundmass has limited the growth of the 

bubbles, limiting the volume fraction achieved by the vesiculating magma. The 

vesicularity of this lapillus is 20% however, the vesicle number density is 2.8 x 104 

vesicles per mm3. This supports the interpretation of the limited growth of a first 

generation of vesicles followed by a late stage nucleation of small vesicles which had 

yet to contribute to the volume fraction at the time of quenching. The presence of 

diktytaxitic voids supports a scenario of late stage decompression leading to 

vesiculation.  

PBp1548_15 

 This modal vesicularity clast, 43%, has a vesicle number density of 1.5 x 104 

vesicles per mm3. Its VSD plot is similar to the above; however, it has a shallow slope 

reflecting the dominance of lager vesicles (resembling the coalescence curve of 

Shea et al., 2010a). Its VVD displays a well developed peak at 0.915 mm, and 

although this is a smaller than the modal peak of the low vesicularity the remaining 
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vesicle size bins show larger volume fractions. This all indicates to an event of 

coalescence of the vesicles in the modal vesicularity lapillus. The consequence of 

coalescence is an increase in the vesicles size and a decrease in the number of 

vesicles per unit volume. Referencing this with the textures seen, T1 with a minor 

portion represented by T2 and T3 and the presence of IVE suggests that a mature 

vesicle population experienced an event of coalescence which was not limited or 

interfered with by a microlite population. Subsequent to this, a later stage of 

crystallization and vesiculation produced a second population of small-sized vesicles 

plus IVE.  

PBp1548_51 

 This lapillus represents the most vesiculated (55%) magma that produced 

this sample. The lapillus is not all that more vesicular than the bulk of the magma 

however, the vesicle number density is the largest seen for this sample, 4.4 x 104 

vesicles per mm3. Micro-texture S1 characterises this lapillus which is defined by two 

vesicle populations differing in size but with both indicating simple radial growth. 

Local coalescence and the presence of IVE are other textural features which must be 

considered here also. The VSD profile is similar to the modal vesicularity clast with 

yet a shallower slope towards larger vesicle size. The VSD plots from low to modal 

and high vesicularity reflect an increase extent of coalescence. Combine this with the 

slightly bimodal VVD plot, designated as coalescence by Shea et al. (2010a), and the 

evidence for some event of coalescence is indisputable. Though the microlite content 

of this lapillus is less than an average tachylite clast, where IVE are seen microlites 

appear associated with their formation. This can be interpreted as evidence of a late 

stage of crystallization and vesiculation which is reflected in the vesicle number 

density.    
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PBm1540_2 

 This low vesicularity lapillus has a step-like VSD profile which deviates 

substantially from the general regular continuous accelerating nucleation and growth 

with some coalescence trend of the Pahvant Butte lapilli. Importantly, this has a very 

low vesicularity, 18%, combined with a lower vesicle number density, 1.0 x 104 

vesicles per mm3. Additionally, the micro-texture characterising this clast is T4. This 

texture is defined by tabular and large microlites which form an interlocking crystal 

mesh. Locally diktytaxitic voids are identified, however, occur in much smaller 

numbers and are generally larger than those represented by T5 textures. The VVD 

histogram for this lapillus is similar to the low vesicularity clast of the previous 

sample. It has a reduced volume fraction and a poorly developed polymodal 

distribution which is slightly skewed toward larger vesicle sizes. Again, rather than 

interpreting this VVD plot as being caused by collapse of vesicles, it is more likely 

that the extreme groundmass crystallinity is due to a longer residence time which 

allowed crystals to grow larger and interlock, effectively precluding vesiculation to a 

degree as seen in other lapilli, by either early or late stage nucleation. However, the 

range of equivalent vesicle diameter (Table 4.3) shows the existence of small 

vesicles (0.0078-1.9512 mm). This indicates that a weak, very late stage nucleation 

must have occurred. This may have been simultaneous to the formation of diktytaxitic 

voids. 

PBm1540_3 

 The VSD for this lapillus shows an obvious perturbation at ~0.1 mm and an 

unusual polymodal VVD distribution. This modal vesicularity (48%) lapillus has a 

vesicle number density of 3.6 x 104 vesicles mm-3 which is the highest for this 

sample. The micro-texture is dominated by a T1 texture with a small portion of the 

magma demonstrating a T5 texture. Although the lapillus contains two populations, of 
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large- and small-sized vesicles, the larger vesicles have highly irregular shapes not 

readily explained by coalescence of circular vesicles resulting in polylobate shapes. 

Furthermore, wrinkled vesicle outlines and the presence of both diktytaxitic voids and 

IVE indicate the stage of decompression that initiated the crystallization and 

formation of the IVE may have induced a late stage of coalescence which would 

have been affected by the microlite-rich groundmass (highly irregular shapes) and a 

limited growth time (wrinkled outlines indicating relaxation time was limited and 

coalesced vesicles did not have sufficient time to regain a circular shape). A stage of 

coalescence is supported by the VSD trend while the polymodal and reduced volume 

fraction trend of the VVD supports a theory of limited growth until a late stage 

followed by a stage of crystallization and nucleation of the smallest-sized vesicles 

plus IVE and diktytaxitic voids. 

 PBm1540_43 

 The vesicularity of this lapillus is the highest (69%) of this sample; however, 

the vesicle number density is one of the lowest densities recorded for Pahvant Butte 

samples (Table 4.4), 9.4 x 103 vesicles per mm3. The VSD and VVD show a 

consistent lack of small vesicles. Additionally, the VSD shows a disturbance from a 

smooth profile while the VVD displays a weak bimodality. The micro-texture is 

dominated by a S2 with less significant portion represented by S1 and T5 textures. 

This fits well with an interpretation of ripening and coalescence. Ripening of the 

smallest-sized bubbles is thought to have preceded coalescence as the smallest-

sized bubbles are least likely to be involved in events of coalescence (Mangan and 

Cashman, 1996) and a distinct lack of smallest vesicles is seen. The lack of 

groundmass microlites in the sideromelane clast means no limit to coalescence 

would have occurred. It is evident that the smallest-sized vesicles are chief 

contributors to the vesicle number density while their affect is negligible on the bulk 
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vesicularity. Finally, it is valid to note the absence of both IVE and diktytaxitic voids in 

this lapillus. Clearly no late stage rapid decompression event was experienced by the 

portion of magma this lapillus represents.  

PBm1528_29 

 This is the lowest vesicularity lapillus (9%) measured from the Pahvant Butte 

sample suite. However, the vesicle number density is reasonably large, 1.6 x 104 

vesicles per mm3. The VSD is very similar to other plots with T4 textures described 

above. The step-like profile is more defined however for this lapillus. The VVD 

histogram shows severely reduced volume fraction, although a slight bimodality is 

noted with peaks at 0.049 mm and 0.49 mm. Referring between these distributions 

and the scanned and BSE images (Fig. C) it becomes clear that the large tabular 

microlitic groundmass of this lapillus has substantially affected vesicle growth and 

nucleation. Vesicle numbers recover due to a late stage of nucleation, as for the 

previous T4 lapilli; indicated by the step-like VSD profile, the 0.049 modal peak in the 

VVD and the presence of diktytaxitic voids.  

PBm1528_69  

 Lapillus 69 is characterised by a S1 micro-texture, and relatively regular VSD 

and VVD trends. The vesicularity of 49% and vesicle number density of 4.0 x 104 

vesicles per mm3 are equally as conventional. Again, an earlier nucleated population 

of vesicles is thought to have matured and locally coalesced with a subsequent later 

stage of nucleation producing a small-sized vesicle population and IVE.  

PBm1528_92 

 This lapillus is diverges slightly from the typical sideromelane lapillus, in that 

it has both a high vesicularity (78%) and a high vesicle number density (4.5 x 104 

vesicles per mm3). The clast is typified by an S3 micro-texture with domains of T5 

also identified. Although, S3 textures generally indicate collapse, this is not the 
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controlling process envisioned for this clast. The VSD shows a moderately smooth 

curved profile with a slight disturbance at ~0.75 mm. Combine this observation with 

the VVD profile; a mode at 0.123 mm but a slight bimodality and skewing toward the 

larger-sized vesicles, these distributions suggest extensive coalescence. The 

presence of T5 texture is thought to boost NV values. This is supported by textural 

evidence as except for T5 domains a general absence of the smallest-sized vesicles 

is seen (similar to PBm1540_43). The combination of T5 domains and IVE identified 

in this lapillus indicates a late stage decompression sets this lapillus apart from 

PBm1540_43.    

PBm1527_71 & PBm1527_6 

 These lapilli have similar qualitative and quantitative features with a single 

conduit process separating them. Their vesicularity (62% and 81%, respectively) and 

vesicle number density (2.3 x 104 and 1.1 x 104 vesicles mm-3, respectively) indicate 

the process that makes these lapilli different; coalescence. This is supported by 

micro-textural analysis. The former, medium vesicularity lapillus is dominated by S1 

and S2 textures (a minor influence from S3 and T5 is also noted). The high 

vesicularity lapillus, 6, is dominated by S3 with a domains of T5 also identified. 

Lapillus 71 is thought to have experiences only local coalescence of the first 

generation of vesicles (larger sized bubble of the S1 and S2 textures). Lapillus 6, on 

the other hand, has undergone pervasive coalescence (a VVD convincingly skewed 

toward coarser vesicle sizes). Both lapilli have IVE present which, when combined 

with high vesicle number densities, can be interpreted as a result of late stage 

decompression and nucleation. The second generation of vesicles are mostly 

confined to tachylite domains in lapillus 6; however, lapillus 71, with its S1 textures 

and slightly higher NV, does not appear to have experienced a same restriction. 

PBm1525_93 
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 This lapillus has a vesicularity of 65% and 7.8 x 103 vesicles mm-3. It is 

governed by a T5 micro-texture with IVE and diktytaxitic voids observed. The VSD 

illustrates a smooth, curved plot with no distinctive features. The VVD indicates a 

modal equivalent vesicle diameter of 0.3 mm, which seems slightly large on viewing 

the scanned and BSE images (Fig. D). The histogram is slightly skewed toward the 

modal diameter. The bulk of the lapillus shows a highly irregular vesicle pattern with 

permeable paths apparently established (denser domains have simpler vesicle 

shapes). This idea of highly interconnected vesicles is supported by the modal 

vesicle size, the low NV value and the higher vesicularity. The presence of IVE and 

diktytaxitic voids indicate a later event of crystallization and bubble nucleation which 

could be represented locally by denser domains of tachylite displaying smaller and 

simpler shaped vesicles. If the establishment of a permeable pathway or 

connectedness was via coalescence no significant fingerprint has been left. The 

vesicle texture does not show any major affect from microlites limiting growth, i.e. 

vesicle outlines are smooth and even bevelled or wrinkled in cases. Two scenarios 

are therefore suggested: coalescence continued until quenching and fragmentation 

establishing a permeable pathway. Late stage crystallization associated with IVE 

formation could explain the lack of a microlite-rich groundmass on the coalescence; 

however, VSD and VVD do not illustrate trends indicative of coalescence. The 

second option is that coalescence established interconnections between vesicles and 

was followed by a late stage of collapse. The affect of significant coalescence could 

have hindered the development of a VSD and VVD indicating collapse (i.e. reduced 

vesicle volume). Collapse would have been a later event to account for the preserved 

bevelled and wrinkled vesicle outlines. 

PBm1525_42 

 This lapillus is the highest vesicularity clast measured from Pahvant Butte 
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(82%). Furthermore, it has the lowest NV measured (7.8 x 103 vesicles mm-3). A T2 

micro-texture dominates the bulk of the lapillus with a minor T5 influence. The VSD 

and VVD both have a distinctive lack of small vesicles. The interpretation is therefore 

similar to that of PBm1540_43; ripening and coalescence. The observed IVE 

formation and diktytaxitic voids, however, indicate that decompression induced a late 

stage of crystallization and exsolution. This stage of late stage decompression did 

not establish a small population of vesicles, as suggested by the low value of NV, 

most likely due to rapid quenching and fragmentation. 

PBm1520_83 

 This lapillus has very similar qualitative and quantitative features as the first 

lapillus described, PBp1548_16. As such, the interpretation is the same. 

PBm1520_9 

 Again, this lapillus is similar to a previous clast, PBm1528_69. Its VSD and 

VVD are equally as conventional as lapillus 69, whereas its vesicle texture is slightly 

simpler. Its vesicularity is slightly higher (55%, compared with 48%) and its NV, 

correspondingly lower (3.1 x 104 vesicles per mm3, compared with 4.0 x 104 vesicles 

per mm3). Thus a higher degree of coalescence (without the limits inferred for lapillus 

69) is suggested for this lapillus. 

PBm1520_14 

 The highest vesicularity lapillus, 66%, of this sample has a high vesicle 

number density. It is dominated by T1 micro-texture with subordinate T2 and T3 also. 

This suggests two generations of bubbles, the older of which potentially experiencing 

some ripening followed by coalescence and modest collapse. A second generation of 

bubbles boost the measurement of vesicle number density. The VSD shows a small 

step-like feature which could indicate an event of coalescence or ripening. The VVD 

shows a polymodal distribution, however, it is relatively reduced in volume fraction 
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compared to other high vesicularity VVDs. The interpretation of a late stage of 

crystallization and nucleation is inferred from the small-sized vesicle population in 

both the distributions, by the formation of IVE and also by the elevated value of NV.  

PB1518.5_57 

 This lapillus has very similar qualitative and quantitative features as lapillus 

PBm1520_83. One difference is noted however, and that is the slightly higher NV 

value of this lapillus. As such, the interpretation is the same with a greater degree of 

nucleation for the second stage of vesiculation inferred.  

PBm1518.5_83 

 This modal vesicularity clast is dominated by T1 and S1 micro-textures with 

domains of T5 and local S3 texture also identified. Both IVE and diktytaxitic voids are 

present also. The VSD and VVD plots are conventional with the former resembling 

the coalescence curve of Shea et al. (2010a) and the VVD displays a modal 

equivalent vesicles diameter of 0.195 mm which is slightly skewed toward the larger 

vesicle sizes, further evidence for coalescence. Equally, the vesicularity and NV 

values do not suggest a deviation from a two-stage nucleation and bubble growth 

scenario. 

PBm1518.5_86 

 The highest vesicularity clast, 72%, displays T1 and subordinate T3 and T5 

textures. Despite the high vesicularity, the NV value is reasonable, 4.8 x 104 vesicles 

mm-3. The presence of IVE in this clast combined with the T1 texture suggests a late 

stage nucleation of bubbles and this is supported by the vesicle volume distribution 

(illustrates a mode at 0.123 mm and a tail toward the small-sized vesicle diameters 

indicating continued event(s) of nucleation). The VSD profile shows a slight 

disturbance at ~0.1 mm which could indicate an event of coalescence.  

PBm1469_9 
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 Similar to many of the T4 dominated textures (e.g. PBm1520_83 and 

PBm1528_29) this lapillus is interpreted to have limited growth of a first generation of 

vesicles followed by a late stage nucleation of small vesicles which had yet to 

contribute to the volume fraction at the time of quenching (reduced volume fraction of 

the VVD). The presence of diktytaxitic voids supports a scenario of late stage 

decompression leading to vesiculation which contributed significantly to the vesicle 

number density (1.6 x 104 vesicles per mm3).   

PBm1469_27 

 The VSD for this lapillus indicates a great amount of small-sized vesicles. 

The VVD, while supports the presence of small vesicles indicates their insignificant 

contribution to the volume fraction of the lapillus. A weakly developed polymodal 

distribution shows a modestly developed peak at 0.3-0.495 mm. This is quite a large 

equivalent vesicle diameter and could be reflecting the coalescence of the first 

generation of vesicles. The presence of IVE, a small-sized population of vesicles and 

a high NV value of 3.9 x 104 vesicles mm-3 all indicate a later stage of bubble 

nucleation occurred.  

PBm1469_14 

 Finally, this lapillus has a texture characterised by a T1 texture, a vesicularity 

of 59% and a reasonably larger number of vesicles per unit volume (2.9 x 104 

vesicles per mm3). The VSD and VVD trends are regular and, as such, the 

interpretation is similar to many other lapilli. The alteration of an existing, mature 

population of vesicles by coalescence, followed by a late stage of decompression 

leading to the formation of IVE and diktytaxitic voids, as well as a small-sized 

population of vesicles.  
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Appendix 8. Volatile concentration conversion spreadsheet (created by C.I. 

Schipper)  

 

See digital copy of files 

 

 

 


